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Abstract
This PhD thesis examines the dual role of a composer-performer in various creative
collaborative contexts. It is presented in two parts: (1) the role of a composer-performer in
relation to one’s own compositions, and (2) the role of a composer-performer when
performing other composers’ works.
Part 1 focuses on how my role as composer-saxophonist influences my compositional writing
for saxophone and other instruments. Gestural production through the use of contemporary
saxophone playing techniques to form the main motivic framework is discussed in relation to
my saxophone concerto, saxophone orchestra, and didgeridoo and wind symphony work.
Composition analyses illustrate avant-garde saxophone gestural effects in delicate, melodic
solo settings, and in mass, fusion, textural sound block formations to create different sound
worlds. My improvisatory stylistic composition approach and score graphic notation methods
- including sensory aural and visual gestural devices and unconventional player positioning –
allow for different ensemble interpretations, increased ensemble collaboration, surround
sound spatialisation and enhanced audience communication.
Part 2 addresses the following interrelationship themes between composer and performer
practice: performing composer acting as creative contributor; rarity of performer influencing
the aesthetic structure of composers’ works; composer-performer interactional mechanisms to
create a collective sharing approach; and score function acting as an important collaborative
tool. Focus is placed upon the commissioning, creating and recording stages of new
Australian saxophone music. Investigation into creative collaborative activity between
composer-performer and composer during the rehearsal process highlights specific
saxophone idiomatic issues that arose leading up to the international premiere performances
and recording of the composers’ works for a 2019 ABC New Waves saxophone podcast and
my ABC Classic solo saxophone album.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The creation and premiere of a new piece of music is considered a joint activity between
composer and performer: where the composer writes the work, and the performer interprets
and reproduces the composer’s ideas as represented in the score. This traditional
composer/performer working relationship raises certain questions: What happens when the
composer is also the performer? Do performing composers partially create the music that
they are playing? And are performing composers’ creative contributors?
The aim of my research is to identify how my composer-performer role influences my own
compositions and other composers’ works. Composition and performance have played an
equal role in forming my raison d’être, and saxophone contemporary playing techniques have
become an integral part of my compositional style. A particular interest is understanding how
my composer-performer role affects my composing approach when writing for saxophone
and other instruments. The way I think, conceive, conceptualise and realise compositional
motivic ideas when writing for saxophone compared to strings, brass, percussion and
didgeridoo is examined.
During my PhD candidature, my composer-performer research evolved into an extensive
composition research-based thesis. It contains two parts: (1) my own compositions and
composer-performer analyses, and (2) the creation, premiere and recording of new Australian
saxophone works. My compositions represent significant turning points of my composerperformer development. Influence of my performer composing role is seen in the way I
imagine and realise gestural motivic production for saxophone and in large ensemble
settings: saxophone concerto, saxophone orchestra, wind symphony and didgeridoo.
Performer gesture and gestural composition devices play an integral role in establishing the
gestural language within conventional and unconventional graphically notated score
passages, allowing for different ensemble interpretations and collaborations. Examination of
the creative collaboration issues that evolved between composer, conductor and performer –
Katia Beaugeais, Lieutenant Commander Dr Steven Stanke and the Royal Australian Navy
Band with didgeridoo virtuoso, William Barton, and conductor Dr Carter Biggers with the
Texas Woman’s University Wind Symphony – brings into focus how a shared collective
vision contributed to the final score and recording outcome.
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A shared practice thus connects participants to each other in ways that are diverse and
complex. The resulting relations reflect the full complexity of doing things together.1
Based on recent research, I discovered how gesture plays a much larger role in my
compositions. Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone played an important role in
establishing my performing composer identity. As composer-soloist, I was able to explore
sound spatialisation and aural-visual sensory manipulation playing techniques in the solo
saxophone part and across the whole ensemble. Unconventional player positioning,
improvisatory gestural motivic interplay and sound mass structures exploring avant-garde
playing effects are discussed. Composer-performer highlights include long circular breathing
passages, where I simultaneously play individual soprano saxophone pitches within
multiphonic harmonic frameworks to create continuous textural mass layers of sound.
My association with saxophone extended techniques helped shape and formulate the new
wind sound concept in First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra and the reimagined wind
symphony version with didgeridoo. Unconventional methods of playing are explored in the
woodwind and brass that require players to turn their mouthpieces upside down on their
instrument and blow in the opposite end. Air wind sounds together with didgeridoo-inspired
vibrato effects and fusion of unconventional and conventional playing techniques create
textural motivic unity. Aleatoric composition methods bring an improvisatory stylistic quality
in both versions, allowing the players to share the ‘composer-creator’ role.
The second part of this thesis focuses on three new Australian saxophone works composed
for this research study. Analyses of the rehearsal process with composers Katy Abbott, Anne
Boyd and Bruce Crossman, provide a behind-the-scenes look into the preparation process
leading up to international premiere performances and recording for a 2019 ABC New Waves
saxophone podcast and my ABC Classic solo saxophone album. To what extent my
composer, performer, and overlapping composer-performer role influenced the idiomatic
technical saxophone considerations, stylistic decisions and interpretation of the composers’
scores is discussed in reference to my suggestions, feedback and sketched score markings.
Observational data such as rehearsal transcripts and email communications outline the
different stages of the creative collaborative rehearsal approach with each composer: creative

1

Etienne Wenger, Communities of practice: Learning, meaning, and identity (New York: Cambridge University
Press, 1998), 77.
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process, problem-solving, collaboration and communication. Similarities and differences
between the ABC recording process of each piece provides insight into how the recording
environment affects the final score outcome – an area that remains largely under-researched.
The findings of this research reveal how my composer-performer assistance enable the
composers to discover a range of saxophone playing techniques: non-pitch to real pitch subtone intricacies, French vowel acoustical air sound envelopes, saxophone and bell tone fused
nuances, slap-tongue, flutter-tongue, paint brush tongue stroke articulation and circular
breathing with multiphonic and harmonic quarter-tone trill textures. Results show how
saxophone contemporary playing techniques, gestural methods of composing, associated
technical playing aspects and creative collaborative activity instigated my composer and
performer role to surface.

3

Chapter 2
Scoping composer-performer practice
This literature review serves as a summary of the cognate work and an introduction to the
research themes that generated this study on composer-performer practice. Focus is placed
upon recent literature that inspired my research on composer-performer roles, improvisation,
creative collaboration and gesture. Authors’ views regarding various composition and
performance concepts shed light on an important issue: when composer and performer roles
overlap, do performers become composers in the process?

Composer and performer roles – Interdependent or completely separate entities?
Philip Alperson2 defines composing and performing as interdependent activities:
“Composition and performance are clearly interdependent rather than mutually exclusive
activities.”3 He explains the composer role as one’s “own executor or performer”, where a
composer imagines performing various musical formulations without producing a publicly
audible performance.4 Equally, Alperson states that performance involves composition:
The activity of performance seems necessarily to involve composition. A musical
performance, whether public or in one’s head, always involves formative decisions
about how a piece shall sound.5

Paul Vincent Spade6 objects to Alperson’s viewpoint that composition and performance are
interdependent activities as composers’ imaginary performances are not real performances:

2

Philip Alperson, “On Musical Improvisation,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Vol. 43, No. 1
(Autumn, 1984): 17-29.
3
Ibid., 20.
4
Ibid., 19.
5
Ibid., 20.
6
Paul Vincent Spade, “Do Composers Have to Be Performers Too?” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism,
Vol. 49, No. 4 (Autumn, 1991): 365-369.
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Even if it is true that such a composer runs through a kind of imaginary performance
in his or her head while composing, there is a big difference between really
performing and only imagining one is performing.7
Spade raises an important point in reference to Alperson’s ‘imaginary’ performance view
regarding compositions that include more than one musician such as a large ensemble work:
“What about a piece that simply cannot be performed by a single person for example, a full
orchestral symphony? Plainly the composer is not really performing the whole thing.”8

Terence O’Grady9 explores performer practice theories by Leonard B. Meyer, Robin G.
Collingwood and Gordon K. Greene regarding composers’ score presentation and whether
player interpretation is a prerequisite in performance.
The performer is not a musical automaton or a kind of musico-mechanical medium
through which a score or tradition is realized in sound.10
Performers are central in communicating the composer’s score ideas, as Leonard Meyer11
believes they are active creators in shaping the composer’s work. As he says, “qualitatively
the performer’s role is always the same; he is always an active creator, shaping and molding
the abstract scheme furnished him by the composer.…”12
Robin Collingwood13 concurs with Meyer by stressing how a composer’s score, no matter
how detailed, cannot indicate to the performer how a piece should be performed.
Collingwood goes on to say that the composer and performer know that the score cannot
provide enough detail for the player, and that the performer’s job is to fill in the gaps:

7

Ibid., 367.
Ibid.
9
Terence J. O’Grady, “Interpretive Freedom and the Composer-Performer Relationship,” Journal of Aesthetic
Education, Vol. 14, No. 2 (Apr., 1980): 55-67.
10
Leonard B. Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956), 99,
quoted in O’Grady, “Interpretive Freedom and the Composer-Performer Relationship,” 56.
11
Leonard B. Meyer, Emotion and Meaning in Music (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1956).
12
Ibid., 200, quoted in O’Grady, “Interpretive Freedom and the Composer-Performer Relationship,” 56.
13
Robin G. Collingwood, The Principles of Art (London: Oxford University Press, 1938).
8
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He recognizes that what he is putting on paper is not a play or a symphony, or even
complete directions for performing one, but only a rough outline of such directions,
where the performers, with the help, no doubt, of producer and conductor, are not
only permitted but required to fill in the details.14
This assumption is taken a step further by Collingwood: “Every performer is co-author of the
work he performs.”15

Describing how reading a score is not like reading a novel or viewing a painting, Gordon
Greene16 says “Composers and performers work from a set of understood performance
practices.”17 Conceptualising the score as an art object is reliant upon the composer’s attitude
in realising a completed score, in which he finds difficult to accept.18 Based on composer
attitudes towards their works, Greene claims “that they do not expect more than a semblance
of their ideas to be heard”19, composers are often surprised by what they hear and rely on
performers to realise their works. Composers expect performers to provide them with a “fresh
interpretation,” as the composer’s imagination is heightened anew.20
Certain tonal and structural relationships are clarified for them, new musical
dimensions become apparent, some features that were thought to be most important
are overshadowed.21
As regards the attitude of the performer towards the composer’s score, Greene suggests that
the player also believes that it is neither a completed work nor a complete set of instructions
through which a piece can be fully recreated.22 As his concluding thought underlines the
musical score as a fundamental, multipurpose and communicative element between
composers and performers:
14

Ibid., 320-21, quoted in O’Grady, “Interpretive Freedom and the Composer-Performer Relationship,” 56.
Ibid.
16
Gordon K. Greene, “For Whom and Why Does the Composer Prepare a Score?” The Journal of Aesthetics and
Art Criticism, Vol. 32, No. 4 (Summer, 1974): 503-507.
17
Ibid., 505-506.
18
Ibid., 506.
19
Ibid.
20
Ibid.
21
Ibid.
22
Ibid.
15
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The score, then, is a multi-purpose tool serving as a record of the composer’s creative
experience, as a set of instructions for the performer, and as a medium for
communicating many peripherally relevant ideas to those who study the score.23
O’Grady opposes Greene’s notion of the performer having any kind of interpretative
decision-making role when playing the composer’s piece. As O’Grady asserts how the score
is a reflection of the composer’s choices and a performer’s own interpretation is an
‘arrangement’ of the composer’s work:
The composer’s finished work reflects his choices…, if a performance presumes to
represent that composition, only those options indicated by the composer will be
followed. …Any performance which does not respect the composer’s decisions is, at
best, an arrangement rather than a performance of that composition.24
O’Grady’s argument is that only the composer has the authority to experiment in a
performance of their own music and “performers are aesthetically obligated”25 to reflect the
composer’s score intentions.

Exploring idiomatic playing difficulties and associated interpretative issues arising from the
composers’ score notation, Sophie Cherrier26 provides unique insight by sharing her own
experience and frustrations in trying to interpret composers’ scores. Idiomatic playing issues,
score presentation issues regarding choice of notation for extended techniques and unplayable
score passages are discussed. Contrary to O’Grady’s objection on performer interpretive
freedom, Perlove and Cherrier assert the importance of the performer acting as interpreter to
realise the composer’s work for performance. Composers rely on Cherrier’s assistance by
asking “what can be done to make the passage playable”27, so she offers a range of advice
regarding idiomatic flute playing issues.

23

Ibid.
O’Grady, “Interpretive Freedom and the Composer-Performer Relationship,” 63.
25
Ibid.
26
Nina Perlove and Sophie Cherrier, “Transmission, Interpretation, Collaboration – A Performer’s Perspective
on the Language of Contemporary Music: An Interview with Sophie Cherrier,” Perspectives of New Music,
Vol. 36, No. 1 (Winter, 1998): 43-58.
27
Ibid., 50.
24
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During the learning process of a new work, Cherrier often asks herself “what does the
composer want?”28 Score notation symbols are not always clear and symbols are difficult to
decipher. She expresses her annoyance at not being able to interpret the composer’s score due
to composers never having the same notation system:
Though it isn’t the end of the world, it is still very annoying when you are in front of
a score and you don’t know what the composer wants. Oh la la, that annoys me.29
The importance of performer interpretive freedom is highlighted by Cherrier’s own
contemporary performance experience with Ensemble Intercontemporain30, in which she
consults composers directly to answer score queries “who help her translate their scores.”31
Otherwise, as Cherrier affirms how she relies on her own interpretation to communicate the
composer’s intentions:
If I am unable to contact a composer, I simply choose the interpretation which in my
opinion best reflects the spirit of the work.32

Summary – Composer-performer roles
Alperson, Meyer, Collingwood, Greene, Perlove and Cherrier argue that composition and
performance are interdependent, whereas Spade and O’Grady claim that they are mutually
exclusive activities. In regard to large-scale works, I find it difficult to accept Alperson’s
view that composers are one’s own performer based on composers imagining their own
performances. How is it possible for a composer to perform a symphony orchestra piece?
I agree with Spade that there is a big difference between an imaginary performance and a
public performance. A composer playing all of the orchestral instruments at once is an
“anatomical impossibility”33. Though, I disagree with Spade’s assumption that composers do
not imagine themselves playing the instrument at all, but are more in the role as a listener,
28

Ibid., 45.
Ibid.
30
Sophie Cherrier is Principal Flautist of the Ensemble Intercontemporain since 1980.
31
Perlove and Cherrier, “Transmission, Interpretation, Collaboration,” 48.
32
Ibid.
33
Spade, “Do Composers Have to Be Performers Too?” 367.
29
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and as he insists: “a listener who does not actually or even in imagination perform
anything.”34
The research by Alperson, Meyer, Collingwood, Greene, Perlove and Cherrier reinforces how
performers are active creators in communicating a composer’s score to an audience. I agree
that the role of the performer is “to fill in the details”35 as the composer’s score cannot
indicate intricate playing aspects such as how much dynamic increase to employ on timbral
crescendo swells, slow-fast trill speed fingerings, amount of tongue pressure for various ff
accentuations, fermata timings and breath marks. Greene’s supposition regarding composers
not completing scores and their attitude in not expecting to hear “more than a semblance of
their ideas”36 when played is debatable. On the contrary, I find that composers do try to
provide logical and idiomatic scores for professional players, to maximise future
performances of their works.
Cherrier emphasises the role of performer as interpreter to effectively communicate and
translate the composer’s score ideas to an audience. The increased difficulty writing with
contemporary playing techniques and associated score presentation issues experienced by
Cherrier asserts the fact that composers and performers must work together in verifying the
whole score. What is not mentioned in the literature is how extended technique performance
specialists have their own strengths and weaknesses regarding particular avant-garde playing
effects. It would be instructive to point out that composers have to think of the players that
they are writing for, to take advantage of the performer’s unique attributes in achieving the
desired performance outcome. Perlove’s and Cherrier’s research shows evidence of the
benefits of the composer-performer interactive relationship. Speaking directly to the
composer, Cherrier’s approach proves how “Ideally, composers should meet and work with
performers.”37
O’Grady stands alone by declaring that performers are not permitted to make any alterations
on the composer’s score based on their own interpretative opinion. He goes too far in stating
that performers who include their own interpretive freedom within a composer’s work is “an
34

Ibid.
Collingwood, The Principles of Art, 320-21, quoted in O’Grady, “Interpretive Freedom and the ComposerPerformer Relationship,” 56.
36
Greene, “For Whom and Why Does the Composer Prepare a Score?” 506.
37
Perlove and Cherrier, “Transmission, Interpretation, Collaboration,” 50.
35
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arrangement rather than a performance of that composition.”38 Equally disputable are his
beliefs that only composers have the right to make score modifications and that performers
are duty-bound to play exactly what is in the score.39 Because how can a composer
understand the instrument better than a performer? The knowledge that instrumentalists bring
to a new work is unquestionable.
O’Grady’s opposition to performer score interpretation brings into focus the following
composer and performer role issues concerning improvisation versus interpretation and the
musical score.

Is improvisation a species of composition or performance, or both?
In regard to improvisation, composer and performer roles begin to blur. As authors address
improvisation, player interpretation is brought into discussion, displaying the interlinking
nature between the two. Alperson asserts that the spontaneous act of improvisation involves
composition and performance.40
an activity of spontaneous music-making in which the improviser somehow practices
simultaneously the interdependent functions of composition and performance…41
He reinforces how improvisations are “instantiations of (the composer’s) work and they can
be regarded as acts of skill by the performer.”42 Improvisation involves various degrees of
composition as it ranges from “minor variations of tempo and embellishments of familiar
phrases or melodies…to complex and extended developments of an original idea…”.43
Alperson’s opinion is based on the assumption that improvisations are created spontaneously
as they are being performed, created in the moment from nothing, without a written score. In
justifying improvised activity based on no score over interpretation, he comments: “it makes
38

O’Grady, “Interpretive Freedom and the Composer-Performer Relationship,” 63.
Ibid.
40
Alperson, “On Musical Improvisation,” 19.
41
Ibid., 20.
42
Ibid., 24.
43
Ibid., 20.
39
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no sense to characterize an improvisation as an interpretation”44, as improvisation cannot be
praised as a good interpretation of a previously existing work since no such work exists.45
But the problem is, Alperson does not mention aleatory music within this improvisation
versus interpretation context. So, where does this leave aleatoric works that are not created
from nothing, and are spontaneously created from a score based on improvisatory and
interpretive performance decisions?
Spade agrees with Alperson, in that only in particular cases of improvisation, composition
and performance interdependency may be found.46 As Spade maintains his concluding
assessment “that composition and performance are in general not clearly interdependent”.47
In improvised performances there are “elements of both composition and performance, and
that the two are interdependent in that case.”48 Unlike Alperson, he does not enter into further
discussion about improvisation as his research focuses on the relation between composition
and performance in general.

All musical performance requires improvisation, as Gould and Keaton49 argue that “by
necessity, interpretation involves improvisation”50 since “Interpretation is the player’s
conceptual realization of the musical score in performance”.51 But they disagree with the
view that only jazz involves improvisation and classical performances are prepared and
interpreted.52 Improvisation occurs no matter how specific the composer’s score is and how
much performer interpretation is involved. Gould and Keaton oppose Alperson’s view that
improvisation results in a spontaneously created work as it is being performed, as in a jazz
performance, and not as a realization of a pre-existing piece based on a score, like in a
classical performance.53

44

Ibid., 26.
Ibid.
46
Spade, “Do Composers Have to Be Performers Too?” 368.
47
Ibid.
48
Ibid.
49
Carol S. Gould and Kenneth Keaton, “The Essential Role of Improvisation in Musical Performance,”
The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism, Vol. 58, No. 2, Improvisation in the Arts (Spring, 2000): 143-148.
50
Ibid., 143.
51
Ibid.
52
Ibid.
53
Ibid., 144-145.
45
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It wrongly presupposes that a jazz improvisation must be divorced from any
preestablished musical entity as expressed in a score and that a classical performance
expresses only what can be found in the score.54
Their standpoint is reinforced by an important question: “is it not the case that a classical
performer interpreting a work produces a unique sound event and does so with an element of
spontaneity?”55 Melodies and harmonies may be specified in advance but spontaneous
decisions regarding rhythmic subtleties, dynamic choice, timbral effects, intonation and
articulations occur in the moment of performance.56 This idea is extended by claiming that
improvisation does not arise from the way a performance is interpreted or how a piece is
composed. Instead, improvisation is a relation between the score and the performance
event.57

Examining the difference between improvisational performance and the creative product,
Keith Sawyer58 draws upon Dewey’s and Collingwood’s theories. Similar to Alperson’s
opinion, Sawyer attests that improvised performance is created in the moment, on stage, in
which “the audience is watching the creative process as it occurs.”59 He makes explicit that
“in improvisational creativity, the process is the product.”60 Although the improvisation
discussion refers to jazz, statements such as “improvisers draw on ready-mades – short
motifs or clichés”61 are relevant in investigating Gould’s and Keaton’s viewpoint that support
the interrelationship between improvisation and a pre-existing entity. A degree of preexisting planning occurs, as Sawyer explains how “improvisation always occurs within a
structure”62, but he does not go as far as Gould’s and Keaton’s suggestion that preestablished
improvised activity involves a score.
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Sawyer’s ‘ready-made’ improvisation stance goes against Dewey’s and Collingwood’s belief
in which they critique the role of the ready-mades that contain clichés,63 and also contradicts
Alperson’s notion of improvisation being created in the moment from nothing. Notably,
reference is made to renown creativity researcher, Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, to reinforce
Sawyer’s stance: “all creators rely on a domain, a shared body of conventions, techniques,
and historical knowledge, as they create novel works.”64
In contrast to Alperson, Greene brings aleatoric scores and associated performer creative
freedom into the discussion: “Many composers today recognize the value of adding aleatoric
devices which leave a considerable portion of the creative process to the performer.”65 He
agrees with Alperson’s assessment that improvisation involves composition and performance.
Composers prefer performers’ creative input in their scores, as Greene believes that
composers are critical of players who do not provide them with a new fresh dimension.66 He
supports the view that improvisation allows for composer-performer creative process
interchange and increases composer satisfaction in hearing a player’s rendition of their
written piece. An interesting theory is raised about the use of improvisation and why
composers are not as specific with their scores and purposefully leave out notational detail,
despite their capability to do so:
He could add all the ornaments. He is perfectly capable of harmonizing a continuo
line. He could eliminate improvisation, but at what cost? The performer would have
to assume a much less creative role, and the composer’s interest in a performance of
his own work would be reduced.67
O’Grady disagrees with Gould, Keaton and Greene, and makes apparent that the lack of score
precision should not warrant performers to play “indiscriminate deviations from the printed
page…in the name of spontaneity or interpretation.”68 As he adds that “only the composer
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has the aesthetic right to recompose his own work”69, since composers go through a rejection
process of a range of composition ideas to reach the final score concept.

Examining a diverse range of insightful issues surrounding the psychology of music and
neuroscience, William Forde Thompson70 includes a brief passage on improvisation within
his analyses of music performance. Like Alperson, he believes that improvisation may be
distinguished from the performance of composed music in that there is no score that can be
used in assessing the degree of interpretation or expression.71 “During improvisations,
musicians spontaneously create a musical composition as they are performing it, but quite
often these compositions are not recorded in the form of a score.”72 Other authors’ opinions
are acknowledged in favour of performer improvisation due to score ambiguity:
It has been argued that all performances involve some degree of improvisation
because not all the parameters of music can be entirely specified in any score. To the
extent that certain dimensions of any composition are left unspecified, performers
must partially create the music that they are playing.73
Though, Thompson opposes this viewpoint due to the qualitative difference in the creative
possibilities associated with improvisation and those involved in a performance of an
established composition.74 Improvisation is considered in relation to primary and secondary
parameters of music. The skill of improvisation emphasises the “expressive manipulation”75
of primary parameters, such as pitch, harmony, and rhythm, whereas performers exercise
expressive manipulations that are limited to secondary parameters including dynamics,
timbre, timing and tempo.76 As Thompson stresses the importance of improvisers and
manipulation of primary parameters compared to an interpretation of a pre-existing score:
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By expressively manipulating primary parameters, improvisers create musical works
that are perceived to be unique and original, and not merely an expressive rendering
of a preexisting composition.77

Summary – Is improvisation a species of composition or performance, or both?
Alperson argues that improvisation is a species of both composition and performance.
Emphasis is placed on improvisation being created in the moment and not from a written
score. What remains unanswered is limited aleatoric music that involves improvised score
activity, requiring performers to take on spontaneous, structural, motivic and rhythmic
interpretive decisions based on the composer’s notated instructions. In regard to aleatory
music, I support Greene’s assumption that composers are critical of players who do not bring
a new perspective to their work due to the reliance of performer improvisatory participation
purposefully incorporated in their score. But I disagree, that in relation to conventionally
notated completed scores, composers do not always welcome performer involvement.
Composers have preconceived ideas of their composed sounds and stylistic direction of their
work. They are not always open to make changes after finalising their motivic, textural,
timbral and articulative compositional elements into a coherent structural framework.
The issue of performer attitude deserves attention in reference to Greene’s observation that
the performer supports the composer’s standpoint, in that the score is not a finished piece.
This claim is questionable since not all performers can improvise, nor do they want to share
the ‘composer-creator’ role and have the responsibility to complete the composer’s score.
This raises significant issues where composers require performers to ‘co-compose’: Is this a
piece by the composer or performer? Who owns the music? The question of authorship has
not been addressed for composers writing indeterminate music and warrants further research.
O’Grady’s criticism of performer input due to score notation inadequacies is untenable. His
views that performers should not play “indiscriminate deviations”78 and that only composers
have the aesthetic rights to make score changes are unrealistic in contemporary score
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performer practice in which player participation is indispensable. No form of traditional
notation or score indeterminacy can avoid performer interpretive or spontaneous involvement
of some kind. Performers are a necessity in fulfilling the composer’s stylistic concept of their
score. Proclamation that performer interpretive freedom is a “disregard for the relative
precision of unnotated performance practices.”79 is disputable. No matter how ‘precise’ a
composer’s unnotated score is, the fact remains that players have no choice but to fill in the
gaps to realise the work for performance.
Comparing improvisation to interpretive performance practice, Thompson’s observations are
unsubstantiated due to the lack of musical genre specificity. One cannot assume that jazz is
the focus based on his comments regarding improvised performance spontaneity being
created without a score. Indeterminate and experimental music also involves players to
improvise without the form of a full score. As compositional aspects are left open to chance,
the performer has free reign to play anything. Thompson’s claim about improvisers
manipulating primary parameters and performers manipulating secondary parameters is
tenuous. He denies interpretive performer freedom in pre-existing conventional or graphically
notated scores requiring primary and secondary parameters, such as motivic structure,
rhythmic impetus, phrasing, dynamic and articulative timbral manipulations.

Creative Collaboration
The following literature explores significant issues that underpin creative collaborative
practice, illustrating the multifaceted nature of collaborative relationships.
Sam Hayden and Luke Windsor80 investigate the collaborative aspects of contemporary
compositional practice. Individualistic nature of composers and performers and various types
of collaborative interactions and settings are based on their own case studies. Reference to
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other researchers, such as Nash81, and Argyris and Schön82, extend their research on
composer-performer collaborative behaviour within different hierarchical roles. For Nash,
“the composer’s individual aesthetic criteria are mediated by the actions of other artists,
performers”83. He argues that composers’ ability to navigate between their own creative
decisions and the power of others (performers, conductors, managers, publishers) is strongly
related to their role-versatility of having other professional roles being teacher-lecturers.84
Argyris and Schön believe that composer/performer behaviour and collaborative interactions
fall into two categories: type I “closed-loop” and type II “open-loop”.85 Type I interactions
assume the composer role as creative, and the performer as technical. Composers may
prevent performers from having too much creative input in the score, despite the performer
voicing their fixed opinion on what is playable and how it should be notated. Type II involves
the composer being more open in finding solutions with the performer and the player feeling
more welcome to express their opinion.86
Case studies conducted by Hayden and Windsor involved three types of collaboration:
“directive, interactive and collaborative”87. Their research findings into the collaborative
success and outcome of individual and ensemble collaborative projects reveal that despite
certain collaborative projects receiving a “poor” collaborative evaluation, the musical
outcome received a “good” rating.88 Certain collaborations took on a more traditional
‘directive’ hierarchical approach due to the working situation. Yet, the outcome was still
successful. With these results they conclude “that highly evaluated collaboration does not
equate with an excellent musical outcome.”89
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On the other hand, Perlove90 stresses how Cherrier treasures the non-hierarchical performercomposer collaborative friendship, as she believes it “helps to better transmit the music to the
audience.”91 The performer-composer relationship is vital for the “discovery and transmission
of new works”92. Based on Cherrier’s experience working on a new piece for solo bass flute
and orchestra by the Chinese composer, Shuya Xu, she expresses, “I was playing it too
European, too French”93 and not getting the right type of sound. Once the composer sang the
stylistic expression, Cherrier was then able to reproduce the composer’s sounds.94 Sawyer95
echoes Cherrier’s view regarding the benefit of creative collaboration. Apart from his focus
on jazz, he brings theatre performance and the role of actors into the discussion: “in
improvisational theater, the actors collectively create an emergent dialogue; like jazz”.96
Sawyer believes creative collaboration to be an imperative aspect of the creative process.

Margaret S. Barrett, Andrew Ford, Patrick Murphy, Patricia Pollett, Elizabeth Sellars and
Liam Viney97 examine the commissioning, composing, rehearsing and performance stage in
premiering a new piano quartet work by Andrew Ford. Practical constraints and aesthetic
scope of the composer’s score highlight the cooperative and collaborative factors involved.
Importantly, the issue of voice is discussed in relation to the composer, individual players and
ensemble. A particularly interesting notion is that new music allows performers to put aside
their own voice when representing the composer’s score intentions.98 Research findings
establish that “creative collaboration is both multi-dimensional and mercurial”99, whereby
Ford’s notated score produces different forms of collaborative processes: directive
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collaboration100, complementary collaborative101 and collaborative emergence102. A highlight
of this article are the conversations between all parties that demonstrate the importance of the
commissioner-composer-performer collaborative relationship.

Karlin Love and Margaret S. Barrett103 investigate creative collaboration that evolved
between composer-students, professional conductor and orchestra during a five-day
Composer’s School. Rehearsal transcripts demonstrate various collaborative processes as the
orchestra worked through the idiomatic issues of each new work. Their main finding is that
the musical scores “provided the context for participants to engage in collaborative
creativity.”104 Since “a musical score only partially communicates composers’ intentions”105,
different musical traditions require different levels of notational ambiguity resulting in
performer interpretive freedom and player creative contributions.106 This brings another
perspective to Hayden’s and Windsor’s hierarchical observations, in which the musical score
serves as a tool to facilitate composer-orchestral collaborations despite hierarchical traditions
and structures.107 Love’s and Barrett’s research raise an important issue: how much detail is
required in a score? What is illustrated in their findings is how cluttering up the score with
over-marking impacts the communication interpretive function of notation for the
performer.108

Exploring collaborative interaction between performer and composer in an Australian women
composers’ piano recording project, Katie Zhukov’s109 self-reflection observations and by
composers, Betty Beath and Mary Mageau, demonstrate how creative collaborative
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interaction benefitted the recording outcome. Important topics raised include: the impact of
age differences between collaborators and gender. Can age affect the quality of new music
collaborations? Zhukov believes the age gap made no difference, as she recounts how she
could have been the daughter/student of the composers: “we were all mature adults and
experienced professionals in our own field.”110 Composers’ responses varied: age didn’t
matter as the score was the main focus (Mageau), and being older improved the interactive
communication (Beath).111 As to whether gender affects performer-composer collaborative
relationships, insightful reflections by the composers arose. Mageau remarked that “women
tend to get along better with each other”112, and Beath expressed, “I think this would depend
on the person, not gender.”113

Linda Merrick114 examines the creative collaboration and outcomes of British clarinet
concerto repertoire composed between 1990 and 2004. Merrick explores the collaborative
processes that evolved between the clarinettists and composers of fifteen new clarinet
concertos. Research findings derived from composer/performer questionnaires and interviews
reveal a traditional work/performer hierarchy where the performers took on an interpretative
and idiomatic advisory role, rather than an active role in the composition process.115
Collaborative interactions were based on individual needs, rather than a set working method.
No partnerships had sought to develop a strategy or methodology, since the majority of those
interviewed considered it “unnecessary”.116 An interesting revelation is made by comparing
score documentation methods between performer and composer, whereby “performers
generally retained more documentation than composers.”117 Composers had destroyed all
sketches once completed, whereas performers had kept the early drafts of their score
alterations.118 With regard to contemporary playing innovations, Merrick believes that an
“accomplished performer can give a composer specific insights into his or her instrument”119.
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Though, certain composers are reluctant to engage in collaborative situations due to having
some association with the instrument, having worked closely with other players, or that
composing for a particular player can be inhibiting and restrictive from an artistic
standpoint.120
A particular strength of this book is that the author is also the clarinettist responsible for
commissioning three new clarinet and concert band concertos that enhance the existing
concert band repertoire and educational training of wind players in Britain.121 Documented
communication interaction between Merrick and composers, Nigel Clarke, Martin Ellerby
and Philip Sparke, provide a rare look into a performer’s role as advisor and collaborator
from a soloist’s point of view. Clarke’s concerto involved an interactive process that “led to a
feeling of joint ownership over the outcome”122, whereas Ellerby’s and Sparke’s reflected a
traditional composer/performer working relationship.
Merrick’s findings confirm Hayden’s and Windsor’s results, in that despite some
collaborations involving a traditional work/performer approach, the outcome was still
successful.123 Based on her experience working with the composers, Merrick discovered “that
every collaborative relationship will be influenced by factors such as the composer’s style
and technique, the available time and personal aspirations for the work.”124

Summary – Creative Collaboration
The literature shows that in a creative collaborative situation, the composer is not free to
impose a collaborative working model on the performer. Depending on the readiness of the
players, the composer may have no choice but “to fall back on more directive styles of
working to fit with the expectations of professional musicians.”125
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Surprising revelations from Hayden and Windsor conclude that ‘poor’ creative collaborative
experiences do not necessarily have a negative impact on the final musical outcome.
However, it is difficult to accept that in the case where a performer commissions a composer
– and it is not an enjoyable collaborative experience, or few collaborative rehearsals occur –
that this would not affect the quality of the composer’s score in some way. The question of
co-authorship needs to be addressed when considering Hayden’s and Windsor’s
‘collaborative’ working method. Because Who owns the music? when the structure is not
decided by the composer, but rather “through live improvised group decisions”126. Performer
input is critical in achieving the composer’s desired score intentions. Cherrier’s own
collaborative experiences demonstrate how invaluable the composer-performer creative
exchange of ideas is in realising new works from other cultures.
The issue of voice for both composer and ensemble players are key aspects of any creative
collaboration, as shown in Ford’s new work, The Scattering of Light. What would be
fascinating to explore is how a composer’s compositional style and virtuosic orchestration
impacts on the individual voice of each player. Do solo players have difficulty in putting
aside their individual performer voice to conform with the composer’s score? Does the
composer’s choice of soloistic material affect the performer’s individual position within the
collective collaborative environment? How age differences can affect performer-composer
collaborative relationships is an important subject matter that arises in Zhukov’s research.
Whether the age gap between collaborators impacts on work experience, feedback, decisionmaking, attitudes and dedication would heighten this research area.
Merrick’s book reveals intriguing facts regarding individual composer/performer score
retaining methods. One could take this topic further in examining to what degree the
collaborative environment, instrumentation, compositional style, level of playing difficulty
and individual personalities influenced the different documentation strategies. I support
Merrick’s view, whereby composers not wanting to collaborate shows “a degree of naïvety,
as it denies the possibility that a work could benefit from the input of a different artistic
partner.”127 What this research highlights is the importance “for both composer and performer
to remain flexible and responsive to accommodate the changing status of the work”.128
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Merrick’s personal thoughts regarding the different collaborative strategies and
methodologies adopted, make a significant contribution to contemporary performance
practice.

Gesture
The selected literature provides clarification and insight surrounding the intricacies of
gestural production from a performance and composition perspective.
William Forde Thompson129 provides a brief discussion on gesture regarding the importance
of audio and visual performance gestures for audience communication: “live performers
invariably use facial expressions and gestures in salient and meaningful ways, and audience
members attend carefully to those actions.”130 Certain gestural body movements during
performance are used for aesthetic and interpretive purposes. Physical gesture is described as
“primary” that reflect the performer’s interpretation of the music, or as “secondary”
movements that occur as a result of the technical demands.131 Thompson makes an interesting
observation in relation to how primary and secondary movements can greatly influence our
perceptions and experiences of music in obvious and nonobvious ways.132 Unexpected
moments in a work are gestured acoustically by dynamic changes and rhythmic timings, but
as he reinforces: “they are also associated with facial expressions and gestures that underpin
their aesthetic function.”133

Examining the role of gesture, John Rink, Neta Spiro and Nicolas Gold134 discuss select
performances of Chopin’s Mazurka, Op. 24 No. 2. Although much of this article is dedicated
to the performance analyses of Chopin’s work, it is worth mentioning Rink’s, Spiro’s and
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Gold’s opening viewpoints about performer gesture. Emphasis is placed upon the importance
of the player in realising and achieving the music’s gestural properties in the performance.135
The authors draw upon Cox’s statement to support their stance: “Musical gestures are
musical acts, and our perception and understanding of gestures involves understanding the
physicality involved in their production”136. Gestures that occur through performance are
regarded as having motivic functions within the music. Rink, Spiro and Gold define gestures
as “expressive patterns”, in which motivic ideas appear in the timing, dynamics, articulation
and timbre.137 Performers create musical structures and shapes in each and every
performance, as they insist: “performers have a seminal role to play”138. The importance of
‘shape’ and ‘shaping’ are key concepts explored throughout, since performers give music a
sense of shape in time by “devising a hierarchy of temporally defined musical gestures from
the small to the large scale.”139 Based on performance strategies, such gestures are
manipulated to project the performer’s musical concept.140

Antonio Camurri, Barbara Mazzarino, Matteo Ricchetti, Renee Timmers and Gualtiero
Volpe141 analyse expressive gesture within multimodal interactions. A particular focus is
understanding non-verbal gestures of expressive and emotional communication. Expressive
gesture is defined as “responsible of the communication of information that we call
expressive content”142, which relates to feelings, mood, and intensity of emotional
experience.
The expressive gestures of professional concert pianist, Massimiliano Damerini, performing
Scriabin’s Etude Op. 8 No.11 are examined to identify which auditory and visual cues
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convey performance expressive intentions to an audience. Based on audio and video
recordings, Camurri et al. provide detailed computerised analyses measuring key velocity,
body movement velocity and the pianist’s posture during performance. The auditory and
visual cues most involved in conveying the performer’s expressive intentions were theorised
to be key and movement velocity, openness/contraction of the pianist’s back posture and a
connection between phrasing and emotional tension release. Performance data discovered a
difference in expressive means with tempo on one side, and key and movement velocity on
the other. The findings reveal “an opposite relation between emotional intensity and the
performer’s posture”143, as the pianist leant forward for softer passages and backward for
intensive passages. Tempo served to communicate phrase boundaries and dynamics portrayed
the intensity of felt emotion, increasing and decreasing within phrases.144

Marcelo Wanderley145 examines the gestural language of wind instrument performers and
how non-obvious performer gesture influences sound. His research proves extensive as the
ancillary gestural production of three clarinettists are filmed in different conditions: rehearsal,
performance and recording. Observational data include video recordings of Alain Damiens,
Joseph Butch Rovan plus an unknown player, and clarinet samples by Pierre Dutrieu which
are discussed with renown experts such as French saxophonist, Claude Delangle.146
Research experiments explore large and small amplitude gestures, deliberate clarinet
immobilization, instrument directivity and angle, embouchure stability, and different flooring
and its effects on the microphone. Results from the first clarinet video reveal particular
gestural patterns containing three main movements: changes in posture at the beginning and
during phrases; slow continuous gestures in an upward direction during long sustained notes
with dynamic increase; and fast sweeping bell movements mainly for staccato notes.147 For
the two other clarinettists, continuous movements occur on the sustained notes, but in the
second video, changes in posture were seen but not many fast gestures.148 Wanderley’s
143
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findings indicate that gestures seem to be produced to express extra information than that
conveyed by the sound, which are influenced by musical style, type/size of room and
audience. As he claims, performer gestures “may therefore be influenced by cultural and
situational factors”149.

In discussing various definitions associated with gesture in a musical context, Claude Cadoz
and Marcelo Wanderley150 do not present their own definition of gesture. Instead, a complete
description of existing definitions of gesture is offered whilst drawing upon related themes
from other disciplines, including physiology and experimental psychology. Focus is placed
upon instrumental gestures through phenomenological, functional and intrinsic gesture
classifications to develop an understanding on why gesture is employed. To gain insight into
the advantages and limitations of instrumental gesture typology, its three gestural functions –
excitation, modification, selection – are examined through player manipulation interactions
on cello, clarinet and bagpipes.151
Wanderley’s previous non-obvious gestural research152 re-emerges, with the addition of a
new video recording of clarinettist, Jean-Guy Boisvert. This proves significant, as Cadoz’s
and Wanderley’s findings reveal that Boisvert performs different posture positions and
gestures – round/upwards during sustained notes and sweeping fast – compared to the
existing second video recording by the unknown clarinet player.153 With Boisvert also
performing seated, differences in posture and position of the instrument with respect to the
microphone are evident. Although, few details are given on how the seating position affected
the recording.
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Elaine King and Jane Ginsborg154 investigate performers’ physical gestures and glances in
classical ensembles in identifying the underlying reason why gesture takes place. A
comprehensive overview of existing research on physical gesture sets the context for their
research study analysing the different gestural movements and eye contact of singers and
pianists in rehearsal. Similar views to Camurri and co-authors155 are expressed, in how
physical performer gestures “convey information about the performer, such as his/her
character, emotions and feelings as well as messages about the music.”156 King’s and
Ginsborg’s case study entails real-world scenarios as four student and professional level
singer-pianist duos rehearse with unfamiliar partners and their usual ones. Broadening the
gestural experimentation to different levels of expertise is commendable, since the existing
literature tends to focus on either one or the other. Each group comprises of a female soprano
and male pianist and are given unfamiliar repertoire to ensure all are at equivalent stages of
practice.157 Analyses of videoed rehearsals sharpen the distinction between the different types
of non-verbal communicative gestures that occur, and are categorised by King and Ginsborg
as: “states (actions with a duration…)” and “points (actions with no specified duration…)”.158
Various researchers such as Camurrri et al.159, have examined performers’ expressive bodily
gestures. Though, King’s and Ginsborg’s singer-pianist duo research highlights other factors
that influence expressive gestural movements: simplicity of the piano writing that allows
more hand lift gestures; and how familiarity with a co-performer of the same level of
expertise results in physical movement flexibility and a wider gestural range. By comparison,
the pianist produced fewer gestures with new or different expertise partners.160 As the authors
attest: “There was a real sense of shared involvement and combined development of ideas in
the rehearsal with his regular partner…a sense of mutual understanding of each other”.161
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Summary – Gesture
To gain a wider perspective of expressive gesture in performance, Camurri and co-authors
could explore the expressive gestural function of different players. Pianists will have different
emotional reactions to the music, producing different gestural movements and results.
Also, analysing works of various instrumentation and genres will address how stylistic
intensity, technical difficulty and different instrumentation of contrasting posture positions
affect the relation between performer movement and sound parameters.
An area of research that has received less attention is performer gestural movement in the
recording environment. What makes Wanderley’s article so interesting are the measurements
and simulation results indicating how variations of direct sound and floor reflection attributes
of a specific gestural movement may cause “sinusoidal partial amplitude modulations”162,
which prove significant in the resulting microphone positioned sound.
Cadoz’s and Wanderley’s research regarding the typology of instrumental gesture of a
clarinet and midi wind controller and bagpipes is important, as the existing literature tends to
focus on traditional instrumentation. In regard to the clarinet video analyses, it remains to be
seen whether the seating position affected Boisvert’s stylistic and dynamic intensity,
phrasing, and variations in the attributes captured by the microphone. This warrants more
investigation. To further extend this research, one might consider extended techniques and its
effect on player gestural movement. Gestural analyses of excitation (breath pressure) and
parametric modification (lip pressure) when circular breathing, slap-tonguing, fluttertonguing and growling, could develop new ways of thinking about gestural instrument
manipulation phenomena.
King and Ginsborg offer different ways of thinking about performer gesture. Perceptions into
performers’ auditory/motor imagery and cognitive processing abilities influencing the
frequency and variation of physical gesture, enhance our understanding of ensemble
performance practice. I agree with King and Ginsborg, in that the singer-pianist bodily
movements are not capable of synchronizing as closely as an ensemble of similar
instrumentation, due to the contrasting physical needs to deliver sound and the subsequent
162
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disparities in gestural approach. An interesting observation made is how the size of the
gestural pulsing seemed to reflect how comfortable the singer was with the repertoire.163 This
could provide a basis for future research regarding contemporary repertoire and its effect on
performers with various levels of extended technique experience for a range of instruments.
To what extent player insecurity, unconventional score notation, unfamiliar extended
technique fingerings and performer improvisatory freedom affects the type, function and
amplitude of performer bodily movement could be of interest for contemporary music
gestural research.

Conclusion
This review of literature has examined various research studies investigating composerperformer practice. With much of the literature focusing on the separate roles and
responsibilities of performers and composers, what remains unanswered is: What does it
mean to be a performing composer?
Composers and performers play an important role in realising a new work for performance.
Contemporary playing techniques and associated score notation symbols bring added
responsibility for the performer. Players are central in solving idiomatic issues or unplayable
passages and contribute to the composers’ score when performance interpretive freedom and
improvisation is required.
In regard to improvisation, a blurring of roles between composer and performer occur.
Improvisation leads to a creative symbiosis between composer and performer, allowing a
mutual communicative and collaborative dialogue to emerge through the score. The literature
confirms that collaboration between performer and composer is a key element of the creative
process.164 Creative collaboration will only work unless both composer and performer rethink
their roles and fully engage in a collaborative partnership. Composers and performers must
work together in establishing a composer-performer collaborative exchange of ideas, where
the score acts as a binding, communicative link.
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no one actor can generate a performance alone; instead, the actors have to rely on the
group collectively to generate the scene through dialogue.165
Research on physical gesture has tended to focus on traditional playing techniques, rather
than extended techniques. This could extend into audio/visual compositional gestural devices
in establishing the gestural language of conventional and unconventional graphically notated
aleatoric scores. Limited aleatoric music involving decisions traditionally taken up by the
composer are now in the realm of the performer. Where the performer determines what
pitches and rhythms to play, do performing composers have more insight into what the
composer wants? And as a performing composer, do I bring something extra into the
composer’s score?
With these questions, my PhD research seeks to contribute to these debates by identifying if
it is possible for a performing composer to separate the composer and performer role.
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Chapter 3
Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone (2014): Composer-performer gestural language
Introduction
This chapter investigates the role of a composer-performer when performing one’s own work.
Focus is placed upon the mechanism of gesture production in Terra Obscura: Concerto for
Saxophone (2014) in a composition and performance context. In my saxophone concerto,
gesture is used to develop motivic material with a colouristic and timbral focus that forms the
underlying motivic and textural construction. It was not until further reading of recent
research on performer gesture that I discovered that gesture plays a major part in Terra
Obscura from a composition and performance perspective. Due to my performing composer
role in this work, there is a strong connection between certain performer gestures and the
motivic, timbral and textural composition interplay. My saxophone concerto is examined on a
visual, communicative and compositional level with reference to recent research on how
gesture contributes to the overall creation. Gesture classification definitions present the
reader with a comprehensive contextual framework for the composition analyses of particular
score passages that signify key gestural points. Obscurity of pitch elements and textural
timbral sound manipulation reinforce the main theme of Terra Obscura: the excavation and
rebuilding of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music in 2001 – which sits on Aboriginal land.
Historical artefacts and a variety of textural stone features were discovered of uncovered
remnants from Australia’s earliest colonial settlement, where the convicts had chipped away.
Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone received its premiere performance166 in September
2014 by the Sydney Conservatorium Modern Music Ensemble and conductor Daryl Pratt, in
which I was the saxophone soloist. This saxophone concerto was composed for the
Conservatorium Centenary Commissioning Project167 and evolved into a large-scale work of
35 minutes.
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Gestural observations of Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone are based on the following
Sydney Conservatorium’s video footage and audio by ABC Classic168 – who recorded my
saxophone concerto premiere for broadcast169.

Katia Beaugeais
Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cP6mLHEcOs
Duration: 35 min.
Audio courtesy of ABC Classic

The interrelationship between gesture performer movements, instrumental sound produced,
score presentation concepts and players sharing the ‘composer-creator’ role in improvisatory
aleatoric stylistic passages is addressed. How my performer role influenced the compositional
gesture stylistic approach in Terra Obscura is analysed in relation to non-obvious gestures,
expressive, effective and figurative gestural production, which “are an integral part of the
instrumentalist’s full gestural language.”170
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3.1 Definition of Gesture
Various definitions on gesture are presented in recent literature (Cadoz, Wanderley, Vines,
Delalande, King, Ginsborg, Rink and Camurri et al.). Therefore, it is impossible to analyse
the role of gesture in Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone according to only one
definition: “there cannot exist one single (simple!) definition of the term gesture.”171 Gesture
is most often used in respect to natural gesture, which is defined as a support to verbal
communication.172 When public speaking in presentations, natural gestures involve conscious
and subconscious gestural movements to help communicate an idea or thought to an
audience.
In verbal expression, gestures of the hands and body, along with facial expressions,
are continually reinforcing, modifying or negating the meaning of what is said.173

Performance Gesture
Similar to ancillary gestures when speaking, an instrumentalist produces a number of
physical gestural movements. According to Wanderley’s explanation, performance gesture
involves two aspects:
A performer…may consider performance gesture as the technique used to play an
instrument, where it encompasses not only the gestures that actually produce an
excitation to/modification of the instrument, but also the accompanying body
movements and postures.174
Since the focus of the composition analyses is to identify the different roles of gesture in
Terra Obscura, gestural passages that are most significant to the overall thematic, motivic
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construction and consequential climactic moments of the work are examined. Unlike existing
research, it is not the goal and is beyond the scope of this chapter to measure the
speed/magnitude of gestural player actions using movement tracker data software.

Reasons for Gestural movements
Gestures occur for a number of different reasons throughout Terra Obscura: situational and
spatial factors, performance hall, atmosphere and musical style. As Wanderley discovered
when analysing the gestural movements of certain clarinet players:
Some of the observed gestures seem to be produced in order to express extra
information than that conveyed by the sound, and we suppose that they may therefore
be influenced by cultural and situational factors, such as musical style, room size and
type, size of audience, etc.175
The way gesture is explored in Terra Obscura resonates with King’s and Ginsborg’s views
on how gesture can be employed:
They can be used to communicate musical expression, generate sound production,
facilitate technical movements while playing or singing, regulate temporal aspects of
performance, and provide musical and social cues to co-performers and others,
including audiences.176
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3.2 Gesture as a visual and aural device to create surround sound panning effects
The visual aspect of the unconventional position of the players in Terra Obscura: Concerto
for Saxophone and the theatrical ensemble movement during the premiere performance
increased the aural experience and musical understanding for the audience. As Thompson
states:
More subtly, visual aspects of performance direct out attention toward the acoustic
aspects of music at strategic points in time, signaling the timing of important acoustic
events and highlighting rhythmic structure. They also underscore significant melodic
and harmonic events, reinforcing their role in the music and increasing the likelihood
that they will be remembered.177
As the video footage of Terra Obscura shows, two percussionists begin the saxophone
concerto playing loud, dramatic, down-beat crotchet figures at ff. The large physical gestural
hitting movements increase the visual intensity for the audience. The bold, reverberant taikostyle drum opening serves to create a literal and visual representation of a left/right speaker
gestural sound effect. With the timpani and bass drum players strategically placed directly
opposite each other (on the far left and right-hand side of the stage), a series of rhythmic
figures are passed back and forth. The lack of players on stage – two percussionists and four
other players with large instruments – allows the audience to focus their attention on the
percussionists’ distinctive solo opening drum feature.
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Figure 3.1 - Photo 1: Opening of Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone.

Unconventional player positioning – Upper Balcony VS Stage
Following the dramatic nature of the taiko-style opening at ff, the purpose of the
saxophonist’s solo entry in the upper balcony is to (1) bring another aural dimension to the
work, and (2) communicate composition gestures through acoustic performance hall spatial
factors. At Section A (bar 68), the saxophonist begins to play from the middle of the upper
right-side balcony towards the back of the audience. As the saxophone soloist is not in full
view and purposefully has minimal lighting, the audience is able to focus on the purity of the
saxophone sound without being influenced by visual performer gestures. At Section A, the
gestural interplay between the saxophonist and the timpani and bass drum produces a ricochet
compositional effect. The loud, resonating drum strokes serve as a rhythmic gestural device
to interject within the saxophonist’s rapid, technically virtuosic, scalic passages.
The composition ideas are presented as gesture-like figures: small motivic fragments passing
between the saxophonist and the percussionist to produce constant interplay between the
stage and upper balcony areas of the hall. A five-note pitch set [E, F, G, B, C] evolves into a
series of transpositions to form the underlying motivic composition structure of the whole
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concerto. The soprano saxophone’s transposed pitches [F#, G, A, C#, D] were chosen based
on the idiomatic versatility (for both soprano and alto saxophone) to create extended
technique gestural sound manipulations through superimposed multiphonic textural trill
layered effects, vibrato timbral nuances and quarter-tone pitch modulations. The
saxophonist’s unpredictable dynamic surges (fp-f), strong articulated attacks and quarter-tone
trills add to the rapidity and manipulative sounding character of the concerto. To contrast
with the fast, pulsating solo taiko-inspired drum opening, the percussionists have an
accompaniment role at Section A (bar 68). At Figure 1 and 3, the timpani rolls act as a
timbral mimicking device to the saxophone’s sustained trill effect. As the timpani part
indicates at Figure 1: “Timbral, gestural effect with sax more important than rhythmic
precision”. Similarly, the bass drum’s rhythmic motif at Figure 2 echoes the saxophonist’s
accented quaver motif, producing a call and response aural effect between the stage and
upper side gallery area.
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Figure 3.2: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt I Section A, bar 68.
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Saxophone & percussion – Similar composition approach to register leaps and
colouristic timbre changes
A similar composition approach with regard to virtuosic register leaps and sudden colour
alteration occurs in the solo saxophone, timpani and bass drum. At bar 70, Figure 7 of
Movement I, the saxophonist plays a quarter-tone slow-fast timbre trill, followed by a
glissando effect leading into rapid, virtuosic demisemiquaver figures. Due to the speed of the
saxophone scalic runs, the rapid gestural effect is more important than the clarity of pitches.
This is emphasised by the speed of the timpani roll at Figure 7 and the bass drum crotchet
note at Figure 8, which acts as a gestural embellishment to catch the final note of the
saxophonist’s descending falling motion figures. This bass drum saxophone pitch-percussion
interplay device returns later in the saxophone part as slap-tongue figures: saxophone
percussive slap-tongue motivic fragments are placed at the end of the soloist’s rapid virtuosic
scalic motifs, illustrating the saxophone’s timbral variant possibilities.
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Figure 3.3: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt I, bar 70.
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At Figure 9, a sudden change of character occurs with the saxophonist playing a lyrical,
expressive melodic line followed by the first wide vibrato gestural effect of the work. This
unconventional form of wide vibrato involves the extra loosening of the embouchure to
produce quarter-tone pitch inflections. The saxophone’s wide vibrato quarter-tone gestural
character is enhanced by a suspended cymbal roll with brushes, producing a hazy,
shimmering, obscure sounding quality. A constant gestural movement of sound is heard
throughout the concerto – even lyrical sustained notes have some form of sound manipulation
to avoid a static point within the phrase. To give phrase direction and avoid a static sound to
occur, percussion dynamics between Figures 7 and 9 have the same contour as the
saxophone. The suspended cymbal rolls together with the saxophonist’s pitch bending wide
vibrato effect on the sustained note at Figure 9. This creates a percussion blending effect,
where the two instruments act as one, rather than as separate contrasting sounding
instruments. This gestural imitation sound device is used throughout the concerto, in which
the saxophone is the main focus with other instrumentation contributing or adding to the
overall colouristic sound palette.

Saxophone soloist and trumpeter – Upper balcony positions enhance aural gestural
elements
Similar to the left and right speaker sound effect used in the drum opening, the trumpet and
saxophone duet at Section B (bars 75) creates a left and right stereo ‘panning’ effect within
the large space of the hall. The saxophone soloist and trumpeter are positioned in the
left/right upper balconies opposite each other. Expressive, lyrical melodic call and response
figures between both players focus on purity of sound, with the muted trumpet adding a
sizzling expressive colour to the sounds of the soprano saxophone.
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Figure 3.4 - Photo 2: Composer-soloist performing in right upper balcony of Beaugeais’s
Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone.

Figure 3.5 - Photo 3: Trumpet soloist performing in left upper balcony of Beaugeais’s
Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone.
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Figure 3.6: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt I Section B, bars 75-78.
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Performance interpretative decisions are made to the overall duration of the phrase, length of
each note, dynamic intensity and the amount of vibrato to employ. Interpretation rather than
improvisation is involved in this passage since the trumpet part does not involve
contemporary playing techniques, such as timbre trills, where the overall stylistic effect relies
heavily on the performer’s decision regarding the choice of pitches to play.

Players walking to the stage
To avoid the formal concert hall setting and enhance audience involvement, the players are
positioned throughout the hall in Movement I, Section C (bar 81). Soft, distant string, wind,
and brass avant-garde sounds begin to emerge from the back of the hall and beneath the
audience’s feet.178 With the performers out of sight, a new ‘surround’ sound aural experience
is created for the audience. As the players brush past the audience whilst making their way to
the stage, audience members have a rare opportunity to see and hear the players up close.
This not only enhances the mysterious character of the avant-garde sounds of the opening,
but it also reinforces the audience’s intrigue and curiosity from a theatrical perspective. The
physical gestural movement element serves as a communicative composition device in
displaying to the audience how contemporary playing techniques can create emerging,
soothing, textural soundscapes.
As the players make their way to the stage, the audience’s curiosity and restless gestural
movements – turning of heads, left/right glances, continual body movement within seats –
validates how influential physical gestural movement to communicate visual and aural score
elements increases the emotional musical experience for the audience.
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Figure 3.7: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt I Section C, bar 81.
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3.3 Composer-creator role – Improvisation and interpretation
Section C (bar 81) is a pivotal moment in the work, where all performers share the
‘composer-creator’ role. The ensemble begins playing specific boxed motifs in a free and
improvisatory manner. With some players positioned beneath the audience stalls out of sight,
trance-like sound effects begin to emerge from the distance, enhancing the atmospheric
mood. Section C explores a limited aleatoric composition method, involving a combination
of conventional and minimal graphic notation. This improvisatory motivic passage relies on
real-time player interaction. For example, the clarinettist may decide to wait for the flautist to
finish their flutter-tongue boxed figure to allow the flute flutter timbral effect to be heard
more clearly in performance. The graphically notated boxed motifs require spontaneous
performer decisions: when to enter; how slow/fast to play the wide vibrato effect; how long
to sustain the timbral effects; how often/quickly to repeat the motif; how much space to
include; what type of subtone/airy tone quality to use; and when to move on to the next motif.
Players also make interpretative decisions regarding articulation, phrasing, dynamics based
on the overall sound effect during performance and when to transition to the next boxed
motivic figure. The aleatoric composition style brings unpredictable improvisatory playing
elements, resulting in different performances each time. Although the graphically boxed
score motifs illustrate what pitch and extended technique to play, unspecified instructions on
how quickly to walk back to the stage are purposefully left up to the player. Upon reflection,
the physical walking motion through the audience whilst performing the timbral pitch
inflections encouraged the players to fully engage in the improvisatory feel of the passage
and create an emerging and atmospheric ambience.
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Saxophone influence when composing for other instrumentation
A saxophone composing approach to musical expression, phrasing, vibrato, timbral
manipulation and percussive sounding effects is apparent in the woodwind, brass, string and
percussion parts. At Section C, each instrument plays a conventional trill, timbre trill, fluttertongue or wide vibrato ‘wa-wa’ effect. Flute 1 flutter-tongues on a high G with a p<mp>p
dynamic that produces a hazy flutter sounding quality. Strategically, this flutter-tongue effect
is used as a colouristic and orchestral balancing device throughout the concerto. Similar to a
saxophone flutter-tongue effect on a high pitch, the thick distinct flutter sound cuts through,
allowing the flautist to project over the multilayered sound mass. To create the “wa-wa bend
effect” score instruction in the brass, one can either manipulate the lip pressure to alter the
pitch inflection or use a mute to slightly move back and forth over the bell hole. Similar to
the saxophone, pitch bend wa-wa vibrato effects use a lot more air than a normal sustained
note. Therefore, stable pitches have been selected and rest score suggestions included for the
players.

Figure 3.8 - Photo 4: Players walking through the audience in Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura:
Concerto for Saxophone. Movt I Section C, bar 81.
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This chapter will now focus on specific kinds of gesture based on existing research and their
underlying function in Terra Obscura. Certain gestures are deliberate during my saxophone
concerto premiere to reinforce technical aspects of playing, emotional feeling, provide
important cues for the conductor and ensure effective ensemble communication. Some of my
physical gestural movements were also spontaneously produced based on my emotional
reaction during the performance. As King and Ginsborg explain:
Sometimes these gestures are produced deliberately, following careful choreography
and rehearsal; sometimes they are produced spontaneously during performance,
whether conscious or unconsciously, in response to the way the performer feels the
music at that moment, wishes to ‘shape’ it or perceives the audience’s reception of the
performance.179
Performer bodily movement on the saxophone is impossible to avoid due to the physical
blowing action involved in producing sound. For instance, blowing fast air through the
saxophone whilst holding/balancing the heavy weight of the saxophone and executing rapid
key finger movement, will result in some form of gestural movement. As Wanderley’s
gestural research validates how “some of the low-amplitude movements result from the
simple fact that it is humanly impossible to play a wind instrument absolutely
immobilized.”180
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3.4 Performer gesture movements for communication and technical accuracy

Gestural cues for communication
•

Lifting up/down body of saxophone.

•

Eye communication: glances/widening of eyes.

•

Head movement up/down.

•

Breathing with added ‘cue’ lift of saxophone.

•

Swaying bell of saxophone from side to side.

Psychologically, gestural movement to reassure technical accuracy
•

A physical ‘lifting up the bell’ action accompanying the surge of air required to
produce sudden dynamic increases.

•

Phrasing of slow to fast trills accompanied by subtle sways of the bell.

•

Subtle beating of the saxophone at the beginning and end of trill phrases.

•

Gestural movement to indicate phrasing and melodic contour.

•

Subtle sway of the saxophone during trill crescendo intensity to reinforce finger
dexterity.

•

Reassurance of fast, forceful, energetic passages with upper chest lift movement in
preparation for maximum air inhalation in technically demanding passages.
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Increased visual cue gestures due to performing position
The saxophonist’s physical “ancillary”181 cue gestures to the trumpeter were exaggerated at
Section B (bar 75), due to the far distance between the soloists in the upper balconies and dim
lighting in the hall. Performing in the upper balconies resulted in my physical cue gestures
being magnified. My cue gesture movements in the video footage are much bigger in size,
than if I was in a normal seating position on stage. A series of eye and body gestures are
passed between the saxophonist and trumpeter to anticipate when each player is to begin and
end their phrase.
It is important to consider the psychological influence that performer gestures have on the
audience. If the saxophone soloist and trumpeter were situated on stage and the audience
could observe the visual cues for each musical entry, this would influence the audience’s
awareness of the musical material about to occur – and perhaps “give extra (visual) clues on
the performer’s musical intentions to the audience.”182 The soloists obscured from view in the
upper balconies contributed to the unpredictable stylistic character and intrigue for the
audience. As Thompson explains how performer cues can affect the musical experience for
the audience:
These gestures are often essential between band members or an ensemble of
musicians, but they also occur between performers and audience members. Such
gestures personalize the musical experience for listeners, and they imply that the
performance is an interaction between the musicians and the audience members.183
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Amplified gestural movement due to improvisatory composition material
In Movement III of Section B (bar 34), the instructed “In a fast & improvisatory style”
brought on enhanced gestural cue movement due to its improvisatory character. As the score
extract shows below, suggested motivic ideas and rhythmic notation are provided for the
saxophonist and percussion, with the following added performance instruction: “Player freely
improvises over instrumentation, rhythms, dynamics & phrase lengths indicated”. As seen in
the video footage of Terra Obscura, the saxophonist and percussionist improvise freely over
their own ideas, producing an array of timbral, textural layered effects. Due to the “catch me
if you can” instructed composition device, the saxophonist makes wide gesture cues:
swinging the alto saxophone in a low to very high position to provide a clear re-entry cue for
the percussionist, as the dynamics and technical difficulty build through the miscellaneous
saxophone extended techniques. The soloist’s quick gestural movements imitate the musical
contour (low/high/low) of the phrases and assists with technical precision for the fast slaptongue rhythms, semiquaver fragments and multiphonic trill effects. As Thompson reinforces
how gestural movement can imitate the structural characteristics of the music and help the
performer cope with technically challenging passages:
Movements are required to sing or play an instrument and they necessarily track the
basic structural characteristics of the music. Specific postures may be adopted to cope
effectively with technically difficulty passages, inadvertently providing visible cues
about musical structure.184
Upon reflection, the physical gestural cue movements I made during this fast, technically
intense improvisatory passage at Section B (bar 34), was reassurance for my own
performance security: to ensure the percussionist was visually aware of the shape and
direction of my juxtaposed timbres to dovetail in and out of my improvised sound bursts.
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Figure 3.9: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt III Section B,
bars 34-37.
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Non-obvious gestures
For the purpose of this chapter, non-obvious gestures185 relate to ‘cue’ gestures that cannot be
visually seen. Based on intrinsic sound realisation, non-obvious gestures occur through the
actual sound of the instrument, contemporary playing techniques and composition motivic
score material.
Trill gestural cue device
In the following climactic passage of Movement IV, the saxophone trill in bar 34 provides an
important gestural musical cue for the conductor and chamber orchestra. Due to the fast,
technically demanding solo/tutti structural framework, the trill is used as a gestural
composition device to lead the re-entry of the ensemble. A sudden fp<f dynamic inflection
towards the end of the note with a spontaneous trill speed increase (slow to fast) provides a
clear gestural sound cue for the players’ entry. The dynamic and trill impetus leads the
conductor and reinforces communication among the orchestral players. During the entire
saxophone solo versus tutti section of Movement IV (bar 30-59), non-obvious gestures act as
a communication tool between soloist and conductor for tempo indication and the ebb and
flow forward pulse motion of the composition gestural structures.
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Wanderley discusses “the role of non-obvious performer gestures that may nevertheless influence the final
sound produced by the acoustic instrument”. In Wanderley, “Non-obvious Performer Gestures,” 37.
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Figure 3.10: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt IV, bars 33-36.
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Change of saxophone acting as motivic gesture and communicative device
Gesture plays a major role in Movement III of Section D (bar 46) and Section E (bar 47).
Whilst the ensemble improvises over given motifs, this passage enables the soloist to change
from alto to soprano saxophone and ‘warm up’ with the indicated gestural figures.
Multiphonic, slap-tongue and specific motivic figures in the boxed motif at Section E allows
time for the saxophonist to check the reed if any readjustment needs to be made. Multiphonic
trills and slap-tongues are strategically employed to test the effectiveness of the reed, since
they are the most difficult extended techniques to play with an unresponsive reed. It is crucial
for a saxophonist to lick and prepare the reed before playing. If the reed is too dry, certain
notes might not sound or the performer may have difficulty in producing a warm, refined
sound. This elongated free, improvised style passage allows the saxophonist to take the reed
out and reset it on the mouthpiece. Fortunately, this was not needed during my performance,
and I was able to warm up my soprano saxophone and feel confident leading into my cadenza
(Section F, bar 48). The change of saxophone also played a crucial communicative gestural
cue for when the conductor and whole ensemble should start and stop Section E186. The
change in tonal register between the alto and soprano saxophone together with the
accelerating gestural motivic and dynamic nuances provided the essential cue to the
conductor, as to when to stop the ensemble’s increasingly frenetic, boxed textural sound mass
in time for the soloist’s loud cadenza, beginning with a fast, florid gestural septuplet motif.

186

In this section, the soloist decides on the duration of the passage due to the change of saxophones and
necessary warm up. Therefore, the instructed score timings are only a guide. This refers to all aleatoric
passages in the score. The spontaneous and unpredictable aleatoric composition style allows performer
freedom regarding the length of each graphically notated improvisatory section.
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Figure 3.11: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt III Section E, bar 47.
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Expressive gesture production
Expressive gesture in Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone communicates a meaningful,
emotional melodic idea to the audience through dynamics, articulation and avant-garde
playing techniques. Expressive gesture is seen in the subtle and dramatic gestural nuances
and inflections of a particular phrase or individual note. Camurri, Mazzarino, Ricchetti,
Timmers and Volpe define expressive gesture as follows:
- Expressive gesture as a way to convey a particular emotion to the audience;
- Expressive gesture as a way to induce intense emotional experience in the
audience.187

Expressive gesture regarding extended techniques of Terra Obscura enhances the delicately
manipulated timbral and texturally produced sounds to convey important musical themes to
the audience. A particular interest is to find out how my style of playing affected expressive
gestural production. As Camurri, Mazzarino, Ricchetti, Timmers and Volpe state how
expressive gesture is also present in the performer’s produced sound:
Gesture in music performance is not only the expressive and functional physical
gesture of a performer, but it also includes expressive gesture present in the produced
sound.188

Expressive gesture is examined from a composer-performer’s perspective. The soprano and
alto saxophone’s diverse textural colours, timbral percussive playing techniques and similar
sounding effects for the ensemble’s contrasting instrumentation are derived from the
following conventional and unconventional instrumental playing techniques.

187
188

Camurri, Mazzarino, Ricchetti, Timmers and Volpe, “Multimodal Analysis of Expressive Gesture,” 22.
Ibid.
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Ø Vibrato variances
Ø Trill pitch speed manipulation
Ø Quarter-tone trills effects
Ø Multiphonic trill effects
Ø Slap-tongue to imitate a percussive rhythmic device
Ø Juxtaposed solo percussive timbres
Ø Glissando pitch bend effects
Ø Circular breathing
Ø Flutter-tongue
Ø Dynamic timbral inflections

Vibrato
Vibrato plays an important role in Terra Obscura to convey a particular character or emotion
to the audience. Different types of vibrato produce different atmospheric qualities based on
the way the saxophonist plays the vibrato.
Traditional189 use of vibrato
In the opening of the second movement, the saxophonist plays a series of sustained subtone
notes on the alto saxophone with soft, expressive, traditional vibrato to create a delicate,
lyrical, atmospheric quality. Traditional saxophone vibrato is used to merge within the serene
tones of the bowed vibraphone to gradually form the main melodic line. Notably, this is the
softest, most calm moment of the work that features the pure tonal quality of the alto
saxophone, enhancing the emotional experience for the audience.
My saxophone knowledge of wide vibrato playing effects helped shape my composition
approach in creating sustained lyrical vibrato dulcet tones in the vibraphone. To match the
alto saxophone’s mellow subtone low register tonal quality, the vibraphonist plays particular

189

‘Traditional’ vibrato refers to the general vibrato used on all instruments to emphasise the expressive
character of a phrase. For the purpose of this chapter, it is termed ‘traditional’ vibrato to differentiate
between the avant-garde use of wide vibrato in Terra Obscura, where the player purposefully manipulates the
vibrato speed.
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pitches in a similar register with a double bass bow. To achieve the same lingering,
expressive tone as the alto saxophone, the vibraphone plays long bowed ringing effects. As
indicated in the score, “l.v.” (bar 3) allows the vibraphonist to freely end the note once the
bowed ring sound emerges and is established. The free stylistic tempo enables the performer
time to project the bow sounding effect more effectively and assists with the technical
playing difficulties associated with this unpredictable bowing technique on the vibraphone.
The pure tone of the alto saxophone’s subtone timbre blends with the vibraphone’s warm
singing quality to produce the second movement’s titled character: “In a serene &
atmospheric manner”.
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Figure 3.12: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt II, bars 1-6.
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Avant-garde wide vibrato
Avant-garde190 wide vibrato is first introduced in the vibraphone part of Movement II
(bar 21). The vibraphone’s slow motor speed simulates the saxophonist’s slow vibrato effects
of bar 23 with the use of similar, languid vibrato inflections overlapping between both
instruments. The saxophonist plays soft, soothing wide vibrato effects that is indicated by
wavy line graphically notated symbols in the score. Bell chime tones enhance the ringing
sound idea and emphasise the beginning of the saxophone and vibraphone bowed notes for
added sonority throughout the passage. My saxophone role influenced the imitative vibrato
tonal pitch inflections and motor speed idea in the vibraphone to develop unifying expressive
vibrato gestural instrumental colours.

Figure 3.13: Score extract of Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt II,
bars 22-26.

190

‘Avant-garde’ refers to a contemporary playing style that involves unconventional playing techniques.
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Trill speed variation
In the following example, trill speed manipulation in the percussion and saxophone parts
bring an extra dimension to the trilled gestural effects. In Movement I, Figure 10 (bar 71),
the suspended cymbal produces a slow to fast trill effect leading into the saxophonist’s rapid,
ascending, scalic figure. To intensify the textural effect and continue the instrumental
gestural interplay for the audience, the timpanist plays a slow-fast-slow trill at Figure 11,
which the saxophonist echoes one beat later with a similar “slow-fast-slow” trill effect,
creating an expressive multi trill gestural fusion.

Figure 3.14: Score extract of Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt I,
bar 71.
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At Figure 12 and 13, the timpani and saxophonist continue to explore “slow-fast-slow” and
“fast-slow” tremolo and trill effects. As indicated on the score at Figure 12, both instruments
begin the trill slowly, increase to a fast speed before decreasing to a slow trill pace.

Figure 3.15: Score extract of Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt I,
bar 72.

The saxophone gestural trill speed variations involve an element of improvisation.
Saxophone trill speed manipulation effects are produced by altering the trill speed between
conventional and quarter-tone notes. Subconscious decisions are made to all conventional
and timbre trills throughout the saxophone concerto: speed, length, dynamic, subtone quality
and pitch emphasis. Although it is not always instructed in the score, the speed in which I
play the trill is constantly varied. Depending on certain performance issues such as reed tonal
responsiveness, the trills are played slower or faster, or begin at a slower tempo and
accelerate to gain more momentum for the passage. The starting trill speed and which
lower/upper pitches to stress are decided in the moment. At Figure 13, the trill speed becomes
slower and decrescendos to piano, to produce a calm and mysterious quality. This was to
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create a momentary atmospheric effect before re-entering with the succeeding loud Più
mosso energetic quaver figure leading into Figure 14.
Quarter-tone trills
In comparison to a conventional saxophone trill, a quarter-tone trill (indicated as a timbre trill
in the score) produces pitch obscurity though the use of quarter-tone pitch inflections.
Following on from the loud, virtuosic ascending saxophone motif of Figure 15 (bar 73)
alongside the loud, punctuated drum beat at ff, the saxophonist suddenly plays a soft, timbre
trill with the displayed saxophone fingering. The soprano saxophone’s sudden register drop,
from the transposed high D to the low F# pitch at a soft dynamic, requires the soloist to play
with a subtone191 embouchure, resulting in a thin, husky tone. The indicated “Suddenly slow”
tempo, together with the saxophonist’s quarter-tone timbre trill and the intensifying bass
drum roll at Figure 16, serves as an upbeat into the soloist’s fast, virtuosic demisemiquaver
runs.

Figure 3.16: Score extract of Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt I,
bar 73.
191

Unlike the alto saxophone, a subtone embouchure is needed to play the lower notes of the soprano
saxophone to produce a soft, stable sounding pitch to avoid the note from splitting.
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Multiphonic trill effects
Similar to quarter-tone trills, saxophone multiphonic trills in Terra Obscura act as expressive
gestural effects with the increasing textural sound density evolving into a new set of pitches.
In Movement II from bar 16, the emotional effect for the audience is magnified by a range of
harmonic effects that emerge from this particular multiphonic trill. Circular breathing is used
to avoid a conventional ‘breath’ break within the elongated saxophone multiphonic trill, and
together with the vibraphone’s sustained trilled chords, a powerful gestural surge in dynamics
heighten the illuminating church-like bell sounds on the chimes at Section B (bar 20). My
performing composer role enabled the continual textural layers of sound based on my playing
ability to circular breathe.

Figure 3.17: Score extract of Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt II,
bars 12-21.
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Slap-tongue to imitate a percussive rhythmic device
The saxophonist begins the third movement with crotchet slap-tongue figures that develop
into rapid, rhythmic diminution variations. The slap-tongue expressive gestural technique (a
drum pop-like sound) is deliberately introduced at this point of the saxophone concerto to
create an element of surprise and intrigue for the audience. Slap-tonguing involves a suctionlike tongue action on the saxophone reed that can create high and low percussive sound
effects based on the pitch register of the note.
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Figure 3.18: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt III, bars 1-3.
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From bar 7, slap-tonguing is used to mimic the temple block instrument. A duet featuring the
slap-tonguing saxophonist in a call and response interplay with the temple block player
creates an idiosyncratic moment in the work. The conventional saxophone sound is disguised
to show the audience the range of percussive gestural effects that the saxophone can produce.
Compositionally, the individual sounds of the percussion and saxophone lose their individual
identity to act as one unifying instrument. Slap-tonguing becomes the core soloistic timbral
composition device throughout the concerto, as a direct influence of my slap-tongue
playing.192

Figure 3.19: Score extract of Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt III,
bars 7-11.

192

Slap-tonguing is my playing specialty; reason why slap-tonguing is featured in rapid, virtuosic stylistic
tempos.
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Juxtaposed solo percussive timbres: a palette cleansing moment
The aim of the saxophone cadenza at Section F (bar 48, Movt III) is to produce a ‘palette
cleansing’ moment. Following the loud, intense, multilayered sound mass of Section E (bar
47), the textural composition material suddenly drops to one instrumental layer of sound.
With the observers’ full aural focus on the soprano saxophone soloist, the preceding
multiphonic, slap-tongue and rhythmic motifs return in a juxtaposed solo unaccompanied
setting. The saxophonist plays an array of fast, virtuosic, florid rhythmic figures, interspersed
with physically demanding slap-tongue playing effects. Upon reflection, a playing issue that
could arise in the future for other saxophonists is the indicated speed of the slap-tongue
passages. Saxophonists find it difficult to play continuous slap-tongue effects at fast tempos
due to the unconventional tongue forward motion and placement on the reed to produce the
physical slap-tongue embouchure ‘pop’ sounding action.193 Consequently, I might have to
consider replacing certain slap-tongue notes with rests to provide future soloists intermittent
embouchure breaks within the slap-tongue figures.
At bar 56, a stylistic change occurs towards the end of the cadenza with a sudden drop in
tempo. To produce contrast with the preceding demisemiquaver ascending slap-tongue figure
of bar 55, the saxophonist plays a soft, lyrical, melodic idea followed by a sustained
multiphonic in a slow, free style. This expressive gesture represents an important
composition moment in the work. For the first time in the concerto, the saxophone
multiphonic is heard without any timbral instrumental enhancement, allowing the audience to
hear the soprano saxophone’s intricately delicate sound.

193

This observation is based on my own experience performing with professional saxophonists.
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Figure 3.20: Saxophone cadenza from Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone –
Movt III Section F, bars 48-56.
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Delalande’s gesture classification
To shed further light on how my affiliation with saxophone extended techniques affected the
composition process for strings, woodwind and brass, the function of certain gestures is
outlined in regard to Delalande’s proposed notion of effective and figurative gesture194.
Delalande’s reference to accompanist195 gesture is not mentioned due to its comparable
meaning to physical ancillary gesture movement, already discussed earlier in this chapter.
Effective gesture – necessary to mechanically produce the sound – bow, blow, press a
key, etc.
…Figurative gesture – perceived by the audience but without a clear correspondence
to a physical movement – a melodic balance, etc.196
Effective and figurative gesture occurs in the following key gestural moments of Terra
Obscura throughout the ensemble. As the three most common playing gestures are blowing,
lip pressure and fingering197, focus is placed on slap-tongue, pitch bends, circular breathing,
flutter-tongue, and the key pressing function in multiphonic quarter-tone trill alterations, time
versus out of time composition motivic structures, and timbral and dynamic articulation
manipulation. The correlation between saxophone contemporary playing gestural techniques
and string playing effects is addressed.

194

François Delalande, “La gestique de Gould: éléments pour une sémiologie du geste musical,” (1988),
quoted in Cadoz and Wanderley, “Gesture – Music,” 77-78.
195
Delalande’s explanation of accompanist gesture: “body movements associated to effective gestures – chest,
elbow movements, mimics, breathing for a piano player, etc.” Delalande, “La gestique de Gould,” quoted in
Cadoz and Wanderley, “Gesture – Music,” 77.
196
Delalande, “La gestique de Gould,” quoted in Cadoz and Wanderley, “Gesture – Music,” 77-78.
197
Wanderley, “Non-obvious Performer Gestures,” 40.
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Effective gestures
String bow glissando
At the end of Movement II, Section D (bar 64), the audience experiences a new string sound
colour, with the main aural focus shifting to the strings for the first time in the work.
Effective string bow gestures produce a collage of bird-like glissando harmonic effects. Over
an approximate twenty-second timeframe, the bird sounds start at a rapid out of time style
and gradually become spacious alongside the ringing bell chimes. In bar 65, the strings and
wind chimes merge to form one sustained lingering glissando, which allows the audience to
hear the intricate harmonic string tones as the glissando slowly descends.
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Figure 3.21: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt II Section D,
bars 64-65.
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Snap pizzicato and slap-tongue
Effective gestural effects occur in Movement III through the use of string snap pizzicato198
and slap-tongue saxophone playing techniques, where ‘physical’199 articulation involves the
fingers and tongue to mechanically produce percussive sounds. In the following extract of
Section C (bar 45), string pizzicato, slap-tongue, and various temple block and tom-tom drum
motifs are played in an improvisatory feel, producing a collage of percussive textural layers.
The saxophonist imitates the string pizzicato sounds with a mix of slap-tongue rhythmic
pitches. Slap-tongue is louder and more resonate on alto saxophone than soprano, therefore
projection over the percussion and strings in this passage was not a concern.

198

Although “pizz.” is instructed in the score, during the premiere performance of Terra Obscura: Concerto for
Saxophone the strings played snap pizzicato effects to produce a louder string pizzicato sound to project over
the percussionist.
199
In this context, ‘physical’ refers to the strenuous physical action involved to produce sound. Snap pizzicato
is produced by pulling and releasing the strings. Slap-tonguing is created by placing more tongue on the reed
and producing a suction-like effect. When the tongue is released off the reed, a percussive, popping sound
effect occurs.
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Figure 3.22: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt III Section C, bar 45.
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Percussive string bow battuto and slap-tongue
Effective gestural string bow effects and saxophone slap-tongue return in the final movement
to enhance the rhythmic impetus. Percussive saxophone sounds influenced my string writing
approach using percussive avant-garde string playing techniques. Normal/snap pizzicato and
col legno battuto are heard throughout the fast, loud, rhythmic sections.
Figure 3.23 below: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt IV Section B,
bars 40-46.
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There is a direct association between col legno battuto string playing techniques and slaptongue saxophone effects in Movement IV at Section B (bar 40). Strings play percussive
rhythmic motivic figures by hitting the strings with the stick end of the bow. The saxophone
soloist responds with a loud virtuosic quaver figure and glissando leading into a succession of
slap-tongue effects from bar 43. The cellist and double bass join the slap-tonguing
saxophonist with col legno battuto on the first and last quaver of the saxophone motif. The
slap-tonguing is clearly heard over the strings as the percussive extended technique is
assigned to the saxophone’s lower register for maximum dynamic and resonance. Since slaptonguing is a soft sounding effect, selecting a similar soft percussive col legno battuto string
device ensures the soloist’s slap-tongues achieve effective ensemble balance. From bar 43,
the saxophonist’s miscellaneous slap-tongue rhythmic effects produce a mix of interlocking
percussive timbres with the strings.

Woodwind and brass effective gestures
Pitch bends/glissando/scoop slide effects
The use of glissando playing effects throughout the chamber orchestra are associated with
saxophone glissandi and pitch bend sounds. In the final movement of Terra Obscura,
different types of glissando effects are passed throughout the ensemble: traditional, slide
scoop-like, and glissando pitch bends. The individual sounding character of each glissando
manipulates the metric impetus of the passage with its idiosyncratic, timbral nature
interjecting within the loud, rhythmic, pulsating textural framework. In the following score
extract of Movement IV (bars 179-183), the oboe and bass clarinet parts play rapid glissandi
to produce quirky unexpected descending colouristic effects at the end of each motivic
fragment. The loud, scoop-like glissando effects in the French horn, trumpet, trombone and
bass trombone parts provide a theatrical effective gestural element for the audience. The
energetic, pulsating, rhythmic character – displayed by the physical sliding action of the
trombones – heightens the composition and visual communicative effect for the observer.
Juxtaposed rhythmic figures mixed with timbre trill and glissando colours throughout the
ensemble is enhanced by the intrinsic metre interplay as the sliding scoop glissandos rapidly
pass through the brass section in simultaneous and interweaving ascending and descending
retrograde motion.
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Soprano saxophone glissando pitch bend effects are showcased in the final movement to
amplify the accelerating tension and climactic passages. As bars 179 to 183 display, the
soloist bends the highest notes of the saxophone as far down and up as possible within the
four beats of the bar whilst trilling the transposed high E pitch. The indicated bend glissando
effects are created solely by the manipulation of the saxophonist’s embouchure and throat
position whilst sustaining the finger trill motion. A wider range of colouristic effects are
produced compared to a conventional scalic saxophone glissando which involves only finger
movement.
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Figure 3.24: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt IV, bars 179-183.
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3.5 Performing composer role – Circular breathing over multiphonic saxophone
trill textures
Effective gesture through blowing
My performing composer role was beneficial in creating the long circular breathing
multiphonic soprano saxophone trill mass effect at Section H and I (bars 70 to 86) of
Movement III. Effective gestural physical action of ‘blowing’ is most obvious in these
sections, where circular breathing is employed to avoid breaking the saxophone sound. A
saxophone textural multiphonic sound mass evolves alongside the timpani and bass drum
taiko style rhythmic interplay. I improvise over continuous multiphonic trill harmonic layers
whilst playing simultaneously specific individual pitches.
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Figure 3.25: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt III Section H, bar 70.
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Figure 3.26: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt III Section I,
bars 71-79.
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At Section H and I, circular breathing occurs over a series of pitch set notes: A, Bb, B, C
(transposed pitch shown), that are interpolated within the multiphonic harmonic trills.
Circular breathing with constant multiphonic trill motion requires spontaneous physical
performer decisions regarding air support and tonal production in maintaining consistent
airflow. To produce uninterrupted circular breathing layers of sound, decisions related to how
much dynamic increase to employ based on the amount of air and stamina to sustain the
evolving texturally layered sound mass. I alternated rapidly between the multiphonic trills
and individual pitches to build a climactic effect alongside the pounding drum figures leading
into the final movement. My performing composer role enabled me to make instinctive200
decisions during the performance: how long/short to sustain the interposed pitches and in
what order; and how loud and forceful to trill the multiphonics in developing enough air
support to maintain the circular breath. Circular breathing creates a ‘dip’ in the sound,
causing a flatness in pitch when the saxophonist takes the ‘circular’ breath. Therefore,
playing decisions relating to how quickly to trill the multiphonic effect in order to ‘cover’ the
circular breath to achieve maximum breath control also occurred. Despite the technical
difficulties associated with circular breathing for the entire duration at a loud dynamic level,
the length of time enabled me to establish a focused concentration alongside the contrasting
loud taiko drum sounds.
Finger fatigue can occur due to the repetitive hand playing actions involved when trilling the
same multiphonic over a long period. The alternating multiphonic trills and interjecting
pitches throughout Section H and I physically assist the saxophonist to avoid finger cramps.
The alternating multiphonic and individual pitch fingering allows the player to avoid
repetitive strain finger movement.201

200

In reference to my own compositions, the term ‘instinctive’ refers to spontaneous decisions that were
made based on my saxophone knowledge and understanding of the associated technical aspects. In context of
the composers’ saxophone works, ‘instinctive’ refers to my spontaneous performance decisions involving
automatic saxophone playing actions to enhance the composers’ stylistic, timbral, textural and improvisatory
composition material.
201
This is based on previous playing experience whilst performing multiphonic trills over a long period, in
which one of my fingers had a cramp due to the same repetitive non-stop finger trill movement.
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Flute flutter-tongue
Flute flutter-tonguing is an effective blowing gesture that adds an extra colouristic and
textural sound dimension to the final movement. Similar to the saxophone, flute fluttertonguing requires the flautist to roll their tongue whilst blowing fast air. Flutter-tonguing
through the scalic, semiquaver flute motivic figures at Section G (bar 162), thickens the tone
and adds a high shrill and texturally fluffy sounding quality to contrast with the clear strident
high pitch soprano saxophone trills. Flutter-tonguing is also explored in the brass parts.
Rather than playing normal sustained notes at bars 162 to 163, the brass flutter-tonguing
effects produce a more intense, forceful sound, intensifying the tension and climax with loud,
dominant resonating brass chordal effects.
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Figure 3.27: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt IV, bars 161-164.
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Pressing of keys – Multiphonic quarter-tone trill alternations
Saxophone multiphonic quarter-tone trills create diverse timbral sound effects by trilling
various keys. At bar 68 of Movement III, the timbral trill on the transposed high A requires
the saxophonist to rapidly trill all right-hand keys in random order whilst sustaining the high
A trill fingering in the left hand. The graphically notated boxed trill fingering displayed in the
score creates an array of quarter-tone pitch inflections that disguise the soprano saxophone’s
original high A tonal pitch of the note.

Figure 3.28: Score extract of Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt III,
bars 65-68.

Figurative gesture
Terra Obscura contains figurative gestures, where the musical material is presented as short
snippets of motivic, timbral or rhythmic gestural fragments. Manipulation of simultaneous
tempo variances, avant-garde timbral elements, dynamics, articulation and ensemble
interplay reinforce the figurative gestural development.
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Figurative gestures within the multistrand ‘time’ versus ‘out of time’ composition
layered framework
Movement I of Section D (bar 82) is a pivotal moment of the work where all players are
together on stage for the first time. Following on from Section C (bar 81) that involves
performers walking through the audience as they make their way on to the stage, players
continue improvising boxed timbral motifs whilst waiting for the conductor’s cue for the start
of Section D on stage. Textural pitch obscurity occurs with most instruments exploring
contemporary timbral playing techniques. Flutter-tongue effects in the flute and trumpet parts
merge together to produce hazy contrasting overlapping tones. Wa-wa and wide vibrato
effects are dispersed in the clarinet, trumpet, trombone and string parts. With the
reintroduction of a set tempo for some players at Section D, a compositional multilayered
tempo structure – ‘time’ versus ‘out of time’ – is amplified with certain woodwind, brass and
string parts forming a collage of trill and vibrato nuances in an unmeasured free style until
bar 87. The tempo and tone colour orchestration results in the audience’s aural focus to
constantly shift between multistrand figurative gestural layers.
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Figure 3.29: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt I Section D, bars 82-87.
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Intrinsic timbral and dynamic articulation manipulation
In Movement I, disguised sound clusters contain figurative gestural elements that reflect the
theme of Terra Obscura: search and discovery process during the excavation of the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music. My saxophone background is evident in my timbre trill202
application in the Bb clarinet and bass clarinet parts of bar 104. Similar to the saxophone,
assigning lower register pitches for the timbre trills produce deep, mysterious tonal sounds.
Rather than writing singular quarter-tone trills, I included multipitch timbre trills where the
clarinettists trill their right-hand fingers in any order to produce various quarter-tone pitch
inflections. By adding dynamic swells of mf<f>mp, the tonal colour dramatically changes
from a warm, mellow quality to a loud, open, projecting tone. As the dynamic pitch
increases, the quarter-tones become more discernible.
At bar 104, a similar colour manipulation device occurs with flute flutter-tongue and tremolo
string motivic figures. Although both instruments have the same notation symbol, the
sounding quality is quite different. The violins first state the triplet quaver tremolo motif and
the flute produces an echo textural flutter sound effect, adding to the intrinsic colouristic
development of the passage. Both colour nuances heighten the core quality of the
instruments’ textural colour as both effects result in an enhanced tonal thickness. As the
timbral sounds merge to the foreground with the crescendo dynamic, the bass trombone’s
wide vibrato figurative gesture recedes into the background and disappears within the
dominant timbral fabric. To contrast with the fused extended technique and colour variants,
the saxophone soloist plays virtuosic, pulsating motivic fragments over the top with
figurative gestural articulation interplay. The juxtaposed articulated elements including
accents, staccato, slurring within the fragmented string rhythmic figures, create a constantly
shifting intrinsic metre feel.
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N.B. Although the score pitch notation is displayed in concert pitch, the clarinet and saxophone fingering
notation are shown in their transposed version, since transposing the fingering is unfeasible.
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Figure 3.30: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt I, bars 104-107.
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In Movement IV, figurative gestural exploration continues through the articulation and
dynamic virtuosic intensity of the saxophonist’s playing. Loud, punctuated accents and
forceful surges in sound containing sudden dynamic swells govern the final movement.
Articulated motivic fragments with pulsating accent displacement effects are interspersed
throughout the ensemble, creating a ‘patchwork’ quilt-like orchestrated texture. The
saxophonist’s fast, ascending rhythmic virtuosic figures and loud, rapid glissandi increases
the restlessness and climactic build. In the following score extract of bars 139 to 142, the
flutter-tongue gestural device returns in the Flute 1 and brass section to produce thick, loud,
dense mass chordal effects with dramatic fp<f dynamic surges alongside the contrasting
interlocking frenetic rhythmic material. Within the multistrand layered framework, the whole
ensemble merge together, forming one mass unifying dynamic textural swell to the end.
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Figure 3.31: Beaugeais’s Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone – Movt IV, bars 139-142.
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3.6 Summary
This chapter has identified a direct link between performer gesture and the compositional
development of avant-garde motivic structures in Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone.
Physical gesture movement and intrinsic gestural sound effects are used to: reinforce
ensemble communication; create a palette of colouristic textures; evoke an emotional
response from the audience; and assist with technically demanding saxophone playing
aspects. Non-obvious, expressive, effective and figurative gestures communicate key musical
concepts to the audience from an aural and visual perspective.
Integration of improvisatory boxed motifs allow the players to share the ‘composer-creator’
role. Performers take on an interpretative and improvisation role in specific score passages
exploring limited aleatoric composition methods. My saxophone knowledge assisted with the
implementation of contemporary playing techniques to form timbral and textural collage
ensemble frameworks. Superimposed saxophone extended techniques and imitative playing
sound effects in the woodwind, string, brass and percussion feature throughout.
My performing experience with circular breathing and slap-tonguing is evident in the way I
mix saxophone slap-tongue percussive sounds with string snap pizzicato, col legno battuto
and drum-like rhythmic interplay. With my soprano saxophone, I worked out which notes
could be played simultaneously whilst circular breathing through the multiphonic harmonic
trill sound mass. My ability to circular breathe and slap-tongue rapidly illustrates the
significant impact my performing composer role had on the score and my ABC recording of
Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone.
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Chapter 4
First Light at Uluru (2015) for saxophone orchestra: Extended technique sound mass
structural formations
Introduction
An imperative aspect of my composer-performer research is to investigate how my performer
role affected the creative process and compositional stylistic outcome of First Light at Uluru
for saxophone orchestra. My knowledge of saxophone contemporary playing techniques
played a critical role in the motivic construction, idiomatic decision-making process and
gestural sound realisation of sound mass structural formations.
First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra represents a significant turning point in my
compositional development. Unlike other works203 presented in this doctoral thesis, First
Light at Uluru explores the gestural timbral sound quality of specific extended techniques to
form the core musical material, in which gestural production through the use of saxophone
extended techniques takes on a new identity. Consequently, a particular interest of my
research is to examine how the individual gestural character of an extended technique is used
as a composition tool to create the main motivic idea and construction of the whole piece.
Due to the unconventional204 nature of contemporary playing techniques, performance and
score presentation factors relating to extended technique notation are addressed. The overall
playing effectiveness of extended techniques in a piece relies on the composer’s accurate
application and representation of graphic notation symbols, appropriate orchestration,
instrument suitability, dynamics, articulation, register placement and clarity of explanatory
score notes. As Cherrier (Flute Professor at the Paris Conservatory) expresses, how
understanding what the composer wants is not always clear as the extended technique
symbols used by composers are often hard to understand:205

203

For example, in Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone (Chapter 3) extended techniques and gestural
sounds are used to embellish the colouristic and timbral effect of the melodic and rhythmic material.
204
In this context, ‘unconventional’ refers to the non-traditional way the extended techniques are played:
unusual customised fingering, different embouchure positioning and unusual sound effects that are produced.
205
Perlove and Cherrier, “Transmission, Interpretation, Collaboration,” 45.
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It would be nice to have a single notation. From one composer to the next, even
techniques like quarter-tones are not written the same way. One might put a
backwards flat sign while another uses a downward-pointing arrow. …This is
extremely unpleasant. They ought to have a notation that is clear and precise.206
The aim of this chapter is to find out to what extent my performer role influenced the
underlying selection process of avant-garde playing techniques, associated idiomatic
decisions, implementation and saxophone intricacies within the score. A detailed composition
analysis includes information on contemporary saxophone techniques to help the reader gain
further insight into the basics of extended technique sound production. Score analyses and
my performance experience observations illustrate how my perception of saxophone
contemporary playing techniques enabled me to discover a new structural organisation and
stratification of extended technique gestural effects to create distinct sound worlds.

206

Ibid., 46.
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First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra was commissioned by Dr Diana Tolmie and the
Queensland Conservatorium Saxophone Orchestra for world premiere performances at the
2015 World Saxophone Congress: Place Kléber and Salle de la Bourse in Strasbourg,
France207, Selmer Saxophone Studio Showrooms208 in Paris, and in joint concert with the
Royal Northern College of Music in Ulverston and Cheshire East, England209. Australian
premiere performances followed: Sydney Conservatorium Saxophone Orchestra210;
Queensland Conservatorium Saxophone Orchestra CD launch211; and Melbourne
Conservatorium Saxophone Orchestra 100 Sax event212. To date, First Light at Uluru for
saxophone orchestra continues to receive international performances, such as the Royal
College of Music Saxophone Orchestra213 conducted by Professor Kyle Horch and US
premiere at the NASA Sax Congress214, University of Arkansas.

Katia Beaugeais
First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra
Sydney Conservatorium of Music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTLNtEhf6jI
Duration: 8 min.

207

World Sax Congress: Place Kléber, Strasbourg, France, 10 July 2015 and Salle de la Bourse, Strasbourg, 12
July 2015 – First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra: http://webtv.saxopen.com/event/the-australiansaxophone-orchestra-performance-2/
208
Selmer Saxophone Paris Showrooms, 7 July 2015 – First Light at Uluru by the Queensland Conservatorium
Saxophone Orchestra, conducted by Dr Diana Tolmie.
209
Coronation Hall, Ulverston, 2 July 2015 and The Maxwell Davies Centre, Cheshire East, England, 5 July 2015
– First Light at Uluru by the Royal Northern College of Music saxophone orchestra with Rob Buckland and the
Queensland Conservatorium Saxophone Orchestra.
210
Verbrugghen Hall, 14 October 2015 – First Light at Uluru by the Sydney Conservatorium Saxophone
Orchestra and Dr Michael Duke, Sydney Conservatorium of Music.
211
Basil Jones Orchestral Hall, Brisbane, 23 November 2015 – CD launch featuring First Light at Uluru by the
Queensland Conservatorium Saxophone Orchestra, Griffith University.
212
Melba Hall, 16 July 2017 – First Light at Uluru by the Melbourne Conservatorium saxophone orchestra and
Joseph Lallo, Melbourne Conservatorium of Music.
213
Amaryllis Fleming Concert Hall, Royal College of Music, London, 22 June 2018 – First Light at Uluru by the
Royal College of Music Saxophone Orchestra and Saxophone Professor, Kyle Horch.
214
NASA Congress, University of Arkansas, USA, 16 March 2019 – First Light at Uluru by the Baylor University
Saxophone Orchestra: https://www.saxophonealliance.org/conference-regional.asp?region=4
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First Light at Uluru is scored for saxophone orchestra, comprising of soprano, alto, tenor,
baritone and bass saxophones. Three saxophone avant-garde techniques were selected to
form the basis of the motivic construction of First Light at Uluru: air vibrato wind sounds,
multiphonics and quarter-tone trill effects. The extended techniques were chosen based on
their individual tonal quality and diverse stylistic versatility for use in solo and tutti settings.
Similar to Thompson’s view of timbre, extended techniques were used to showcase the
distinct palette of timbral colours of the saxophone orchestra:
Rather than generating individual pitch sensations, the spectral content of individual
tones is fused, and contributes to another attribute of sound that seems to have little to
do with musical relationships: the quality of timbre. That is, notes with different
spectral contents are perceived as having different sound qualities, tone colours, or
timbres.215

Air vibrato wind sounds
The opening of First Light at Uluru reflects the peaceful and tranquil atmosphere of Ayers
Rock with soothing air vibrato wind sounds to depict the characteristic wind gusts of
Uluru.216 Wind sound effects are passed throughout the saxophone orchestra: from the largest
and lowest sounding instrument – the bass saxophone; to the smallest and highest sounding
instrument – the soprano saxophone. Air vibrato wind sounds are very soft and most effective
when played by a large number of saxophones, since air is blown through the instrument
without sounding an actual note.

215

Thompson, Music, Thought and Feeling, 48.
I acknowledge the Anangu people: the traditional indigenous owners of Uluru, and offer my respects to
Elders past, present and emerging.
I recognise the historic, cultural and spiritual significance of this sacred site that inspired me to compose
First Light at Uluru.
216
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Figure 4.1: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – bar 1.
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The influence of my performer role on the musical score of First Light at Uluru is evident in
the way air vibrato wind sounds are employed to create different timbral frameworks based
on the register, dynamic, duration and vibrato speed intricacies. “Timbre involves many
aspects of acoustics and psychoacoustics”217, as Vella explains:
The quality or colour of a sound depends on its register, frequency, envelope,
dynamics and duration. It is a sound’s timbre that gives it its individual character.218
The compositional aim of First Light at Uluru was to make extended techniques the focal
point of the piece. The opening three sections of First Light at Uluru consists solely of wind
sound effects (bars 1, 2, 3). Although air vibrato effects are soft and the pitch of the note is
not obvious like a conventionally played note, an approximate low or high airy pitch is
produced. The playing intricacies and idiomatic issues associated with air vibrato sounds are
meticulously considered in the opening passages, as the following score analyses reveal. The
type of saxophone, selected specific pitches and the placement of register for each air vibrato
technique are crucial factors to the effectiveness of the wind sound effects. As seen in the
opening passage (Fig. 4.1), the baritones and bass saxophone play the opening air vibrato
pitches of the work. Air effects project more easily in the larger-sized saxophones. The
overall size of the instrument and mouthpiece produces a louder, more convincing wind
sound. The duplication of the soft air sounds in each saxophone group was necessary to
create a louder and resonant sound effect. Although First Light at Uluru contains twelve
saxophone parts, this piece has been composed to work with an unrestricted amount of
players and ideally should be performed by a large number of saxophonists. Similar to the
world premiere performance in Strasbourg that consisted of thirty saxophonists, numerous
players performed the Baritone 1, 2 and Bass parts which provided an added depth and
deepness to the mass wind sound.

217

Richard Vella, Musical Environments: A Manual for Listening, Improvising and Composing, (Sydney:
Currency Press, 2000), 49.
218
Ibid.
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Pitch selection and structure for the wind sound introductory passages
Compositionally, the overall pitch construction of the wind sound passages has a strategic
formation. Apart from the type of saxophone, the selected pitch given to each air vibrato
wind effect was carefully considered to depict rising and falling wave motions in the pitch
contour of entire passages, as well as within individual wind sound motifs. In bar 1, the alto,
tenor, baritone and bass saxophones play the lowest pitch of the instrument, a B flat (Ab
concert pitch for Bb instruments and a C# concert pitch for Eb instruments). The
compositional octave displacement technique creates register tonal exploration due to the
instrumental transpositions: the bass saxophone (Bb instrument) sounding two octaves and a
major second lower, the baritone sounding (Eb instrument) one octave and a major sixth
lower, the tenor saxophone (Bb instrument) sounding one octave and a major second lower,
the alto saxophone (Eb instrument) sounding a major sixth lower, and the soprano saxophone
(Bb instrument) sounding a major second lower than written. Although certain pitches are in
unison (such as the baritone and alto saxophones), exploration of rising register and pitch
expansion is achieved based on the selected placement of pitches spanning several octaves.
Each pitch of the saxophone contains a distinguishable tonal quality. The pitches in bar 1 (D,
E, F, A, B) are most idiomatic for the soprano and alto saxophones to create the gradual pitch
rising wind sound effect alongside the low Bb, which acts like a pedal point figure
throughout the wind sound passages. To maintain the projection and reverberating airy sound
quality in bar 2, Bb is repeated in the alto, tenor, baritone and bass parts. Though to continue
the expanding pitch growth, a variation of higher pitches are added in each saxophone group.
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Figure 4.2: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – bar 2.
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Physical saxophone limitations and idiomatic playing issues led to compositional
timbral construction
Certain playing factors such as the physical limitations of the saxophone and associated
idiomatic issues determined the compositional structural method employed to construct the
air vibrato wind sound passages in bars 1, 2 and 3. A horizontal (linear) structural approach is
seen in bars 1 and 2, with the series of air vibrato entries forming one continuous line. The
dovetailing air vibrato figures interweave into the succeeding entries to ensure there is
continuity within the phrase and no break in sound. Rests are included to allow the players to
take breaths between each entry. Saxophonists lose a lot of air when performing wind sound
effects. Unlike a conventional note, players have to blow an excess amount of fast air though
the saxophone to create an audible sound. My performance experience playing saxophone
wind sound effects enabled me to create an idiomatic timbral structural framework that
allows the players to breathe regularly whilst still maintaining the ongoing wind sounds. The
continuous wind flow effect in bars 1 and 2 is produced by the air vibrato figures dovetailing
into the following entries to avoid a break in the sound. This is seen by the literal score
presentation of the graphically notated arrows slightly overlapping the succeeding entry. The
players decide when to end the air motif, since the fermatas indicated prolong the duration of
each entry.
For idiomatic purposes the opening passages are in a free tempo, with an approximate
duration of fifteen to twenty seconds. This gives the conductor freedom to decide how
quickly to progress through each passage depending on the ensemble’s stamina and allow the
players to choose how long to sustain each air vibrato entry. Stylistically, the free tempo
enhances the improvisatory feel with the air vibrato figures passing through the saxophone
orchestra to create a ‘Mexican wave-like’219 effect. The unrestricted tempo allows the
ensemble to spontaneously decide when to begin and end their dovetail motif, to create a
more convincing free flowing soundscape and avoid a ‘stop-start’ effect occurring between
each entry. Strategically in bars 1 and 2, distinct timbral vibrato speed variations are
automatically created by the crescendo markings within the individual air vibrato sound
envelopes. That is, saxophonists have to play with a ‘narrow to wide’ vibrato speed
frequency to create the crescendo-like surge in volume. Advantageously, since saxophonists
219

This refers to the standing up and raising arm gesture that spectators pass around in the sport grandstands.
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automatically produce this desired vibrato speed variation, no additional air vibrato speed
instructions, such as “narrow to wide vibrato”, are required alongside the graphically notated
air wind effects in this saxophone orchestra score – resulting in a clearer and comprehensible
score.220

Performer role in the score: intricate function of air vibrato sound envelopes
The influence of my performer role is seen in the score presentation that includes
fundamental idiomatic instructions for the saxophonists.221 For example, instructions on how
to create convincing wind sounds on the saxophone is stated on the first page of the score:
To create a more effective and louder air wind sound, players insert less mouthpiece
in their mouth or blow fast air into the tip of the mouthpiece while bending the air up
and down like vibrato.222
This performance instruction is vital for the conductor and saxophonists since it affects the
overall wind sound effect and ambience of the piece. Correctly performed wind sounds result
in a range of pitch vibrato inflections. The interweaving narrow to wide vibrato figures in
bars 1 and 2 create a collage of higher, thinner to deeper and resonating pitch inflections.
Student players will not be aware how to place the embouchure over the mouthpiece to create
a wind sound.223 However, it should be pointed out that this score instruction also assists
professional saxophonists. Unless professional saxophonists are extended technique
specialists, a number of players would not be aware of the correct embouchure positioning to
produce wind sounds. Evidently, my performer role enabled me to give careful performance
instruction relating to the correct embouchure and air vibrato manipulation playing technique

220

As it is discussed in the following Chapter 5, due to the wind symphony instrumental possibilities, certain air
vibrato motifs in First Light at Uluru for wind symphony had necessary explanations regarding register
placement of the air sounds and vibrato speed indications.
221
Score presentation issues are also discussed in Chapter 5: First Light at Uluru for Wind Symphony. From a
composer’s perspective, score related decisions played an important role during the transformation process of
this wind symphony version.
222
Indicated score instruction in Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – bar 1.
223
Based on the rehearsal process of First Light at Uluru by the Queensland Conservatorium Saxophone
Orchestra and Sydney Conservatorium Saxophone Orchestra, the saxophonists were attempting to play the
wind sounds with a conventional embouchure placement on the mouthpiece, making it impossible to project
an airy wind sound effect.
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in the score. As Greene reinforces how the compositional process also involves score
instructions that are not always “musical ones”224:
Obviously where extra-musical elements are found in scores, they indicate that the
composer wishes to convey ideas other than strictly musical ones, that the process of
composition involved a mental activity wider than the essential matter of selecting
and ordering certain sounds.225
Each air vibrato figure contains its own individual gestural quality. Timbral tonal variation in
bars 1, 2 and 3 is not only achieved by the overall sound structure, but by the various player
interpretations to the overall shape, dynamic and airflow intensity of the individual sound
envelopes of the air vibrato figures. The specified dynamics in the wind sound passages serve
two purposes: (1) to indicate how hard the player should blow to produce an audible wind
sound effect, and (2) how the player automatically creates the composer’s desired vibrato
speed nuance based on the indicated dynamic. The dynamics for all the wind sound entries
are not literal and are merely an intuitive dynamic instruction to inform the player how hard
to physically blow into the saxophone to create a relatively audible sound. For example at bar
3, forte indicates to play the air wind sound as loud as possible and with more intensity.
In contrast to bars 1 and 2, the pitch formation of the air vibrato wind sound at bar 3 are
presented in reverse order, with the soprano saxophones first entering on the highest pitches,
A and D (concert pitch: G and C). The same pitches are repeated in the alto saxophone 1 and
2 parts, but as different notes in concert pitch (A=C and D=F). These pitches in these specific
registers were chosen for their distinct tonal quality: with the high A containing a thinner,
transparent quality, and the middle D pitch producing a fuller, thicker tone. Lower resonant
pitches such as low D and Bb from bars 1 and 2 re-enter in bar 3 in the tenor and baritone
parts, adding more depth to the wind sound effect.

224
225

Greene, “For Whom and Why Does the Composer Prepare a Score?” 505.
Ibid.
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4.1 Fusion of wind sound envelopes to create one unifying sound – Vertical block
formations and sharing the composer-creator role
The wind sounds in bar 3 contain a vertical structural approach, with the air vibrato figures
entering in vertical block formations to create a sound mass textural layered effect. As a
result, a fusion of different wind sound envelopes form one unifying wind sound mass.
Fusing the air vibrato entries results in the wind sound motifs to lose their individual identity.
As Erickson states:
Blending or fusion is a precarious balance of forces where individual instrumental
sounds lose their ‘identifiability’ and when an unexpected, or striking, or otherwise
memorable fused sound is in the perceptual foreground.226

226

Robert Erickson, Sound Structure in Music (California: University of California Press, 1975), 46-7, quoted in
Vella, Musical Environments, 118.
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Figure 4.3: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – bar 3.
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To be clearly heard the soprano saxophones first enter, since they produce the softest air
vibrato effects. However, the individual identities of the air vibrato figures become
unrecognisable as the sopranos, altos, tenors, baritone and bass saxophones gradually enter in
a chordal-like manner. Each air vibrato figure varies in gestural quality based on the player’s
choice of ‘slow to fast’ vibrato employed for the air vibratos to be “louder and more intense
to create a thick mass textural wind sound effect” as indicated in bar 3. The players
automatically use a wide to fast and narrower shaped vibrato to produce the loudest possible
wind sound effect, enhancing the multitude of vibrato gestural variation. At bar 3, players
share the composer-creator role due to the semi-improvised musical structure.227 The overall
sound mass effect relies on player interpretation. Decisions are left up to the performer: when
and how often to repeat the wind sound effects, how often to breathe between entries, how
long to sustain the air vibrato figures, and what kind of ‘slow to fast’ vibrato to employ.

Significant compositional moment – First real pitch of the piece
This saxophone orchestra piece showcases the lower range saxophones in a prominent and
foreground role.228 The end of bar 3 signifies the most important moment of the piece. The
first ‘conventional’229 pitch of the work is first heard in the baritone’s ‘real pitch’230 vibrato
solo emerging from the multiple textural layered wind sound fabric. The baritone saxophone
was selected for its soothing, soft, trance-like, sustained wide vibrato pitch. The baritone’s
low F pitch was chosen for its characteristic low, deep tonal quality. The parametric nature of
the repeated air vibrato gestural material enables the evocative, reverberating baritone vibrato
sound to emerge through the textural haze of wind sounds effects. Bar 4 represents an
emblematic moment in the piece. The musical material in this bar acts as an aural ‘palette
cleanser’ for the listener: a particular passage that serves as a sustained aural space between
the contrasting unconventional and conventional compositional material of bars 3 and 5. The
lingering vibrato chord of bar 4 also functions as a structural linkage device between the
227

As discussed previously in Chapter 3, Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone, a detailed discussion of the
composer–creator role is provided.
228
See further in this chapter (Fig. 4.9) about the changing instrumental roles: lower range saxophones shifting
from a background to a foreground role.
229
Within this context, ‘conventional’ refers to blowing into the saxophone in a traditional way and producing
a normal sounding pitch.
230
In order to distinguish between the preceding air vibrato figures and succeeding conventional sounding
vibrato figures, ‘real pitch’ refers to a traditional sounding note.
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momentary first real pitch of the piece (solo baritone vibrato figure at the end of bar 3) to the
conventional chorale-like compositional material in the following section from bar 5. This
establishes a smoother transition between the non-pitch to real pitch compositional material.

Figure 4.4: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – bars 4-9.
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At bar 4, the first real pitches from the saxophone ensemble emerge. The preceding air
vibrato figures are now played in a conventional way with the tonal pitches sounding. The
non-pitch composition figures merge with the real pitch material to establish a sense of unity
between the two different compositional approaches to sound. The static nature of the
soothing, sustained real pitch vibrato entries in the alto, tenor and baritone part are heard
alongside the continuous wind sound effects. Particular dulcet pitches of the alto, tenor and
baritone facilitate the warm, soothing lyrical chordal effect. Selected pitches (D and E) placed
in the middle of the alto and tenor saxophone register were selected to create a full, rounded,
tonal quality. The F# pitch in the lower register of the baritone brings a warm depth to the
chord.

Saxophone influence on wide vibrato sound production and graphically notated score
instruction
Players share the composer-creator role at bar 4, by the choice of wide vibrato they employ.
Vibrato speed dramatically changes the character of the sound. A “wide vibrato” score
instruction has been added alongside the graphically notated vibrato wavy lines to ensure the
player correctly interprets the type of vibrato to use. Saxophonists will instinctively play with
a slower vibrato speed to produce the wide vibrato effect. Therefore, only the actual vibrato
shape and not the vibrato speed is specified in the score. At Section A (bar 5), the sustained
vibrato lines interweave into the soprano saxophone solo. To create the decrescendo to
pianissimo dynamic in the sustained notes, saxophonists will change to a narrower,
traditional vibrato speed to taper the very soft ending of the note. However, a “normal vib.”
speed instruction is necessary in the alto saxophone part (bar 6), otherwise the alto
saxophonist might continue playing with a wide vibrato and clash with the soprano
saxophone’s traditional normal vibrato231 on the high A232 due to the closeness in register.
More specifically, sustained saxophone notes with varying vibrato speeds will result in

231

Saxophonists automatically employ a traditional or normal vibrato if no alternative vibrato instruction
is given.
232
Based on my observations of the Queensland Conservatorium and Sydney Conservatorium Saxophone
Orchestra rehearsals of First Light at Uluru, the soprano saxophonists tended to employ less vibrato, even a
‘non-vibrato’ effect to create a soothing, dream-like tone on the high A – resulting in a greater pitch clash with
the alto’s wide vibrato.
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low/high vibrato conflicting frequencies, destroying the dream-like character of the lyrical
phrase.

Influence of my performer role – pitch selection and compositional structure of
chorale-like section
Section A (bar 5) explores conventional dream-like, expressive, lyrical and melodic qualities
of a saxophone orchestra in a chorale-like setting. A diverse stylistic change occurs in regard
to the compositional material and score presentation. Despite the introduction of tempo, bar
lines and time signatures, a free tempo is maintained until bar 9 with the lingering soprano
saxophone’s dream-like melodic line.
My saxophone knowledge guided the pitch selection and composition structure of the
chorale-like section (bars 5 to 61). The choice of pitches for the melodic lines were based on
their individual tonal quality and the most suitable saxophone register was selected to avoid
balance issues for the melodic interplay. At bar 5, the soprano saxophone’s soothing melodic
line commences in the high lyrical register. The soprano’s melodic pitches have been
strategically selected to assist with the stylistic character of the phrase and intonation issues.
The sustained A pitch produces a thin, translucent tone to imitate the dream-like character,
and the pitches in bar 8 (high A, B, C) produce this similar transparent tonal quality. Since
the soprano is the most problematic saxophone regarding intonation, the soprano player is
given a solo entry to settle any intonation issues before the other saxophonists join in. At bar
9, the tenor saxophone enters on a high A. Although this transposed pitch sounds an octave
and major 2nd lower, this selected unison pitch maintains a thin, transparent quality and
serves to echo the similar tonal effect of the soprano saxophone’s high A.
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Performer role brings new aural dimension
A change of role for certain saxophones brings a new aural dimension to the large-scale
textural sound fabric of the piece in bars 17 and 18.

Figure 4.5: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – bars 15-19.
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A new compositional colouristic, textural trill motif is produced (in bars 17 and 18) by
appropriate pitches, intervallic shape, register and dynamics. Apart from the baritone
saxophone part that provides a deep low resonance within the sound, all other saxophones
play pitches in the higher registers containing a rich and warm tonal quality. The selected
notes aid the players to alternate smoothly between major 2nds or major/minor 3rds. Tremolo
motivic figures present numerous idiomatic issues. For instance, placing similar trill-like
motifs in all the lower register saxophones would produce heavy, clunky sound and balance
issues. The choice of dynamics, mf > mp < mf, on the tremolo gestural figures enable the
distinct fusion of colour to project through the main melodic material and become the
foreground focus.

Performer role led to ‘unison-harmonisation’ compositional device and motivic material
construction
At Section B (bars 21-30), similar idiomatic issues guided the saxophone orchestration of the
main melody and counter-melody motivic material.

Figure 4.6 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – bars 20-23.
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Importantly, a ‘unison to harmonisation’ composition technique233 allows for the saxophone
orchestra’s lush tonal colours to emerge from bar 21. The melody line in bar 21 is in unison,
then the two main pitches (D and C) in the soprano 1 part at bar 22 branch out in third and
fourth harmonies; bringing another colour to the passage. The melancholy high register of the
soprano saxophones creates the song-like, emerging rise to the high D, gently falling to the
tender quality of the high C.
Specific pitches and instrumental registers of the alto and tenor saxophones in the countermelody quaver motivic lines from bar 21 add to the song-like, flowing feel. The soft, gentle
quaver movement explores a similar emerging, smooth notion as the main melodic line.
Compared to other woodwind instruments234, the physical nature of the saxophone235 makes
it more difficult to create a smooth, effortless sound when playing alternating intervallic
lines. Nevertheless, my pitch selection and register placement of the quaver melodic line (in
Section B) facilitates the evenness of the alternating intervals to produce the desired
cantabile, song-like character. The selected pitch formation and register placement of the
countermelodies in the alto and tenor saxophone parts contain a similar tonal quality,
enabling the interwoven quaver lines to overlap and blend together to form one seamless
melodic line. For example in bar 22, Tenor 2 plays a high A on the fourth quaver of the bar,
dovetailing into the tenor 1 part. The high A is echoed in Tenor 1, making it difficult to
ascertain the distinct individual quality of each saxophonist. Strategically, the three
saxophone quaver motivic parts (Alto 3, Tenor 1/2) merge together to sound as one.

233

The ‘unison to harmonisation’ composition technique also plays a major role in the transformation process
of the wind symphony version. This compositional technique is also discussed in Chapter 5: First Light at Uluru
for Wind Symphony.
234
In Chapter 5, the transformation process of First Light at Uluru from saxophone orchestra to wind
symphony illustrates why certain woodwind instruments such as flutes and clarinets were most idiomatically
suited, and thus performed the counter-melody quaver lines at Section B.
235
The brass construction of the saxophone made up of metal keys and large sized keypads makes it at times
difficult to maintain the smoothness in sound.
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New compositional device – Bell-like motif and associated score idiomatic player issues
Section C (bar 31) contains a free and virtuosic character. The lead soprano saxophone plays
a solo trill-like figure, directing the sudden acceleration to the dramatic “Bell-like” chordal
score instruction motif of the soprano and alto saxophones in bar 33. This bell-like motif is an
important composition device in First Light at Uluru, as it is explored in different structural
formations throughout the work.
Figure 4.7 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – bars 29-33.
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The first bell motif occurs at bar 33 in a vertical structural block formation. The spectrum of
pitches across the soprano (high B, F#) and alto parts (C, upper/lower B, F#) contain a
suitable thin, illuminating quality. The dynamics fp < f > p produce a bell-like striking effect
that require a clear, controlled attack of the note for the accented fp articulation, followed by
the surge and decay in volume. Idiomatically, the specific pitches permit the saxophonists to
not hold back for the problematic fp entry. The selected pitches are stable236 notes on
saxophone that maintain solid intonation and are unlikely to split in sound.
“Bell-like” is the only score instruction provided for the bell motifs at bar 33. As it was
mentioned earlier, saxophonists use a certain amount of vibrato unless indicated otherwise.
However, this is a rare example where no vibrato indication is needed on the score, since
saxophonists will automatically employ ‘non-vibrato’ to create the desired forceful, bell
sound effect. At bar 36, a rhythmic diminution variation of the original bell-like motif returns
alongside the virtuosic, florid soprano saxophone melody. The pitches remain in similar
sounding registers to reiterate a similar high-pitched bell sound effect. The interjecting,
forceful manner of the fp < dynamic of the bell motif, and the loud, harmonised chordal entry
by the lower range saxophones at bar 37, creates an added depth to the sound and anticipation
for the subsequent main chorale section of Section D (bar 38).

236

There are a number of unstable notes on the saxophone that present problematic playing issues requiring
an accentuated fp tutti entry. Notes can split (causing notes to not sound), have tuning issues, and not be as
effective for the fp crescendo surge in volume, due to the extra amount of air and control needed to produce
certain notes.
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Figure 4.8: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – bars 34-37.
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Idiomatic articulations to assist problematic saxophone issues
For idiomatic reasons, the soprano saxophone was selected for the virtuosic solo melody due
to its light, buoyant sound and fast, articulation ability. At bar 34, appropriate articulations
assist the saxophonist with the speed increase: changing from tenuto markings to slurred
groupings of two in bar 35, then slurring all notes in bar 36. These particular articulations
facilitate the soprano saxophonist’s ability to generate speed237, produce the sudden surge in
dynamics, tone control and precisely execute the timing of the high B pitch entry at bar 37.
Although my main reason for varying the articulation patterns was to accommodate the
player, in doing so, the sudden change of timbre intensifies the bell motif entry in bar 36 and
produces a much-needed tonal contrast to the interjecting tenuto articulated tenor saxophone
solo (bar 35). As indicated in the score, the tenor saxophone plays this solo rhythmic figure in
a “French horn call-like” manner.238 The tenor saxophone was selected for its deep, resonant
French horn-like tone and ability to project over the powering soprano saxophone solo. The
interposing B middle register pitch was not only chosen for its rich, echoing tonal quality, but
also for its ability to be articulated at a very fast tempo. Although a specific rhythmic notation
is given, this rhythmic figure has a gestural, spontaneous feel. As the score states in bar 35:
“The gestural character of this French horn call-like motif is more important than the
rhythmic precision.” Idiomatically, this allows the saxophonist to produce a similar sounding
French horn call-like effect and clearly project the fast, articulated gestural figure.

Shifting of saxophone roles from background to foreground and the return of unison to
harmonisation composition devices
Section E (bars 49-55) explores a change in instrumental roles with the shifting of
background and foreground textural layers throughout the ensemble. The soprano saxophones
recede in the background for the first time in the work. A restatement of the triplet melodic
idea (first seen in bars 34 to 36) is now presented in an elongated, song-like manner.
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Based on personal experience performing other composers’ saxophone works, choosing suitable
articulations for fast challenging passages is a common idiomatic issue in new works.
238
As the following Chapter 5 shows, this tenor saxophone solo rhythmic figure is transformed into a French
horn solo in the Wind Symphony version of First Light at Uluru.
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Figure 4.9: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – Section E,
bars 49-52.
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In bars 49 to 55, the upper register of the soprano saxophone and focal high A pitch acts as a
pedal point, aids projection and intonation issues. The surrounding pitches of the high A
alternating in a stepwise fashion, contain a lyrical and delicate tone and easily project over
the saxophone orchestra. Since the soprano saxophone’s higher register at a soft dynamic
level is sharp in pitch, the specific pitches were selected for their stable quality to reduce
intonation issues. The ‘unison to harmonisation’ compositional technique reoccurs from bar
49. To show the simplicity and purity of the soprano saxophone’s tone, the song-like melody
is in unison from bars 49 to 51. A moving and uplifting feel is generated at the end of the
chorale section by the soprano saxophone harmonisation with the branching out of thirds
from the last crotchet of bar 51 to bar 54.

Figure 4.10 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – bars 53-57.
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The choice of harmonies employed in bar 55 produces a haunting feel. The slow transition to
a perfect fourth in the soprano saxophone 1 and 2 parts together with superimposed major
seconds, major thirds and perfect fourths throughout the whole saxophone orchestra form a
lingering suspended chord. Notably at Section E (Fig. 4.9) the tenor, baritone and bass
saxophones play the main melodic material and become the foreground focus in this passage.
Upon reflection, making the lower range saxophones as the foreground focus was influenced
by my own experience playing contemporary saxophone orchestra repertoire239 and my
frustration with the limited colouristic orchestration. In saxophone orchestra repertoire, the
soprano or alto saxophones tend to be given the main, lyrical melodic lines and the lower
register saxophones have an accompaniment or harmonic role.
For this reason, the tenor 1 part together with the baritone and bass saxophones take the lead
at Section E and play the chorale-like solo melody in a passionate and expressive manner. As
indicated in the score in bar 49, “molto espress” suggests to the saxophonist to play with
molto vibrato240. The selected pitches facilitate the use of extra vibrato to bring out the rich,
singing tones of the lower range saxophones. The gradual dynamic increase to forte, together
with further exploration of the ‘unison to harmonisation’ composition technique within the
whole ensemble contributes to the thick chordal, intervallic harmonies of major seconds,
major thirds, perfect fourths and perfect fifths, and ends with the prolonged suspended chord
to enhance a powerful, expressive and climactic finish for the chorale section.

239

Contemporary saxophone orchestra repertoire refers to saxophone ensemble music by living Australian or
international composers that incorporates avant-garde characteristics.
240
For clarity, molto vibrato involves a conventional form of vibrato production and is not to be confused with
the unconventional “wide vib.” effects in the work.
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4.2 Influence of performer role to produce multiple sound mass frameworks using
saxophone extended techniques
The rest of this chapter focuses on how my performer role influenced the textural sound mass
manipulation of avant-garde saxophone techniques and playing intricacies that led to create
distinct sound worlds. The function of the composition material at Section G (bar 62) to the
end of the work serves to present extended techniques in different timbral and textural
structures to produce multiple sound mass frameworks.

Figure 4.11 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – Section G, bar 62.
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The individual gestural sounding character of extended techniques are manipulated in
different ways and fused together to create varying unifying large-scale sound mass effects
from Section G (bar 62). According to Vella, “there are two approaches to forming sound
masses or blocks:”241
1 fusing, in which the sounds are blended to form a unified whole; and
2 multiplicity, in which the sounds multiply themselves to form a large-scale
mass.242
Similar to Vella’s sound mass notions, the last three sections (G, H, I) of First Light at Uluru
explore diverse sound mass textural formations. At Section G (bar 62), contemporary playing
techniques such as multiphonic, quarter-tone trill harmonic effects and wide vibrato effects
are presented in a hierarchical fashion. A compositional aim for the sound mass in this
passage was to maintain the characteristic multiphonic sound quality within the multiple
instrumental layers. The multiphonics enter one by one, in a single strand formation to ensure
the individual tonal quality of each multiphonic is heard.

Score presentation and idiomatic saxophone intricacies of extended techniques
My performer role enabled me to manipulate the subtle player intricacies and nuances of the
saxophone extended techniques. Based on the dynamics, articulation and orchestration, an
array of colouristic and timbral effects within the mass sound block formation were created.
Multiphonics raise numerous idiomatic issues relating to stylistic character, dynamics,
articulation and tonal control. For example, a number of multiphonics cannot be played in a
soft and delicate manner and are more effective in loud, powerful musical styles. The
unconventional playing method involved in producing multiphonics – different use of
embouchure airflow speed and unconventional fingering – presents the saxophonist with a
range of problematic issues. Consequently, the particular multiphonics featured in Section G
(bar 62) were chosen for their adaptability to be played by various types of saxophones and
used in different styles, dynamic and articulated passages. The first multiphonic of the piece

241
242

Vella, Musical Environments, 185.
Ibid.
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appears in the soprano saxophone 1 part at Section G, to announce a dissimilar tonal quality
to the rest of the work and introduce the diverse timbral and textural sound effects that
follow.
The influence of my performer role is evident in the specific playing instructions given in the
score. To produce a tranquil and serene atmosphere, specific multiphonic trill instructions are
provided to increase the colouristic effects of the multiphonic harmonics and enhance the
soothing and calm character. As the score states:
Trill speed should be first played in a slow, soothing manner then gradually increase
in speed as the intensity builds up leading straight into Section H.243
Multiphonic soft trill effects in an unrestricted tempo create a translucent, sparse and delicate
sound quality and facilitate a wider spectrum of harmonic pitches to emerge. The repeated
boxed gestural multiphonic figures in a free tempo allow the saxophonists time to adjust
his/her embouchure to create convincing tonal colours by shifting between specific pitches of
the multiphonic to produce an array of high harmonic effects. The unrestricted tempo also
assists the player’s ease with breathing. Each saxophonist plays their given boxed gestural
figure in one’s own tempo and chooses when to breathe. It is important to note that not every
professional saxophonist is able to circular breathe.244 Therefore at Section G, saxophonists
are given the indicated score option to “stagger breathing”. As multiphonics require more air
compared to a conventional playing effect, the free tempo enables saxophonists to solely
focus on the quality of sound that they are making and breathe as often as needed. Although
Soprano saxophones 1 and 2 play the same multiphonic, the player’s own discernible
saxophone sound and idiomatic playing factors (trill speed, airflow and dynamic level) of the
multiphonic trill effect will result in different multiphonic tonal variations. The particular
multiphonic trill fingering indicated in the score creates an array of quarter-tone effects.
Essentially, the superimposed multiphonic quarter-tone trill sounds produce a diverse textural
sound envelope. With the saxophonists trilling at different slow-paced tempos, the alternating
quarter-tone pitches blend together to develop a new sound. To increase the intensity leading
into Section H (bar 63), the single strand multiphonic material of Section G merges to a
243

Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – Score indication, Section G, bar 62.
Although circular breathing is a specific trait of my playing, not all professional saxophonists can circular
breathe. Therefore, the score should include another breathing option.
244
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multiple strand structure, forming an evolving heavily layered sound mass. The original air
vibrato figures that opened the work are now restated in real pitch versions. This new wavelike pitch gestural motif emerges within the fusion of multiphonic thick chordal effects to
create a new palette of colours.

Fusion of contemporary playing techniques to create quarter-tone pitch inflection
sound mass effects
Further examination of the multiphonic quarter-tone trill effects and wide vibrato motifs
illustrate that both compositional gestural sound ideas create an array of quarter-tone pitch
inflections. The compositional aim of Section G (bar 62) was to combine multiphonic
quarter-tone trills with wide vibrato motifs to create a multilayered quarter-tone unified mass
of sound. Since saxophonists are required to play the wide vibrato motifs in a conventional
way by bending the pitch up and down, subtle quarter-tone inflections are produced. The
vibrato pitch gestural figures of Section G share a similar function to the air vibrato material
of bar 3 (Fig. 4.3) – juxtaposition of differently manipulated wide vibrato motifs to create
timbral interplay within the varying quarter-tone inflections.

Fusion of two sound masses to create one unifying sound mass bell-like device
The musical material of Section H (bar 63) suddenly shifts to a vertical textural approach to
magnify the unanticipated “With an illuminating and bell-like quality” indicated score
instruction. The musical material is presented in one single strand layered structure. The
abrupt division of the upper and lower register saxophones into two vertical sounding blocks,
entering precisely together, allows the listener to focus on the featured compositional motif –
a trill bell-like sound.
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Figure 4.12: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – Section H, bar 63.
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The higher and lower saxophone register qualities are clearly distinguishable by the two
vertical block divisions comprising of rapidly trilled gestural bell-like figures. However,
unlike previous sections, the individual tonal quality of each saxophone cannot be clearly
heard, as the trill figures form a combined upper and lower register sound mass. To contrast
with other sound mass structures in this work, the purpose of Section H (bar 63) is to fuse the
two sound masses together to create one unifying mass bell-like sound. The blending of
conventional and unconventional trill effects and idiomatic trill fingering occurs. All
saxophonists simultaneously play a mix of fast conventional and quarter-tone timbre trill
effects. The particular pitches and trill intervals have been chosen purely for idiomatic
reasons rather than the actual note. The selected trill intervals assist the saxophonists to
maintain the rapid finger motion required to produce the loud, fast trill effect for the duration
of the passage. The role of the timbre quarter-tone trills in the alto, tenor and baritone parts
act as an added colouristic embellishment to the overall trill sound mass effect. The selected
quarter-tone trills on the specific pitches in the alto, tenor and baritone parts create subtle
pitch nuances and are not individually recognisable as the multiphonic quarter-tone trills in
Section G. Quarter-tone trills can be produced with different fingerings. The specific trill
fingerings displayed in the score have been exclusively chosen based on their idiomatic
suitability to produce convincing quarter-tone trill effects for this loud, fast and dramatic
stylistic passage.

4.3 Creation of one aural sound focus – Loss of individual saxophone identity
In contrast to previous musical structures, all descending figures at Section I (bar 64) are
stacked together, creating one aural sound focus. With the continual fast stream of loud,
descending scalic motifs containing the same dynamic and tonal quality, there is no division
of foreground and background material. A horizontal structural composition approach returns
in this passage. All saxophonists enter together with a descending scalic figure, and then
branch out in their own tempo, continuously looping the fast falling gestural glissando-like
sounds in different tempos to each other.
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Figure 4.13: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – Section I, bar 64.
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At Section I (bar 64), the most suitable saxophone registers with idiomatic starting pitches for
the descending scalic effects produce the “In a kaleidoscopic and trance-like manner”
indicated character of the loud, fast flurry of notes. For example, as the soprano saxophone’s
highest register creates a clear, even, descending tone, the gestural motif begins on the second
last highest pitch of the soprano saxophone to avoid descending into the low, unclear register.
In contrast to the soprano saxophone, the bass saxophone’s motivic figure is placed down the
octave, since the higher register produces an unsuitable thin and reedy tonal quality.
Purposefully, the individual identity of each saxophone is lost within the multiple layered
construction of similar-sounding descending figures playing simultaneously. As the players
are required to semi-improvise over the variation of combined boxed motifs – deciding how
quickly to repeat the motivic figures and when to decay in volume – the individual pitches of
the descending figures become less discernible, resulting in a trance-like, cloudy blend of
layers. Schön’s description of improvisation is similar to the motivic improvisatory structural
function that occurs in Section I:
Improvisation consists in varying, combining, and recombining a set of figures within
the schema which bounds and gives coherence to the performance.245

Timbral sonic event to form one unified sound mass
The main wind sound compositional idea returns in the final section of the work at Section J
(bar 65), where all saxophonists play descending glissando-like wind effects out of time. The
soft, delicate sounding quality of the scalic gestural figures at the end of Section I gradually
dissolve into air wind sounds. Due to the unconventional, indistinct sounding nature of air
sounds, the exact pitches of the air scalic figures are unclear. The air motifs at Section J
contain an indistinguishable, hazy quality and blur into one timbral sonic event to form one
unified sound mass.

245

Donald A. Schön, The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think in Action, (England: Ashgate
Publishing Ltd, 2013), 55.
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Figure 4.14: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – Section J, bar 65.
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My performer role influence is seen in the score presentation and compositional application
of air sounds at Section J (bar 65). Unlike the opening air vibrato figures in bars 1 to 3246, the
descending air sound scalic figures at Section J create imperceptible airy glissando-like
effects, rather than clear, detectable descending pitches. Since wind sounds use more air, the
players need to take more breaths. The multiple structural layout assists the breathing player
issues with the overlapping, dovetailing motion of the continuous downward air figures
covering the breathing gaps within the sound. Further evidence of my performer role on the
musical score is the lack of player instructions of when/how much to decrease the speed of
the descending figures. This tempo indication is unnecessary since saxophonists will
instinctively reduce the speed of the descending wind sound effects in order to play the
gestural motifs in a sporadic and spacious manner to enhance the static and tranquil ambiance
of the work. My previous playing experience with extended technique saxophone
repertoire247 led me to choose my own wind sound score notation. The triangle notehead
symbol achieves score clarity and avoids player misinterpretation between the air sound and
conventional pitch passages due to its distinguishable font appearance.

4.4 Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to investigate to what extent my performer role influenced
the compositional and developmental process of First Light at Uluru for saxophone
orchestra. As is evident from the composition analyses, understanding the instrument
intrinsically enabled me to explore avant-garde saxophone effects in delicate, timbral,
melodic solo settings, as well as in mass, fusion, textural sound block formations. My
performer role was influential in selecting air wind sounds, multiphonics and quarter-tone
trills to form the gestural motivic material, timbral formation and textural layered framework.
Wind saxophone sounds form the core compositional material of the work. Certain playing
issues and physical limitations of the saxophone guided the compositional method employed
to construct the air vibrato wind sound passages. Understanding fundamental idiomatic
factors were pivotal in choosing suitable saxophone registers, specific pitches, dynamics,

246

See earlier in this chapter for a detailed discussion regarding the recognisable air vibrato saxophone
tonal quality.
247
The importance of effective air score notation is based on my own observations playing other composers’
saxophone works (not included in this doctorate), in which air notation was unclear and difficult to decipher.
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articulation, score player indications and orchestration for the overall effectiveness of the
wind sound sections. My performer role gave me the confidence to employ saxophone
extended techniques, such as multiphonic and wide vibrato gestural figures, in single and
multi-strand textural formats to create a spectrum of colouristic effects, resulting in a mass
sound cloud. Fundamentally, my intrinsic awareness of saxophone performance issues
enabled me to include important explanatory player instructions, and graphically notated
multiphonic and quarter-tone fingerings in the score.
My compositional aim for First Light at Uluru was to explore new ways to merge avantgarde saxophone techniques and conventional sounding passages in one compositional
structural framework to create distinct sound worlds. This piece signifies an important stage
in my development as a composer. It was my first attempt in exploring individual gestural
identification of specific extended techniques to form the main motivic structural foundation
that governs the whole work. During the composition process, I discovered a new
compositional approach when combining indiscernible saxophone gestural motifs within
semi-improvised colouristic textural palettes to create one aural sound focus. It has been
verified that my extended knowledge of the saxophone played a crucial role in the creative
process of First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra. Unequivocally, my intrinsic
awareness of the various interpretative saxophone possibilities enabled me to manipulate the
gestural shape, airflow intensity, vibrato speed and tonal quality of the timbral and textural
composition ideas within this work.
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Chapter 5
First Light at Uluru for Wind Symphony (2016): Transformation process from
saxophone orchestra to wind symphony to create a new wind sound concept
Introduction
The purpose of this chapter is to gain insight into how my performer role influenced the
creative process of First Light at Uluru for wind symphony. Examination of the composition
process that evolved when transforming First Light at Uluru from saxophone orchestra to
wind symphony in 2016 seeks to identify to what extent my knowledge of the saxophone
influences my compositional way of thinking when composing for saxophone and other
instruments. I wanted this wind symphony version to be a distinct work and have its own
identity. My compositional aim was to showcase the wind symphony in an innovative way by
exploring unconventional instrumental playing effects to produce diverse colouristic sound
palettes within homogeneous and heterogeneous textural structures.
First Light at Uluru for wind symphony is significant for my composer-performer research in
understanding how my performer role affects the composition and decision-making process
when transforming single and multi-strand non-pitch and real pitch sound mass formations. It
was during the early draft stages of this new wind symphony version that I realised how
reliant I was on my saxophone knowledge, particularly when adapting the unconventional
wind sound passages featuring saxophone extended techniques that form the underlying
motivic structure. The following research questions emerged during the composition
development of this wind symphony work: (1) How does my composer-performer role act as
‘creative contributor’ in First Light at Uluru for wind symphony? (2) How does my
performer role affect the creation of a new wind symphony sound world concept? (3) How
does my performer role influence my composition approach of non-pitch and real pitch sound
structures through diverse wind symphony instrumental possibilities?
An in-depth composition analysis of the transformation process from saxophone orchestra to
wind symphony sheds light on how my knowledge of saxophone contemporary playing
techniques affected my composition approach when finding substitute wind sound playing
techniques for the various wind symphony instrumentation, such as piccolo, contrabassoon,
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trombones, tuba and wind machines. The wind symphony draft sketchings of the initial
developmental stages on the original saxophone orchestra score through to the final wind
symphony version shows evidence of an instinctive approach in adapting the saxophone air
wind sounds and conventional musical material for wind symphony. How my performer role
affected the underlying compositional thought process will be examined in reference to the
idiomatic implications and subsequent alterations that were necessary to recapture equally
effective timbral and texturally layered sounds in individual and tutti sonic landscape
passages across the whole wind symphony. To what extent my performer role influences the
composition method when writing for miscellaneous woodwind and brass instrumentation
and my knowledge of the physical idiomatic aspects of the saxophone is shown by my
compositional focus on sound quality intricacies associated with the saxophone: sound
production, blowing, embouchure position, dynamic strength, articulation, non-pitch air
vibrato and real pitch inflections, vibrato speed manipulation and quarter-tone sound
manipulation by trilling alternative keys. Situational factors and affordances that contributed
to the structural composition development and preservation of the saxophone identity within
this wind symphony work are also addressed.
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Following the Sydney Conservatorium saxophone orchestra’s performance of First Light at
Uluru248, Dr John Lynch contacted me about transforming First Light at Uluru for a premiere
performance by the Sydney Conservatorium Wind Symphony at the 2016 Australian National
Band and Orchestra Conference (ANBOC)249. First Light at Uluru for wind symphony is
scored for woodwind, brass, harp, double bass and two wind machines. Despite the
instrumental differences between a saxophone orchestra and a wind symphony - additional
number of players and contrasting instruments requiring different playing techniques - I felt
that the compositional stylistic material featuring extended techniques to create wind sound
effects would work well in a wind symphony setting. First Light at Uluru for wind symphony
involved a ‘recomposing’250 method to facilitate the adaption of the musical material
featuring contemporary playing techniques for a diverse range of wind symphony
instrumentation, rather than an arrangement process of selecting similar-sounding
instruments to reproduce a comparable sounding quality characteristic of the original
saxophone orchestra version. As a result, contrasting instruments offering various timbral
colours were selected to perform the main saxophone lines.

Katia Beaugeais
First Light at Uluru for wind symphony
ANBOC Festival
Sydney Conservatorium of Music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sI92ZUF_y0U
Duration: 12:30 min.
Interview about the work
Beaugeais with conductor Dr John Lynch
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWlyTqKa7HU
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Verbrugghen Hall, 14 October 2015 – Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru by the Sydney Conservatorium
Saxophone Orchestra, Sydney Conservatorium of Music.
249
ANBOC Festival, Verbrugghen Hall, 24 September 2016 – Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru by the Sydney
Conservatorium Wind Symphony, Sydney Conservatorium of Music.
250
‘Recomposing’ refers to the rewriting process of the saxophone orchestra version. Certain passages were
rewritten, and newly composed material was added to accommodate and maximise the wind symphony sound
possibilities.
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Vibrato speed and pitch inflections of the wind sound gestural envelopes
First Light at Uluru for wind symphony begins with two wind machines to imitate the rising
contour of the saxophone wind sound passages. The wind machines differed in timbre,
texture, register and pitch. Wind Machine 1 was larger in size and contained a low, deep,
resonant textural quality. Wind Machine 2 was smaller and produced a thinner and higher
array of pitches. Therefore, to reproduce the gradual low to high rising wind sound effect of
the saxophone orchestra version, Wind Machine 1 begins the work (bar 1) imitative of the
lower pitched baritone and tenor saxophones, followed by Wind Machine 2 (bar 2) that
represents the higher pitched alto and soprano parts. As the draft score ideas for the wind
machine introduction from the saxophone orchestra score illustrate:
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Figure 5.1: Draft ideas for Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony from the
saxophone orchestra score – Page 1.
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The slow to fast vibrato speed intricacies within the wind sound gestural envelopes of the
saxophone orchestra version are imitated in the opening wind machine parts by the speed of
the handle turns. The saxophone air vibrato pitch bend inflections can also be heard in the
wind machine parts based on the velocity of the handle turn that creates different fluctuations
in pitch; a slow handle turn creates a lower pitch and a fast handle turn creates a higher pitch
in sound. Dynamic markings in the wind machine parts play an important role as the desired
dynamic requires a slow or fast handle turn which affects the pitch and speed wind sound
intensity. To produce the dynamic ppp < p > pp in the Wind Machine 1 part over the tensecond duration the player is required to turn the handle at a very slow tempo, with a slight
increase in speed before returning to a slow speed. A gradual pitch rising effect characteristic
of the saxophone orchestra version is recreated in the Wind Machine 2 part by the dynamics
p < mp > p, which involves gradually increasing and decreasing the handle turn speed over a
fifteen second duration for pitch and speed wind sound variation. Wind Machine 1 reenters at
bar 3 to provide a link between the preceding wind machine introduction and the succeeding
wind symphony instrumental wind sounds that form the core gestural motivic material of the
work. Similar to Thompson’s explanation regarding the unified perceptual sound experience
in reference to the auditory system, the individual tones within the wind sound gestural
envelopes in First Light at Uluru for wind symphony produce an indistinct quality:
In spite of Ohm’s acoustic law, it is not easy or typical to hear the individual
frequencies contained within an individual note. Rather, the auditory system seems to
fuse all of them together, giving rise to a single and unified perceptual experience of
that note.251
As the draft score ideas show (Fig. 5.1) each type of saxophone was represented by a
particular instrumental section of the wind symphony. The instrumental groups were selected
to emulate the original saxophone orchestra’s registral wind sound quality. In the following
table, the associated saxophone orchestra and wind symphony instrumental groups are
devised based on the higher and lower register characteristics.

251

Thompson, Music, Thought, and Feeling, 47-48.
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Saxophone Orchestra Score

Wind Symphony Score

Higher register saxophones
Soprano saxophone 1, 2
Alto saxophones 1, 2, 3, 4

Higher woodwinds
Piccolo
Flute 1, 2
Oboe 1, 2
Cor Anglais
Bb Clarinet 1, 2, 3
Bass Clarinet
Contra Bass Clarinet
Lower woodwinds
Bassoon 1, 2
Contrabassoon
Soprano saxophone
Alto saxophone
Tenor saxophone
Baritone saxophone
Brass
Horn in F 1, 2
Horn in F 3, 4
Trumpet in C 1, 2, 3
Trombone 1, 2
Bass Trombone

Medium low register saxophones
Tenor saxophones 1, 2, 3

Lower register saxophones
Baritone saxophones 1, 2
Bass saxophones

Figure 5.2 - Table 1: Related instrumental groups based on bars 1 to 7 of the wind symphony
score – Bars 1 to 2 of the saxophone orchestra score.

To maintain the original saxophone orchestra’s soft, ethereal wind sound opening, an
opposite structural approach in the order of entries was employed. The saxophone orchestra’s
low to high instrumental group hierarchical structure was reversed in the wind symphony
work to compensate for the extra number of players (eighty-five in total) and the diverse
instrumentation producing various balance and textural wind sound issues. The timing of the
instrumental group wind sound entries within the hierarchical structure is important.
Comparable to Thompson’s views, the wind sounds evolve into a detailed musical surface:
The concept of hierarchical organization refers to the idea that certain pitches and
rhythmic moments are more essential to the musical structure…
Hierarchical organization is described formally in music theory as a series of nested
levels, which begin with an abstract skeleton or essence of the music, progress to
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increasingly detailed elaborations on this foundation, and end with a fully detailed
musical surface.252
As the initial draft score shows (Fig. 5.1), the original five saxophone wind sound entries are
condensed to three instrumental groups: higher woodwinds, lower woodwinds and brass. The
two alto and soprano saxophone entries of the saxophone orchestra score are combined,
acting as one entry in the wind symphony version to allow a more effective, fluid wind sound
progression. At bars 3 and 6, the higher woodwinds are followed by the lower woodwinds,
then brass, to create a high to low descending wind sound wave effect. The dovetailing
entries and graphically notated arrows on the score indicate for the wind sound entries to
interweave into the following gestural motif, and avoid a break in the sound. The reduction of
entries – from five to three in the new wind symphony version – avoids disjoint motion
occurring between the air vibrato figures.

Performer role influence – Adapting wind sounds for wind symphony
I had a fair understanding on how to reproduce the wind sound effects in the woodwind
section, since instruments such as piccolo, oboe, contrabass clarinet and contrabassoon share
similar traits with the saxophone: breath control, mouthpiece, reed, keys or tone holes. The
influence of my performer role can be seen in the score instructions for the woodwinds on
how to produce the most effective wind sound effects in relation to embouchure position and
reed placement:
Saxes, claris, oboes: Place very little mouthpiece (reed for oboe) in mouth.
Rest tip of reed on bottom lip and blow fast air across top of mouthpiece with
upper lip open.253
The bassoon and contrabassoon were the only woodwind instruments that needed a playing
modification to produce resonant air vibrato sounds. Contrary to the oboe, blowing fast air
into the bassoon’s double reed was ineffective. Therefore, as the score extract illustrates,

252
253

Ibid., 190.
Main score instruction in Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – bar 3.
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players are required to remove the double reed and blow directly into the crook. Although the
crook’s opening is small, players place a firm mouth at the tip of the crook’s opening and
blow a strong gush of air to produce a loud, reverberant wind sound.254

Bassoon 1, 2

Contrabassoon

Figure 5.3: Score extract of Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony –
bar 3.

Further evidence of the influence of my saxophone knowledge is seen in the brass wind
sound motifs as well as the conventional score passages in relation to register, pitch
placement, dynamics, breath idiomatic considerations, score player indications and tonal
manipulation focusing on gestural motivic effects or the tonal variation of specific notes.
Despite the brass and saxophone mouthpieces contrasting in shape and size, a saxophone
blowing approach was employed for the brass wind sound effects: blowing fast gusts of air
into the instrument with a loose embouchure to manipulate the air vibrato direction. Physical
instrument adjustments were essential to produce similar variations in tonal wind sound
colours, originally produced by the small chamber opening of the saxophone mouthpiece and
fast air reverberation off the reed.
The brass players were required to play their instruments in unconventional ways: taking the
mouthpiece out and blowing directly into the tube of the instrument or taking the mouthpiece
out and reinserting it upside down to blow into the opposite end. To boost the volume in the

254

Personal communication with Bassoon lecturer of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music, Andrew Barnes
– 17 March 2016.
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French horn parts, players also pressed the half valve with trigger255, and the trombones and
bass trombone positioned their mouthpieces at forty-five-degree angles256.

Horn in F 1, 2

Horn in F 3, 4

Trumpet in C 1

Trumpet in C 2

Trumpet in C 3

Trombone 1, 2

Bass Trombone

Figure 5.4: Score extract of Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony
– Brass section, bar 3.

255

Personal communication with French horn lecturer of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music, David
Thompson – 3 August 2016.
256
Personal communication with Trombone casual staff member of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music, Nigel
Crocker – 15 March 2016.
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Strategic pitch placement for wind sound effects
At bars 3 to 7 of the wind symphony score, the air vibrato motifs were placed in similar low
to high registers as the saxophone orchestra version to reproduce the gradual rising wind
sound progression. The original wind sound figures are unchanged in appearance with the
graphically notated arrows slightly overlapping succeeding entries in the wind symphony
score. Only slight pitch alterations were made to recreate a similar gradual rising wind sound
progression with the various wind symphony instrumentation. Similar to the saxophone,
woodwind instruments (except for the bassoon257) produce ‘pitched’258 wind sounds on
particular notes. Specific notes have been selected for the opening air vibrato figures in the
woodwinds. Notably, the saxophone pitches are not the same as the original version due to
the pitch adjustments that had to occur due to balance issues with the additional
instrumentation. For the first wind sound motif (bar 3) in the wind symphony score, the
saxophones are not more than a third apart than the lead saxophone parts of the original
version (bar 1). The saxophone orchestra work shows the wind sound effect covering close to
an octave with the baritone playing the low Bb note, and the soprano saxophone playing an
A. In the wind symphony score, the pitches have been compressed to a smaller range, with
the upper woodwinds replacing the higher, thinner, projectional soprano tones and the bass
clarinet and contrabass clarinets reproducing the low, projectional, deep baritone saxophone
wind sound pitches. The table below shows the pitch changes and variation in the timbral
wind sound saxophone quality that occurred in the first air vibrato motif to compensate for
the additional woodwind instruments. Strategically, the alto saxophone’s A in the wind
symphony score (of bar 3) acts as the dominating, projectional wind sound pitch to
compensate for the omitted low Bb.

257

Personal communication with Bassoon lecturer of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music, Andrew Barnes
– 17 March 2016.
258
In this context, ‘pitched’ wind sounds refer to the obscured pitch quality of the wind sound, that although is
very soft, is still distinguishable.
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Saxophone orchestra score – Bar 1
Soprano sax 1: A (thinner, tinnier,
projectional)
Alto sax 1:
F (fuller, dense)
Tenor sax 1: Eb (thick, resonate)
Baritone sax 1: Bb (low, projectional,
deep, profuse)

Wind Symphony score – Bar 3
Soprano sax: F (compressed, difficult
to project)
Alto sax:
A (thinner, projectional)
Tenor sax: D (thick, resonate)
Baritone sax: D (lower, deep, resonate)

Figure 5.5 - Table 2: Wind sound pitch comparison between saxophone orchestra (bar 1) and
wind symphony (bar 3) – pitches are transposed.

Similar to the bassoon, brass instruments create indistinct wind sound pitches in low or high
registers and are difficult to distinguish. Therefore in bar 3, “Air vibrato (low wind sounds)”
is displayed in the brass parts alongside a triangle notehead pointing downwards that requires
the player to choose the indicated pitch or any note below. This resolved a number of
idiomatic issues and resulted in a better wind sound performance outcome in allowing the
players to choose which note worked best for their instrument and stylistic playing
capability.259 As Gould and Keaton’s observe how the player’s stylistic choice within the
moment affects the end performance result:
The arranging of all these elements to create a coherent structure and performance is
also a matter of the moment, and is influenced not only by the artist’s preparation, but
also by her or his mood. …This may be expressed in the timbre or mood the player
elicits from her or his instrument.260

259

As discussed later in this chapter, examination of the idiomatic issues raised during the rehearsal process
leading up to the premiere of the wind symphony work reveals the score notation benefits that allow a level of
freedom for the players.
260
Gould and Keaton, “Essential Role of Improvisation,” 146.
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Dynamic alteration within wind sound envelopes
Based on my playing experience with wind sound effects, I knew that I had to apply the same
approach to dynamics that I used for the saxophone orchestra air vibrato figures. Comparable
to the saxophone, wind sounds across the whole wind symphony are very soft and the
dynamic markings displayed in the wind sound passages of the wind symphony score are
nonliteral. Dynamic markings indicate to the player how much air speed to use through the
instrument to create the dynamic variations throughout the wind sound dovetailing entries. As
the main score instruction at bar 3 in the wind symphony score explains:
Since air sounds are very soft, suggested dynamics are exaggerated to indicate how
hard to blow.261
Dynamic alteration was necessary due to the extra number of wind symphony players
amplifying the overall volume and intensity of the wind sound figures. The original air
vibrato saxophone orchestra figure with a dynamic of mf < (bar 1) was decreased to mp < in
the wind symphony score (bar 3) to maintain the original soft, delicate wind sound opening.

5.1 Wind sound structural change to create new tonal soundscape – Individual tonal
exploration and spatialisation of mass sound structural events
I wanted First Light at Uluru for wind symphony to form its own identity and explore
different composition approaches regarding individual tonal exploration and spatialisation of
mass sound structural events, in creating new, distinct tonal soundscapes. Tutti mass wind
sound blocks are interpolated between the descending wind sound effects. Bars 4, 5 and 7
serve as a unifying effect in bringing the mass number of players together for the first time in
the piece. It also serves as an introduction to the mass sound block formation that forms the
main structural device in the second half of the work. The mass wind sound at bar 5 signifies
an important point of the work. A rise in pitch occurs for the first time with the brass playing
a range of higher pitch wind sounds, whilst the other instruments continue to play the same

261

Main score instruction in Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – bar 3.
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pitches, producing a ‘pedal point’262 effect. Textural layer manipulation is a composition
technique that is used throughout this wind symphony piece to allow specific instruments to
become the main textural focus. The higher pitched brass wind sounds project over the rest of
the instruments to become the foreground focus. In the brass parts at bar 5, “Air vib. (higher
wind sounds)” is displayed alongside the altered raised pitch and a triangle notehead pointing
upwards: indicating to the players to perform the indicated note or any note above. Higher
pitched wind sound effects can also be heard in the wind machines. At bar 6, a dovetailing
effect imitating the ensemble’s air vibrato motivic entries occurs with the emergence of Wind
Machine 2, rising to the foreground whilst Wind Machine 1 fades away. As mentioned
earlier, Wind Machine 2 contains a higher pitched tonal quality and a dovetailing effect
occurs with the preceding higher pitches of the brass echoed by Wind Machine 2. Like the
baritone and bass saxophones, a louder wind sound projection is produced in the brass due to
the large-size and wider design of the tube coiled instruments. This allows more
reverberation for the wind sounds to project. The euphoniums and tubas first enter at bar 6 to
boost the sonorous wind sound and serve as an upbeat into the following mass sound effect at
bar 7, which features a higher range of pitches in the brass. The approximate octave register
leap occurs only in the brass section whilst the rest of the ensemble continue to play low
pitches. This allows the brass to remain in the foreground whist the euphoniums and tubas
continue playing lower tones for added depth. The re-entry of the low-pitched Wind Machine
1 (bar 7) playing simultaneously with the higher-pitched Wind Machine 2 adds another aural
dimension to the timbral wind sound quality.

262

Similar to the notion of a ‘pedal point’ figure, the wind sounds produce a sustained wind sound effect
throughout the passage, creating a pedal point effect.
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Similarities between soprano saxophone and piccolo’s air vibrato tonal qualities
A clearer and translucent timbral colour occurs in bar 7. The Piccolo, Flute 1 and 2 parts play
a minor third higher than the previous mass sound block in bar 5, which enhances the
projection and overall mass wind sound quality. Closer examination of the mass wind sounds
reveal that despite this small intervallic rise, the wind sound tonal quality between the D and
B pitches of bar 5 compared to the F and D pitches of bar 7 vary greatly. Comparable to the
soprano saxophone, a piccolo’s air vibrato effect on D produces a compressed, husky quality
compared to a louder, more resonate tone on F. The hierarchical order of the wind symphony
groups in bar 8 continues its differing approach to the saxophone orchestra version (bar 3), to
achieve an equally effective textural intensity and produce maximum impact for the symbolic
didgeridoo-like tuba sounds that emerge from the sequentially layered mass wind sound.
Figure 5.6 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – bars 8-9.
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The instrumental groups at bar 8 of the wind symphony score refer to the four main registers
of a saxophone quartet to imitate the associated groupings from the saxophone orchestra
version. One should observe that compared to the previous instrumental group table
(Fig. 5.2), the group register descriptions in the table below have been retitled. For example,
to maintain the original saxophone four-layer structure, the brass section is divided in two:
“Medium low register saxophones” corresponds with “Higher Brass” and “Low register
saxophones” relates to “Lower Brass”.

Saxophone Orchestra Score

Wind Symphony Score

High register saxophones
Soprano saxophones 1, 2

Higher woodwinds
Piccolo
Flute 1, 2
Oboe 1, 2
Cor Anglais
Bb Clarinet 1, 2, 3
Bass Clarinet
Contrabass Clarinet
Lower woodwinds
Bassoon 1, 2
Contrabassoon
Soprano saxophone
Alto saxophone
Tenor saxophone
Baritone saxophone
Higher Brass
Horn in F 1, 2
Horn in F 3, 4
Trumpet in C 1, 2, 3
Lower Brass
Trombone 1, 2
Bass Trombone
Euphonium 1, 2
Tuba 1, 2

Medium register saxophones
Alto saxophones 1, 2, 3, 4

Medium low register saxophones
Tenor saxophones 1, 2, 3
Low register saxophones
Baritone saxophones 1, 2
Bass saxophone

Figure 5.7 - Table 3: Related instrumental groups based on bar 8 of the wind symphony score
– Bar 3 of the saxophone orchestra score.
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Despite the different textural structural wind symphony approach at bar 8, the stylistic
character, timbral air vibrato intensity, vibrato speed manipulation and additional
contemporary playing techniques that produce the “Loudest Air Wind point”263 were
modeled off the original saxophone orchestra score. Influence of my saxophone knowledge is
seen in the necessary adjustments regarding the air vibrato pitch inflections and specific
player instructions relating to the extra contemporary playing techniques added in the wind
symphony score to suit the additional instrumental possibilities. Significantly at bar 8,
numerous non-pitch obscured instrumental layers form the loudest mass wind sound point of
the piece. The wider vibrato effects employed throughout the air vibrato motifs are derived
from saxophone quarter-tone pitch inflections. Although the airy tonal quality disguises the
actual pitch, wider wind sound effects are essentially quarter-tone pitch manipulations with a
reduced aural capacity. To produce the wider wind sounds in all the wind symphony
instruments, a saxophone blowing method of tightening and loosening the embouchure to
raise and lower the direction of the fast air through the instrument is employed. Opposite to
the saxophone orchestra version, the pitches of each instrumental groups of the wind
symphony work rise and produce a spectrum of low and high pitches across the ensemble. As
indicated in bar 8, the lower brass begin the sound mass with “Wider wind sounds across low
register” with a dynamic of f < >. The following trumpet entries play at least two octaves
higher with “Wider wind sounds across higher register” alongside the French horns that play
“Wider wind sounds across low and high registers”.

5.2 New gestural identity in First Light at Uluru for wind symphony and how my
performer role led to the realisation of a new timbral sound concept
Gesture production through extended techniques is taken one step further in this wind
symphony piece. Analyses of different composition approaches in relation to gesture show
the influence of my performer role when writing for the various wind symphony instrumental
factors compared to saxophone orchestra. This wind symphony work involved a different
way of thinking and contextualisation of the gestural saxophone effects for the wind
symphony instrumentation: individualisation and stratification of texturally layered sound
mass formations through gestural sound manipulation. Gestural motifs form a sequence of
263

Main score instruction in Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – bar 9.
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events within the multi-strand space of bar 8 and 9. As Wanderley explains the different
compositional use of musical gesture:
A composer may use the term musical gestures to designate a sequence of events
within a space of musical parameters; sometimes it can also have some relation to a
form of thinking (a movement of thought).264
Whistling is a new compositional playing device in the wind symphony work that serves as a
colouristic timbral tool in bar 8. The whistle technique brings an array of wind sound tonal
variations that involves a combination of whistling as well as narrowing of the embouchure
and blowing a more centered airstream through the instrument. The mass wind sound of bars
8 to 9 suddenly intensifies and as the player score instructions illustrate, higher pitched
timbres are created when the trombones change to “Wider wind whistle sounds across low
and high registers” alongside the bassoons’ and contrabassoon’s “Wider wind whistle sounds
across higher register” and “Wider wind sounds” in the saxophones. Whistling only occurs in
the bassoon, contrabassoon and brass parts, since it is ineffective on saxophone or other
single reed woodwind instruments due to the small chamber opening between the reed and
the mouthpiece that prevents the narrow stream of air getting through. Flutter-tonguing is a
saxophone contemporary playing technique that can also be played on other woodwind and
brass instruments. However, flutter-tonguing was not included in the original saxophone
orchestra version since it tends to compress the saxophone’s volume, making the sound
difficult to project. Contrastingly, flutter-tonguing in upper woodwinds and brass instruments
produce a louder, thicker tonal quality. In the wind symphony sound wind mass at bars 8 to 9,
this playing technique is used to amplify the piccolo, flutes, oboes and cor anglais, producing
a loud flurry of wind sounds through the thick wind sound palette. Whistle and flutter-tongue
effects across a range of registers not only increase the level of anticipation, but also allow
quarter-tone colouristic embellishments to project through the fused texturally layered air
sound mass effect.

264

Wanderley, “Non-obvious Performer Gestures,” 38.
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5.3 Gestural character of tuba didgeridoo-like sounds within multilayered wind
sound effects and creation of one time space
The most crucial point of the piece occurs at bar 9 with the opening solo tubist playing
didgeridoo-like sounds to symbolise the cultural significance and powerful landmark of
Uluru.265 The tuba’s didgeridoo-like motivic material is the distinguishing factor that
differentiates between the saxophone orchestra and wind symphony version. The solo tuba
entry emerges from the mass wall of wind sounds and introduces the first ‘real pitch’266 of the
piece. This represents an important textural change within the multilayered wind effects,
where a species’ voice is gesturally different, resulting in the tuba didgeridoo-like motif
belonging to its own time space.267 I would like to emphasise that the tuba didgeridoo-like
inspired sounds was not to imitate the didgeridoo instrument, but rather to create
contemporary harmonic overtone playing effects on the tuba.

Euph 1, 2

Tuba 1, 2

W.M. 1

W.M. 2

Figure 5.8: Score extract of Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony
– Tuba solo entry, bar 9.
265

I acknowledge the Anangu people: the traditional indigenous owners of Uluru, and offer my respects to
Elders past, present and emerging.
I recognise the historic, cultural and spiritual significance of this sacred site that inspired me to compose
First Light at Uluru.
266
‘Real pitch’ refers to a conventionally produced pitched sound on an instrument.
267
Vella, Musical Environments, 184.
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My performance experience playing a range of harmonic effects using the saxophone’s
altissimo range inspired me to explore a similar timbral concept in producing equally
effective sounds on the tuba. To imagine the sounds on the tuba, I applied the same
knowledge and tactic as if I was writing for saxophone. Based on the fact that baritone and
bass saxophones produce a wide array of timbral harmonic effects due to the large-sized
mouthpiece and instrument, I was able to predict that the tuba would be the most suitable
instrument to produce didgeridoo-like harmonic overtone sound effects. Although I had
already written the tuba didgeridoo-like playing effect in the score, it was not until I met with
tuba instrumental specialist, Steven Rossé268, that I was certain that my saxophone-inspired
didgeridoo-like sounds on the tuba would work. In fact, it was during this meeting that I
discovered how effective didgeridoo-like tones sounded on the tuba. As I anticipated, the
spectrum of overtone and harmonic effects were produced like the saxophone: manipulation
of the embouchure (loosening and tightening) and the changing direction of airflow speed. In
the tuba solo motivic figure in bar 9 (Fig. 5.8), the playing instruction “Improvise over
harmonic effects to create didgeridoo-like sounds” allows the tuba player to experiment with
a range of upper and lower overtones. Similar to the saxophone, the tubist cannot choose
specific harmonic pitches and overtones, as they are produced spontaneously due to the slight
change in embouchure position and air speed affecting the pitch outcome. The player is
unable to control and predict which pitches will sound. Therefore, no precise or approximate
pitch specifications are given in the score, since the distinct pitch sound effects cannot be
expressed through notation:
While a musical score contains information on pitch, relative duration, and often
some indication of relative dynamics, articulation, and an outline of phrase structure,
it cannot express innumerable details of a musical realization.269
The didgeridoo-like sounds continue into bar 10, which act like a connecting link between the
preceding wind sound passages and the following conventional chorale-like section.
Saxophone harmonic overtones can be physically tiring on the embouchure and require
excess air. To allow the tuba soloist to breathe when needed, readjust their embouchure and

268

Personal communication with Tuba lecturer of the Sydney Conservatorium of Music, Steven Rossé –
9 August 2016.
269
Gould and Keaton, “Essential Role of Improvisation,” 146-147.
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have enough air support to continue the didgeridoo-like effects into the muted trumpet solo,
“Tuba breathes when needed and restarts didgeridoo sounds” is stated in the score.
The tuba’s trance-like and lyrical character serves as a key transition into the conventionally
notated dream-like melodic material of Section A (bar 11). To differentiate from the original
solo soprano saxophone melodic line of the saxophone orchestra version, a solo trumpet
soothing melody opens the passage. The muted trumpet acts as a compositional tool to further
explore timbral manipulation in the following conventional chorale-like passages. Upon
reflection, adding a straight mute in the trumpet part originates from my fascination of
saxophone tonal manipulation and the transference of different timbral colouristic effects
shifting from one saxophone to another. For example, in the wind symphony score, the
obscured timbral quality first presented by the opening wind sound passages continue into the
chorale-like section (Section A, bar 11) with the muted trumpet bringing a hazy tonal quality
to the surface. As the trumpet’s lingering opening perfect fourth interval rises to the
foreground, the alto and tenor saxophones’ wide vibrato dulcet tones on the transposed
pitches, D and E - which match the saxophone orchestra score - recede in the background
alongside the air vibrato wind sound figures that gradually fade out.
Figure 5.9 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – bars 10-15.
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Transforming the chorale-like section from saxophone orchestra to wind symphony involved
a number of composition decisions relating to the restructuring, editing, chordal extension
and addition of new compositional material to explore and amplify the wind symphony’s
instrumental colouristic possibilities. The wind symphony score brought on further
developmental exploration of the initial saxophone orchestra motivic ideas though timbre,
texture and mass harmonic chordal passages. As the wind symphony draft ideas for bars 41 to
44 sketched on the original saxophone orchestra score illustrate:
Figure 5.10 below: Draft ideas for bars 41-44 of Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind
symphony sketched on the saxophone orchestra score.
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The following composition techniques can be deciphered from the draft sketch ideas for the
wind symphony version:
•

Soprano saxophone identity to remain.

•

French horn gestural motif to imitate original tenor saxophone quality.

•

Vertical chordal pitch presentation of soprano saxophone melody.

•

Chordal pitch expansion.

•

Timbral embellishments to create trill bell-like motif.

•

Cluster chord build-up though suspension – resolution device.

•

Build-up of mass sound chordal effect through trill divisi technique.

•

Exploration of ‘unison to harmonisation’ technique.

•

Thicker, full lower brass chordal lines.

•

Pedal point devices to build intensity.

•

Dramatic dynamic effects to explore greater mass wind symphonic sound.

•

Expansion of time metre from 4/4 to 7/4 to rectify balance issues.

Soprano saxophone identity remains
An important composition aim of First Light at Uluru for wind symphony was to maintain
the saxophone identity within the work. This is seen in the sketch markings that show the
significance of the solo melodic lines in the saxophone parts. At bars 41 to 44 of the wind
symphony score, the solo melodic line remains in the soprano saxophone part. To achieve the
same tonal and projectional effect, the dynamics and articulation remain unchanged.
Figure 5.11 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – bars 41-44.
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The gestural character of this motif is more important than the rhythmic precision.
This motif can dovetail into bar 43.
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The solo tenor saxophone gestural figure of the saxophone orchestra version was originally
conceived to imitate a French horn sound. This is indicated in the tenor saxophone gestural
character description in the saxophone orchestra score: “French horn call-like motif”270. For
this reason, at bar 42 in the wind symphony score, the tenor saxophone motif is played by the
French horn that with the original tenuto markings produce a rich song-like tonal effect. The
French horn gestural motif plays the original A concert pitch an octave above and is not
muted to ensure projection over the soprano saxophone’s loud, accelerating triplet melodic
line, in imitating the original tenor saxophone’s full warm tone. The soprano saxophone’s
triplet melodic pitches of the saxophone orchestra version were used to formulate the mass
chords of bar 43 and 44: C, A, G, F, D (concert pitch). In bar 43 of the wind symphony score,
the pitches appear in the woodwinds, saxophones and trumpet parts. The soprano saxophone
pitches reappear throughout bar 44 with the addition of pitches B and E enhancing the
suspended pedal point effects within the 7/4 bar. Colouristic variation in the wind symphony
score is enhanced by timbral embellishments such as trill bell-like chords. The accented
“Bell-like”271 chord in bar 43 by the woodwinds and muted trumpet sizzling sound serve as
an introduction into the bell-like trilling colouristic motif in bar 44, which becomes the main
motivic figure in the work. Unlike the saxophone orchestra version, trills are added
throughout the woodwind parts to intensify the glimmering bell-like colouristic sound. The
full lower brass chords, shimmering tambourine, suspended cymbal roll and trilling
vibraphone chord with the modified fp < mp <f dynamics create a rich, thick and illuminating
textural chordal sound mass. In order to differentiate between the wind sound passages that
produce indistinct layers of sound, the merging of all woodwind, brass and percussion
colours at bar 44 create a compositional unifying device to form a distinct large-scale
homogenous textural sound mass.
For the wind symphony score, I wanted the lower bass voices to remain as the highlight and
be the main focus at Section E (bar 56). Based on the following draft score, a summary of
other composition ideas originating from the saxophone orchestra score include:

270

See Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.8): Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra – Tenor saxophone
indication, bar 35.
271
Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – Woodwind indication, bar 43. This follows the brass
and saxophones’ “Bell-like” chordal effect previously indicated in bar 40.
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•

‘Unison to harmonisation’272 technique to E, B, E and G, D, B, G chords.

•

Middleground texture - Inner woodwinds counter-melodic material.

•

Foreground texture – Full focus in bass voices.

•

Accented chordal unifying sound mass.

•

Soprano saxophone dream-like triplet melody in higher woodwinds.

•

Harp articulation adding bell-like ding sounds.

Figure 5.12 below: Draft ideas of Section E for Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind
symphony from the saxophone orchestra score.

272

See Chapter 4 for a detailed analysis on the ‘unison to harmonisation’ compositional technique in the
original saxophone orchestra version.
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Formation of distinct large-scale homogenous textural sound mass effects creating
a unifying whole
At Section E (bar 56) of the wind symphony score, the main melodic material by the brass,
tenor and baritone saxophone, and double bass, suddenly shift to the foreground. With bells
up, the unison to harmonisation composition device enhances the climactic anticipation of
this final chorale-like section.
Figure 5.13 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – Section E, bars 56-59.
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Beginning with thick unison chords spread across several octaves (bar 56), the two minim
chords at bar 58 branch out to a spectrum of harmonised chordal pitches based on E, B, E and
G, B, D, G. The added punctuated accent articulation enhances the thick, profuse textural
colours to create a large-scale brass sound mass unifying effect. The piccolo, flutes, Bb
clarinets and harp retreat in the background with the dream-like triplet melody to replicate the
soft, delicate, lyrical timbral quality characteristic of the original soprano saxophone’s high
register. To contrast with the slurred woodwind phrasing, the harp articulation adds a light,
buoyant and ringing bell-like quality. Within the middleground elemental framework there is
counter-melodic material in the oboes, cor anglais, bass clarinet, contrabass clarinet,
bassoons, contrabassoon, soprano and alto saxophone. Alongside the upper woodwind and
harp soothing melody, sonorous bass chordal melodic material and percussive trill accented
colouristic sounds occupy the foreground.
At bars 60 to 62, a unified whole to form a homogenous textural canvas is fully realised with
the bell-like motif forming the underlying motivic construction in the wind symphony score.
Rapid trill gestural figures are played by the piccolo, clarinets, bassoons and baritone
saxophone alongside the harp. The woodwinds play fast trills simultaneously, producing a
fusion of colours, making it difficult to distinguish the pitches. However, the harp provides
clarity of pitch and enhances the bell-like idea due to the idiomatic nature of plucking the
strings to produce rapid trill ding-sounding effects.

Figure 5.14 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – bars 60-64.
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Significantly, the musical material of bars 60 to 62 contains only one main equal layer that
occupies the foreground. The collage of shimmering colouristic bell-like timbral gestures are
embedded within the textural sound block alongside the flute and brass powerful, dramatic
chords at fortissimo that blend together to create one equally balanced melodic unit. As seen
in the initial wind symphony draft ideas in the final three bars of Section E, I wanted the
lower range instruments to remain as the main aural focus.

Figure 5.15 below: Beaugeais’s wind symphony draft ideas for the final bars of Section E and
beginning of Section F sketched on the saxophone orchestra score.
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The bell-like chords in the wind symphony score at bar 60 (Fig. 5.14) are based on the “bell
chimes”273 hand-written pitches. The trill bell-like gestures of bar 60 and 61 play a fusion of
various pitches based on the red hand-sketched chords. The trill motifs in the piccolo,
clarinets, bassoons, baritone saxophone and harp comprise of the following pitch sets and trill
between second and third intervals: E-G, B-D and D-E (bar 60) and B-G, C-A, A-F and A-G
(bar 61). The pitches C to B and A to G that appear in the flutes, trumpets, French horns and
euphoniums, also originate from the draft chord ideas and enhance the lingering, chordal
suspension. The balance concerns and proposed suggestions that is seen in the draft score led
to the motivic structural balance of bars 60 to 62 in the wind symphony score: flutes balance
out the overpowering bass voices with their iridescent high-pitched tonal quality whilst the
oboes and saxophones play the last remnants of the main melodic line. A stylistic change
occurs at bar 62 with the reduction in orchestration reduced to one player on each part. The
lingering flute flutter-tongue gestural motif, soft tender quality of the French horn alongside
the soft, luminescent roll of the tam-tam initiates the reflective and nostalgic character that is
to follow by the original saxophone quartet passage that has remained in the wind symphony
score at Section F (bar 63).

Original saxophone quartet identity
As my draft markings illustrate (Fig. 5.15), the original melodic lines remain as a saxophone
quartet passage in the wind symphony score to maintain the saxophone identity within the
chorale-like section. At Section F (bar 63) of the wind symphony score, the soprano, alto,
tenor and baritone saxophones emerge with very soft, tranquil, slowly moving melodic lines.
A tubular bell motif enters sporadically and a pizzicato vibrato echo effect in the double bass
is accompanied by the harp’s sustained ringing quality. To distinguish from the saxophone
orchestra version, a muted trumpet plays the main solo line instead of the soprano saxophone.
The soothing interlinking trumpet and saxophone melodic tones with the distinct misty tonal
quality of the trumpet’s harmon mute without the stem ends with a thin, delicate, fabric-like
texture.

273

Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru wind symphony draft sketched sound description on the saxophone
orchestra score.
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Situational and affordance factors that led to the creation of new sound worlds
The next part of this chapter will analyse the final sections of First Light at Uluru for wind
symphony in reference to the situational and affordance factors that contributed to the
structural composition development and preservation of the saxophone identity within this
work. Further evidence of how my performer role affected the compositional decisionmaking process when transforming the sound mass formations from Section G (bar 69) to the
end will also be addressed.

Situational factors – First Light at Uluru for wind symphony
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Different premiere concert locations of saxophone orchestra and wind symphony
works led to different composition approaches to sound.
Composition stylistic material.
Unconventional score requirements and use of contemporary playing techniques.
Complex score performance requirements.
Unconventional player positioning throughout hall.
Extra players from Sydney Conservatorium involved in the premiere.274
Extra players involved from outside venues: Sydney University and Flute society.
Ability to be onsite resulted in a hands-on approach.275
Ability to attend rehearsals and conduct extra rehearsals at the Sydney
Conservatorium for the players positioned in the audience.276
Keeping the original saxophone solo passages and organise onsite meetings with
the saxophone section.

Figure 5.16 - Table 4: Situational factors of First Light at Uluru for wind symphony.

274

Discussion about the extra players and the rehearsal process is examined in the next chapter that focuses
on creative collaboration.
275
Rehearsal details are discussed in the next chapter that focuses on creative collaboration.
276
Details about the extra rehearsals I conducted and the performer issues that evolved due to the
unconventional player positioning is examined in the next chapter that focuses on creative collaborative
activity.
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Affordances - First Light at Uluru for wind symphony
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§
§

Wind symphony instrumentation enabled new surround sound structure.
Wind symphony instrumentation created an array of timbral possibilities.
Magnification of original mass wind sound concept due to extra player numbers.
Performer role led to new non-pitch to real pitch sound structures.
Contemporary playing techniques created more diverse air vibrato effects.
Extra players aided compositional displacement experimentation process.
Concert location and design of the hall facilitated unorthodox player positions
which contributed to the single and multi-strand unifying textural sound mass.
Concert lighting effects conveyed the sunrise over Uluru and contributed to the
picturesque and spiritual atmosphere of the wind symphony opening.277
Inclusion of two wind machines provided amplification of wind sound effects.
Wind symphony instrumentation facilitated the cultural significance of the work:
Tuba didgeridoo sound effects and clap sticks.
My performer role and original saxophone orchestra version solved score layout
issues regarding graphic and conventional notation.
Composition material and composer-creator role enhanced the interpretative and
improvisatory elements producing diverse sound mass textures.
Composer-creator role solved idiomatic issues regarding extended techniques.

Figure 5.17 - Table 5: Affordances of First Light at Uluru for wind symphony.

The premiere concert locations of the saxophone orchestra and wind symphony piece and the
differing environmental surrounds were major factors that influenced my composition
method when recreating the original sound mass sections for wind symphony. The following
concert photos show the vastly different concert locations. The saxophone orchestra’s
premiere performance in a wide, open outdoor venue in Strasbourg, France,278 made it
difficult to explore unconventional player positioning to produce sound manipulation effects.
Consequently, the wind symphony premiere in the Verbrugghen Hall at the Sydney
Conservatorium of Music brought on new composition possibilities regarding sound
production and instrumental structural balance to create different surround and spatial
concepts to sound.

277

Details about the concert lighting issues - beginning in full darkness and slowly rising to produce the sunrise
effect over Uluru - is discussed in the next chapter.
278
Place Kléber, Strasbourg, France, 10 July 2015. See Chapter 4 about the world premiere of Beaugeais’s First
Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra.
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Figure 5.18 - Photo 1: World premiere of First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra.
World Sax Congress, Place Kléber in Strasbourg, France – 10 July 2015.

Figure 5.19 - Photo 2: Premiere of First Light at Uluru for wind symphony. ANBOC Festival.
Verbrugghen Hall, Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 24 September 2016.
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Although not all the extra players in the wind symphony premiere can be seen in the photo,
additional players were positioned throughout the aisles within the audience, in the side
galleries and first floor upper galleries of the hall. The seating design of the Verbrugghen hall
facilitated the unorthodox positioning of players. My draft sketch map below indicates my
player positioning ideas. Strategically, selected instruments were positioned at specific spots
throughout the hall to ensure maximum projection for aural and visual balance in the opening
soft wind sound mass effects and the increasingly intense sound mass passages from Section
G (bar 69).
Figure 5.20 below: Draft sketch map of the placement of players in the Verbrugghen Hall for
the premiere of Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony.
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5.4 Maintaining the saxophone identity: Original saxophone multiphonics to large-scale
surround sound mass
The sound mass at Section G (bar 69) signifies an important point of the work. It presents the
listener with the first real pitch sound mass and preserves the initial saxophone identity of the
saxophone orchestra version with the original solo saxophone multiphonics leading the largescale sound mass. The soothing multiphonic trills and timbral harmonic effects279 establish
the dream-like and trance-like quality at Section G. Notably, this is the only point of the piece
where the saxophones are heard completely on their own, in their own element, which brings
a characteristic saxophone quality to this new wind symphony version.
Figure 5.21 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – Section G, bar 69.

279

See Chapter 4 for a detailed discussion on the timbral and textural function of saxophone contemporary
playing techniques, including the saxophone multiphonics shown in this passage.
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The soprano, alto and tenor saxophones play the identical multiphonic gestural figures of the
saxophone orchestra version, replicating the high to low spectrum of registers. A multiphonic
in the tenor part has been added to replace the original Soprano 2 and Alto 2 multiphonic
parts. An equivalent-sounding wide vibrato motif similar to the original remains in the
baritone saxophone part, since a baritone multiphonic effect can produce a dense and coarse
sound and affect the soft, emerging, trance-like atmosphere. The fused textural layers of
saxophone multiphonics create mini sound masses within themselves based on the assortment
of quarter-tone pitch inflections. Modification gestures are used throughout this passage,
including the slow quarter-tone multiphonic trill speed and the soft, delicate tonal colour that
requires an open throat positioned embouchure. As Cadoz and Wanderley explain the
benefits of modification gestures:
Modification gesture is related to the modification of the instrument’s
properties…They represent general functions present in instrument manipulation
techniques that may be found in different instrumental situations.280
Compositionally, surround sound timbral variation is created in the sound mass formation at
Section G (bar 69). First explored in the opening passages of the wind symphony score where
the air vibrato wind sounds are passed between the stage and displaced players throughout
the hall, this structural composition method continues to manipulate the listener’s aural
awareness with the different placement of sound at Section G.281 As the main score
instruction states “Tutti = Stage + Audience players”, performers play their associated
instrumental boxed wide vibrato motifs simultaneously, merging their sounds together from
their distant positions throughout the hall to create a spatialised atmospheric soundscape.
Similar to the saxophone orchestra version, the wind symphony score indicates a high to low
register structural order for the instrumental boxed motivic group entries. After the
saxophone multiphonics, the piccolo and flutes, clarinets, then upper brass enter, followed by
the lower brass alongside the oboes that lighten the heavy, dense tonal brass sound. The
pitches and registers of the boxed motivic ideas are strategically placed so each instrumental
group form their own distinct timbral sound quality, whilst keeping the warm blending tonal

280

Cadoz and Wanderley, “Gesture – Music,” 80.
The composition analysis of the opening wind sound passages examined the influence of my performer role
and transformation process that evolved. Surround sound timbral variation was not the focus of the
discussion, and for this reason it has not been mentioned earlier.
281
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sound mass effect of the original saxophone orchestra sound. For instance, “Senza sord.”282 is
added in the score, where trumpets remove their mutes and avoid the muted, distinct, nasal
tone (produced in the previous passage) to stand out from the wind symphony’s mass unified
blend of colours.
The real pitch sound mass at Section G involves players sharing the ‘composer-creator’
role283. Due to the improvisatory and gestural nature of the boxed motivic figures, the
realisation of this sound mass gestural passage depends on the players’ stylistic manipulation
of the multiphonic trills and wide vibrato motifs. A level of performer interpretation is
involved in the multiphonics due to the trill speed and embouchure related issues. The wide
vibrato inflections also allow the players to choose: how long to play the gestural figure, how
wide to bend the pitch of the note, how fast to play the wide vibrato inflections, and how soft
the vibrato motif should be. As the score states:
Each part slowly enters in the order as shown to create a gradual, emerging, delicate
layer of sound.
Ad lib. for duration of notes. Trill speed should be first played in a slow soothing
manner then gradually increase in speed as the intensity builds up leading straight into
Section H.284

282

Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – Trumpet player indication, bar 69.
Players sharing the ‘composer-creator’ role is a stylistic trait in my music and this composition method is
discussed throughout this thesis.
284
Main score instruction in Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – Section G, bar 69.
283
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5.5 Influence of performer role on non-pitch and real pitch mass formations
My performer role led me to explore non-pitch to real pitch compositional sound
development in this wind symphony work. At Section G (bar 69), the real pitch wide vibrato
motifs originate from the opening non-pitch air vibrato wind sounds. Understanding how
saxophone wide vibrato gestural figures are produced in relation to air strength and
embouchure manipulation enabled me to choose the most suitable register and specific
pitches for the wide vibrato motifs to maximise the wind symphony instrumental timbral
possibilities. My saxophone knowledge gave me insight into possible idiomatic breathing
issues within this contextual wind symphony setting.
At Section G, essential breathing score instructions such as “Stagger breathing in all parts –
Saxes circular breathe if possible”, ensure that players do not breathe at the same time to
avoid a disjunctive break in the thick textural collage of quarter-tone sounds. Although
circular breathing285 is a specialist playing technique, strategically the score indication serves
as a reminder of the importance for the saxophone players to sustain the multiphonic trills for
as long as possible to maximise the continually evolving sound mass effect. At Section H
(bar 70), the stylistic character changes. The full aural focus shifts back to the stage, with
only the stage players performing the sound block formation. This is to ease idiomatic
ensemble issues with the precisely timed entries and to produce a greater climax leading into
the succeeding dramatic fff section (Section I, bar 71) with the sudden stage and audience
tutti player entry. The sound mass structure at Section H takes on a different light with two
distinct thickly layered blocks of sound merging together to create one unifying sound event.
Similar to the saxophone orchestra version, the upper and lower register wind symphony
instruments contain two sound blocks: woodwind and brass alongside the accompanying
percussion layers.

Figure 5.22 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – Section H, bar 70.

285

Circular breathing is a stylistic feature of my saxophone works and more discussion of this contemporary
playing technique is included in other Part 1 chapters, such as Chapter 3.
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The first block entry comprises of loud, high-pitched trill effects. The fusion of trilled pitches
throughout the higher woodwind registers produce the indicated “With an illuminating and
bell-like character” style instruction. As my draft ideas on the saxophone orchestra score
demonstrate, specific wind symphony groupings were matched to represent each saxophone
part.
Figure 5.23 below: Beaugeais’s draft score ideas of Section H for First Light at Uluru for wind
symphony based on the original saxophone orchestra score.
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The quarter-tone trill idea reappears in the wind symphony saxophone parts at Section H (bar
70) with certain pitch modification to counterbalance for the extra instrumentation. Equally
sounding quarter-tone trills have been placed in the clarinet parts, bringing a more diverse
timbral embellishment to the bell-like trill intensity in this wind symphony score. Similar to
the saxophone, the clarinet quarter-tone pitches consist of unconventional fingerings that
produce specific quarter-tone pitch inflections. Clarinet 2 and 3 play quarter-tone trills on the
high B and A note. These clarinet pitches were specifically selected to imitate the original
alto saxophones’ open, warm quarter-tone trill quality. Clarinet 1 and the soprano saxophone
play the same conventional trill in unison to amplify the pitch clarification within the sound
mass. The saxophone and clarinet quarter-tone trills are purely gestural and produce unclear
pitches in the fused sound mass effect. As the draft score indicates (Fig. 5.23), the trilling
percussion chordal figures comprising of the vibraphone, crotales, triangle, as well as the
harp, strengthen the elevated bell-like character with shrill, ringing bell-like qualities.

Performer role influence on sound mass score passages and boxed graphic notation
layout
During the transformation process of this wind symphony work, score presentation was a
major part of the composition process. As mentioned earlier, my performer role enabled me
to choose the most effective way to communicate the unconventional playing techniques such
as the air vibrato wind sounds and wide vibrato pitch gestural figures throughout the wind
symphony score. However, I was also trying to find the most logical and clear way to present
the sound mass passages from Section H (bar 70). Since the score presentation of the
saxophone orchestra piece received positive feedback286, the score layout of the saxophone
orchestra version was used as a model to construct the sound mass sections of the wind
symphony score. Though, the visual aspect of the boxed graphic notation to achieve visual
clarity was modified due to the extra number of players and larger sized wind symphony
score: combining the individual boxes for the upper and lower mass sounds to make one main
box and keeping the original individual box layer idea for the percussion. The wind
symphony instrumental possibilities enabled me to further explore the composition ideas of
286

Personal communication with conductor, Dr Diana Tolmie, who commissioned First Light at Uluru for
saxophone orchestra, and Dr Michael Duke, who conducted the Sydney Conservatorium saxophone orchestra
performance.
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the original saxophone orchestra version at Section H. For instance, magnification of the loud
and intense power of the brass allowed me to extend the original one mass low register
saxophone chord into three mass dense brass chords. The role of the brass chords at Section
H and in the previous chorale-like passages are similar to Stravinsky’s use of profuse chords
in Symphonies. As Walsh explains:
…the work is so heavily characterised by a handful of rather dense chords which
originate, nevertheless, in a simple combinatorial idea. Each of the main chords in the
chorale sections has its own specific gravity…287
As the score extract illustrates below, vertical block formation of the homogenous brass
sound mass chords is visually shown by single boxed notation. Thick black arrows indicate to
sustain each chord and increase the dynamic intensity through the build-up of the sequential
chordal progression.

287

Stephen Walsh, “Stravinsky’s Symphonies: accident or design?” Analytical Strategies and Musical
Interpretation: Essays on Nineteenth- and Twentieth-Century Music, ed. Craig Ayrey and Mark Everist
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 53.
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Figure 5.24: Score extract of Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony.
Brass section – Section H, bar 70.

Derived from my initial wind symphony draft sketched markings (Fig. 5.23), the final scored
pitches in the brass were chosen to produce “thrilling bell-like chords” at Section H. The
harmon mute returns in the trumpet parts, but this time with the stem to produce a sizzling,
vibrant tonal quality and contrast with the trumpet’s harmon mute without stem melodic
sound of Section F, bar 63 (Fig. 5.14). In contrast to Section G (Fig. 5.21) – in which the
main idea for the trumpets was to blend their sound – the additional mutes at Section H
enable the trumpets to create the distinguishable “Shimmering trill quality” score instruction
through the thick mass sound wall. The muted trumpet trill effects are used as a gestural
composition device, like the woodwind quarter-tone trills in the preceding bell-like trill
boxed sound mass. More specifically, pitch obscurity served to augment the profound
thickness of the timbral layers in the sound mass through the rapidity of the trill speed and
pitch manipulation created by the loud, muted intensifying, blazing trumpet trills. The
motivic function of the sound mass at Section H establishes a unified pitch structure. The
bell-like chordal pitches heard throughout the work form the main pitches of the parallel
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moving woodwind trill, brass block chords and percussion layers at bar 70. In this sound
mass the underlying pitch material of the work is recapitulated in one single mass time space.

Multifaceted climactic mass sound and further bell-like gestural exploration
Section I (bar 71) presents the loudest multifaceted climactic mass sound of this wind
symphony piece. All stage and extra players scattered throughout the hall play fast
descending glissando demisemiquaver figures at fff. The structural surround sound
composition method depicts the score indicated stylistic image: “In a kaleidoscopic and
radiant manner – Full sun over Uluru”. The multi-stream glissando gestural flow of
colouristic sounds are of equal importance to the contrasting hierarchical structural
frameworks earlier in the work. Scored in one single graphic box, performers enter at the
same time but then play the motivic figures completely out of time with one another. The
wind symphony instruments offered more diverse colours and textures to be created.
Advantageously, the instrumentation allowed further exploration of the bell-like main
motivic idea. The percussion instrumentation at Section I includes timpani, vibraphone,
tubular bells and wind chimes with extra percussion players performing a diverse range of
‘bell-like’ sounding instruments. As the score states:
+ Extra Vibes, Crotales, Tubular bells, Wind Chimes front/back corners of hall
+ Ad lib. Extra bell-like percussion sounds: glockenspiels, bell trees etc.288
The design of the Verbrugghen hall allowed the extra ‘bell’ players to be positioned in the
left/right upper and lower galleries. The enlightening mass bell sound effect coming from all
sections of the hall produced a larger aural sound structure. A comparable approach to the
saxophone orchestra version was used when selecting the pitch material for each wind
symphony instrument. All woodwinds were given particular motivic descending figures
based on the original saxophone orchestra pitches, involving a similar interval structure
composition technique featuring multiple layers of intervallic seconds. Although the French
horns and trumpets were also given specific pitches, score instructions such as “+ ad lib.
Gliss. Harmonics” and “ad lib. descending Gliss. Bends” enabled the players to select more
288
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suitable notes to produce a variety of harmonic colouristic effects. In the euphonium and tuba
parts, pitches were allocated to provide a heavy, dense bass sound to support the overall
descending thick tonal mass. The double bass, harp, timpani and percussion involved a level
of improvisation. Although a starting pitch was provided in the score, players were able to
choose a more suitable starting pitch for their instrument. With the commencing pitch of the
glissando motifs representing the bell-like main motivic figures, timbre, colour and texture
are the main focal elements of this sound mass. Importantly, the improvisatory composition
concepts of Section I (bar 71) require the players to share the ‘composer-creator’ role.

5.6 Composer-creator role and improvisatory gestural motifs losing their identity
through sensory aural manipulation
The composer-creator role is fully explored in the sound mass at Section I (bar 71). The
miscellaneous wind symphony instruments bring a greater level of player interpretation
regarding the tonal quality and overall sound mass effect. The important role of the
performers in this sound mass section echoes Alperson’s views:
…musical performance plays an important role in musical composition insofar as the
creation of a musical composition involves the rendering of a musical conception in
some sounding form.289
Player decisions relate to a number of various technical performance aspects of the glissando
gestural motif: how fast to play the glissando to produce a more rapid obscured pitch gestural
effect; how slow to play the glissando effect producing greater pitch clarity; embouchure
position for a louder, smooth airstream flow; when to breathe and how often; how quick to
play each motivic gesture; how forceful to articulate the starting glissando pitch; and for
percussion, what type of heavy, long, short articulation to execute on each descending pitch.
This results in the improvisatory, juxtaposed, interpretative nature of the gestural
instrumental figures to lose their identity within the mass fusion of sound. With all
instruments ‘out of sync’ and occupying the foreground at the loudest possible volume, the
surround sound structural technique throughout the hall serves to interfere and manipulate
289
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with the listener’s sensory aural awareness.290 At the end of Section I, the brass players
prepare for the succeeding wind sound passage and invert their mouthpieces.
At Section J (bar 72), a variation of the opening air vibrato motifs is seen in the transformed
multilayered glissando wind sound figures, requiring the whole wind symphony to blow fast
air through their instruments. Like a saxophone orchestra, wind sound glissando motifs in the
wind symphony require a combination of finger dexterity and embouchure manipulation to
achieve convincing descending wind sound effects. The air wind sound glissandos require
players to simulate a traditional glissando whilst manipulating and loosening their
embouchure to produce a pitch bending effect, in maximising the descending wind sound
gesture. Importantly, the wind symphony instrumentation allowed me to create a more
substantial and effective wind sound mass than the saxophone orchestra version. The number
of stage and extra players throughout the hall enabled simultaneous airstreams of wind
sounds to fill the performance space. At section J, I wanted the audience to hear the wind
sounds produced by the players themselves. Therefore, wind machines were not included
since it would have interfered with the authenticity and audience perception in identifying the
players’ wind sound effects. The brass instruments in particular helped magnify the wind
sound volume by the array of contemporary playing techniques including flutter-tongue and
whistle tone effects that enhanced the timbral air pitch variation. As the trombones,
euphoniums and tuba parts indicate:
Begin with air gliss. flutter-tongue effects that gradually transform into air wind +
whistle slide air effects.291
Similar to saxophone flutter-tonguing effects, the lower brass flutter-tonguing sounds at
Section J thicken the airy tonal quality and produce a foggy, indistinct timbre that enhance
the blurry wind sound mass haze. Although whistle slide air effects are not possible on
saxophone, the idea still comes from the ‘whistle-like’ embouchure position that
saxophonists employ to bend the pitch up and down when playing air vibrato wind sounds.
The whistle slide playing instruction in the lower brass indicate to produce an array of
colouristic airy harmonic pitches. Since brass players will employ different embouchure
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variations to create the airy sound effects, embouchure position is not mentioned. Whistle
slides serve to strengthen and boost the overall depth of the mass wind sound alongside the
extra projectional playing instruction score tactic in the euphoniums and tubas: “Ad lib. Half
valves down for projection”. The brass players are required to choose the wind sound
glissando pitch material and make interpretative performance decisions regarding the speed
and timing of their wind sound motifs, when to decrescendo and how to evenly space the air
gestural figures to produce the fading out wind sound effects.
At Section J, the air glissando brass motifs have no noteheads; only note stems that indicate
the descending glissando shape. This allows the players to select the most effective air
glissando pitches. Similar to different brands of saxophones, the effectiveness of a particular
set of wind sound pitches can vary from one player to another, depending on the player’s
instrument brand and player capability. It should be noted, that here I am referring to
professional instrument models that can slightly differ in design, requiring the player to
choose more effective pitches for their particular instrument. For example, wind sound
pitches on saxophone produce varying results in terms of projection and overall efficiency
depending on the model and brand of the saxophone and mouthpiece. Subsequently, sharing
the composer-creator role with the wind symphony players solved practical and idiomatic
issues relating to unconventional air wind sound playing techniques regardless of the
performer’s instrumental setup and level of experience performing extended techniques.

5.7 Sound spatialisation and instrumental timbral sounds symbolising the cultural
significance of the work
Section K (bar 73) to the end of the work contains newly composed material that conveys the
cultural significance and spiritual atmosphere of Uluru. Until this point of the work, timbre
was used to create new sounds. Timbral variation of instrumental colours created pitch
obscurity and was used to conceal the identity of certain instruments through the use of
avant-garde playing techniques. From Section K, the simplicity of the instrument’s tonal
quality and gestural timbral sounds through the use of extended techniques symbolise the
characteristic wind gusts and sacred landmark of Uluru. Unlike the previous multilayered
blurred sound mass passages, the final sections of this wind symphony work explore sound
spatialisation. At Section K, the listener’s aural focus shifts to the stage and aisles of the hall,
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where the flutes are positioned on stage and in close proximity within the audience. The
delicate character of the opening returns with soothing flute whistle tones. Contrary to the
preceding brass whistle slide air effects (Section J), the flute whistle tones in Section K
produce soft, faint whistle-like sounds, creating a mystical ambiance. As the score indicates,
the whistle tones are divided in three separate layers. The first whistle tone entry is
highlighted by the piccolo’s whistling higher, thinner, translucent timbral quality. My
specially designed graphic score symbol indicates the rising and falling gestural pitch shape
of the piccolo and flute whistle-tone harmonic effects. Like saxophone harmonics, it is
difficult to produce specific harmonic pitches, therefore, only the starting note of the whistle
tones is given in the piccolo and flute parts, allowing the players to freely improvise over a
range of harmonic effects. Although the unpredictable nature of the exact harmonic pitch and
random timing of the harmonics may produce disparate sounding layers, the similar gestural
timbre, colour and dynamic of the whistle-tone sounds blend together to create a trance-like
sonic soundscape.
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Figure 5.25: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – Sections K, L, M, bars 73-75.

Significantly, the wind symphony instrumental possibilities facilitated the cultural
significance of this work. As is evident from the film footage of the premiere292, the focus
returns to the stage at Section L (bar 74) with the tuba playing didgeridoo-like sounds
alongside a static ostinato figure in the clap sticks. The listener’s aural focus begins to move
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See 9:25 min. mark for Section L (bar 74) - Tuba didgeridoo-like entry and clap stick passage.
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from part to part, with the emerging ostinato clap stick motif coming from the front left-hand
side of the stage and the tuba didgeridoo-like sounds coming from the back right-hand side of
the stage. Similar to Crossman’s plan for his piece, Where are the Sounds of Joy?, distinct
contrasting timbres and colouristic fluctuations of sustained sound flow was the focal element
at Section L.
My initial musical architectural plan for my work was for the flow of musical
energies – gentleness and suddenness – through sudden blocks of contrasting colour.
No hierarchy was intended; rather long dronal stretches of living timbre fluctuations
are ruptured with spacious walls of sound where jazzy gestural shapes merge between
the entities.293
The tuba is the main feature at Section L, with the didgeridoo-like sounds heard earlier in the
work returning in an extended, highlighted soloistic presence. The tubist improvises over a
range of harmonics for the majority of this section. This gives the tuba player the time to
fully explore an array of harmonics. Tuba harmonic effects are similar to the saxophone, in
which the player needs time to breathe and warm up with the correct embouchure position in
order to reach the pinnacle point of the harmonic range. Comparable to the saxophone,
unconventional pitch harmonic production is tiring on the embouchure, so for idiomatic
reasons, the tuba player decides when to stop before the clap sticks end. As the tuba score
instruction states, “Tuba breathes when needed and restarts didgeridoo sounds”, also allows
the tuba player to conserve enough energy to shape the rise and decay of the harmonics over
the duration of the passage and avoid an abrupt stop within the overtones.
Strategically, physical separation between the tuba and clap stick players simulates the
sounds coming from the distance and is enhanced by a rainstick gestural sound effect coming
from the back right-hand corner of the hall. The rainstick was chosen for its blurry timbral
quality and its ability to create ‘wave-like’ gestural motions similar to the rising and falling
swell-like sound effects of the wind machine. The fusion of wind sound coming from both
wind machines that are positioned in the back left and right corners of the hall, strengthen the
symbolic and nostalgic character of the passage. Halfway through Section L, a ricochet
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composition effect is created with the clap stick front left-side stage player (out of sight)
passing the ostinato motif to the second clap stick player positioned at the back right-hand
corner of the hall (also out of sight). The Aboriginal significance of the work is further
reflected by this remaining soft clap stick gestural figure in the distance, alongside the wind
machine’s soft, slowly paced pitch swells to imitate the fading effect within the wind sound
envelopes.

Figure 5.26 - Photo 3: The rainstick, second clap stick player and the smaller wind machine
positioned at the back corner of the Verbrugghen hall.

At Section M (bar 75) spatialisation is further explored by the listener’s aural focus shifting
back and forth between the back left and right-hand corners of the audience space. This final
passage of the work showcases the wind machines in a duet-like fashion to create an
assortment of timbral wind sound variations between both machines. Since the wind
machines differ in pitch tonal quality, Wind Machine 1’s characteristic lower, deeper timbre
starts the wind sound atmosphere. To imitate the wind, both wind machines simulate rising
and falling wind sound pitch inflections. As the score states:
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Similar to the wind, WM fluctuates in speed and volume < > creating surges of wind
swell effects within the overall dynamic indicated.294
The entry of Wind Machine 2 halfway through Section M amplifies the higher wind sound
timbral quality throughout the hall. There is a sudden lift in intensity and dynamic power
with the similar sounding gestural figures of both machines merging to create a multi-strand
sound mass. The aural focus soon returns to one single stream of sound, with the low,
soothing Wind Machine 1 gradually fading away and ending the work.

5.8 Summary
First Light at Uluru for wind symphony involved reimagining and readapting each
saxophone contemporary playing technique from the original saxophone orchestra version to
the whole wind symphony. This involved a re-examination process of the soloistic and
motivic role of each saxophone part that contributed to the different tonal shades of the air
vibrato wind sound motifs and timbral gestural figures in non-pitch and real pitch formations.
My saxophone knowledge solved idiomatic instrumental complexities that arose in finding
suitable contemporary playing techniques for the wind symphony. My performer role enabled
the overall construction and score layout of the graphic notation passages. This is evident in
how I applied, and idiomatically modified air vibrato wind sounds for the diverse woodwind
and brass instruments and fundamental player score instructions for the intricate non-pitch to
real-pitch unconventional material. My performance experience and fascination with
saxophone wind sound playing effects and various other avant-garde timbral pitch
manipulation devices affected my composition approach in adapting First Light at Uluru for
wind symphony. As the initial draft sketched score ideas have shown, the composition
developmental process of this wind symphony version involved a ‘saxophone’ way of
thinking in adapting unconventional saxophone extended techniques for the different wind
symphony instrumentation, whilst maintaining the saxophone identity within the work.
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In recreating this wind symphony version, I discovered new composition methods in
exploring fused, blurry, hazy gestural motifs in single and multiple time spaces to produce
mass sound clouds. Importantly, the wind symphony instrumental tonal possibilities
facilitated the cultural significance of this piece, with didgeridoo-like sounds in the tuba
alongside a symbolic ostinato clap stick motif conveying the spiritual atmosphere of Uluru.
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Chapter 6
Recording process of First Light at Uluru: Creative collaborative activity that evolved
with the Royal Australian Navy Band, didgeridoo player William Barton, and the
Texas Woman’s University Wind Symphony
Introduction
A compositional aim of First Light at Uluru was to create a piece that would encourage
different performance outcomes by different ensembles. The score acts as an important
collaborative tool295, in allowing various ensembles to bring their own perspectives, ideas and
interpretations to the work. First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra and the adapted
wind symphony version received numerous performances296 by a variety of professional and
university ensembles in Australia and overseas, such as Brisbane, Sydney, Melbourne,
Adelaide, Canberra, Strasbourg, Paris, Manchester, London, Texas, Arkansas and Tokyo297.
Each performance involved different interpretations and stylistic approaches in relation to
semi-improvised gestural passages, avant-garde instrumental playing techniques,
duration/elongation of the textural sound mass passages, tempo, phrasing, dynamic
accentuations and colouristic instrumental balance. This resulted in different types of creative
collaboration to occur.
Following the premiere performance of First Light at Uluru for wind symphony at the 2016
ANBOC Festival298, Director of Music and conductor of the Royal Australian Navy Band,
Lieutenant Commander Dr Steven Stanke, contacted me about recording First Light at Uluru
for the Navy Band’s 2018 CD Spirit of Place299. This recording opportunity played a crucial
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role in the compositional growth and development of First Light at Uluru. The recording
process brought on different situational factors and affordances that led me to create new,
distinct, colouristic, textural palette of sounds. Significantly, the Royal Australian Navy
Band’s initiative to invite world-renowned didgeridoo player, William Barton, for the
recording, enabled me to create the authentic musical sound world that I had initially
envisaged for this work.

Katia Beaugeais
First Light at Uluru
Royal Australian Navy Band 2018 CD: Spirit of Place
William Barton – Didgeridoo
https://www.navy.gov.au/about/our-people/navy-band/spirit-place
Track 2 - duration: 11:30 min.

Previously, my composer-performer research explored how my performer role affected the
composition process of First Light at Uluru. In this chapter I investigate how my composerperformer role assisted the rehearsal and recording process of First Light at Uluru for wind
symphony. The multifaceted collaborative journey that evolved played an important role in
facilitating essential score-related decisions regarding the structure of player entries, gestural
colours and individual instrumental modifications. Analysis of the creative collaboration
process that evolved from the Navy Band’s invitation to record First Light at Uluru with
Barton, brings into focus the creative collaborative relationship between composer, conductor
and performer. How my performer role assisted effective communication through the use of
my saxophone is a particular interest. Observational data from the Navy Band rehearsals, CD
recording session and the United States premiere by the Texas Woman’s University Wind
Symphony shows (1) how the composer and conductor brought differing expertise and a
shared goal to produce an effective performance, (2) how the wind symphony version led to a
multifaceted collaborative venture between composer, conductor and performer, and (3) the
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different categories of collaborative approach that assisted the compositional decisionmaking process: Directive, Interactive and Collaborative300.

The Royal Australian Navy is a naval branch of the Australian Defence Force, with the Navy
Band travelling to naval establishments around Australia supporting Navy ceremonies and
participating in overseas deployments aboard Royal Australian Navy ships to musical
gatherings such as military tattoos all around the world.301 The Navy Band’s concert
engagement repertoire is associated with ceremonial, traditional and popular music styles, but
I was not aware that the Navy Band performed contemporary wind band music, nor be
interested in works such as First Light at Uluru that featured avant-garde instrumental
playing techniques. An important stylistic goal of my music is to showcase unconventional
contemporary playing techniques in atmospheric tonal worlds for specialist as well as nonspecialist audiences. The Royal Australian Navy Band’s offer to record First Light at Uluru
confirmed what I was trying to achieve in this work - not only in a compositional and stylistic
context - but in its capacity to appeal to a wide demographic audience. As Lieutenant
Commander Dr Steven Stanke’s interest to record this piece is seen in his initial email below:
Dear Katia,
I would like to include ‘First Light at Uluru’ on the Royal Australian Navy Band 2018
CD. This recording will include a selection of pieces that reflect the Australian spirit
and highlight our multiple artistic roots.
Hope you approve!
Steven Stanke.302
Early in 2017, Stanke and I had a meeting303 at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music to
discuss structural and stylistic questions regarding the score. He had some brief questions
pertaining to tempo and the structural flow of certain improvisatory sections. I stressed how
‘interpretative freedom’304 is an important aspect of my music, in allowing different
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interpretations from different conductors to shine through. As an extract of my conversation
with Stanke reads below:
KB:
To be honest Steven, I was surprised to hear that you were interested in recording First Light
at Uluru for the Navy Band CD since it focuses on avant-garde instrumental techniques.
Mainly due to the Royal Australian Navy Band’s military image and association with the
Australian Defence Force. Although the special playing effects are used to create an
atmospheric sound, I did not think that you would have been interested in recording a piece
that involved the musicians to play their instruments in unconventional ways: like turning
their mouthpieces upside down and blowing through the opposite end!
SS:
Yes, we love to play a range of different repertoire! Although we have to do so many concerts
throughout the year that feature more traditional band repertoire, we do like to explore new
Australian works when we get the chance. We have a block of time to record the CD and
First Light at Uluru will be perfect to reflect the sounds of Australia.
KB:
The reason why I used a mix of graphic and conventional notation is to have different
moments in the piece that allow for different interpretations regarding spaciousness, gradual
intensity of textural thickness, duration of sections…
Steven, I don’t want you to replicate the same-sounding performance as the Sydney premiere.
So, don’t be influenced by what you have previously heard. I want you to conduct the piece in
your own style, particularly for the improvisatory passages that include the semi-improvised
boxed motivic ideas.
SS:
So the duration of those improvisatory sections are flexible? I can make them longer or
shorter depending on how quickly we create the textural build-up for example?
KB:
Yes exactly! It all depends of what happens in the moment. Each time you play those sections
it will always sound different, depending on how the musicians play the dovetailed boxed
special effects. It’s supposed to sound natural and organic, not precisely worked out. Once
you feel you have created the right balance and timbral colour of the dovetailed wind sound
effects, you can then move into the next section. Also, although the conventional chorale-like
section is in a strict tempo, you can decide on how much dynamic fluctuation should occur
within the bell-like chords and textural balance between the parts.
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The recording process of First Light at Uluru with the Royal Australian Navy Band involved
two rehearsals and a recording session. The first rehearsal consisted of at least fifty full-time
Navy Band members. The final rehearsal was complemented by a number of Naval Reserve
musicians, as well as casual musicians from the Sydney Symphony Orchestra. Barton joined
us in the final rehearsal and recording. The recording process brought on certain situational
factors and affordances: physical and time issues, instrumentation, player experience and
interaction, and recording studio considerations. The next part of this chapter will examine
how these physical, social and environmental elements brought on different types of
problem-solving, score-related and technical performer questions and various communicative
methods to resolve stylistic, gestural and idiomatic player issues during the rehearsals.
Analyses of different forms of collaboration that evolved provides insight into the importance
and validity of creative collaboration and how an integrated collective decision-making
process assisted the recording of First Light at Uluru for wind symphony.

Problematic instrumentation issues – 2 wind machines
A major issue leading up to the recording of First Light at Uluru was obtaining crucial
instrumentation, such as the two wind machines that were featured at the Sydney
Conservatorium wind symphony premiere. In the score (bar 2), an alternative solution is
provided if a second wind machine is not available: “If a 2nd wind machine is not available,
WM 1 plays WM 2 part”. However, acquiring both wind machines featured in the premiere
was essential for the CD recording. The smaller wind machine was paramount to produce the
soft, thin, high-pitched whistle-like wind sound effects of the work, and the Sydney
Conservatorium’s larger-sized wind machine was fundamental to create the deep, resonant
tonal wind sound effect that complimented and added further depth to the wind sound
textural envelope.305 As I am pictured below with the two wind machines for a rehearsal in
preparation for the Sydney Conservatorium premiere:
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See Chapter 5 for an analysis of the distinct pitch and timbral quality created by each wind machine at the
Sydney Conservatorium premiere and how the different size and build created diverse wind sound effects.
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Figure 6.1 - Photo 1: Katia Beaugeais with the two wind machines for rehearsal at the
Sydney Conservatorium of Music.

First rehearsal with the Royal Australian Navy Band and the creative collaborative
activity that emerged between composer and conductor
Examination of the different forms of creative collaboration identify to what extent the
collaborative environment contributed to the recording of First Light at Uluru. This will be
discussed in reference to Hayden’s and Windsor’s three collaborative categories: “directive,
interactive and collaborative”306.
Stanke invited me to attend a rehearsal with the Navy Band on the 6th of February 2018. The
aim of this rehearsal was to play through the whole score in the presence of the composer and
focus on particular sections that involved score-related and technical performance issues. The
first half of the rehearsal involved a directive collaborative approach. The score served as a
communicative focal point requiring the players to interpret the work based on the music
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notation and descriptive instructions within the score. As Hayden and Windsor explain the
function of directive collaboration and its limitations below:
The traditional hierarchy of composer and performer(s) is maintained and the
composer aims to completely determine the performance through the score. …The
collaboration in such situations is limited to pragmatic issues in realisation.307
A traditional rehearsal approach (similar to the professional orchestral scene) was adopted,
where all communication was done through the conductor. Stanke acted as the main line of
communication between composer and performers. Players directed their questions to Stanke,
in which he redirected to me. Stanke then communicated my response to the ensemble,
regarding structural shaping, contour and individual gestural motivic direction. The
interaction between Stanke and I suggests elements of interactive collaboration. As Hayden
and Windsor explain interactive collaboration involves a discursive negotiation between
musicians:
INTERACTIVE: here the composer is involved more directly in negotiation with
musicians and/or technicians. The process is more interactive, discursive and
reflective, with more input from collaborators than in the directive category, but
ultimately, the composer is still the author.308
Stanke’s score-related questions and my feedback from the first half of the rehearsal involved
an integrative, reflective, collaborative negotiation between conductor and composer. As
summarised below, issues concerning instrumental, idiomatic, structural, textural
performance intricacies were addressed.
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RAN Band conductor questions

My composer feedback

More structural flow between the free,
improvisatory sections?

Yes, more flowing and interweaving motifs.
Although score is presented as sections,
dovetailing should continue between each
section.
Organic, gradual, emerging feel.
Avoid block-like interchanges between
ensemble sections.
Although score notation displays precise tutti
entries, follow the score explanation:
“Stagger all air vibrato entries”.
The fermatas involve interpretative freedom
where more space can be created by the
duration of each.
Since the fermatas serve to highlight a
suspended chord and cadential point of the
phrase, it is up to you how much time you
want to sustain for.
Dynamic markings represent a literal
dynamic approach. The chords are bell-like
sounds. Depending on the orchestration, the
dynamics serve to increase the textural
layered function of each chord as the piece
intensifies.
Although the instruments are shown in
rectangle-like notation for score readability,
as the score explanatory notes explain, each
instrumental group enters sporadically. It’s
most important to avoid ‘block-like’ section
entries.
Yes exactly. The instrumental sounds blend
slowly together to create one sound mass.
Although we should hear the thicker tonal
quality of each ensemble section as they
enter, each player should avoid entering
precisely together.

Gradual textural flow of dovetailed
layered wind sound entries?
Precise group tutti entries or gradual
emergence of instrumental groups?
How long can the fermatas be in the
conventional chorale-like section? Is it
literal or would you like more tempo
rubato in those bars?

How much dynamic hairpin < >
fluctuation do you want on the chordal
effects?

At Section G (bar 69) do you want the
instruments to enter together, in blocks?

So you don’t want the audience to hear the
precise entry of each player? You want a
merging, blending textural feel?

At Section H (bar 70) for the boxed chords
in this passage, you want all instruments to
enter together don’t you? Similarly for the
three following brass chords and
percussion motifs?

Yes, this whole section is strictly in time. The
boxed motifs are notated literally for the
wind symphony to be clearly heard in three
main textural layers: woodwinds, brass and
percussion. The boxed motifs in Section G
and H have a different compositional
approach. Section G creates an emerging,
blending layered sound mass effect where
individual instrumental colours can still be
heard. Section H produces an abrupt mass
trill sound, where the vibrant conventional
and quarter-tone trills fuse together creating
an indistinct mass of colour.
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At Section I (bar 71) you want all
instruments to start together and then the
players perform in their own time?
Because to depict the full sun over the
rock, you want a climactic, bright,
colouristic shrill sound?
How fast do you want the glissandos at the
beginning of Section I before they
intersperse, becoming more spacious and
slower?
As you have written in the score, each
section from Section G goes straight on
into the next?
And the timing of when I want to proceed
into the next section is not strict?

Yes, that is exactly what I want. This passage
has to sound like an explosion of high shrill
effects with all the extra bell sounds to
produce an illuminating vivid mass sound
effect.
As fast as possible to create as much timbral
and colouristic diversity within the textural
layers as possible.
Yes that is right. There should not be any
break to allow a fluid motivic progression.
It is up to you when you want to continue
into the next section. The duration of each
section is only an approximate duration.
Once you feel the type of textural sound has
been captured, you can continue into the
following passage.

Figure 6.2 - Table 1: Royal Australian Navy Band Lieutenant Commander Dr Steven Stanke
conductor questions and Katia Beaugeais composer feedback.

The dialogic observational data presented throughout this chapter (Tables 1, 2, 3, 4) shows a
move away from the traditional orchestral rehearsal practice where the composer shares
limited discursive interaction with the ensemble. Rather, a collaborative interactive series of
questions ensued between conductor and composer, giving the performers the rare
opportunity to hear the intentions of a musical work directly from the composer. The
composer’s presence in the rehearsals of First Light at Uluru provided a context for the
conductor and players to ask a series of questions in order to gain aesthetic ideas from the
composer. How the composer influenced the conductor’s interactive collaborative rehearsal
approach is the main source of discussion.
Data drawn from the dialogic transcripts across Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4 illustrate a collaborative
form of questioning that sought to achieve not only the most accurate realisation of First
Light at Uluru, but also enabled either party (conductor, composer and player) to question
assumptions about the possibilities and constraints of the graphically notated interpretative
and improvisatory stylistic score elements. I feel that my performer role and my ability to
provide additional detail into the playing intricacies surrounding unconventional performance
techniques inspired the conductor to ask various questions regarding pragmatic interpretative
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score issues regarding stylistic, idiomatic, instrumental structural balance, textural
spaciousness and intensity of motivic boxed cells in the graphically notated sections.
In determining how the composer’s presence affected the conductors’ source of questioning
across the tables, several themes emerge: Are the conductors’ questions an opportunity to
obtain a deeper understanding of the composer’s intent? Does the composer’s presence
influence the conductor’s need to clarify or ascertain the ‘exact’ meaning of certain aspects of
the score? How does the CD recording factor versus the live performance affect the
conductor’s rehearsal approach? Although the series of questions in the dialogic transcripts
seem to indicate that the conductors needed an improved understanding of the musical score,
I suggest that the rarity of having the composer in rehearsal impelled the conductor to ask
thorough questions and take advantage of sharing the collaborative experience with the
composer. Analyses of the conductor - composer feedback transcripts across the tables reveal
the conductors’ individual aesthetic criteria to go ‘beyond’ the notation and closely observe,
interpret, improve specific intricate score passages in the composer’s presence to avoid
“preconceived plans that exclude consideration of each collaborator”309.
Existing research describes notation as a means of “conceiving, communicating and
conserving musical meanings and intentions”310, but the role of the score serving as a
collaborative tool has received less consideration.311 The wind symphony score of First Light
at Uluru played an important role in enhancing the creative collaborative activity that
evolved with the Navy Band. According to Love and Barrett, Gyger suggests the notion of
the score as a communicative device in collaborative creativity:
…communication via the score can be viewed as a form of collaborative creativity
when the intention is one of communicating rather than establishing an ‘authoritative
text’.312

309

Robert Davidson, “Collaborating Across Musical Style Boundaries,” Collaborative Creative Thought and
Practice in Music, ed. Margaret S. Barrett (England: Ashgate Publishing Ltd, 2014), 75.
310
Margaret S. Barrett, “Representation, cognition, and musical communication: Invented notation in
children’s musical communication,” Musical Communication, ed. Dorothy Miell, Raymond MacDonald and
David J. Hargreaves (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005), 117-142.
311
Love and Barrett, “Learning to Collaborate in Code,” 49.
312
Australian composer, Elliott Gyger, quoted in Love and Barrett, “Learning to Collaborate in Code,” 49.
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However, what happens when the musical score involves elements of graphic notation and
relies on a certain amount of conductor and player interpretation? How does this affect the
conductors’ rehearsal approach and type of questions? In Tables 1, 2, 3 and 4, the Royal
Australian Navy Band and Texas Woman’s Wind Symphony conductor adopt a series of
questions regarding the interpretative and stylistic idiosyncrasies of the musical score. It is
inevitable that conductors will have questions pertaining to texture, denseness, pitch material
and other musical parameters. But what is important to address is how the graphic notational
score elements of First Light at Uluru prompted the conductor to ask more intricate questions
involving an interactive conductor-composer collaborative quality, due to the free,
improvisatory style requiring performer interpretation. As Zhukov reinforces the necessary
interactive collaborative contribution with the composer when notation involves performer
input:
The interactive collaboration applies to the works that combine notation with either
acoustic instruments or electronic media where certain aspects of the work are ‘open
to the performers’ input. Here the composer negotiates the outcomes with the
performers, who are given some freedom.313
The graphically presented score passages of First Light at Uluru serve as a collaborative tool
between conductor, composer and players. In Tables 1 and 3, one can observe that the Navy
Band conductor’s questions and my feedback focus on the graphic notational sections of the
score, necessitating an interpretative decision-making approach from conductor and players
for the stylistic and textural motivic quality of the free, improvisatory passages. This
triggered more questions exploring an integrative conductor-composer-performer problemsolving approach regarding the air dovetail textural structure, saxophone multiphonic tonal
quality, merging sound mass and block-like brass formations, illuminating glissando and
decay effect.
Further discursive interaction between conductor and composer continued when Stanke asked
if there were any other issues that I wanted to raise. In response to the conductor’s input,
additional observations were made regarding the opening wind sounds, emerging structural
textural formation, individual player dynamic balance, stylistic movement of certain motivic
313

Zhukov, “Collaborative Re-creation,” 191.
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cells and foreground/background textural manipulation. My performer role influence is seen
in the additional feedback given to Stanke in relation to my playing instructions, such as
embouchure manipulation, wide vibrato and pitch bend function. The technical issues
discussed with the conductor contain certain aspects of an integrative approach, where the
composer maintained control of the musical structure of the piece. My composer suggestions
took the form of a dialogue and the conductor’s role realised my composer aesthetic
intentions, rather than prompting musical decisions.314
Figure 6.3 - Table 2 below: Katia Beaugeais’s additional composer feedback given to Royal
Australian Navy Band conductor, Dr Steven Stanke.

314

Hayden and Windsor, “Collaboration and the Composer,” 34.
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Additional composer feedback given to RAN Band conductor

Opening wind machine
sounds
In the opening, the wind
machines are to sound as soft as
possible, as if emerging from
the distance. It should have a
slower, gradual approach. The
timbral quality should have a
thinner, more delicate tone. The
opening wind sound quality is
becoming too thick and slightly
too loud.

Air vibrato wind sounds
At bar 3, the contour of the air
vibrato shape can have less
movement, so less ‘bend’ in the
note. The sounds should begin
as soft as possible. Although the
whole ensemble plays, the
textural quality should remain
very thin. From bar 4 onwards,
as the air vibrato motifs
gradually intensify, players can
use a wider vibrato involving
more embouchure manipulation
to produce more pitch bend on
the air sounds.

Saxophone dynamics &
emerging tone
At bar 10, the saxophones have
to play as soft as possible,
creating a soothing, emerging
pedal point figure to blend into
the didgeridoo solo.
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Piccolo flutter-tongue
timbral quality
At bar 26-27, the sustained
piccolo flutter-tongue effect is
too prominent. Change mp < mf
> p to p < mp > p dynamic to
balance evenly and blend within
the Cor Anglais tone. Also the
fermata could be held slightly
longer to produce a more
lingering effect and highlight
the suspended chordal pitches.

Foreground textural
balance – French horn
At bar 37, the French horn
needs to play louder to rise to
the textural foreground. It is the
featured horn-call motif of the
piece. It emerges out of the
preceding saxophone and
trumpet chorale-like motivic
figure and leads into the
didgeridoo solo and vibrant
soprano saxophone trill entry.

Foreground textural
balance –Trumpet
At Section F (bar 63-66) the
trumpet has to be louder than
the saxophones. The
saxophones have to sound as if
they are playing in the distance
with the trumpet rising to the
foreground. The muted sizzlelike effect has to sit on top of
the soothing layer of
saxophones. I would rather the
saxophones play as soft as
possible, with a hint of sound
coming through, so the textural
balance highlights the trumpet.
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Certain issues arose based on the dialogue interaction between conductor - composer and my
additional feedback: Is the score clear enough for others to follow? What would have
happened if I was absent from rehearsal? Clarity of the score is not an issue based on the
positive feedback I have received from various international conductors preparing the score
for overseas performances315. Also, it is not the case of the conductor not being able to solve
the questions, but rather a conductor’s need to engage directly with the composer to help
shape, inspire and inform his own performance approach for a particular passage. For
example, in Tables 2 and 3, the composer feedback given to Stanke was from my performer
role perspective regarding the contour of the intricate wind and air sounds, saxophone
vibrato, dynamic inflections, instrumental balance and saxophone multiphonic effects. This
provided the conductor with new ideas and facilitated different ways of thinking about
similar musical playing concepts throughout the score. As Davidson discusses his own
research findings on a collaboration performance project that helped maximise opportunities
for growth:
Quotations from the interviews illustrate the theme of extending musicianship through
collaboration. There is an emphasis on embracing unfamiliarity and differences as a
way to maximize opportunities for growth.316

315

Evidence based on personal communication with overseas conductors and their appraisal for the clear
score layout presentation of First Light at Uluru.
316
Davidson, “Collaborating Across Musical Style Boundaries,” 70.
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6.1 Composer-performer feedback and interactive collaboration through improvisatory
saxophone multiphonics
The second half of the rehearsal explored an interactive collaborative experience rather than a
directive approach. A hands-on integrative collaboration between composer and player
occurred due to the composition stylistic nature of certain score passages impacting on how I
explained idiomatic performance issues directly to the players. From Section G (bar 69),
graphically notated score passages contain improvisatory boxed gestural motifs, requiring a
freer and interpretative performer approach. First Light at Uluru involves an integrative
collaboration due to the openness of the compositional improvisatory elements within the
score, where “Some aspects of the performance are more ‘open’ and not determined by a
score.”317

Figure 6.4 below: Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – Section G, bar 69.

317

Hayden and Windsor, “Collaboration and the Composer,” 33.
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Soloistic saxophone multiphonic trill boxed motifs are the main feature at Section G (bar 69).
The ensemble’s saxophone section slowly enter one by one with soft, soothing multiphonic
timbre trills to signify an important stylistic and colouristic shift in the work, as well as
reinstating the saxophone identity of the original saxophone orchestra version318. The gestural
nature of the multiphonic trill motivic material lends itself to different interpretations due to
certain physical embouchure factors that affect the overall timbral and textural multiphonic
tonal quality: mouth position and tightness, breath control speed, trill finger speed, and open
throat and tongue placement causing the soft palate to lift or drop. After listening to the
saxophone multiphonic passage (Section G), the conductor invited me to talk directly to the
players to explain the distinct timbral multiphonic quality I wanted them to create.
Conversing directly with the players about the saxophone multiphonic trill quarter-tone
pitches was difficult due to the intricate multiphonic tonal explanation required to fully
comprehend this textural passage. It is inevitable to have different interpretations regarding
the technical and overall tonal sound of the extended techniques. Player freedom and scope
for different interpretations is increased by the various timbral contemporary playing effects
and unconventional physical aspect involved when performing avant-garde techniques.
Therefore, with the permission of the conductor, I used my saxophone to demonstrate the
first multiphonic soprano saxophone entry at Section G (bar 69) that sets the divergent and
unfamiliar tonal character of the work.
In identifying how my composer-performer role influenced my feedback pertaining to the
saxophone multiphonic idiomatic explanations, a summary of the conductor and player issues
and my feedback from a composer-performer’s perspective is shown in the following table.
Since the final rehearsal involved extra musicians including Barton, my saxophone advice
regarding multiphonic playing technique suggestions was kept to a minimum with the
intention of going into more detail when in situ at the recording studio. The tonal possibilities
of the didgeridoo, together with the additional players in the ensemble would ultimately
affect the balance and stylistic ambiance, resulting in further manipulation and adjustment to
tonal intricacies.

318

See Chapter 5 for a detailed composition analysis of Section G (bar 69) and the preservation of the
saxophone identity in this wind symphony work.
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RAN Band Conductor & player
questions + issues

Composer-performer feedback

Distance between multiphonic entries

More space is needed on each multiphonic.
Since each saxophone multiphonic contains a
distinct tonal quality, we need to hear this
first before the next saxophone enters.
Otherwise the individual colour of each
multiphonic will lose its identity. It is up to
you when you want each saxophone
multiphonic to enter. If they can’t circular
breathe, each player can cue when they want
the following player to enter, so they can take
a breath at that point.
Dynamics will alter the multiphonic quality.
The multiphonics are to be very soft to create
a delicate, soft multiphonic. Blowing less air
through the horn will help create a softer,
atmospheric sound.

Are the placement of multiphonics at Section
G (b.69) too close? It seems to be making it
difficult for a slow, dream-like, spacious and
trance-like sound to occur.

Maintaining dynamic control during
multiphonic entries
Do you want a softer dynamic to be
maintained to create a gradual, emerging,
organic build of soothing textural
multiphonic effects?

Softer dynamics & air speed
Are the multiphonics getting too loud and
thick by the time all woodwinds enter?

Multiphonic trill speed
Is that the type of conventional, symmetrical
trill speed you want for the various
multiphonic sonorities?

Diverse multiphonic pitches
The multiphonic tonal quality is quite dense
due to the particular player embouchure and
difficulty of sustaining the multiphonic
without the sound ‘cutting’ out.
Timbre variety through embouchure
manipulation would enhance an emerging
ethereal multiphonic quality to occur.

Yes, a lyrical multiphonic quality should
continue. A slower and gentle application of
air through the saxophone will enhance a
thinner, sparse, singing multiphonic tone.
The trill speed will alter the multiphonic
quality. The slower the trill, the more
emerging the quality of sound will be. When
you feel you need to support the multiphonic
more to avoid it cutting out, increase the
amount of air you are blowing through the
saxophone and play a faster trill.
A really loose embouchure will help with the
thin wide registral multiphonic colour. It does
not matter if the beginning of the multiphonic
does not sound. Keep blowing the air through
the mouthpiece and the lower-pitch note of
the multiphonic will eventually sound. Then
push faster air and the higher pitches of the
multiphonic will pop out.

Figure 6.5 - Table 3: Royal Australian Navy Band Conductor and player questions, issues, and
Beaugeais’s composer-performer feedback for Section G (bar 69).
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It should be considered that the questions presented in Table 3 might be merely for the
conductor and players to confirm the composer’s intentions are being well represented.
Graphic score notation may cause self-doubt for the conductor and performers, and require
reassurance from the composer. As illustrated in Table 3, the conductor and performer
questions focus on the saxophone multiphonics of Section G (bar 69): placement and
emergence of the multiphonic entries, textural structural thickness and motivic impetus of the
graphically notated boxed layered figures. From a conductor and performer’s perspective,
hearing about the saxophone multiphonic composition function of Section G directly from
the composer is reassuring for players who have less experience with avant-garde playing
effects, and lack confidence with the amount of freedom and decision-making required to
create the textural spaciousness, dynamic and trill speed quality of the multiphonic nuances.
Significantly, the conductor’s questions in Tables 1 and 3 helped me express my aesthetic
vision for the work and provide complex detail on specific saxophone-associated woodwind,
brass and percussive timbral effects. Similar to Zhukov’s experience in preparing Beaths’
new Australian piano work for a recording, she explains how beneficial it was to hear the
composer play and talk about her piece, and how the collaborative dialogic interaction
enabled Zhukov to gain a better understanding of the work:
Both her playing and verbal imagery had helped to crystallize my understanding of
the piece’s structure and the tonal qualities needed to realize different moods.
Working together through The Encounters (Beath, 2009) provided solutions to some
of the musical problems such as achieving particular effects, articulation, pedalling
and phrasing.319
An interesting phenomenon that emerged when comparing the Royal Australian Navy Band
questions with the Texas Woman’s University Wind Symphony issues (see Table 4), is to
what extent the context and purpose of the rehearsals - CD recording versus live performance
- affected the source of questioning. Based on my own experience recording saxophone
works, rehearsals leading up to a recording tend to involve scrupulous questioning. This is
due to the pressure of achieving a final, finished recording product of the piece. As Zhukov
explains the difference between a live performance and the added importance of a recording:
319

Zhukov, “Collaborative Re-creation,” 198.
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While each live performance of a work will vary, recorded versions tend to become
the benchmarks that other performers, in particular students, will attempt to imitate.320
Therefore, I imagine that the CD recording factor led to a detailed, committed, rehearsal
score approach by Stanke, in order to achieve the best representation of First Light at Uluru
in collaboration with the composer.

Final rehearsal and recording with the Royal Australian Navy Band and the creative
collaborative activity that emerged between composer, conductor and performer
The Royal Australian Navy Band invited didgeridoo virtuoso, William Barton, to join us for
the recording of First Light at Uluru. Barton’s didgeridoo playing in the recording was not
only important in enhancing the Aboriginal significance and powerful landmark of Uluru, but
it also enabled me to capture the authentic culturally inspired sound world that I had
imagined for this work.321

320

Ibid.
I acknowledge the Anangu people: the traditional indigenous owners of Uluru, and offer my respects to
Elders past, present and emerging.
I recognise the historic, cultural and spiritual significance of this sacred site that inspired me to compose
First Light at Uluru.
321
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Figure 6.6 - Photo 2: Didgeridoo virtuoso, William Barton.
Photo courtesy of William Barton.

The Royal Australian Navy Band CD recording of First Light at Uluru took place on the 14th
of February 2018, at Trackdown322 studios in Sydney. The creative collaborative activity that
evolved during the recording process exemplifies the notion of a group collaborative effort
that not only contributed on an aesthetic level - resulting in a successful recording outcome but also in a social interactive context. The multidimensional collaborative process that
emerged between conductor, player and composer involved an interactive collaboration, as
well as a collaborative collaboration. Crucial score modifications and structural instrumental
alterations were achieved in a group collective decision-making process and in a nonhierarchical manner by Stanke, Barton, and I. As Hayden and Windsor explain how the
function of collaborative collaboration contains an absence of hierarchical roles:

322

Trackdown recording studios: https://www.trackdown.com.au
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COLLABORATIVE: here the development of the music is achieved by a group
through a collective decision-making process. There is no singular author or hierarchy
of roles. The resulting pieces either (1) have no traditional notation at all, or (2) use
notation which does not define the formal macro-structure. In (2), decisions regarding
large-scale structure are not determined by a single composer. Rather, they are
controlled, for example, through live improvised group decisions…323

At the beginning of rehearsal, Barton, the conductor, and I, had a brief discussion on how the
didgeridoo solos fitted within the overall motivic structure. Barton informed Stanke and I that
he did not need the score: he would simply follow the conductor’s cues at points of entry, and
we could verbally indicate what we wanted him to play. At this early stage of the rehearsal,
no specific guidance was given to Barton regarding phrasing, shape, dynamic level or
musical direction of textural intensity. A summary of the issues discussed with Barton are as
follows:
•

Barton enters following conductor’s cue points.

•

Score contains four didgeridoo solos.

•

Approximate duration and musical intensity of each didgeridoo solo passage.

•

Stylistic character of each solo.

•

The structural development of each didgeridoo passage to build up to the lengthy
featured solo in the final section.

323

•

Brief explanation of surrounding musical material.

•

Specific instruments to listen out for before and after the didgeridoo solos.

Hayden and Windsor, “Collaboration and the Composer,” 33.
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6.2 Multisensory phenomena and audio-visual factors of First Light at Uluru
A key research interest that emerged during the recording process of First Light at Uluru
explores how visual versus auditory information plays in audience appreciation. The Sydney
Conservatorium premiere performance comprised of multisensory phenomena, including
auditory and visual elements. The visual kinematic features324 served to communicate the
surround sound textural construction and stylistic ambiance to the audience. For example, to
depict the sunrise over Uluru, the concert hall began in complete darkness followed by the
slow rising red/orange/yellow concert stage spotlights, as instructed in the score. The
unorthodox placement of musicians throughout the hall not only produced a surround sound
aural compositional effect, but it also helped convey to the audience, a ‘visual’ perspective of
the structural score layout of the instrumental dovetailing entries and spiritual atmosphere of
the work. Similar to Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone325, gestural visual
communication played an important role for audience interpretation on the overall perception
of auditory and visual expressivity. The audience was able to see and hear the conductor’s
physical gestural cues, and the gestural movement and dovetail interplay between the stage
and aisle players who were standing close to audience members.326 As Tsay states the visual
importance of a performance:
People consistently report that sound is the most important source of information in
evaluating performance in music. However, the findings demonstrate that people
actually depend primarily on visual information when making judgments about music
performance.327

324

See Chapter 5 for more information on how the visual aspect of the work served to communicate the
musical material and stylistic aim of the work: lighting, player gestural motivic figures and strategic placement
of players throughout the hall.
325
See Chapter 3 for an analysis on the mechanism of gesture production in Terra Obscura: Concerto for
Saxophone in a composition and performance context.
326
See Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion about how the displacement of players were strategically positioned
throughout the hall to ensure maximum projection and balance in the textural sound mass passages.
327
Chai-Jung Tsay, “Sight over sound in the judgment of music performance,” Proceedings of the National
Academy of Sciences of the United States of America, Vol. 110, No. 36 (Sept 3, 2013): 14580.
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The next part of this chapter focuses on how the collective collaboration recording experience
of First Light at Uluru led to more interactive modes of engagement. The CD recording
factor brought on a change in audio-visual and cross-modal sensory integration. Composition
decisions were made from an audio listening perspective in regard to instrumental gestural
motivic material and didgeridoo score structural alterations. How my saxophone role assisted
communication between composer and players is addressed.
I would like to stress that the tuba didgeridoo-like sounds in the initial wind symphony score
was not to imitate the didgeridoo instrument, but rather to explore tuba contemporary playing
techniques to produce a spectrum of harmonic overtones and ‘didgeridoo-inspired’ sound
effects. Fundamentally, adding a didgeridoo part in First Light at Uluru involved essential
score changes to highlight Barton as featured soloist. Extra didgeridoo solo lines, prolonged
duration of didgeridoo solo sections and textural motivic manipulation of instrumental entries
were modified to ensure Barton was the main sound focus throughout the recording.

Didgeridoo score modifications
Change No. 1
From a listener’s perspective, an ‘audio-only’ representation of the long opening passage of
avant-garde instrumental air vibrato wind sound effects was a major concern, as the wind
symphony premiere involved a cross-modal sensory experience to communicate the avantgarde concept of the work. The visual and audio perspective was paramount for the audience
to understand the unconventional nature and physical playing methods required to produce
the opening wind sound effects. By viewing, observing and hearing the players physically
manipulate their instrument – removing the instrument mouthpiece or turning the mouthpiece
upside down and blowing into the opposite end – the audience gained an understanding of the
contemporary playing techniques involved and the composition structural tonal intricacies at
play. As Mitchell explains how sound perception is influenced by the eye:
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It appears that sound perception of performers might not be as simple as an audio only
experience, and instead sound needs to be associated with the “sound producing
object” (or indeed, “performer”) by eye for it to be recognizable to the ear.328
The first didgeridoo solo entry was moved earlier in the work due to the audio recording
perspective creating a salient experience for the listener. With the lack of visual assistance for
the audience, the sensory notion of the long introduction of wind sound effects before the
original tuba didgeridoo-inspired solo entry of bar 9329 were magnified. Consequently, my
rehearsal recording score markings indicate how the didgeridoo solo was brought forward
alongside the instrumental air vibrato wind sounds in bar 3.

Figure 6.7 below: First Light at Uluru rehearsal recording score with Beaugeais’s hand-written
changes of new didgeridoo solo entry at bar 3.

328

Helen F. Mitchell, “Listeners as spectators? Audio-visual integration improves music performer
identification,” Psychology of Music, Vol. 42, No. 1 (2014): 125.
329
See Chapter 5 about the original tuba didgeridoo-inspired solo entry of bar 9 in the wind symphony score.
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From a recording perspective, securing the two wind machines that were used at the Sydney
Conservatorium premiere was essential in replicating the opening wind machine left/right
aural sensation and the diverse timbral pitch characteristic of both machines. Although the
wind machines were out of sight in the live performance, the audience still had some form of
‘visual’ impression of the location of the wind machines. Positioned at the back left/right
corners of the hall, the compositional dovetailing wind sound duet interplay between both
machines produced a left and right wind surround sound effect. Beneficially, having two
wind machines in the recording allowed for separate microphones to be placed on each
machine. This facilitated the individual manipulation of the separate channel fade-in and
fade-out effects in the final mastering and editing stages of the recording.

Didgeridoo score change No. 2
At bar 10, Barton continued playing alongside the soft, saxophone wide vibrato lingering
tones, followed by the trumpet solo entry at Section A (bar 11). To create a sense of
contextual flow between the preceding wind sound passages and the muted trumpet melodic
figure, the didgeridoo solo was slightly extended for Barton to continue and taper off into the
second phrase of the trumpet melody of bar 13.
Figure 6.8 below: First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – bars 10-15.
Rehearsal recording score with Beaugeais’s hand-written indication of the didgeridoo solo
extension into bar 13.
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Didgeridoo score change No. 3
For the didgeridoo solo at bar 37, the conductor gave more direction to Barton regarding the
overall shape of his solo and surrounding motivic material:
William, you begin your solo at the end of the French horn solo. I will cue you when
to come in on the last note of the French horn motif. Then you solo for a short time
before the soprano saxophone figure begins. You can start softly, then have a slight
rise in dynamic in the middle of your solo before decaying into the soprano sax
trill.330
This didgeridoo solo signifies an important point in the work. It is the first time where the
didgeridoo is heard without any accompanying instrumental material. Barton’s solo was
extended in length to allow the listener the time to hear and appreciate the distinct colours
and timbral qualities evolving from his didgeridoo. On an idiomatic level, elongating the
didgeridoo solo assisted Barton in allowing him time to produce the type of melodic sound he
wanted to explore. The original tuba didgeridoo-inspired solo at bar 37 (indicated by a minim
with a fermata) is not adaptable for the didgeridoo, since the physical trait of the instrument
necessitates a certain amount of time before the timbral sonorities emerge. As follows, my
rehearsal recording sketch changes indicate the elongated dynamic < > swell shape as Barton
emerges from the French horn motif and fades into the soprano saxophone sound.
Figure 6.9 below: First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – bars 36-40.
Rehearsal recording score with Beaugeais’s sketched markings of the extended didgeridoo solo
at bar 37.

330

Rehearsal communication between conductor Dr Steven Stanke and didgeridoo player, William Barton –
Trackdown studios, 14 February 2018.
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How my saxophone assisted integrative sound communication between composer and
players
The saxophone focused composition material at Section G (bar 69) led to an integrative
collaboration between composer and ensemble players. Similar to the first rehearsal, Stanke
insisted I talk directly to the musicians and use my saxophone to illustrate what I wanted
them to play. Multiphonic trill contemporary techniques contain a multitude of idiomatic
issues that dramatically varies the sound. Since this was the final run-through before the
recording, I played the first soft, opening soprano saxophone multiphonic trill of Section G to
the saxophone players. This saved a lot of rehearsal time, as the saxophonists were able to
hear, see, perceive, identify and recognise the type of alternating multiphonic quarter-tone
sound world that I wanted them to produce. The role of audio and visual senses regarding
saxophonist identification and how sound perception requires a multiple sensory experience
is confirmed in Mitchell’s research project in which I participated in:
Sound perception is usually considered a purely auditory process, but key perceptual
research in speech and speaker identification confirms that perception is not limited to
a single modality, and is in fact inferred from several modalities simultaneously. That
is, the percipient or perceiver “becomes aware of things through the senses,” and
seamlessly integrates multiple sensory experiences to interpret the world around
them.331
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Mitchell, “Listeners as spectators?” 115.
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Figure 6.10 - Photo 3: Composer-saxophonist Katia Beaugeais and the Royal Australian Navy
Band. Trackdown studios – 14 February 2018.

My performer role helped Stanke and the Navy Band players comprehend and reproduce the
dream-like, ethereal, emerging notion of multiphonic timbral trill sounds that I wanted at
Section G (bar 69). The use of my saxophone allowed me to demonstrate the particular
multiphonic trill effect by providing the players with a sounding model, as “audio-visual
signals provide a powerful source of aesthetic communication.”332 I was able to go into more
depth and provide specific idiomatic instructions regarding multiphonic timbral and textural
trills effects, embouchure manipulation, multiphonic harmonic effects and trill finger speed.
My performer role influence on the intricate saxophone idiomatic suggestions to the Navy
Band saxophonists regarding the overall multiphonic trill textural sound of Section G is
evident in the rehearsal transcript below:

332

Friedrich Platz and Reinhard Kopiez, “When the Eye Listens: A Meta-analysis of How Audio-visual
Presentation Enhances the Appreciation of Music Performance,” Music Perception: An Interdisciplinary
Journal, Vol. 30, No. 1 (Sept, 2012): 77.
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KB:
To create the really soft emerging multiphonic quality, have a loose embouchure to allow
maximum airflow through the sax. It has to sound effortless and the finger trill will help
maintain the multiphonic pitches to emerge.
Since you can stagger your breathing throughout the whole multiphonic passage, you don’t
have to worry too much about holding your breath. Trying to sustain your breath is only
important at the beginning as each sax enters.
If you feel the multiphonic is going to cut out, push more air through the sax, and this will
help the various multiphonic pitches to pop out.
I’m after a range of different colours and higher pitches to create a collage effect. If you find
you are only getting the lower quarter-tone pitches of the multiphonic, tighten your
embouchure and push harder and faster air through the mouthpiece.
Also ‘smile’ while you are playing. This will make the corners of your embouchure rise and
widen, which will change the direction of the air through the top of the mouthpiece, and alter
and open your throat to maximise more pitches to emerge.
Don’t shy away from the higher pitches. I love those! These are the higher harmonics popping
through. It doesn’t matter if you get alternative pitches since the multiphonic textural effect is
all about gesture rather than pitch accuracy. The most diverse collection of high pitches the
better!
Once you get the higher harmonics coming through keep playing loud to support the airflow,
otherwise you will find it hard to get them back.
Unlike the opening of the multiphonic – where the trill speed was quite slow to create the
dreamy effect – by now you can use a conventional trill speed.
If you feel that you are hovering on the same pitch centre and can’t produce the other notes,
play around with the trill speed such as decreasing and increasing the speed as this can ‘get
going’ some other unique pitches within the multiphonic.333

333

Rehearsal communication between composer Katia Beaugeais and the Royal Australian Navy Band
saxophonists – Trackdown studios, 14 February 2018.
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Notably, through my saxophone I was able to illustrate the ‘exact’ multiphonic trill sound I
wanted the players to produce at Section G. The advantage of using my saxophone to
communicate the multiphonic textural harmonic trill sounds demonstrates how the
saxophonists gained a better understanding of the composition motivic purpose through the
use of a schema, as Schön supports below:
Listening to one another and to themselves, they feel where the music is going and
adjust their playing accordingly. They can do this, first of all, because their collective
effort at musical invention makes use of a schema – a metric, melodic, and harmonic
schema familiar to all the participants – which gives a predictable order to the
piece.334

6.3 Multifaceted nature of the collaborative recording environment – a shared aesthetic
goal between Beaugeais and didgeridoo player, William Barton
Didgeridoo score change No. 4
A significant moment occurred between Barton and I during the final rehearsal before
recording First Light at Uluru. Barton asked me if he could play alongside the saxophones
from Section G (bar 69). The multifaceted nature of the collaborative recording environment
during the final run-throughs before recording represented how group collaboration and the
process of working together can generate a shared creative moment. Barton’s collaborative
gesture of improvising and bringing his own ideas into the recording demonstrated a shared,
collaborative, aesthetic goal. As Barrett states how participants bring essential contributions
to the fulfillment of a task:
…in collaborative activities, participants bring a similar level of involvement to a task
and share ownership of the final product. …their contributions are complimentary as
each brings to the task skills, knowledge and understandings that are essential to the
fulfillment of the task…335
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Schön, The Reflective Practitioner, 55.
Barrett, Ford, Murphy, Pollett, Sellars and Viney, “The Scattering of Light,” 18.
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A collective collaboration process evolved in this final run-through rehearsal moment. As the
following rehearsal extract between Barton and I displays:
WB:
Katia, I know it’s not in the score but do you mind if we do another take with me playing
along with your sax multiphonics? I could play from there, and continue right through to the
sound mass straight into my solo at the end. What do you think?
KB:
That would be wonderful! The unique timbral and textural difference in the tonal didgeridoo
sound quality will blend really well. I would love that!

I then redirected the question to the conductor to confirm that we could do one more take
with Barton playing throughout. Stanke was thrilled with the idea:
SS:

That would be fantastic! So Will, you just play right through to the air wind sounds
and then I’ll cue you for your big solo which comes after the flute whistle tones.
Notably, it was this exclusive take that the conductor and I selected to use for the CD
recording.
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Didgeridoo score change No. 5
The influence of my performer role and how it assisted effective communication between
composer and performer came into focus during the recording of Barton’s featured solo at
Section L (bar 74). The didgeridoo addition for the recording of First Light at Uluru brought
on two major structural instrumental changes in the final section of the work: omission of
instrumentation and insertion of an extended didgeridoo solo. At Section L, the original score
instrumentation includes tuba, clap sticks, rainstick and two wind machines. The tuba plays
didgeridoo-inspired sounds alongside a clap stick ostinato crotchet motif.336 Significantly, the
clap stick figure symbolises the rhythmic accompaniment characteristic of Aboriginal voice
chants and dance. However, with the presence of Barton in the recording and his ability to
produce a similar loud ‘tapping’ sound on his didgeridoo, I omitted the clap sticks. This gave
Barton free reign to improvise with his unique didgeridoo sounds and tapping effects, making
Barton the key aural focus to the end of the work. As my rehearsal recording score and handwritten changes and additional structural phrasing for Barton show:

Figure 6.11 below: First Light at Uluru for wind symphony – Section K (bar 73) to Section M
(bar 75). Rehearsal recording score with Beaugeais’s hand-written changes for the main
didgeridoo solo from bar 74.

336

See Chapter 5 for a composition analysis of First Light at Uluru for wind symphony and the symbolic use of
clap sticks and its composition function.
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Due to the complex tonal intricacies of the surrounding musical material of Barton’s
didgeridoo solo (flute whistle-tone material and wind machine effects), I felt it was more
beneficial to talk directly to Barton about the type of sounds and overall shape he could
produce in his solo. With permission from the conductor I approached Barton directly in the
rehearsal. Although I felt uneasy, as I did not want to instruct Barton how to develop,
structure and shape his solo, but from a composer’s perspective, I had to ensure that the
didgeridoo solo would match the overall balance, structural contour and compositional
framework of the piece. Therefore, just before the final recording take of Barton’s solo at
Figure L, issues regarding wind sounds, delicate atmosphere, textural thickness, amount of
intensity, timing of the climactic point and a soothing decay ending were discussed.
Importantly, Barton offered to play didgeridoo wind sounds to imitate the wind machine
effects. This instigated a new ending for First Light at Uluru, where Barton ends the
recording playing wind sound didgeridoo effects. As the following transcript shows, I had
some trepidation in asking Barton about the particular sounds and shape of his solo.
However, Barton’s willingness to reproduce my ideas in the recording illustrates a shared
aesthetic goal between composer and performer:
KB:
Hi Barton, I hope you don’t mind if I talk to you about your solo?
WB:
No, not at all. Are you happy with what I’m playing so far?
KB:
Yes, it is sounding fantastic. Just before we do the final recording take, do you mind if I
explain the type of sounds I want you to create?
WB:
No of course not. Tell me what you would like.
KB:
After the flute whistle tones, Steven will give you the cue to begin your solo really softly.
Like what I played on my sax before, I would like you to start with soothing, atmospheric
sound effects, as if you are playing from the distance. Then as you get louder the textural
thickness will intensify.
Initially I had clap sticks in the score, but we have taken those out now.
I hope I don’t offend you, but is it possible if you can start tapping your Didg a third of the
way into your solo?
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I hope you don’t mind me suggesting these things to you, and I’m sorry I don’t know what
the tapping ‘clap stick-like’ effect on the didgeridoo is called.
WB:
That sounds great. Don’t worry I won’t get offended. Keep going.
KB:
This is your really long solo where you can get as loud as you like. To match the shape of the
piece it has to start soft and slowly intensify to a really loud climactic point and then it can
slowly decay, gradually winding down to merge into the wind sound passage.
For the climax of your solo - like how I circular breathed in my demo with the sax
multiphonics and alternating quarter-tone trill pitches producing a pulsating effect - I’d like
you to produce a pulsing effect along with a fast, rhythmic tapping sound.
You can really go for all the different sounds you want to create at this point.
This is your moment! Then you can gradually decay, slowly fading away.
WB:
Would you like me to play wind sounds as well at the end of my solo? That’s really easy for
me to do. I can get some pretty amazing air sound colours coming through.
KB:
That would be great. I didn’t know you could do that!

Essentially, through my saxophone I was able to communicate technical playing suggestions
and explain the type of sounds I wanted Barton to produce. Barton was able to gain a better
understanding of the textural sound world I was after by watching my saxophone
demonstration of continuous multiphonic texturally layered vibrato effects that explored
circular breathing similar to the didgeridoo.
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Figure 6.12 - Photo 4: Recording of First Light at Uluru for wind symphony.
Katia Beaugeais with didgeridoo soloist, William Barton, conductor Lieutenant Commander
Dr Steven Stanke and the Royal Australian Navy Band.
Trackdown studios – 14 February 2018.

Improvisational collaboration process and multilayered collaborative ensemble
experience
This chapter has so far examined my composer-performer influence and creative
collaborative relationships that evolved during the recording of First Light at Uluru with
Barton and the Royal Australian Navy Band. An important aspect of my research is to
understand the different forms of creative collaboration that exist despite certain constraints
affecting the composer’s physical, social interaction or concert participation in an ensemble
performance. Discussion of the United States premiere of First Light at Uluru sheds light on
how ‘improvisational’ creative collaborative activity occurred between conductor and
composer to overcome certain obstacles such as location and distance. Analysis of the
rehearsal process leading up to the Texas Woman’s University Wind Symphony performance
shows how a shared creative vision resulted in a multilayered collaborative experience.
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Figure 6.13 - Photo 5: Texas Woman’s University Wind Symphony performance of
Beaugeais’s First Light at Uluru in Texas, United States – 3 October 2017.

Leading up to the Texas Woman’s University Wind Symphony performance337 in October
2017, the conductor, Dr Carter Biggers, organised a Skype rehearsal session with me. Unlike
the Sydney Conservatorium of Music and Royal Australian Navy Band collaborations that
comprised of several rehearsals, this Skype rehearsal was my only opportunity to meet the
conductor and ensemble players, and discuss any score-related and idiomatic playing issues.
Due to the challenges presented by communicating through a computer screen, the first half
of the rehearsal involved a directive collaborative approach, where all the communication
was done through the score and through the conductor. The second half of the rehearsal
involved more interaction between composer and conductor, and some elements of
interactive collaboration began to evolve between composer, conductor and players. Based on
the conductor’s questions and score issues raised in the second half of the rehearsal, I
communicated directly to Biggers and answered specific idiomatic questions from certain
ensemble players. The duration of the rehearsal with the Texas Woman’s Wind Symphony
was approximately one hour and a half in length.

337

Texas Woman’s University Wind Symphony – 3 October 2017. United States premiere of First Light at Uluru,
Denton, Texas.
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Figure 6.14 - Photo 6: Skype rehearsal of First Light at Uluru with composer Katia Beaugeais,
conductor Dr Carter Biggers and the Texas Woman’s Wind Symphony – 20 September 2017.
Photos used with permission from Texas Woman’s University Facebook.

At the beginning of rehearsal, Biggers asked if I could introduce myself and talk about my
role as a woman composer-performer. The ensemble players asked a range of questions about
the inspiration behind my works and my composition style. These questions are not
mentioned in the following table, since the aim of this chapter is to examine how my
composer-performer role influenced my feedback to the conductor and players regarding the
musical score of First Light at Uluru. As summarised in Table 4, the Texas Woman’s Wind
Symphony conductor raised questions concerning the wind sound effects, tonal thickness
quality, structural construction, motivic development and the brass instrument’s motivic role.
Similarities can be seen with the composer-influenced feedback I gave in the first half of the
rehearsal with the Navy Band. However, my composer role feedback to the Texas Woman’s
Wind Symphony was influenced by the limitations using Skype. Communicating through a
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screen with mediocre audio quality made it impossible for me to demonstrate the avant-garde
playing techniques on my saxophone. As a result, my feedback to the conductor and
ensemble was more from a composition perspective.
Figure 6.15 - Table 4 below: Texas Woman’s University Wind Symphony conductor questions
and Beaugeais’s composer feedback during Skype rehearsal.
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Texas Woman’s University
conductor questions

Composer feedback

Wind Machine
Since we have only 1 wind machine, we are
going to play as written the increased cresc.
so we get the different wind sounds coming
through. Is that OK?
Air vibrato wind sections
You don’t want a break between each section
do you? I’m trying to get all the players to
follow through into the next section so we
don’t hear when the sections change.
Flute flutter-tongue solo
At bar 26, do you want the dynamics to
decrease right down? So Section B (b.28)
restarts at a very soft dream-like dynamic?

Yes, that is exactly what I want. As long as
you can produce a different wind sound
quality between the first wind sound phrase
and the second, that will sound great.

Brass solo melodies
How loud do you want the brass chordal lines
at Section D (b.45)? I’m following the score
dynamics, so forte ? Do you want the brass to
maintain a warm, lyrical tone at that volume?
Are you happy with that really prominent
resonant big brass sound?
Brass solo melodies
From Section E (b.56), the brass have the
same solo role don’t they?

This is correct. I want the sections to
seamlessly dovetail into each other. The
gradual build-up of dynamics and extra
number of instruments entering in each
section will create the necessary momentum.
Straight after the lyrical figure on the first
beat of bar 26 it has to suddenly drop in
dynamics, so the cor anglais and dreamy flute
flutter effect can be heard. As long as the
whole ensemble is very soft, the flute can
play the dynamic as written. It should be a
subtle gestural effect, before the soft,
soothing, emerging quaver motivic material
of Section B enters.
I want the brass very loud. This is their
moment to stand out. They have to rise to the
foreground and are more important than any
other textural layer. Yes I want the lyrical
quality, but the most important thing is the
loud volume in dynamic and intensity.
Yes, the same solo role but they get louder.
The bell-like chords (b.58) are very
important, as they are cadential points within
the phrase. Throughout the piece we hear this
bell-like motif in different ways: soft warm
trill chords, loud accentuated shrill pitches
and dense thick brass chords.

Saxophone multiphonics
At Section G (b.69), is that the kind of
saxophone multiphonic sound that you want?
Does the duration of each sax entry need to
be precise? I am trying to create an emerging
feel.

Section G is sounding excellent. The
saxophones could be softer but that could be
the audio quality on my end. It is important
to keep Section G quiet until the last 10
seconds where molto cresc. is marked.

Brass textural chords
At Section H (b.70), do the brass maintain
the length of each chord before taking a
breath? How much break do you want?

This is based on what the brass players can
do. The most important thing is to create the
huge build-up of intensity between the first,
second and last chord to lead into the very
loud gliss. passage at Section I. The first
chord could be softer and then each chord has
to get louder and crescendo through the note
to intensify the quality of sound.
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Decay of air wind sounds
From Section I (b.71) everyone starts
extremely loud then slowly fades away,
playing at different times and then only play
soft air through their instruments?
I’m trying to stick close to the durations
marked in each section.

At the beginning players perform as loud and
fast as possible, making sure that they are
playing at different times. As the passage
decays, so does the speed and space between
each air sound gliss. effect. It can’t get too
spacious. If you need more time to produce
the effect that is no problem. All sections can
be approximate lengths. I prefer longer than
shorter than marked. It is up to you how long
you want to continue the last tutti soft air
wind sound section.

As Table 4 illustrates, the Texas Woman’s University Wind Symphony conductor raised
fewer issues and covered broader musical concepts to gain an overview of the stylistic
character of the whole work. It is interesting to point out that Bigger’s questions were not
only about the textural spaciousness and construction of the graphically notated
improvisatory sections, but also the instrumental balance, tonal quality, articulation and
dynamic motivic nuances of the conventional score notated passages. His questions are
representative of a conductor who sought to gain a deeper understanding of the overall shape,
style and meaning of the composer’s musical ideas to effectively communicate to a public
audience in a live, spontaneous concert framework. As a result, my feedback required
composition-focused responses. In regard to Bigger’s composition-related questions about
the flute and brass motivic function in the conventionally notated chorale-like sections of
First Light at Uluru, Sawyer reinforces how a clearly notated score with conventional score
passages also require interpretation and indeterminacy in a live performance:
…musical performance is never completely fixed – not even by a written score,
regardless of how prescriptive the notation. In all performance, there is
indeterminacy, improvisation and emergence.338

Analyses of Bigger’s questions reveal how conventional score notation brings a certain level
of interpretation, no matter how clearly presented and detailed the score instruction is for
those who follow on. There exists unavoidable interaction between conductor, composer and
338

Keith Sawyer, “Musical Performance as Collaborative Practice,” Collaborative Creative Thought and Practice
in Music, ed. Margaret S. Barrett (England: Ashgate Publishing Ltd, 2014), 273.
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player, resulting in a ‘domino-like’ interactional effect that naturally evolves in the presence
of the composer. As Barrett and Love explain, different musical styles “demand different
levels of notational ambiguity, and of consequent player-generated interpretation and creative
contributions.”339 During the composing process of First Light at Uluru, my aim was to
produce the most logical score340, as my stylistically notated score ideas would be the only
means by which overseas conductors could interpret the music without my assistance.341 The
number of successful international performances that First Light at Uluru has received
demonstrates that the series of questions presented by Stanke and Biggers were influenced by
my presence in rehearsal and not an issue of the score being unclear.

339

Love and Barrett, “Learning to Collaborate in Code,” 50-51.
See previous First Light at Uluru chapters about the composition process and score presentation issues.
341
For more discussion on score presentation and interpretation of First Light at Uluru, watch Katia
Beaugeais’s interview with conductor, Dr John Lynch, produced by the Sydney Conservatorium of Music:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWlyTqKa7HU
340
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6.4 Summary
The series of questions raised by the conductor of the Royal Australian Navy Band and Texas
Woman’s Wind Symphony explore the benefits of interactive dialogic communication and
share a common goal: to represent as closely as possible the composer’s musical score for a
CD recording and international performance. The following schema shows the main
interactional mechanisms and similar collaborative themes shared across the conductor composer - performer dialogic interactive communication tables of 1, 2, 3 and 4.

Summary of interactive dialogic communication benefits between
conductor-composer-performer

•Representation of
conductor-composerperformer intention
and vision
•Distributed expertise
•Shared skills and
knowledge
•Integrative
contribution
•Crystallized
understanding

•Shared creative
product
•Committment
•Combined score
interpretation
•Clarification
•Maximised
composition
growth

Conductorcomposerperformer
effective
collaboration

Mutually
benefical
interactive
communication

Shared
aesthetic
mission

Differing
expertise to
shared goal

•Mutual trust
•Joint
consideration
•Deepened
understanding
• New ideas
•Refinement

•

•Inspiration
•Composer's
presence
•Focused effort
•Improvement
•Attention to detail

Figure 6.16: Interactive paradigm of collaborative, communicative strategies.
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Joint collaboration contributed to a shared creative recording product and international
performance. The composer’s presence was a cohesive factor in negotiating with the
conductors and players how the piece should move, sound, evolve and intensify. My
performer role enabled me to demonstrate complex technical saxophone effects and the
intricate sound world that I was after. This also gave the ensemble rare insight into the
compositional ideas from a performing composer’s perspective. My saxophone served as a
communicative vehicle to advise individual players on useful and idiomatic ways to produce
multiphonic timbral effects.
For the CD recording of First Light at Uluru, I made a number of composition and structural
modifications to compensate for the loss of visual elements of the live performance: lighting,
staging and choreography. Specific score placement and elongation of Barton’s didgeridoo
solos, together with the wind machines’ left/right speaker panning manipulation created a
new textural fusion of gestural colours, enhancing the overall auditory experience for the
listener.
Barton’s willingness to be part of my recording and bring his own ideas to the score
demonstrates a shared collaborative aesthetic goal, in capturing the authentic culturally
inspired sounds that I had initially envisaged for this work. Dialogic interactions with
didgeridoo virtuoso, William Barton, and the conductors of Royal Australian Navy Band and
Texas Woman’s University Wind Symphony have shown how magical the mutually
beneficial interactive collaborative process is.
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PART 2
Introduction
The second part of this PhD thesis focuses on the role of a composer-performer when
performing other composers’ works. My research examines creative collaborative activity
that occurred during the commissioning, creating and recording stage of new Australian
saxophone works. Composers were chosen based on their individual composition style that I
felt could bring a distinct mix of new sounds and ideas to my saxophone recording project.
For my compositional development, I wanted to work with composers who were at different
points of their career to gain a wide and diverse collaborative experience. The selected
composers include: mid-career composers, Senior Lecturer Katy Abbott, Associate Professor
Bruce Crossman and established composer, Professor Emerita Anne Boyd AM.
A major feature of this thesis is my ABC Classic saxophone podcast recording of the
composers’ works, where I am interviewed about my dual role as composer-performer and
PhD creative collaboration research. This podcast adds insight into the composers’ creative
thought processes, as we also hear from Abbott and Boyd about their own saxophone
composing experience working with me. Other issues are raised regarding my composerperformer influence and whether it is possible for a performing composer to separate the
composer and performer role.

2019 ABC Classic Podcast: New Australian Sax Music
https://www.abc.net.au/classic/programs/new-waves/katiabeaugeais-new-australian-sax-music/10930530
Duration: 1 hr 28 min.
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Chapter 7
Bruce Crossman’s Dying of the Light: Pacific Resonance for Peter (2017) for solo
soprano saxophone: Embodied negotiation between composer-performer and composer
and new playing methods
Introduction
This chapter analyses creative collaborative activity and score communication issues that
occurred in Bruce Crossman’s Dying of the Light: Pacific Resonance for Peter (2017)342 for
solo soprano saxophone. Observational data investigates my role as composer and performer
during the rehearsal process leading up to a premiere performance343 at the Royal Northern
College of Music in Manchester, England, and for my ABC Classic saxophone podcast344.
Three rehearsals took place at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music on the 4th, 15th and 21st
of September 2017. Rehearsal transcripts offer insight into player interpretation, advice and
comments I make in reference to Crossman’s use of saxophone extended techniques,
compositional stylistic, structural and gestural approach, notational spacing, score
presentation and the visual aspect of graphic notation. Technical saxophone idiomatic
examination demonstrates intuitive playing aspects in producing the composer’s gestural
dynamic fluctuations and motivic ideas. Score function acts as an important collaborative tool
between composer and performer. Focus is placed on gestural extended technique sound
production and score presentation matters regarding clarification of musical detail for the
performer versus communication of the compositional gestural idea.

342

Dying of the Light: Pacific Resonance for Peter is dedicated to Australian composer, Peter Sculthorpe
(1929-2014).
343
Royal Northern College of Music, Manchester, UK. Premiere of Dying of the Light as part of my composition
gesture lecture – 27 September 2017.
344
ABC Classic New Waves podcast featuring Katia Beaugeais as soloist-composer performing Bruce
Crossman’s Dying of the Light for soprano saxophone – 22 March 2019.
From 105:15
https://www.abc.net.au/classic/programs/new-waves/katia-beaugeais-new-australian-sax-music/10930530
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7.1 Score presentation issues: Choice of score notation for different sound elements to
create clarity for the saxophonist

Score presentation became an issue based on the gestural complexities surrounding
Crossman’s composition style. My observations reveal a ‘less is more’ score approach to
achieve clarity for the saxophonist and idiomatic issues regarding saxophone playing
instructions. The following table below is illustrative of the suggestions made to Crossman
from a composer (CR), performer (PR) and composer-performer role (CR+PR):

Crotales
Bar 1
[CR+PR]
- Crotale notation: avoid conventional pitched
notehead.
- Cross noteheads similar to percussion
notation should be used to represent the
Japanese temple bowl.
- Replace with a cross notehead or an
alternative notehead that instructs the
saxophonist to hit a percussive instrument
rather than play a low E pitch on the
saxophone.
- Add “Crotale/Japanese temple bowl” on the
score. Although stated in the performance
instructions, both instrument options to be
displayed on the score.
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Air sound effects
Bar 2
[PR]
- Size of diamond notehead: small compared
to the conventional pitched notes.
[CR]
- Adjust diamond notehead size to 120-140%
to match the conventional computerized
100% notehead size.

Bar 23
[PR]
- Size of air noteheads is problematic due to
the sudden gestural timbral sound playing
changeability.
- Difficult for the player to identify between
the oscillating real pitch and non-pitch air
sound effects.

Voice whispered speech effects
Bar 3
[CR+PR]
- Alternative notehead rather than a
conventional to represent unconventional
voice action.
- A circle and cross symbol on the stem for
whispered speech is not needed.
- Additional symbols create confusion and
affect the whispered speech readability.
[PR]
- Best not to use cross noteheads since
saxophonists interpret cross noteheads as a
percussive saxophone playing technique
similar to slap-tongue or key-click playing
techniques.
[CR]
- Cross noteheads for crotales and whispered
speech is best to avoid. Different symbol to
represent each playing effect.

Figure 7.1 - Table 1: Suggestions made to Crossman for score presentation issues.
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7.2 Score notation spacing: Performer versus communication of gestural
compositional idea
A good model for clear notational spacing is seen on page 1 of Crossman’s score (bars 1-22).
Though in the last stave of page 1 (bars 23-25), note spacing is compressed and difficult to
read. The increased gestural motivic intensity requires the saxophonist to play numerous
gestural techniques within a bar.

Figure 7.2: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bars 1-25, page 1.
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Transcripts of my rehearsal suggestions to Crossman demonstrate how I tried to resolve score
notation issues from a composer and performer’s perspective.
KB: [PR]
Note spacing at bar 23 is compressed. Although I have learnt the notes off
by heart I still follow the contour of the melodic line as a guide. The spacing of the
notation makes me hesitate as I double-check that I haven’t missed one of the fluctuating
non-pitch to pitch nuances within the phrase. These unconventional playing techniques
involve constant embouchure manipulations, as I have to physically reposition my
embouchure and the inside of my throat to produce the necessary resonance.
[PR+CR]
I would suggest spreading bars 23 and 24 over the whole stave and moving bar 25 to the
next page. Since bar 25 requires the saxophonist to hit the temple bell, moving the bar
over to the next page will not visually disrupt the continuity of the phrase.
BC: The spacing of notation and particular bars per stave represent the gestural
motivic phrase and sound I am trying to convey. Page 1, 2 and 3 represent three distinct
sections and have been strategically divided in three main sections.
Page 2 starts with a new gestural intensity to introduce the new “Fast Paced” section. If I
move bar 25 over to the next page, the visual presentation of the middle section of the
work on page 2 will be disrupted.
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Figure 7.3: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bars 26-41, page 2.
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Page 2 of Crossman’s Dying of the Light (bars 26-41) signifies a new stylistic shift in colour
and intensity with the accelerating tempo from bar 26. Certain score layout issues were raised
regarding notehead spacing, timbral sound quality, vibrato speed, articulation and dynamic
detail.
KB: [PR]
On page 2, bars 29 to 31 and bars 38 to 39 are difficult to read due to the additional
timbral playing techniques and player instructions.
BC: The amount of bars per stave and notational spacing have been decided based on the
gestural phrase material to represent the shape and colour of the ideas on each line.
KB: [CR]
Yes I can see why the compositional gestural phrases begin and end on each stave. Bar
29 is placed at the beginning of the second stave, as the compositional material within
this bar acts as an upbeat into the following stylistic tempo change at bar 30.

Strategic placement of bar 29 at the beginning of the second stave on page 2 serves as a
visual composition linking device into the sudden “Fast Paced, exuberant and interrupted”
indicated gestural stylistic change from bar 30. However, the compressed notation from bar
29 affects the player’s performance in realising the panting tonal accentuation, rhythmic
diminution, increased dynamic, vibrato manipulation and quick gush of air that introduces the
“Fast Paced” instructed tempo. Notation spacing on page 2 is inconsistent between each
stave. The visual score layout affects how the performer interprets the speed and intensity of
the gestural rhythmic timing. For example, the rhythmic durations of bars 26 to 28 and 35 to
36 appear lengthened compared to bars 29 to 31 and 32 to 34.
To create clearer spacing on the second stave of page 2, I suggest placing bar 31 at the
beginning of the third stave, with bar 32 in the middle of the stave, and bar 33 at the end of
the third stave. Placement of bar 31, 32 and 33 on the same stave highlights how the rhythmic
and pitch-constructed gestural device fits within the compositional framework. For instance,
splitting the interlinked gestural device over two staves disrupts the visual rhythmic line for
the player, as bar 33 contains a similar gestural figure as the second beat of bar 31.
Displaying bars 31, 32 and 33 on one stave emphasises the important F# focal pitch device
that shapes each gestural figure. Bar 33 acts as an upbeat into the subsequent frenetic
demisemiquaver fff material of bar 34. The wide intervallic leap to high E in bar 33 followed
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by the rapid grace note figure with the wild vibrato effect leads into the fast rhythmically
florid demisemiquavers of bar 34 at fff.
Appropriate note and beat spacing according to the different rhythmic groupings is beneficial
at bar 34. Moving bar 34 to the beginning of the fourth stave will enhance the spacing
between each pitch. Idiomatically, the visual length of the alternate rhythmic groupings of bar
34 is important for the player to correctly phrase the number of demisemiquavers within the
specific grouping. Application of ‘Beat-to-beat’345 spacing will provide more space for the
ninetuplet hemidemisemiquavers on the third beat of bar 34 compared to the preceding
septuplet groupings on the first and second beat of the bar. Although note spacing is clearer at
bar 37, beat-to-beat spacing will create appropriate group lengths representative of the
additional notes in each demisemiquaver rhythmic grouping (10, 12, 14, 18). Idiomatically,
effective score spacing for alternating rhythmic groupings reinforces the phrase length
contour and correct number of notes to play within the beat.
Structurally, placing bar 34 at the beginning of the fourth stave rather than at the end of the
preceding stave draws attention to the new demisemiquaver motivic material and emphasises
the stylistic dynamic change of fff. Similar to Crossman’s score layout intentions, my
suggested spacing of the bars throughout the work emphasise important stylistic and dynamic
changes within the piece. Clear notational spacing allows the player to produce a more fluid
performance of the gestural figures, achieve the specific timbral colours within the phrase
and most accurate performance of Crossman’s work. I understand Crossman’s explanation
regarding structural score notation placement based on his composition gestural function.
However, as I have experienced, clarity of musical material for the performer is more
important than the visual score presentation of the composer’s motivic ideas.

345

‘Beat-to-beat’ refers to the term used in the Finale score software program. The ‘Beat-to-beat’ command
allocates the notation spacing based on the rhythmic value.
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Player interpretation issues
Tempo markings, stylistic directions and compositional material
Dying of the Light: Pacific Resonance for Peter is divided into three main sections and is
visually represented on the score as page 1, 2 and 3. As Crossman explains:
Each page represents a different stylistic character. Beginning with a slow and
meditative style on page 1, gradually building up to a fast and intense middle section
on page 2, and then winding down to the initial slow character of the opening on
page 3.346

Page 1 - Dying of the Light
Bars 1-10

Very Slow, still and meditative q = 48

Bars 11-19

Moderately Paced, with longing q = 66

Bars 20-25

Very slow q = 48

Figure 7.4 - Table 2: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – Page 1 sections.

Based on score communicative factors regarding stylistic directions, sustained note values,
excessive soft dynamics, ringing crotales and whispered speech, my interpretation of the
slow, organic and tranquil character of bars 1 to 25 brings out the timbral gestural colour of
the work. As Jackson explains how the player can enhance the presentation of the composer’s
work:
To the composer belongs “the true product of the mind,” to the performer a wide
range of possibilities for the enhancing of this product of mind, including the
dynamics, tempo, and timbre, as well as (more abstractly) the character, clarity, and
effect.347

346

Personal communication with the composer during rehearsal at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music
– 4 September 2017.
347
Roland Jackson, “Schoenberg as Performer of His Own Music,” Journal of Musicology Research, Vol. 24,
No. 1 (2005): 68.
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In the first rehearsal348 with Crossman, I played the opening slow sections of page 1 (Fig. 7.2)
with a soft, emerging, singing quality to enhance the long, elongated, sustained note values,
interspersed with the soft lingering crotales. I interpreted the gestural motivic figures as
smooth, sustained long gestural phrases to match the tonal vibrato quality of each pitch and
avoid tonal unevenness between the octave displaced intervallic compositional structure. For
the indicated wide vibrato effects, I produced subtle pitch inflections; slight timbral pitch
fluctuation in sound rather than a palpable quarter-tone alternating pitch effect.
My overall tempo remained slow and tranquil on page 1 based on Crossman’s tempo
markings shown in the table above (Fig. 7.4), despite an added slight increase/decrease in
speed: Poco Accel. at bars 8 to 10, and Poco Rall. at bars 18-19. As the middle slow section
(page 1, bar 11) is titled “Moderately Paced, with longing”, I maintained a gentle, soothing
quality before returning to the initial opening tempo in the final slow section of page 1 (bar
20).
BC: The slow tempos that you played were correct. The tempos created a slow, emerging and
gradual movement through the gestural phrases. However, the overall slow passages on
page 1 were too static. Although the gestural material has to slowly grow and lead into
page 2, the tempo could have flexibility to produce a freer character. The final slow
section on page 1 (bar 20) could have more rhythmic freedom and dynamic fluctuation to
increase the intensity into next section starting on page 2.
KB: [PR+CR]
I would propose adding “Tempo rubato” at the top of the score, otherwise other
saxophonists will interpret it like me. Unless indicated on the score, the player will
literally perform the tempo markings as written. To avoid player misinterpretation of the
opening slow sections, an extra stylistic score direction could be added explaining that
the player can ad lib. with the tempo and indicated rhythms to create a freer and flexible
feel. Since the final slow section of page 1 (bar 20) contains the same tempo and stylistic
description as the beginning, players will interpret this to play in the same tempo and
stylistic character as the opening. It would be beneficial to alter the tempo marking to a
slightly faster tempo and add Rall. if you want the player to slow down at particular
points within the gestural figure. Also, the reiterated stylistic direction “Very Slow” at
bar 20 needs to change, so the player does not associate this passage with the opening
section and repeat a similar-sounding character.
348

First rehearsal with the composer at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 4 September 2017.
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Score performer directions versus composer intention
Page 2 - Dying of the Light
Bars 30-37
Bars 38-41

Fast Paced, exuberant and interrupted e = 80
Tempo Giusto

Figure 7.5 - Table 3: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – Page 2 sections.

On page 2, the “Fast Paced, exuberant and interrupted” titled section of bar 30 contains
complex rhythmic groupings that comprise of technically challenging rhythmic diminution
and gestural rhythmic variants. I interpreted this climactic fast paced passage to contain a
fast, fluid, frenetic character at the given tempo. I played the rhythms as accurately as
possible since it was not indicated otherwise.
BC: This fast section needs to be more carefree in style. You can take your time and not play
the rhythms so strictly. It should sound more carefree and you can play with a looser tone
involving a grunt-like sound for the unconventional playing effects. This section reflects
Peter Sculthorpe’s humoristic personality so I want it to be in an improvised style and
have more sudden bursts of energy.
KB: [PR+CR]
Stating “exuberant and interrupted” could create confusion for the player. For instance,
“Interrupted” could refer to the interrupted compositional style of the interspersed
rhythmic figures or an indication for the saxophonist to perform the rhythms in a
different style or speed.
Do you want it in an improvised style? You don’t want a pure classical sax sound?
BC: Yes, I want it to sound free like in an improvised style where rhythms are only a guide
and not meant to be performed literally.
No, I want a rougher edgy sound, especially on all the thicker textural effects.
KB: [PR+CR]
It would be useful to add stylistic player instructions in the score for this fast section
(from bar 30), describing the improvisatory nature of the rhythmic figures and the open,
loose, jazz-like quality of tone that you want.
Also, a performance instruction in the program notes would be helpful so the player
understands how the improvisatory style and tonal character reflects Peter’s personality.
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7.3 Player instruction concepts: tonal sound quality and stylistic character of rhythmic
motivic figures
The score indication “Intensely expressive” on the first triplet figure of bar 32 raises stylistic
player interpretation issues. To create an intensely expressive tonal sound, the saxophonist
employs a lot of vibrato. However, it is not possible to use vibrato at bar 32 due to the erratic
nature of the compositional gestural rhythmic figure and associated embouchure position.
Idiomatically, the short note values do not allow enough time for the saxophonist to execute
any form of vibrato. Also, the rapid rhythmic triplet figure’s abrupt accentuation and fluttertongue effect produces an impulsive, loud, coarse tone, contrary to the indicated intensely
expressive instruction. At bars 32, 34 and 37, repeated score indicated variations of
“liberamente, very exuberantly free” appear above the fast demisemiquaver rhythmic figures.
I played the rhythmic groupings in a free tempo, with a sense of rhythmic freedom whilst
maintaining a rapid, rhythmic, demisemiquaver impetus throughout. I applied a gradual
increase in tempo for each liberamente, very exuberantly free demisemiquaver rhythmic
figure, saving the louder, more powerful and climactic ffff effect for the final, technically
challenging, additive rhythmic groupings of bar 37.
BC: The demisemiquaver groupings in bar 32 are played in the free gestural way that I want.
At bar 34, I want the demisemiquavers to be played slower and in a strict tempo so the
7th and 9th groupings are clearly defined.
KB: [PR]
Could we perhaps remove the score direction “liberamente, very exuberantly free” in bar
34, because I’m playing the rhythmic groupings with the same improvisatory character
as the other similarly instructed bars. “Play in a strict tempo” could be added alongside a
slower tempo indication, otherwise other saxophonists will interpret it like me.

At bar 37, I played the demisemiquaver rhythmic groupings as fast as possible to create the
energetic, climactic feel for this final virtuosic passage. To produce the instructed
liberamente, very exuberantly free quality, I began the demisemiquavers at bar 37 in a
slightly slower tempo, creating subtle pauses at sporadic moments during the rhythmic
progression to create a freer, improvisatory feel. I played the final eighteenth rhythmic
grouping as fast as possible without a pause to create the loudest, climactic moment of the
piece at sfffff.
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BC: At bar 37, technically you can play the notes very fast, there is obviously no problem
there. But I would prefer the demisemiquavers to be slower and not so rhythmically
accurate. I want there to be a lot of push and pull within the groupings.
KB: [PR+CR]
The use of specific rhythmic group notation can be misleading for the player as
saxophonists will tend to pulse each grouping to perfect the right number of pitches
within the crotchet beat and produce the essential fluid motion and volume needed to
perform the passage. An additional player instruction would be useful, explaining exactly
how you want the saxophonist to approach the rhythmic grouping diminutions. Fermata
markings on specific notes or Rall. and Accel. would help illustrate the rhythmic speed
and shape contour you want the saxophonist to play.

From bar 38 on page 2, I played in a strict rhythmic feel as indicated by the “Tempo Giusto”
score direction. Despite the technical difficulty in replicating the exact rhythmic group
notation, I played an accurate representation of the rhythmic triplet, grace note and
compressed note values within the crotchet beats.
BC: This passage can be played with less rhythmic freedom as the demisemiquavers just
before, but it should still maintain an improvisatory feel. You can have more time on the
bounce-like gestural notes so we hear the microtonal effects between the notes.
KB: [PR]
Based on the score indicating “Tempo Giusto”, saxophonists will play the rhythmic
notation as accurately as possible. Perhaps we could replace “Tempo Giusto” with an
alternative stylistic direction explaining how this passage should continue to be played in
a free, improvisatory feel, but with less rhythmic freedom compared to the preceding
passage.

In the final bar of page 2 (bar 41), “very intense” is indicated above the fast, loud,
accentuated, rhythmic triplet figure. Unavoidably, a very intense saxophone tonal quality will
occur due to the ff dynamic marking, heavy articulations and coarse-sounding growl effect on
the second crotchet beat of bar 41. The choice of the low F# pitches will enhance the intense
sounding quality, since the soprano saxophone’s lower register pitches such as the low f#
produces an open, hollow, aggressive tone. The C# within the second beat of bar 41,
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produces a similar sounding quality. By contrast, the high G grace note to high F# pitch sits
in the pure, lyrical saxophone register. Unless a coarse-sounding extended technique is
employed, the high F# and G pitches will produce a thin, warm tone. My advice to Crossman
regarding overstressing player instructions within the score is as follows:
KB: [PR+CR]
The stylistic indication “very intense” within bar 41 is not necessary, since the dynamics,
articulation, extended technique effect and specific pitches and register will
automatically create a very intense quality of sound.
What do you mean by “very intense”? Do you want me to overemphasise or overblow
the accents to produce a more coarse tonal quality or use a different embouchure to
create an abrasive sound? Due to the register tonal qualities of the high F# and G, I
cannot produce a loud, honk-like, scratchy tonal quality like the C# and low F# pitches
of the second crotchet beat rhythmic figure.
BC: No, I want you to play it as written. I thought it would be useful to provide an extra
explanation for the player.
KB: [PR]
It is best to avoid overstating playing directions if it is evident in the musical notation.
Otherwise players second-guess whether they are meant to produce a different tonal
effect. This can create doubt for the player as to whether they have interpreted the piece
correctly. For example, I thought you had added “very intense” for me to play with a
different stylistic approach that was not displayed in the musical notation.

Figure 7.6: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 41, on page 2.
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Presentation of Dynamics
The use of dynamics in Dying of the Light represents gestural quality, shape and colouristic
flourishes of the compositional idea. Crossman’s gestural approach to dynamics is
problematic, despite his intention for his dynamic instruction to guide the player’s tonal
inflections, volume surges and timbral intricacies. Similar to Foss’ views regarding the
important function of score notation for future performances, my dynamic alterations assist
the player with the intervallic leaps, tonal airflow speed and unconventional playing
techniques. My following suggestions aim to enhance the performance outcome of
Crossman’s work.
The function of notation is not only to serve the immediate performance efficiently,
but to keep, to conserve.349

Suggested dynamic alterations
Simplification of dynamics – Less is more approach.
Employ idiomatic soft dynamic markings.
Removal of /
Insert dynamic spacing.
Attention to < > to assist players.
Figure 7.7 - Table 4: Dying of the Light – Suggested dynamic alterations.

The dynamics in bars 1 to 10 range from ppppp to mp with two short mf accentuations (bars 6
and 7). Based on the extreme soft dynamic range, I interpreted the opening passage as
extremely soft and soothing to portray the opening “Very Slow, still and meditative” score
instruction. Bar 2 presents the first real pitch of the work that emerges from an air sound
effect. The p/ppppp air effect is followed by a crescendo on the high F# from ppppp to mp. I
interpreted the ppppp < mp as a subtle dynamic increase necessary to produce enough airflow
to support the tonal clarity of the low E in bar 3. A similar gestural motif is repeated in bars 5
and 6 with a slight dynamic variation of p/pppp and crescendo to mf on the low E in bar 6.
349

Lukas Foss, “The Changing Composer-Performer Relationship: A Monologue and a Dialogue,” Perspectives
of New Music, Vol. 1, No. 2 (Spring, 1963): 49.
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Figure 7.8: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bars 5-6, on page 1.

To avoid the sudden surge in volume to mf causing a hollow, honk-like tonal quality on the
low E of bar 6 (characteristic of the lower register notes of the soprano saxophone), in bar 5 I
played the crescendo with a softer, subtle, delicate approach than indicated. For idiomatic
purposes I played mp instead of the instructed mf dynamic on the low E of bar 6 to create a
refined accented tonal quality on the low E followed by the sudden drop in dynamic to pp. A
similar dynamic approach occurred on the low E of bar 7, where I played mp instead of the
indicated mf dynamic. An abrupt surge in volume on the low E disrupts the gestural fluency
of the phrase and destroys the still and meditative stylistic character of the opening. Rhythmic
diminution on the high F# and low E of bars 6 and 7 magnifies the abrupt mf dynamic shift,
as the saxophonist has less time to create a gradual tonal swell from the high F# to the low E
pitch in bar 7, before the sudden decrease to pp and intervallic variation returns to the thin
tonal quality of the high F# at the end of bar 7.

Figure 7.9: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 7, on page 1.
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At bar 8, the indicated dynamics mp/pppp<p/ppp are not possible, as saxophonists cannot
play softer than ppp. The number of soft dynamic markings is difficult to read and interpret.
A simplified dynamic approach will allow the player to focus on the timbral gestural motivic
inflection, rather than be preoccupied with the precise dynamic placement and effectiveness
within the bar.

Figure 7.10: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 8, on page 1.

Simpler dynamics such as pp rather than ppp will create the same desired dynamic and
gestural effect. For instance, ppp is suitable for the long, sustained notes in the opening.
However in bar 8, due to the compositional gestural motif and particular dynamics on the
specific notes, pp will produce a similar dynamic and gestural result as the indicated ppp.

Removal of dynamic symbol ( / )
The ‘/’ symbol between the dynamics can cause confusion. Since there is no space either side
of the ‘/’, the player could interpret that the whole dynamic expression is attached to one
note. For example, at the beginning of bar 8 I interpreted that the mp/pppp was for the high
F# minim. However, the mp is for the preceding B and F# grace notes and the pppp following
the ‘/’ is for the minim note.

Original dynamic at bar 8

Suggested dynamic replacement

mp/pppp<p/ppp

mp pp < p pp

Figure 7.11 - Table 5: Dying of the Light – Suggested dynamic replacement for bar 8.
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I suggest dynamic simplification to avoid the ten dynamic changes at bar 30.

Figure 7.12: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 30, on page 2.

Due to the fast nature of the compositional material, the saxophonist does not have time to
conceptualise the sudden dynamic changes. As the score indicates at bar 30, the saxophonist
is required to play a different dynamic on each note between the minim and dotted quaver.
Crossman’s microscopic dynamic detail hinders the performance outcome. The saxophonist
cannot physically push and release the airflow in time for each note at such a rapid speed
whilst maintaining a refined and controlled tone. The player is required to readjust the
embouchure and throat position to produce the indicated sudden loud and soft dynamic
fluctuations, as well as accurately play the technical and timbral material of the bar.
A simpler dynamic approach will produce the same desired outcome as the indicated
dynamic detail of bar 30. My proposed ‘less is more’ dynamic method will produce clearer
dynamics, allowing the saxophonist to focus on the intricate detail of each note. As shown
below, my suggested dynamic replacement assists the saxophonist with a comprehensible
score, resulting in a better performance.

Original dynamic at bar 30
mf fp>pp mf/ppp mp mfpp<

Suggested dynamic replacement
mf fp mfp < mfp<

Figure 7.13 - Table 6: Dying of the Light – Suggested dynamic replacement for bar 30.
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Due to the rapid compositional stylistic motif of bar 30 and technical playing limitation of the
instrument, the softer dynamics have been substituted with an overall soft dynamic of ‘p’.
That is, ‘ppp’ and ‘pp’ have been simplified to ‘p’. Saxophonists are not able to produce
different levels of quietness within the intervallic gestural motif of bar 30, due to the rapid
dynamic changes on each note and interchanging vibrato inflections. The dynamics fp>pp on
the minim note is reduced to fp and the decrescendo is omitted based on certain idiomatic
issues and the wide vibrato extended technique. The rapid leap to the high F# minim note
with the wide vibrato effect at fp does not allow much time to produce a decrescendo to pp.
The use of wide vibrato requires the saxophonist to loosen and tighten the embouchure and a
stronger airflow is needed to create wide pitch inflections on the high F# pitch.
During the rehearsals with Crossman, I added a crescendo on the wide vibrato minim note to
enhance the tonal flow and technical accuracy of the gestural motif. Saxophonists will
automatically employ a surge in sound to sustain a strong flow of air support necessary to
create the fast speed wide vibrato pitch inflections. Fast wide vibrato effects with a crescendo
would be most suitable for the player to aid the wide vibrato tonal fluency. In the last beat of
bar 30, mfpp< is substituted with mfp<. In this case, the pp dynamic is not needed due to the
rapid grace note figure causing limited soft dynamic control for the player. A certain amount
of volume is required to produce a sufficient amount of air to attain tonal control through the
grace note figure that serves as an upbeat embellishment to the motivic gestural figure of bar
31. Also, repetition aids performers and serves to reinforce the complex repeated action. The
straightforward notion of repeating the dynamic mfp< twice in bar 30 serves to reinforce the
abrupt similar loud/soft dynamic fluctuation within the bar.

Figure 7.14: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bars 45-46, on page 3.
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Implementation and changes to crescendos and decrescendo dynamics to assist the
saxophonist
Similarly, the soft dynamic markings and decrescendos in bars 45 and 46 are difficult and
non-idiomatic for the player. At bar 45, the saxophonist will naturally crescendo on the first
minim beat of the bar to produce the slow to fast wide vibrato quarter-tone pitch variants. A
crescendo on the first two beats of the bar will help the saxophonist from splitting the
succeeding low E tied crotchet note, since the crescendo will produce a strong airflow to
clearly sound the abrupt mf accentuation and wide vibrato effect on the low E. Dynamic
placement on the tied crotchet beats is not clear at bar 45. During rehearsals with Crossman, I
interpreted the first tied crotchet to be mfpppp: medium loud with a sudden drop to extremely
soft. However, the ‘/’ acts as a space, and the pppp is meant for the second tied crotchet of
the bar. Due to the slower pace of this passage and reversal of the vibrato shape (wide to
small vibrato shape rather than the small to wide vibrato at bar 30), a decrescendo between
the mf and pppp is essential. A decrease in volume automatically occurs when the
saxophonist slows down the vibrato speed to a minimal vibrato shape. The decrescendo on
the second tied crotchet is not needed since the saxophonist cannot decrease the volume to a
softer dynamic. This decrescendo dynamic issue is also seen on the wide to small vibrato
effect on the last minim note of the bar, which makes it difficult for the saxophonist to
decrease the volume. My suggested dynamic replacement for bars 45 and 46 is shown in the
table below. Similar to bar 30, an idiomatic soft dynamic of p replaces pppp. Since the wide
vibrato on the last minim of the bar naturally produces a louder dynamic, mp replaces pppp
on the final note of the bar, which allows the saxophonist scope to create the indicated
decrescendo.
Original dynamic at bars 45-46
p/pppp mf/pppp>p/pppp > ppppp
Bar 45 ------------------------Bar 46

Suggested dynamic replacement
p < mf > p mp > p < mp
Bar 45 --------------- Bar 46

Figure 7.15 - Table 7: Dying of the Light – Suggested dynamic replacement for bars 45-46.

My suggested dynamic replacement at bar 45 provides a logical approach for the instrument’s
technical capabilities. Simplification of the dynamic expression on the first beat, from p/pppp
to p, produces the loud/soft intended gestural accentuation in this saxophone register, due to
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the grace note and accented minim on the first beat of the bar. At bar 46, the decrescendo on
the sustained air sound extended technique is non-idiomatic. Instead, the decrescendo could
be replaced with a crescendo to assist the saxophonist with the fast gale of air needed to
produce a resonating air bend effect. A crescendo in bar 46 will assist with the substituted
flutter-tongue350 effect, since flutter-tonguing requires the saxophonist to roll their tongue
whilst blowing a faster amount of air through the saxophone. A crescendo will help sustain
the flutter tongue as well as pitch bend gestural effect. As the table above indicates, the
suggested dynamic replacement at bar 46, < mp, allows the saxophonist to create the
indispensable increase of volume to support the air flutter-tongue effect and an idiomatic mp
dynamic will be realised.
To assist the player with clearer dynamic directions for the challenging unconventional
playing techniques of bars 50 and 51, the soft dynamics of pppp (bar 50) and ppppp (bar 51)
are replaced with p and mp.

Figure 7.16: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bars 50-51, on page 3.

Original dynamic at bars 50-51
mp/pppp < pp sffzpp > ppppp <
Bar 50--------Bar 51

Suggested dynamic replacement
mp p < mp mfp < mp <
Bar 50---Bar 51

Figure 7.17 - Table 8: Dying of the Light – Suggested dynamic replacement for bars 50-51.

My suggested dynamics for the air sound effects in Crossman’s piece are influenced by my
air structural dynamic use in my own saxophone compositions. Although air sounds are very
soft, dynamics are exaggerated to indicate to the player how hard to blow to produce the
350

At bar 46 of Dying of the Light, flutter-tongue replaced the indicated growl effect.
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particular air sound playing technique. For instance, although the grace note and quaver air
sound figure are softer than the following real pitch minim note in bar 50, the dynamic mp
serves to indicate to the player to blow physically harder than the following real pitch minim
note. The original dynamic of pp for the semiquaver grace note motif at the beginning of bar
51 is replaced with mp, as the gestural shape of the motivic idea with the wide vibrato
idiomatically requires a louder dynamic. Air effects are gestural and are impossible to project
more than mp. Idiomatically, the magnification of dynamics on the air sounds serve to
indicate to the saxophonist how hard to blow to produce an audible air sound effect.
However, the sffz dynamic for the high F# air effect in bar 51 is unrealisable. Instead, the
suggested dynamic replacement of mf indicates to the player the force of air needed to
produce the “explosive breath” wide vibrato air sound instruction on the high F#, since an
increase of airflow is needed to support the succeeding pitch growl, air sounds and small to
wide gestural vibrato leading into bar 52. For similar idiomatic reasons as bar 46, a crescendo
replaces the decrescendo on the F# pitch growl effect in bar 51. The extreme soft dynamic,
ppppp, on the succeeding air sound figure is increased to mp, to produce the increase of
volume necessary and support the alternating real pitch and air tonal fluctuations.
The softest dynamic marking is seen in the final bar of the work, where the final gestural
pitch motif is played at ppppppppppp. The numerous p markings are not playable and creates
excess score detail for the performer. Although subtone is indicated in the final bar of the
score (requiring the saxophonist to alter their embouchure for a softer tonal quality), the
suggested dynamic replacement of ppp in the table below creates a similar soft dynamic
outcome. Idiomatically, subtone augments the potential of producing a spitty tonal quality.
The use of subtone involves a narrower embouchure to produce a slower stream of air
through the mouthpiece, resulting in not enough air force to clear the spit in the reed.
Fortunately, the rests that precede the rapid subtone descending gestural figure allows enough
time to suck up the spit.
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Figure 7.18: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 60, final bar page 3.

Original dynamic at bar 60 (final bar)
ppppppppppp

Suggested dynamic replacement
ppp

Figure 7.19 - Table 9: Dying of the Light – Suggested dynamic replacement for the final bar.

Figure 7.20 - Photo 1: Katia Beaugeais and Bruce Crossman during the first rehearsal of
Dying of the Light: Pacific Resonance for Peter.
Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 4 September 2017.
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7.4 Crossman’s dynamic method representing intricate gestural playing manner,
rather than literal function
Crossman’s dynamic approach caused player interpretation issues. Crossman’s dynamics
represent the gestural communicative notion of the dynamic timbral quality, rather than the
specific volume to play particular passages. The use of dynamics to represent the gestural
overall sounding effect to indicate particular shapes of phrasing or gestural motivic direction
is confusing. As I explain to Crossman below, what the player sees on the page is not what
the performer literally plays, which can create added difficulty in learning the piece.

BC: The dynamics are similar in the way I have composed the piece, they are to be played in
a similar gestural manner, and not played literally.
KB: [PR]
Certain loud dynamic markings don’t match the slow stylistic directions indicated on
Page 1. The use of mf (bar 7) and sfz (bar 11) can create confusion for the player since it
contradicts the opening “Very slow, still and meditative” score direction.
BC: The dynamics are gestural and represent the gestural shape. The crescendos can be
exaggerated to create sudden surges in volume to mimic the vibrato gestural effects – like
a bouncing off effect between notes.
KB: [CR+PR]
I understand how the dynamics are indicative of the sudden dynamic fluctuation of
sound, swells and timbral manipulation or accents on certain notes. But I have to keep
reminding myself of the gestural dynamic function and stop myself interpreting them
literally. What we see on the page is not what we literally play, and that can be
confusing. This alternative approach to dynamics took me longer to learn the piece…It
could also create different interpretations of your piece.
BC: Players can always listen to our recording and they’ll hear how to play it.
KB: [CR+PR]
Problem is, not everyone will bother or have time to listen to the recording. It’s best to
produce a score that will have no interpretative issues so players from overseas will
understand it clearly. For example, if some of the Royal Northern College of Music351
students want to play your piece after I perform it, you don’t want them playing it in a

351

The Royal Northern College of Music was mentioned due to my guest composer-performer teaching role at
RNCM the following week.
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completely different way than what you had in mind. All saxophonists will play the score
literally as written. The dynamics are difficult to understand when you have to play a mp
for the indicated mf which might lead to mistakes occurring in performance. I use
gestural exaggerated dynamics only for air sound effects to show the saxophonist how
loud and forceful to play a particular air sounding pitch. Or, it would be beneficial to add
an explanation about your unique gestural approach to dynamics in the performance
instructions and in the score.

7.5 Crossman’s gestural sound production through extended techniques
The next part of this chapter focuses on idiomatic saxophone intricacies in regard to
Crossman’s expressive and communicative gestural sound production through the use of
contemporary playing techniques. As King and Ginsborg express how gesture can be used in
a number of ways:
…the musicians might establish gestures to be used in performance at certain
locations in the piece; during rehearsal of practice segments, the musicians might use
gestures to assist in the clarification of technical details, such as rhythms, pitch and
diction, or expressive details, such as the ‘shaping’ of musical material”.352
Observational data presents score presentation issues that led to player interpretation
difficulties. From a composer and performer’s perspective, idiomatic issues relating to
unconventional playing techniques, unclear stylistic directions, graphic notation symbols and
how the compositional stylistic material affects performance outcome of certain extended
techniques are addressed.

352

King and Ginsborg, “Gestures and Glances,” 181.
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Microtonal vibrato
Pitch vibrato inflections produce quarter-tone and semitone intervals depending on the
compositional motif, dynamic and the player’s air tonal control. The quality and width of the
vibrato is spontaneously produced according to the saxophonist’s embouchure, volume and
air pressure employed for the particular compositional motivic figure. Players focus on the
overall gestural timbral quality, rather than the microtonal interval precision. Crossman’s
vibrato score description of bar 2, “microtonal vibrato”, is not always possible to achieve
with the intervallic gestural vibrato shape being created instinctively. As Thompson
reinforces how aspects of performance expression occur without conscious intention:
Some aspects of performance expression do appear to be intentional acts of
communication, whereas others seem to arise without conscious intention as a
consequence of cognitive and affective processes operating within the performer.353
Saxophonists will produce different vibrato intervallic variants depending on their technical
style of playing: embouchure position, airflow speed and technical throat flexibility to
produce the gestural vibrato effects. For instance, in bars 2 and 3, saxophonists will employ
different notions of vibrato speed based on their technical ability to enhance the gestural
character of the sustained F# pitch: different variations of fast small vibrato transforming to
slow wide vibrato inflections.

Figure 7.21: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bars 2-3, on page 1.

353

Thompson, Music, Thought, and Feeling, 189.
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At what point the vibrato will be microtonal or semi-tonal during the sustained F# note is
impossible for a player to predict. The saxophonist will intuitively choose a small to wide
vibrato gestural shape depending on the amount of air and tonal control the player has to
produce a clearly articulated low register E pitch of bar 3. As my suggestions to Crossman
explain how saxophonists consider the gestural colouristic vibrato shape they are producing,
rather than a specific microtone:

KB: [CR+PR]
Replace “microtonal vibrato” with “wide vibrato” in the score and performance notes,
since the vibrato effect will automatically consist of microtonal intervals to some degree.
Saxophonists don’t think in microtones, it is about the colour and gestural shape of the
vibrato contour.
BC: I prefer to leave it as “microtonal” as I do not want the saxophonist to bend the vibrato
more than a microtone. I know you can bend the pitch quite wide, like a third.
KB: [PR]
But it would be best to write “Wide vibrato” as vibrato pitch inflections is a
subconscious action resulting in the saxophonist not being able to control the
exact microtonal interval. Unless the vibrato is mechanically produced with a
specific key fingering to produce a particular quarter-tone interval, physically, a
player’s embouchure cannot control the precise vibrato pitch intervallic
manipulation.
[PR]
Also, I would suggest to remove “[With lips]” in bar 2, since vibrato is not produced by
moving the lips on the mouthpiece. The player’s lips remain in the same position.
Saxophonists create vibrato by loosening and tightening their embouchure. The pressure
of the player’s lips on the mouthpiece opens and closes the distance between the reed and
the tip of the mouthpiece, producing a succession of up and down vibrato pitch
inflections through the saxophone.
….you have actually written “Wide vibrato” in bar 7. Is this the same sort of vibrato
effect as the “Microtonal vibrato” as bar 2?
BC: Yes, but I prefer to have a wider vibrato sound in bar 7 to create a bouncy energized
effect leading to the low E pitch of bar 7.
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KB: [PR+CR]
“Wide vibrato” will create this effect and you can add an extra explanation for the player
to produce a wider pitch inflection on that particular note. It’s best to be consistent with
the labeling of timbral effects, as players will assume you want different vibrato effects if
they are titled differently.
[PR]
Do you want a fingered quarter-tone inflection for the “[with lips/keys]” instruction for
the wide vibrato in bar 7? I can produce different quarter-tone pitches by using
unconventional key fingerings on the F#.
BC: No I want a more natural gestural sound, so I want the vibrato to be produced with the
embouchure only. That will be effective enough.
KB: [PR]
Then “[With lips/keys]” needs to be omitted, as saxophonists will interpret
this as a quarter-tone fingering and embouchure manipulated wide vibrato effect.

How compositional stylistic material affects wide vibrato outcome
The compositional and stylistic nature of Crossman’s motivic material restricts the
saxophonist’s vibrato manipulation control. During rehearsals, Crossman said he did not want
too much of a vibrato bend on the final quaver of bar 33. However, the vibrato quaver note
requires an impulsive use of vibrato in the way it is embedded between the technically
demanding compositional material. The flutter-tongue effect, high register leap and
descending grace note figure, followed by rapid demisemiquaver rhythmic groupings allows
no time for the saxophonist to control the size and width of the vibrato.

Figure 7.22: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 33, on page 2.
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As I explain to Crossman how certain playing difficulties occur regarding vibrato pitch bends
in short timeframes, vibrato control issues at particular dynamics, air pressure, tempo
considerations and player’s lack of control due to the saxophone’s mechanical ability:

BC: Oh don’t bend the note as much as that. I want it to lead into the demisemiquavers, but
the vibrato can be more subtle.
KB: [PR]
It’s difficult to control the vibrato pitch bend result on this quaver note. Since the amount
of intensity and dynamics of sfff use an excess force of sound that will naturally make the
vibrato wider. It’s hard to control the vibrato at such a loud volume, as there is so much
air pressure and force of air in preparation for the demisemiquavers in the next bar.
Idiomatically, using wide vibrato on this quaver helps the saxophonist to establish the
huge amount of air needed to play the following demisemiquaver passage. Since the
saxophonist has so many other technical aspects to focus on, together with the extremely
loud dynamic that restricts the element of control, the player has no time to consciously
control the vibrato interval that will be produced. The slower passages of page 1 and 3
allow more time for the player to prepare and control to some extent on how much
embouchure manipulation to bend the pitch. However, there is still an element of
spontaneity involved to play appropriate gestural vibrato effects that match the stylistic
shape of the phrase.

Interpretation of vibrato graphic notation
Unconventional forms of vibrato354 produce different gestural vibrato qualities and timbral
intensity based on the width and speed of the pitch inflection. Saxophonists will visually
interpret the size and shape of vibrato based on the graphic notation displayed in the score. In
Crossman’s Dying of the Light, the size and shape of the vibrato symbol varies. At bar 16, I
misinterpreted the two graphically notated vibrato shapes. I thought the compressed vibrato
shaped lines on the first triplet figure implied fast and wide vibrato inflections. For the
elongated and stretched out vibrato symbol on the second triplet figure, I interpreted the
vibrato as wide, slow and spacious vibrato diminishing to non vibrato.

354

This refers to the style of unconventional vibrato that involves altering the embouchure to produce wide
vibrato pitch inflections.
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Figure 7.23: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 16, on page 1.

According to Crossman, the graphic vibrato symbols do not convey specific gestural vibrato
shapes. The saxophonist decides what vibrato speed to employ based on the gestural
character of the motif. I suggested to Crossman to revise the graphic notation vibrato symbols
so the wide vibrato visually appears the same to avoid saxophonists misinterpreting differentsized vibrato shapes as different vibrato playing effects.355 Consequently, graphically notated
vibrato disparities could result in different player interpretations.

Flutter-tongue and growl effect complexities
Aesthetic, idiomatic and physical complexities surrounding saxophone flutter-tonguing and
growl effects were raised during rehearsals with Crossman. Flutter-tongue/growl playing
techniques involve strenuous throat and muscle tension to sustain the compositional timbral
device. To create a flutter-tonguing effect, saxophonists roll their tongue. More air pressure is
needed (compared to a conventional playing effect) to support the rolling tongue action
whilst sustaining a note. Similarly, growling requires excess air since the saxophonist has to
physically growl through the saxophone whilst holding the note. Idiomatically, lower register
pitches are most suitable to create the flutter-tongue and growl effects due to the open, wide,
loose embouchure and inside throat position needed to produce the sound projection. As I
explained to Crossman, certain flutter-tonguing and growl effects in Dying of the Light could
be altered or omitted due to the specific placement of the compositional timbral device within
the gestural phrase causing possible discomfort for the saxophonist. An example of fluttertongue omission occurred at bar 7. Due to the coarse-sounding nature of flutter-tonguing on
the tied crotchet note disrupting the still, meditative character of the opening passage, I
355

Personal communication with Crossman during rehearsal at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music –
15 September 2017.
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suggested to Crossman to replace the flutter-tongue effect with subtle vibrato inflections to
assist the p>ppp decay of the phrase. For the saxophonist, playing the flutter-tonguing effect
in the high register of the saxophone at such a delicate soft volume can produce throat strain.

Figure 7.24: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 7, on page 1.

In bar 35, the flutter-tonguing effect on the first crotchet beat was removed due to the
physical strain it creates. The placement of the flutter-tongue in between the excessive loud
demisemiquavers and the rapid grace note figure is problematic. Consequently, the fluttertongue was omitted and substituted with wide vibrato. Idiomatic considerations included
surrounding technically demanding material, sudden embouchure change and player’s
stamina – ensuring the saxophonist maintains tonal control and sufficient energy leading into
the loudest climactic demisemiquaver passage of the work.

Figure 7.25: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bars 35-37, on page 2.
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At bar 36, the loud growl effect at sfff was changed to a flutter-tongue. As I suggested to
Crossman, flutter-tongue would be less strenuous for the player, suit the surrounding musical
material and increase the overall fluidity of the phrase.356 An additional breath was inserted
after the tied B pitch so I could take an extra breath in preparation for the loudest fluttertongue effect and climactic demisemiquaver passage of bar 37. At bar 41, the growl effect
remained due to its idiomatic position within the gestural figure and its suitability to
compliment the surrounding motivic gestural idea. For idiomatic reasons a breath was
inserted following the wide vibrato on the G#, to maximise air pressure for the increasingly
loud growl effect into the succeeding heavily accentuated rhythmic figure at ff.

Figure 7.26: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 41, on page 2.

Japanese temple bowl playing aspects
The saxophone and temple bowl created certain physical performance issues. The position of
the temple block on the stage was crucial to portray the gestural singing, stillness quality of
the work. I chose to place the percussion instrument on a separate stand, close to my right
side. In the first rehearsal357, the position of the temple bowl was too far, and the extra
movement required to pick up the bead striker in time for the bell entry, disrupted the gestural
flow of the phrase. The saxophonist opens the work with a simple ringing bell effect in the
first bar followed by sustained silence. As the piece evolves, the silence diminishes between
the beating of the bell and the saxophone part. In discussion with Crossman, I suggested that
I reduce the amount of rest between the bell sound and my saxophone entries to enhance the

356

Personal communication with Crossman during rehearsal at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music –
15 September 2017.
357
First rehearsal with Crossman at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 4 September 2017.
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intensity and gestural movement of the work. At bar 25, the saxophonist plays a rhythmic
figure on the Japanese bowl. Due to the repeated hits, the ringing sound is more sonorous. In
agreement with Crossman I decided to reduce the amount of time between the bell figure of
bar 25 and the saxophone entry at bar 26. This allows the bell ringing tone to blend within the
soothing saxophone vibrato timbral quality.
A sound issue arose while practising the interchanging hitting action of the temple bowl and
my saxophone entries. A rattle effect was sounding each time I hit the bowl with the bead
striker, as it was vibrating against the music stand. Therefore, in the second rehearsal358 I
brought along the following cookware placemat to place under the Japanese temple bowl.
Crossman’s resonating, meditative bell-like tonal sound idea emerged, with the rubber
placement acting as a soft barrier between the reverberations of the temple bowl and the
stand.

358

Second rehearsal with Crossman at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 15 September 2017.
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Figure 7.27 – Photo 2: Cookware protector placemat used as a cushion to stop the
rattling sound when hitting the Japanese temple bowl.
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Air to real pitch interchange
Saxophone air effects and the most efficient way to create smooth air-pitch tonal connection
were addressed. As my explanation to Crossman reveals, my performer role enabled me to
describe how air to real pitch sound interchange is generated through saxophone embouchure
manipulation. I was also able to clarify the air sound difference between the saxophone and
shakuhachi – Crossman’s instrumental air sound composition influence.
KB: [PR]
Unlike the shakuhachi where air to real pitch seamlessly occurs, the air to real pitch
interchange on the saxophone creates a slight disruption in the sound. The saxophonist
has to reposition their embouchure and inside of their throat to produce the dynamic and
indicated vibrato pitch inflection. Due to the mechanical embouchure makeup of the
saxophone (mouthpiece, reed and ligature), it’s physically impossible to merge from
non-pitch to real pitch so smoothly like a shakuhachi player. Saxophonists only have a
certain amount of control regarding air to real pitch effects.

The following playing intricacies and unpredictable nature of the embouchure, airflow
control and force of air to produce unconventional air effects were discussed. In bar 2, the F#
pitch could pop out earlier and louder than expected after the air sound. This is due to the
embouchure position of the air effect requiring an open loose embouchure. To gain pitch
control for the real F# pitch, the tightening of the embouchure and sealing the corners of the
mouth is required.

Figure 7.28: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 2, on page 1.

Producing audible bursts of air on soprano saxophone are limited in volume, unlike the
shakuhachi. This is due to the smaller-shaped soprano mouthpiece and small tip opening
obstructing the fast rush of air projecting through the saxophone. By contrast, the wide
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mouthpiece tip opening of the shakuhachi allows for a breathy, loud airy effect to project. In
bar 11, Crossman’s shakuhachi-inspired “explosive breath” air score instructed effect is
difficult due to the saxophone’s volume constraint and rapid embouchure change required for
the air to real pitch transition at pp in bar 12.

Figure 7.29: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bar 11, on page 1.

At bar 51, air sound projection and performance issues regarding excess spit were raised.
Blowing fast air alone into the mouthpiece to create sonorous air sound effects produces
excess spit in the pocket holes of the reed. The constant interchanging air to real pitch
nuances of bar 51 can result in a spitty, husky and unclear tone to develop on the real pitches,
since there are no breaks in the phrase for the saxophonist to remove the spit. Notably,
Crossman suggested that the spit interference issue could enhance the character of his piece:
I don’t mind at all about the spitty sound, so don’t worry about that. I prefer not to
change anything in that bar, since the throaty sound is all part of the gestural sounding
nature and timbral character of my piece.359

Figure 7.30: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bars 50-52, on page 3.

359

Personal communication with Crossman during rehearsal at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music –
15 September 2017.
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7.6 Composer-performer role influence: new French vowel air sound method
French vowels were strategically employed on specific air pitches to amplify the air gestural
production as the work evolved.360 A saxophonist’s embouchure and throat position varies
the sound quality and resonance of air sounds. The change of lip pressure and position on the
mouthpiece alters the air sounding register and volume to create different air timbral
qualities: thin, high, low, hollow, heavy and resonant. As the following performance score
illustrates, my French vowel markings guided my embouchure in different positions for each
air structural sound envelope. I highlighted the air sounds in yellow to clearly distinguish the
air diamond notation from the other playing techniques within the score.

360

For a more detailed discussion, see Chapter 10 about the ABC sax recording process of Crossman’s Dying of
the Light and how my French vowel nuances assisted Crossman’s acoustical air structural sounds.
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Figure 7.31: Crossman’s Dying of the Light – bars 1-15, page 1.
Extract from my performance score displaying my air French vowel indications and various
idiomatic performance technique reminders.
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Similar to gestural manipulation timbral devices on the real pitch entities, I felt that a similar
gestural approach could extend Crossman’s air sound figures. As illustrated in the table
below, the following French vowels alter my embouchure contour on the mouthpiece and
inner throat position to produce diverse air timbral qualities and enhance the resonance and
projection of air through my soprano saxophone.

French vowel sounds and air timbral quality

a
Open, bare,
hollow

e
Thick, dense,
ringing

i

o

High, thin,
translucent

Low, deep,
resonant

u
Narrow,
pointy, delicate

Figure 7.32 - Table 10: Dying of the Light – Beaugeais’s French vowel sound method.

Figure 7.33 - Photo 3: Katia Beaugeais and Bruce Crossman during the final rehearsal of
Dying of the Light: Pacific Resonance for Peter.
Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 21 September 2017.
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In the final rehearsal361 with Crossman I played through all his notated air sounds, beginning
with the opening air gesture of bar 2, to demonstrate all the possible intricate air vowel
effects that he could use. As Crossman and I discovered how my French timbral vowel
nuances could enhance his air structural gestural framework, stylistic purpose, and be used as
a recapitulation device for the returning air sounds on page 3:

KB: [PR+CR]
As the piece has an organic approach, I can use a range of French vowel sounds to
enhance the non-pitch to real pitch sound as it evolves. We could start the first air sound
effect of bar 2 with a soft, thinner, transparent sounding quality. To match the intensity
of the growl effect in bar 3, I could play the air effect in bar 3 with an “e” French vowel.
This would thicken the sound and provide the necessary tonal clarity and sonority
leading into the whispered speech figure. I can change between “i” and “e” in the
opening passage. Then to intensify the slight stylistic change and tempo increase I can
introduce the other vowels “a”, “o” and “u” from bar 13 to produce more resonant and
deeper air sound effects. Then I could repeat the opening French vowels on page 3?
BC: For page 3, I like the idea of returning to the French vowels used in the opening. Page 3
is all about a return to earlier ideas through the use of gesture. Compositionally, the air
effects have to be similar to the air sounds on page 1. I like how your air sounds
gradually transform back to the lighter, thinner air quality of the first air note of the
piece. It sounds really pure and represents the gradual decrease in tempo, timbral
meditative simplicity and distilled stillness of the piece.

The influence of my composer-performer role is evident based on my rehearsal advice to
Crossman regarding my French vowel method to extend his fundamental air gestural
composition technique. As Crossman verified, my vowel timbral strategy reinforced his
initial air sound idea representing meditative simplicity and stillness in character. My vowel
timbral strategy assisted with performance effectiveness between Crossman’s non-pitch and
real pitch composition gestural components.

361

Final rehearsal with Crossman at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 21 September 2017.
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7.7 Summary
The point of this chapter was to outline the idiomatic performance issues associated with
Crossman’s unique timbral sound world. Dying of the Light: Pacific Resonance for Peter
presented certain playing difficulties from air sound to real pitch gestural sound production
and the interchanging saxophone and temple bowl playing factor. Discussions concerning
non-idiomatic saxophone techniques, substitution of certain gestural effects, restructuring of
motivic ideas and simplification of extended techniques were addressed. Deliberations
regarding score readability for the player versus the score acting as a visual representation of
the composer’s gestural structural function raised significant composer-performer aspects.
My feedback centered on score presentation issues due to Crossman’s technically intricate
motivic ideas interwoven with innovative saxophone playing effects.
Crossman and I formed a special collaborative working relationship leading up to the
premiere of his work. During rehearsals, his willingness to experiment, change, omit and
rethink certain ideas was commendable. I appreciate Crossman’s insistence in allowing me to
bring my own composer-performer ideas to the score, such as my French vowel saxophone
invention to further develop his air sound composition device. The creative process of
Crossman’s Dying of the Light shows how embodied negotiation between composerperformer and composer contributed to the final score result.
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Chapter 8
Co-creative process in transforming Katy Abbott’s MultiSonics (2018) from bassoon to
alto saxophone, resulting in a new realm of sounds
Introduction
Previous chapters in this thesis have explored the creation of new Australian saxophone
works and the creative collaborative activity that emerged during the rehearsal process. A
core aspect of my research also focuses on the creative process involved in transforming
Australian solo works of contrasting instrumentation for saxophone. The influence of my
composer-performer role is evident in the modification, alteration and recomposing process
when transforming Katy Abbott’s MultiSonics (2018) from bassoon to alto saxophone for an
international premiere performance362 and ABC Classic podcast recording363. Certain timbral
and textural playing effects of the original bassoon score had to be reimagined and
reconceptualised for saxophone. Whilst I was trying to represent the composer’s intention,
my composer-performer feedback influenced Abbott to recompose problematic pitch
intervallic and contemporary bassoon technique passages that were unplayable on saxophone.
Leading up to the premiere performance of MultiSonics at the 2018 International World
Saxophone Congress in Zagreb, Croatia, examination of the rehearsal process reveals
collaborative active engagement, where my feedback and advice developed into discursive
and reflective interchanges with the composer. Joint problem-solving, sharing of ideas and
collective decision-making with the composer produced an effective transformation of
MultiSonics for saxophone, resulting in a new realm of sounds with a distinct identity.
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World Saxophone Congress, Croatia. Premiere of MultiSonics for alto saxophone – 14 July 2018.
http://worldsaxcongress2018.adolphesax.com/index.php/en/wsc-zagreb-2018/participants/allparticipants/6365-katia-beaugeais
363
ABC Classic New Waves podcast featuring Katia Beaugeais as soloist-composer performing Katy Abbott’s
MultiSonics for alto saxophone – 22 March 2019.
Beaugeais/Abbott interview – From 29:18
Performance – 34:43
https://www.abc.net.au/classic/programs/new-waves/katia-beaugeais-new-australian-sax-music/10930530
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8.1 Composer-performer influence and score developmental stages with the composer
Abbott’s MultiSonics (2010) for solo bassoon was selected as part of my research for the
stylistic musical material and diverse avant-garde qualities, which would require a
collaborative working approach with the composer to find suitable idiomatic saxophone
substitutions. The multifaceted dimension of my composer and performer role is seen during
the hands-on decision-making process in adapting complex timbral and textural nuances and
idiosyncratic contemporary bassoon techniques for alto saxophone. Similar to Zhukov’s
collaboration with Australian composers, my experience working with Abbott in a
collaborative manner was beneficial to understand her piece:
My research into piano repertoire by Australian women composers, performing and
recording their works, communicating with the composers and playing for them has
deepened my understanding of the composers’ intent.364
MultiSonics was originally composed in 2010 for Australian bassoonist, Mark Gaydon. The
avant-garde bassoon techniques featured in the work represent a particular stylistic idea or
sounding quality. Reconfiguring specifically created bassoon effects for alto saxophone
presented a number of issues due to the bassoon’s instrumental traits and opposing playing
facets to the saxophone: bass clef, low register, double reed rather than single, non-idiomatic
tonal pitch features and non-compatible extended techniques. Leading up to my premiere
performance of MultiSonics at the University of Zagreb on the 14th of July in 2018, the
transformation process involved two rehearsals. The first rehearsal365 was held at the
Melbourne Conservatorium of Music and was four hours in length. The second rehearsal366
that occurred via Skype was approximately one hour and a half.
My composer performer influence manifested in the early transformative process of
MultiSonics. The early communicative stages with the composer initiated a collective
response in adapting the bassoon contemporary playing effects for saxophone. As I suggested
to Abbott when she was preparing the saxophone score:
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Don’t worry too much about finding equivalent-sounding extended techniques on the
saxophone. We will work this out together in our first rehearsal. I will play through a
range of different contemporary playing effects that we can choose. At this point just
choose the best register you think is OK for the conventional passages. We can tweak
this together when I come down to Melbourne.367
The score of MultiSonics for alto saxophone was delivered shortly before the first
rehearsal.368 To match the original low register bassoon quality, Abbott applied a similar
register notion for the saxophone version. However, from a performer’s perspective certain
registral tonal qualities of the original bassoon score are non-transferable on saxophone due
to problematic technical sounding elements affecting interrelated articulation and sound
production issues. The composer had to re-examine the pitch range and reconceptualise the
initial motivic character of the original version to achieve a similarly convincing resonant,
tonal outcome for the desired saxophone effect. Due to the bassoon’s conflicting registral
characteristics to the saxophone, register was a main element of discussion in the first
rehearsal that resulted in the following key idiomatic concepts to arise:
•

Choice of register

•

Tonal colour and textural quality

•

Articulation and dynamic resonance

•

Extended techniques

•

Breathing and physical stamina

The bassoon and saxophone share similar performance issues regarding airflow intricacies
and breath support resistance to execute rapid articulated passages and avant-garde effects.
My saxophone knowledge was paramount in understanding how the bassoon’s embouchure,
register and tonal quality shaped the compositional ideas of Abbott’s score. I was able to
identify the compositional purpose for each bassoon-related contemporary playing technique.
Understanding why certain avant-garde effects of distinct registral colouristic tones were
employed at particular points within a melodic phrase gave me an intrinsic idea into the
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compositional function of certain motivic passages. Importantly, my composer-performer
role enabled me to suggest idiomatic playing alternatives and find appropriate extended
technique saxophone substitutions containing similar compositional textural outcomes.

Rehearsal No. 1 with composer, Katy Abbott
Melbourne Conservatorium of Music – 3 May 2018
The next part of this chapter will examine the technical motivic figures and contemporary
playing techniques that were modified, substituted or omitted in consultation with the
composer during the first rehearsal. The collaborative interactions between Abbott and I
during the process of discussing, editing and revising sections of the score evolved into a
shared collaborative effort to produce an effective and credible saxophone work.
…there is a significant interaction between the composer and performers for whom
the work has been composed, interactions which may transform both the composer’s
and the performers’ understandings and interpretations of the work, and subsequent
processes of compositional editing and performance. …as both composers and
performers strive to shape the musical intentions of the work.369
How my composer and performer role influenced my feedback, suggestions and decisionmaking process regarding composition and saxophone issues is analysed in reference to
dialogic interactions with the composer. Selected modification highlights will be examined
alongside score extracts containing my hand-written ideas and amendments. Since the first
rehearsal was four hours in length, a substantial analysis on this rehearsal is provided.
Extended techniques form the key element of MultiSonics. I systematically went through the
whole piece with Abbott, outlining the bassoon playing effects inimitable on saxophone
along with the associated articulation, tonal quality and problematic technical intervallic
issues. The interrelated instrumental playing intricacies that arose during the transformation
rehearsal process with the composer to produce specific contemporary saxophone effects
within a technical motivic framework is shown in the following paradigm.
369
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8.2 Extended techniques and the interrelated composer and performer issues during the
transformation process of MultiSonics for saxophone

Timbral
effects
Articulation

Quarter-tone
inflections

Register

Brush-water
tonguing

Multiphonics

Extended
Techniques

Flutter-tonguing

Textural
density

Growling

Circular
breathing

Embouchure
position
Throat
openness

Stamina
Endurance

Melodic shape
continuity

Colour trills
Vibrato speed
nuance
Dynamic Control

Figure 8.1: Paradigm of saxophone playing issues in Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone.

As illustrated in the paradigm above, extended techniques produced a domino-like effect
where contemporary playing effects such as multiphonics triggered a range of performance
issues regarding embouchure and throat position, circular breathing, register, pitch textural
quality, diverse articulation timbral effects, slow and fast vibrato pitch nuance, quarter-tone
pitch trills and physical stamina.
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8.3 Multiphonics, embouchure and throat position
My composer and performer role was imperative in the decision-making process regarding
multiphonics. From a composition outlook, understanding the function of multiphonics
throughout the work enabled me to find appropriate substitutions that suited Abbott’s
compositional objective. My performer role enabled me to select multiphonics that suited the
composer’s desired tonal quality and idiomatically fitted within the technically demanding
articulated motivic passages. Similar to Hayden and Windsor, the openly shared contributions
between composer and performer was beneficial:
…the composer might be more open to creative solutions which arise from dialogue
with a performer, and the performer might feel such contributions are more
welcome.370

Figure 8.2 - Photo 1: Katia Beaugeais and Katy Abbott during the first rehearsal of
MultiSonics for alto saxophone. Melbourne Conservatorium of Music – 3 May 2018.
370
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Multiphonics produce a variety of tonal colours depending on the embouchure and open
throat position, airflow consistency, articulation force and dynamic intensity. Diversity of
timbral, textural and colouristic multiphonic qualities were a main source of discussion. The
bassoon multiphonics of the original score were not transferable on saxophone as
multiphonics are exclusive for each instrument. Though, bassoon and saxophone
multiphonics share similar traits in how the dynamic quality determines the multiphonic’s
textural colour intensity rather than the individual pitches. As my conversation with Abbott is
as follows:
We won’t be able to use the same multiphonic consisting of the same pitches as the
original version, but I can reproduce a similar tonal quality. Bassoon and saxophone
multiphonics operate the same way. The colour and textural thickness of multiphonics
are created by the dynamic level and force of air through the sax. If I play the
multiphonic forte, a thick, harsh, coarse quality will sound. If I play the same
multiphonic as piano, an atmospheric and warm, colouristic tone will sound.371
My demonstration of a range of multiphonics with various dynamics allowed the composer to
hear different tonal outcomes. Further discussion with Abbott evolved about the importance
of choosing a reliable multiphonic due to the unpredictable tonal issues relating to the
unconventional fingering, embouchure, throat manipulation and airflow.
Whatever multiphonic we choose, the most important thing is to select a multiphonic
that is most reliable and will not split and sound straight away, as some can be
temperamental due to the different fingerings and harmonic pitches involved.372
From a saxophonist’s perspective, a number of playing issues can unexpectedly occur in a
live performance. For example, from the time of walking on stage to playing the first note of
the piece, the reed can suddenly dry out and the saliva can get clogged, creating air bubbles in
the reed. This results in an unresponsive sound or a ‘spitty note’373 and can affect the tonal
clarity. Consequently, I chose the following multiphonic for its versatility and reliability for
Abbott’s opening “Crazy MP” score instruction to produce a loud, coarse multiphonic with
371
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the indicated p to ff dynamic surge. My hand-written ideas including my selected multiphonic
with the alternative fingering is shown in my rehearsal score below:

Figure 8.3: First rehearsal score extract – Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone, bar 1.

Unlike conventional pitches, multiphonics involve irregular sound production issues,
requiring the player to make spontaneous adjustments during a live performance. As I
expressed to Abbott, if any multiphonic issues were to occur, adding a fermata on the
multiphonic would allow the saxophonist time to make the necessary embouchure and throat
adjustments to produce the desired dynamic tonal quality:
Unlike a conventional pitch, multiphonics require more air and endurance to create
sudden surges in sound. Sometimes the player will need to hold the multiphonic
longer to reach the fortissimo dynamic quality. The player cannot predict how the
multiphonic will sound as there is a level of spontaneity involved in producing the
desired effect. Inserting a fermata on the opening multiphonic will give the
saxophonist the option to hold the note for longer to ensure the multiphonic has
reached its peak dynamic intensity leading into the fast, dramatic rhythmically driving
technical material of bar 2.374

374
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8.4 Register, stamina and circular breathing
Register was a main idiomatic issue in the work due to the composer’s intention in
maintaining the low register character of the original bassoon score. From bars 2 to 5, the
fast, pulsating motivic material that introduces the rapid, intense character of the piece
features the lowest registral pitches of the alto saxophone. The repeated rhythmic figure on
the low C is quite strenuous for the saxophonist. This is due to the extra stamina and breath
control needed to effectively play the whole passage with tonal clarity and articulation
alongside the indicated crescendo effect from piano to forte.
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Figure 8.4: First rehearsal score – Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone, bars 1-12.
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As I indicated to Abbott, the lowest notes of the saxophone produce a coarse tonal character,
require additional breath support and technical playing issues arise. Following my suggestion,
bars 2 to 5 were placed up the octave to match the motivic register of bar 7.
It’s really difficult to play the low C at a soft dynamic in this particular passage where
the saxophonist is constantly repeating the low C as the volume increases to forte
which requires a lot of stamina. The risk is that the player will need to miss a note or
break the passage to take a breath to have enough energy for the succeeding trill and
ongoing intensity of the fast, rhythmic material. Also, the low C can split which will
destroy the technical clarity of the opening passage. So I would place bars 2 to 5 all
up the octave, like in bar 7, to ensure the notes clearly sound.375
At bar 6, enhancing the trill’s tonal colour and textural quality was the focus. Based on my
suggestion, Abbott changed the conventional trill to a timbral trill to heighten the colouristic
trilling tones. From a performer’s perspective, this enables the saxophonist to physically relax
due to the non-strenuous playing required to produce the flurry of quarter-tone pitches with
the suggested fingering in the above example (Fig. 8.4). Strategically, the timbral trill allows
the saxophonist to circular breathe through the sustained note and provides the saxophonist
extra air support to continue playing the ongoing technically challenging passage that follows
in bars 7 to 12. Abbott agreed with my timbral addition and circular breathing tactic, as I
insisted to Abbott “that ensuring that the saxophonist maintains endurance to the end of the
work is of upmost importance”376. The selected C timbral trill in bar 6 produces an indistinct
multitude of alternating quarter-tone pitches that allows the saxophonist to circular breathe
without disrupting the trilling continuity or pitch intonation.
Unavoidably, the circular breathing alternating air action that momentarily occurs when the
saxophonist takes a circular breath – inhaling through the nose and exhaling through the
mouth simultaneously – causes the pitch to drop, creating a flatness in the sound. Importantly,
the C timbral trill allows the player to sustain the C pitch whilst trilling the right-hand notes
(indicated by the box symbol and wavy line in the rehearsal extract of Fig. 8.4), producing an
array of quarter-tone pitches to disguise the saxophonist’s circular breathing motion. The
375
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flutter-tongue at the end of bar 6 was omitted, as this playing technique requires strenuous
throat manipulation to support the gush of air required to produce the texturally coarse sound.
Removing the flutter effect allows the saxophonist to circular breathe on the colouristic
quarter-tone trill when needed.

Timbral effects and articulation
Timbral and articulation effects were an important issue of discussion due to the nonadaptable bassoon effects on saxophone. In bar 9 of the saxophone score (Fig. 8.4), the
original bassoon articulation instruction, “smooth tonguing”, involves a double-tonguing
articulation that is problematic on alto saxophone, due to the single reed and wide, open
mouthpiece. In replacement, my quarter-tone C flat pitch inflection idea and fingering from
bar 9 maintains the smooth rapid succession of semiquavers and creates a rhythmic
augmentation of the preceding timbre trill. Quarter-tone pitch inflections are not strenuous for
the saxophonist. Insertion of quarter-tone nuances enhances the dynamic resonance of the
passage and allows the player to conserve the required energy to create the climactic surge in
volume leading to the indicated “Crazy” loud multiphonic of bar 12. In agreement with
Abbott, the same multiphonic as the opening bar is repeated in bar 12, due to the stable
notion of this particular effect and its reliability to convincingly sound following the
technically demanding quarter-tone passage. From a composition and performance context,
addition of the quarter-tone playing effect was beneficial for increasing rhythmic diversity
and player’s stamina. As I explained to Abbott:
The alternating semiquavers between C quarter-tone flat and the normal C pitch from
bar 9 is a rhythmic augmentation of the timbral trill of bar 6. Rhythmic augmentation
allows the individual quarter-tone inflections to be heard. Slurring alternating quartertones rather than constantly articulating the same pitch uses less energy and allows the
saxophonist to maintain the stamina needed to produce the climactic forte multiphonic
ending at bar 12.377
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Similar to the original bassoon version, a sustained timbre trill occurs at bars 24 to 25 with
the accompanying score indication: “timbre trill to increase & decrease in speed”.
Comparable to the preceding timbral trill effects in the saxophone score, my performer role
determined the idiomatic colour trills based on the surrounding compositional material. Due
to the unconventional fingering required to produce the quarter-tone pitches, my sketched
saxophone fingering assists with the increase and decrease quarter-tone speed manipulation.
From a composer-performer’s perspective, the quarter-tone flat timbre trill was selected for
the gestural colouristic quality rather than for the specific quarter-tone pitch.

Figure 8.5: First rehearsal score – Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone, bars 23-34.

Flutter-tongue and growl effects
The saxophonist is unable to take a breath between bars 23 and 26. As my rehearsal markings
indicate, addition of circular breathing on the long quarter-tone trill allows the saxophonist to
gain enough air for the strenuous flutter-tongue motivic figure of bar 26. The fermata allows
the saxophonist time to take the circular breath and readjust to a looser embouchure and open
throat position for the quick transition into the flutter-tongue motif. Following my advice,
Abbott extended the flutter-tongue through the semiquaver motivic figure of bars 26 and 27. I
then suggested to replace the flutter-tongue with a growl for the ascending semiquaver figure.
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As I instructed Abbott on the benefits of flutter-tongue and growling to produce a more
effective textural density:
Certain players prefer flutter-tonguing, as growling is strenuous on the throat. But
other players will choose to growl to produce the aggressive and coarse textural
quality of the ascending semiquaver figure. I don’t mind growling as long as I don’t
have to do it for long periods. Growling involves excessive physical throat strain,
since the growl playing technique literally involves the player making growl sound
motions from the back of the throat. When playing at a loud dynamic, the player can
overstrain certain muscles resulting in a sore throat. Although the semiquaver figure
in bars 26 and 27 involves a loud force of sound, the growling effect suits the
compositional figure. The shortness of the motif and the succeeding crotchet rest at
the end of bars 26 and 27, allows the player to absorb any excess saliva and clear the
reed in time for the following passage.378
At bar 32, the flutter-tongue and conventional pitch interchanges are technically awkward
and unnecessarily strenuous for the player due to the quick embouchure and throat
manipulation involved. Slight idiomatic modifications were made such as omitting the
flutter-tongue effect on the last crotchet beat of bar 32 and adding a growl to flutter-tongue
effect to assist with the sudden textural transition in sound. As I advised Katy, “at times the
flutter-tongue effect doesn’t come out straight away, so transitioning between a growl and
flutter effect on the first crotchet beat of bar 27 will ensure a texturally effective result in this
particular context.”379
The titled section, “With all the aggression you can muster” at bar 56 (Fig. 8.6), begins with a
very loud, dramatic, pulsating rhythmic figure. The flutter-tongue effect returns with a
rhythmic character. Due to the quaver rest preceding the flutter-tongue sustained effect in
bars 56 and 57, the saxophonist has sufficient time to regain the suitable embouchure and
throat position to produce the flutter tone at a fortissimo dynamic intensity. However, the
series of tremolo figures in bars 58 to 67 contain unplayable intervallic pitches on saxophone.
In reference to my rehearsal score below, my hand-written sketched markings indicate the
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alternating tremolo figures that need revision and the circular breathing playable on certain
tremolo figures.

Figure 8.6: First rehearsal score – Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone, bars 55-74.

The compositional aim of bars 58 to 67 was to create long continuous texturally layered
tremolo effects. However, as Abbott transposed the original bassoon passage for the
saxophone without further interval or register adjustments, certain bars were unplayable. The
tremolo’s awkward intervallic register required major structural configurations to recreate
convincing alternating colouristic effects on saxophone. Consequently, Abbott agreed to
recompose the whole passage and omit the problematic bars in preparation for the next
rehearsal. Bars 69 to 74 involved a direct transposition of the original bassoon score. After I
played the passage to Abbott and discussed the idiomatic issues relating to the glissandos and
short flutter-tongue quaver effect on the high B, Abbott chose to erase the whole stave. Bars
98 to 104 (Fig. 8.7) presents the original bassoon-related extended technique articulation
instructions that are non-transferable on saxophone.
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As displayed in the score extract below, “WT – TT – ord – WT – TT” requires the player to
water tongue (WT) and timbral trill (TT) over a lengthy sustained high A pitch for twenty
seconds.

Figure 8.7: First rehearsal score – Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone, bars 98-104.

Water-tonguing is a unique bassoon tonguing effect that involves a fast tonguing motion
without touching the double reed. Water tonguing is exclusive to the bassoon and is not
adaptable for saxophone. Also, the saxophone glissando effects from bars 100 to 104 cannot
replicate the smooth gliding glissandos of the original bassoon effect. Following my
guidance, Abbott omitted the whole passage from bars 98 to 104. At bar 145, a loud, rapid
“Aggressive” character governs the rest of the work. The compositional material in the
following bars of 145 to 159 contain fast, florid, ongoing technical material, allowing no
break for the saxophonist to take a breath within the melodic line.
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Figure 8.8: First rehearsal score – Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone, bars 145-159.

Therefore, based on my suggestion, circular breathing and a fermata on the interpolated
tremolo figures within the continuous articulated technical passages was added. The fermata
over the sustained tremolo motifs allows the saxophonist time to circular breathe and avoid
breaking the phrase. Strategically, circular breathing on the tremolo fermata figures ensures
the alternating pitch tremolo inflections cover the slight pitch fluctuations that occur during
the saxophonist’s circular breathing action.
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Rehearsal No. 2 with the composer via Skype – 21 June 2018
The second rehearsal examines Abbott’s reworked score of MultiSonics, the tonal quality
playing issues and structural revision modifications that required attention. A particular focus
was refining the intricate timbral and textural playing aspects in relation to articulation,
textural density, colouristic formations of the avant-garde tonal effects and specific technical
melodic passages. Final modifications and omissions were made to the ‘paint brush’ tonguing
figures: my invented playing technique involving quick paint brush tongue strokes on the tip
of the saxophone reed to imitate the original bassoon water-tongue articulation. As the
following revised score illustrates, disjunct intervallic registral changes, overall melodic
shape continuity, breath markings and quarter-tone pitch and vibrato speed nuances were
addressed.
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Figure 8.9: Revised rehearsal score – Abbott's MultiSonics for alto saxophone, bars 1-12.
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The rehearsal process involved creative collaborative activity and decisions were made in a
co-collaborative manner. The collaborative problem-solving dialogic exchanges between
composer-performer and composer assisted with the final decisions regarding composition
structure and idiomatic performance issues.
…investigation of preparing a new work for premiere performance, creative
collaboration is both multi-dimensional and mercurial as the various participants in
the process move between different forms of collaborative activity.380
Following my playing demonstration of the fast pulsating stylistic character from bars 2 to 9
(Fig. 8.9), Abbott wanted the high B flats to be louder within the rhythmic figures. As I
suggested, placing an accent on the high B flats across the series of notes from bars 2 to 8
ensures the projection of the high B flat over the ongoing rhythmic material, bringing a
heightened interjecting compositional element to the passage. Despite the newly added
quarter-tone pitches on the semiquaver figures at bars 9 to 11, breathing was an issue. Apart
from the quick breath between the opening multiphonic and bar 2, there is no break within
the passage to breathe. Strategically, the repetitive alternating quarter-tone articulated pattern
develops into a quarter-tone trill, enabling the saxophonist to circular breathe between bars 9
and 11 without stopping the sound. However, a major issue was the lack of time to take the
circular breath. As the Skype dialogue extract with the composer illustrates, Abbott suggested
altering the structural timing of bars 9, 10 and 11 to allow more time to circular breathe:
What you can do is add a fermata over the whole bar of 9, 10 and 11. When you need
to take a breath, sustain the quarter-tone trill and circular breathe. It’s up to you when
to play the interposing two-note semiquaver figure at the end of each bar. So bars 9 to
11 might have a couple of extra beats in each bar depending on how long you need to
circular breathe for...381
To emulate the original water-tongue bassoon articulation of bars 9 to 11, Abbott agreed to
use my own saxophone paint brush tonguing invention. As I explained how this different
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tonguing technique would avoid the pointy C pitch saxophone tonal registral quality and
create a lighter textural continuous sound effect:
My tongue can imitate very light paint brush strokes on the reed to produce a smooth,
gentle tonguing saxophone effect rather than a spikey articulation. Ongoing continual
C pitches with a wavering effect will emerge by the slight flatness and sharpness
caused by my particular brush tonguing position on the reed.382
Abbott’s revised tremolo alternating passage from bars 60 to 67 below, contained idiomatic
issues relating to unplayable intervallic motifs and lack of performance detail regarding
structural shape and direction of passage.

Figure 8.10: Revised rehearsal score – Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone, bars 58-73.
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Despite the new score instruction, “floating” in bar 60, there is a lack of musical detail in
reference to tempo, duration instructions, phrasing and specific < > dynamic markings on
how the player should structurally shape the sound. As I explained to Abbott how I decided
the length of the tremolos and improvised using dynamic swells to enhance the timbral
colours:
KB:
I’m not sure how long you want me to play the tremolo passage and when I should change to
the next tremolo figure. It would be best to put bracket markings indicating how long in
seconds you want the player to hold the particular tremolo effects. At the moment I’m
guessing when to change. Well, when I hear I’ve got the distinct sound quality I want, I then
change to the next tremolo figure. Also, I’m improvising using a range of < > dynamic swell
effects to enhance the timbral tonal colours.
Is this what you want?

KA:
It sounds great what you just played Katia! You can hold the tremolo figures for as long as
you want and change to the next tremolo when you think it’s best. I love the colours that
you’re getting out of the timbral effects. Let’s keep it really soft and you can swell in and out
of the sound. Ignore the forte in bar 66. I want a soothing, floating sound throughout.

Following my advice, Abbott cut bar 66 due to the unplayable tremolo. My solution
to link the remaining bars together through timbral dynamic decay and soothing
multiphonic harmonic swell effects is as follows:
KB:
What should I play in bar 66? This was the bar that was not playable in the previous
saxophone version.

KA:
Sorry my mistake. Just leave it out and play bar 65 twice.

KB:
What I can do is decrescendo through bar 65 and when I repeat it, decay even further so the
timbral quality is linked with the soft, gentle multiphonic of bar 68. You want a really soft,
soothing multiphonic in bar 68 don’t you? If it’s OK I’m going to take a breath just before the
multiphonic and clear the spit so I can play the same multiphonic as the opening with a ppp <
pp > ppp dynamic.
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KA:
That sounds wonderful! It’s incredible how different the multiphonic sounds when played
softly! I love how you are getting the higher pitches to slowly emerge and pop out as the
thickness intensifies. The soft multiphonic will set the mood for the following lyrical melodic
passage of bar 69.

At bars 71 to 73 (Fig. 8.10), Abbott added the saxophone vibrato indication: “molto express.
to non-vib.”. Due to Abbott’s request in the previous rehearsal of “not too much pitch
movement on the note”383, how much vibrato nuance to employ on the first four beats of the
sustained A flat pitch in bar 71 was a concern. As Abbott explained in the final rehearsal, “I
want a normal expressive vibrato on the first four beats and then you can play a non vibrato
effect in the following bar, slowly decaying to nothing in bar 73”384. My insistence on how
vibrato enhances the warm tonal quality of the sustained A flat pitch, influenced Abbott to
continue the subtle vibrato for the duration of the note. Also, following my demonstration of
air vibrato effects for possible inclusion at the end of the sustained note in bar 73, Abbott
instructed me to play a thin, translucent air vibrato quality to fade out the note.
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Figure 8.11: Revised rehearsal score – Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone, bar 150 - end.

In the final section of MultiSonics for alto saxophone, the repetitive semiquaver pattern
returns an octave higher from bar 154 to the end, based on my advice that the C quarter-tone
flat fingering employed in bars 9 to 11 (Fig. 8.9) is also suitable for the upper register. But as
my rehearsal sketches show, the interjecting semiquaver figures in bars 154 and 155 are out
of range. From a performer’s perspective, the player will be physically drained at this final
point of the work, therefore I replaced the two-note semiquaver figures (altissimo B flat, F) to
high E flat and high D. Similar to bars 9 to 11, circular breathing on the extended duration of
quarter-tone pitches is employed to avoid a break in the sound and disrupt the physical
stamina required to build the climactic acceleration and dynamic intensity to the final note of
the piece. In agreement with Abbott, the motivic figure of the second half of bar 156 was
omitted due to the technical impracticalities it created for me. Instead, I informed Abbott to
continue the quarter-tone trill through bar 156, which would allow the saxophonist to circular
breathe and regain enough air to produce the loud glissando effect at bar 157. Insertion of a
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descending/ascending glissando would create the climactic surge in volume to the last note of
the work. The flutter-tongue staccato effect at ff on the final note of the piece is not playable.
I suggested to replace the high C flutter-tongue pitch with the same multiphonic as the
opening, but with a harsh fp <fff dynamic intensity. From a composition and performance
context, this would provide a strategic structural motivic link to the opening of MultiSonics.
KB:
Finishing the piece with a high C flutter-tongue effect is not possible on saxophone. Plus,
from a player’s perspective it’s too strenuous for the final note of the piece. To link the
opening multiphonic with the end, it would be much more effective for me to play a loud
thick, coarse multiphonic with a dramatic surge in volume to reflect the opening crazy
multiphonic effect.

KA:
That sounds terrific! You can add a fermata on the glissando if you need more time to bend it
before hitting the multiphonic. All I want is the final note to have the craziest harsh tonal
quality.

KB:
Because it’s the last note of the piece it would be safer to reuse the opening multiphonic that
produces the exact effect you are after, rather than choose another that requires more stress
for the player in terms of endurance and accuracy.
Adding a fermata on the glissando will be very helpful. As this type of ending involves a level
of spontaneity from the player due to the flexibility in the tonal glissando manipulation. The
fermata will allow enough time for the saxophonist to create a convincing glissando scooping
effect leading into the texturally coarse sounding multiphonic.
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8.5 Summary
A shared aesthetic goal between composer-performer and composer contributed to the
creation of new avant-garde saxophone playing possibilities in MultiSonics for alto
saxophone. My composer and performer role assisted Abbott in finding idiomatic saxophone
extended techniques of similar textural density as the original bassoon version. This is
evident in the way I advised Abbott about the benefits of particular saxophone tonal
modifications, colouristic timbral effect additions, dynamic nuances and physical stamina.
Performance demonstrations of saxophone intricacies during rehearsals allowed Abbott to
hear the multilayered playing function of contemporary saxophone techniques, such as
multiphonic sonorities, harmonic tremolo effects, quarter-tone pitch fluctuations, circular
breathing and my invented paint brush tongue stroke articulation to imitate bassoon watertonguing effects.
My composer-performer role gave me insight into Abbott’s compositional intention for each
contemporary bassoon technique. I was able to suggest particular coarse textured alto
saxophone multiphonics of similar dynamic intensity that Abbott had initially chosen for the
bassoon version. My use of circular breathing enabled a continual flow of sound through
technically strenuous passages and resolved problematic breathing issues, in which there was
nowhere to take a breath without breaking the phrase.
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Chapter 9
Reimagining Anne Boyd’s Beside Bamboo (2018) from solo violin to alto saxophone and
piano, and the composer/performer collaborative relationship
Introduction
This chapter focuses on the composer collaborative relationship that evolved in readapting
Anne Boyd’s Beside Bamboos (1981) from solo violin to alto saxophone and piano for an
ABC Classic podcast recording385. Previous examination of the influence of my composerperformer role during the rehearsal process of Crossman’s and Abbott’s saxophone works
reveals how the composers’ scores directed the initial rehearsal format and instigated specific
composer-performer issues. For Boyd’s piece, composition and performance-related ideas
and experimentations were based on Boyd’s original draft violin score and my own
arrangement for alto saxophone. Deliberations and compromises focused on idiomatic
saxophone issues and contemporary playing techniques to discover effective colouristic,
textural and timbral saxophone possibilities.
In identifying the different compositional stages of Boyd’s new version for alto saxophone
and piano, rehearsal analyses are examined alongside previous scores of Beside Bamboos.
Composition devices and stylistic interpretative outcomes emerging from my individual
actions are discussed in reference to product creativity and improvisational creativity. By
focusing on key dialogic rehearsal conversations, I make explicit how my composerperformer role influenced Boyd’s composition, resulting in a co-composing collaborative
methodology. Although it was not my intention to influence Boyd’s compositional thinking,
my own motivic, registral and structural recommendations regarding the melodic material,
saxophone multiphonics, colouristic tonal variation devices including individual pitch
oscillation merging in and out of the multiphonics, helped Boyd formulate her own
compositional ideas in achieving distinct saxophone colourings.

385

ABC Classic New Waves podcast featuring Katia Beaugeais as soloist-composer performing Anne Boyd’s
Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano – 22 March 2019.
Beaugeais/Boyd interview – From 44:30
Performance – 55:55
https://www.abc.net.au/classic/programs/new-waves/katia-beaugeais-new-australian-sax-music/10930530
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My association with Boyd’s Beside Bamboo and how my saxophone role took precedent,
influencing the rehearsal strategy, methodology and outcome
My composer-performer role took on a new dimension during the transformation process of
Boyd’s Beside Bamboo386 for alto saxophone and piano, where my association with this piece
and saxophone idiomatic issues shaped the rehearsals and score construction process. A
reason for selecting Boyd’s work for my research is to identify to what extent my saxophone
role guided Boyd’s composition and saxophone-related decisions. Rehearsals were
fundamentally collaborative, as our discussions required my assistance to explain and
demonstrate numerous saxophone-related concepts regarding pitch, register tonal quality,
improvisatory stylistic quality, embouchure position, vibrato timbral manipulations, circular
breathing and contemporary playing techniques.

386

Boyd renamed Beside Bamboos to Beside Bamboo. The reason for this title change is explained in the third
rehearsal analyses of Boyd’s new version for alto saxophone and piano.
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9.1 How technical playing aspects outweighed composition issues

Figure 9.1: Paradigm illustrating how saxophone performance issues outweighed
composition-related issues during the rehearsal process of Boyd’s Beside Bamboo.

My performer advice was central in assisting Boyd’s uncertainties and queries whilst she
contemplated particular multiphonic pitches, quarter-tone trills and tonal speed variants
within a compositional contemporary playing technique setting.
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My initial association with Boyd’s piece in which I premiered my own arrangement of Beside
Bamboos for solo alto saxophone at Selmer Saxophones387 in Paris and at the Australian
Clarinet and Saxophone Conference388, prompted me to contact Boyd about transforming
Beside Bamboos into a substantial work for alto saxophone and piano featuring saxophone
extended techniques for my doctoral research.
I was surprised and delighted when the brilliant young virtuoso saxophonist and
composer Katia Beaugeais found the score and moulded it into a work for solo
saxophone performed successfully on a number of occasions…I was excited therefore
when asked to consider making an arrangement with piano.389
Boyd and I first met in September 2017, when I played my own arrangement and discussed
possible structural and motivic timbral saxophone ideas for her new version. In the lead up to
my ABC Classic recording, an intensive two-month rehearsal period occurred between
August and October 2018.

387

2012 solo recital – Selmer Saxophone Showrooms: 18 Rue de la Fontaine au Roi, Paris, France.
Premiere performance of my own Beside Bamboos arrangement for solo alto saxophone.
388
2013 Australian Clarinet and Saxophone Conference, Sydney Conservatorium of Music.
389
Extract from Boyd’s Beside Bamboo program note.
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Rehearsal No. 1 with composer, Anne Boyd
Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 18 September 2017
My sketched arrangements of Beside Bamboos with my extended technique additions bring
important key aspects to my research regarding the aesthetic role and responsibility of a
composer-performer in reference to certain themes:
(1) To what degree did the performer contribute to the creative compositional practice.
(2) Rarity of performer influencing the aesthetic structure of new works.
(3) Composer-performer interactional mechanisms to create a collective improvised
performance.
My aim for the first rehearsal was to discuss the extended techniques and timbral playing
effects that I chose to employ in my own arrangement. Particular timbral saxophone sounds
involved distinct tonal sonorities that Boyd had never heard before. Consequently,
demonstration of my multiphonic and colouristic textural playing effects served as a
springboard for Boyd to discover a collection of new saxophone sounds of her own. As she
writes:
Always interested in timbre as a primary consideration in the compositional process, I
became fascinated by the range of saxophone colours and techniques available, many
completely new to me.390

390

Extract from Boyd’s Beside Bamboo program note.
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Figure 9.2 - Photo 1: Katia Beaugeais and Anne Boyd during the first rehearsal of Beside
Bamboo. Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 18 September 2017.

Below is Boyd’s original violin score of Beside Bamboos with my hand-written arrangement
markings that I used in the first rehearsal. My score adjustments relate to general idiomatic
issues regarding melodic contour, pitch omissions, register, transposition, multiphonic and
vibrato effects. My sketchings are minimal as I played directly off the score with an
improvisatory approach, employing my own slow, “ma libramente” stylistic score
interpretation of bar 1. My playing instructions refer to dynamics, lingering fermatas on
certain multiphonics, choice of expressive vibrato, direction of phrasing and breathing, tenuto
stresses on certain pitches to imitate string down bow strokes and grace note accentuations.
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Figure 9.3: Page 1 of Boyd’s original score of Beside Bamboos for solo violin containing
Beaugeais’s sketched alterations.
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The original violin score and its disparate characteristics between violin and saxophone
instigated various transformation idiomatic playing issues.
•

Libramente and lack of stylistic direction open to player interpretation.

•

Erhu-like qualities of violin score and expressive saxophone vibrato style.

•

Transposition: Violin non-transposed score versus alto saxophone Eb key.

•

Dynamics and suitability for transposed registral quality.

•

Bowing tonal quality, vibrato and articulation of lower/upper notes.

•

String bowing phrasing versus saxophone phrasing and breathing.

•

Violin double stops and saxophone multiphonics.

•

Tonal melodic flow and smooth transitions between double stops and melody.

•

Selection of individual double stop pitches to formulate the main melodic contour and
replace double stop cadential moments within the phrase.

As my hand-written alterations indicate (Fig. 9.3), double stops are substituted with
multiphonics (MP) or the circled pitches within the double stop are to be played individually.
In bar one, the saxophonist begins the piece on a low D at pp and merges into a multiphonic
effect. My wavy line marking next to the multiphonic indicates a wide, expressive vibrato. As
several melodic pitches were out of the saxophone’s range, registral octave adjustments were
applied to certain melodic lines. Octave transpositions of specific melodic phrases within the
saxophone range also occurred to enhance the rich colouristic tonal variation of the
saxophone’s highest register. Adaption of the violin double stops and simultaneous dual
string layering melodic tones for alto saxophone required composition and stylistic playing
decisions to find equivalent-sounding saxophone effects for the non-adaptable violin playing
aspects. The alto saxophone’s register, tonal colour, textural sounds and general physical
aspects, including breathing, embouchure, tonal control, shifting registers and stamina
regarding avant-garde techniques were considered.
Unlike the violin, the saxophone can only play one conventional pitch at a time, resulting in
specific notes of the solo violin melodic structure to be erased. As seen by my crossed-out
markings, the original violin melody was simplified to a single layer of notes, with the
majority of upper melodic pitches forming the reconstructed saxophone melody. Pitch
omission within the melodic line resulted in the removal of the original violin chordal
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progressions that enhanced the textural character of Boyd’s piece. This led me to explore
multiphonics as a compositional textural device to maintain the warm gestural string bow
texture within Boyd’s melodic passages. Following my performance of my arrangement,
Boyd’s enthusiastic reaction concerning my saxophone multiphonics as a textural substitution
for the omitted violin double stops is seen in the dialogic rehearsal391 extract below:
KB:
I added saxophone multiphonics to replace some double stops. I wanted to find an equivalent
textural sounding effect on saxophone that could provide your piece with another source of
textural interest within the melodic passages.

AB:
Wow I really like those sounds…I never thought of multiphonics like that, with that soft,
soothing colour. I’ve never heard multiphonics played like that before.

KB:
That’s a relief! So you like what I played to replace the violin double stops? It’s not too
different, too avant-garde for you compared to your original stylistic idea for your piece?

AB:
No I love it, what a terrific effect! I want to explore the multiphonics more in my sax and
piano version. Such a beautiful colour!

KB:
To imitate the soothing bowed quality of the violin double stops into the melody, I’m playing
the multiphonics with a loose embouchure and open throat. This helps create a smooth
transition between the multiphonics and melodic pitches and produces a similar warm textural
tonal quality like the violin.

As a composer-saxophonist, I felt a responsibility in the first rehearsal to present a
convincing, effective version for saxophone that would enhance Boyd’s awareness of
saxophone multiphonic colouristic effects. My composer-performer role influenced my violin
double stops and textural saxophone multiphonic substitutions and timbral variants. This
diverse stylistic change initiated Boyd’s curiosity to pursue multiphonic timbral sonorities in
her own saxophone and piano version of Beside Bamboo. As a result, Boyd chose
multiphonics and timbral nuances to form her main compositional extended technique
structural framework.
391

Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 18 September 2017.
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Rehearsal No. 2 with composer, Anne Boyd
Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 17 August 2018
Following the 2017 workshop rehearsal, frequent email communication with Boyd continued
up until this second rehearsal to verify specific matters: ABC recording date, time frame
composing schedule, rehearsal structure, and an additional piano part and saxophone cadenza
as possible compositional extensions to the work. Based on my saxophone timbral stylistic
approach, a critical level of rehearsal engagement evolved in demonstrating miscellaneous
diversities that multiphonics and interlinked timbral trill and harmonic variation effects on
alto saxophone could bring to Boyd’s score. Upon Boyd’s request, I sent the original score
with my sketched markings from the 2017 rehearsal and a copy of my hand-written notated
arrangement392. As follows, I also included some additional instructions to help her
understand my alterations in the score.

392

Sent to Boyd via email: Copy of my hand-written arrangement with Page 1 and 2 of feedback –
29 June 2018.
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Figure 9.4: My hand-written arrangement based on Boyd’s original violin score of Beside
Bamboos with my additional explanations – Page 1.
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As the following table identifies, my performer role (PR) influenced all saxophone motivic
and structural tone colour alterations in my arrangement and associated player instructions,
with certain facets involving a performer and composer approach (PR + CR).

Role

Alteration explanations transcribed from Page 1 of my handwritten arranged score

PR + CR

[A] Multiphonic embedded within the phrase (no break in sound).

PR + CR

[B] Bends: no distinct pitch as it serves as a gestural pitch bend effect
between two notes.

PR + CR

[C] Selection of octave displacement to suit violin range and convey the
melodic phrase within the work.

PR + CR

[1] Single note merging into multiphonic (no break).

PR

[2] Multiphonic vibrato creating more expressive singing quality,
allowing for more harmonic sounds to be created.

PR

[3] Suggestions for the new cadenza:
Circular breathing possible for unlimited time on trilled notes or
multiphonic trills.
Idiomatic practicality of circular breathing on multiphonic trills – covers
pitch unevenness when player takes circular breath.

Figure 9.5 - Table 1: Transcribed instructions from my hand-written arrangement of Boyd’s
Beside Bamboos.

My feedback explanations refer to specific playing effects and idiomatic saxophone
intricacies from my arrangement that formed the basis of discussion during the second
rehearsal. I demonstrated my choice of motivic registral gestures within the melodic contour,
subtle bend pitch inflections, dynamic emergence, singing harmonic multiphonic quality, non
vibrato to soothing vibrato colours, single tonal sound quality versus the multiphonic textural
thickness and my circular breathing method to create ongoing textural trill multiphonic
effects. In the following second page of feedback393 to Boyd, my advice relates to the
miscellaneous saxophone playing intricacies regarding multiphonic sound envelopes.
Particular focus is the exploration of textural multiphonic trills created from one multiphonic
alone. Vibrato saxophone techniques and timbral dynamic shapes are offered to enhance
colour tonal variance, resulting in a multitude of multiphonic harmonic sonorities determined
by specific embouchure and throat placement performance methods.
393

Sent to Boyd via email: Copy of my hand-written Page 2 feedback – 29 June 2018.
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Figure 9.6: Page 2 of my hand-written feedback that I scanned to Boyd.
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My multiphonic ideas led to an array of interrelated timbral deviations that required my
saxophone assistance to explain idiomatic multiphonic complexities and essential
composition score notation matters. As Merrick points out the benefit and important outcome
of composer and performer collaborations in producing an idiomatic score for future players:
The opportunity for a composer to work in close liaison with a player should also
result in a wholly idiomatic work, which is therefore attractive to other players and
has increased potential to be accepted into the core repertory.394
The following paradigm summarises my rehearsal feedback and instructions based on the
multiphonic sonorities of page two. Apart from certain composition-related decisions in
reference to multiphonic placement, duration and soundscape tonal quality, my performer
role took precedent in showing Boyd on how to apply multiphonic resonances within her
compositional structural framework.

394

Merrick, Collaboration between Composers and Performers, 116.
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MULTIPHONICS = PERFORMER ROLE.
Violin
double stop simulation

Saxophone multiphonic sound envelopes with circular breathing

Isolation and alternating multiphonic pitches of upper and lower pitches

Transposition and multiphonic & quarter-tone score notation

Non to wide vibrato manipulation to bring out individual tones of multiphonic pitches

Multiphonic timbral trills and diverse harmonic spectrum

Vibrato tonal inflections with multiphonic colouristic trills

Embouchure and open throat position creating multiphonic sonorous harmonics

Other performance suggestions:
Air sounds, breath effects enhancing timbral feature
New Cadenza to focus solely on saxophone sounds

Figure 9.7: Paradigm illustrating how my multiphonic suggestions led to an array of
interrelated multiphonic timbral deviations requiring my performer role.
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Below is the multiphonic from my own arrangement that I selected for Boyd’s score. I felt
that the timbral and textural diversity of this multiphonic was most suitable for the
characteristic style of Beside Bamboo and the type of colours that Boyd wanted to create. The
saxophonist’s embouchure and throat position produce a range of harmonics within this
multiphonic sound envelope, despite the multiphonic containing two main pitches (F quartertone sharp and an upper G). As follows, my selected multiphonic in its transposed version
with my preferred saxophone fingering is displayed:

Figure 9.8: My selected multiphonic (transposed) and suggested saxophone fingering.

The black filled circles in my graphic fingering shape indicate which saxophone keys to press
with the low C key. The hollow circle represents the unpressed F key, which is crucial in
obtaining the multiphonic. If the F key is pressed, the lowest conventional C note of the alto
saxophone will sound. Although there are a number of composers who write “MP” in their
scores to signify where a player should perform a multiphonic effect, since multiphonics
involve unconventional fingerings, not all saxophonists know which multiphonic fingering to
play. As I pointed out to Boyd of the importance in displaying the exact multiphonic
fingering to avoid different player interpretations:
Multiphonic fingerings are not like conventional fingerings, where the player
automatically knows what fingering to use. Because even if the saxophonist plays
repertoire with multiphonics on a regular basis, this does not mean they know
multiphonics off by heart. As the composer you should be as precise as possible and
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provide the fingering. Saxophonists need to be told what fingering to play, otherwise
there is a risk that you might not get the correct multiphonic and the type of textural
sound that you are after.395
I felt that my role as a performer was to inform Boyd of the most suitable notation and
multiphonic fingering for her published score. Similar to Sophie Cherrier, Flute Professor of
the Conservatoire National Supérieur de Musique de Paris, who advises composers of the
essential playing intricacies regarding extended techniques such as slap and multiphonic
effects:
…avoid slaps above middle F#, they come out in the lower register. Also, be careful
of multiphonics in very fast succession. …Usually they are grateful for the feedback
and respond by asking what can be done to make the passage playable, or else they
ask me to play as much as possible to capture the essence of the phrase.396
As the second rehearsal progressed, complex multiphonic playing concepts emerged based on
my Page 2 hand-written feedback (Fig. 9.6). My saxophone knowledge assisted Boyd in
understanding additional multiphonic idiomatic issues relating to sound production, gestural,
dynamic and textural character, player’s embouchure, circular breathing possibilities and
score presentation:

395
396

Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 17 August 2018.
Perlove and Cherrier, “Transmission, Interpretation, Collaboration,” 50.
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Performer role aided additional complex multiphonic
saxophone issues
Multiphonics not possible on every note
Only a set number of multiphonics are available on alto saxophone or
any other woodwind instrument.
Multiphonics about gestural character rather than pitch quality
Should be only used to enhance the textural fusion of sound.
Choice of dynamic
Important as it affects the thin/thick multiphonic gestural quality.
Determination of textural multiphonic quality
Soft dynamic or forceful loud playing nature alters the saxophonist’s
embouchure resulting in particular multiphonic sounding effects.
Player’s embouchure and throat position
Ultimately creates the multiphonic effect.
Circular breathing on multiphonic trills preferable
Circular breathing requires more air support from the saxophonist.
Sustaining quarter-tone pitches within the multiphonic is difficult
without a pitch trill fluctuation to assist with the circular airflow of the
multiphonic.
Multiphonic score presentation – show in transposed version
Display saxophone part in concert pitch apart from the multiphonics.
Notated quarter-tone pitches characterise the tonal quality.
For saxophonists, concert pitch version of multiphonic makes no sense.

Figure 9.9 - Table 2: Additional multiphonic saxophone issues that evolved from my feedback
and instructions of Page two.

Despite demonstrating various multiphonics of an atmospheric notion, Boyd chose the same
multiphonic and stylistic playing approach as my own arrangement by focusing on similar
elusive and delicate tonal qualities to form the overall compositional timbral structure. My
selected multiphonic and pitch focal point oscillations based on the airflow pressure between
the low F quarter-tone and upper G pitch were discussed. Boyd’s new saxophone part
indicates how I sounded the individual notes of the multiphonics by applying more stress on
the lower or upper notes within the saxophone chordal textural effect. Displayed are my
crossed-out markings on the opening non-idiomatic multiphonics and my multiphonic
replacements, idiomatic fingering and multiphonic pitch colouristic emphases:
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Figure 9.10: Boyd’s new saxophone part for Beside Bamboos – bars 1-39.
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Boyd’s multiphonic pitch application and the importance of this avant-garde effect acting as a
gestural composition device – rather than as a defined pitched chord – was stressed in
rehearsal. As I explained:
You can’t create a multiphonic on any pitch. Multiphonics are not violin double stops
that produce two clearly defined intervallic pitches. Saxophone multiphonics are
made up of a mix of quarter-tone and conventional pitches, where a blurred mix of
tones sound. Each multiphonic has a different timbral quality…so multiphonics are
chosen for the type of colour they create, not for the collection of pitches they
produce.397
Multiphonic notation issues are evident in Boyd’s saxophone score (Fig. 9.10). As she
expressed: “the collection of stacked pitches in bar 4 that open the multiphonic at pp and the
following sparse three-note sustained chord (B,D, high E) represent a low-pitched thick
textured multiphonic merging into a higher, thinner multiphonic effect.”398 At bar 7, the
higher pitched sparse multiphonic quality is repeated. Multiphonic placement and position
affects the player’s ability to execute the timbral effect. As the higher multiphonic emerges
directly from the B pitch without the thick textural support beforehand, the saxophonist’s
sudden embouchure and throat adjustment to produce the higher pitches create a stronger
airflow force on the top end of the multiphonic. This results in additional harmonic
colouristic upper pitches to sound. I stressed to Boyd of the necessity in providing extra
instructions for the player regarding multiphonic tonal quality and precise placement of
certain instructions for score readability. As the saxophonist has to prepare a different
embouchure position to create the non vibrato, static multiphonic tone of bar 4, I advised
Boyd to move the “non vibr.” score instruction before the multiphonic. Also, to erase the
trill-like line in bar 7 and replace with a vibrato instruction, as saxophonists would not
associate this wavy line for vibrato. As Love and Barrett reinforce how the function of score
notation acts as a vital collaborative tool between composers and performers, where the
notation represents the composer’s opening offerings:

397
398

Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 17 August 2018.
Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 17 August 2018.
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Musical notation is a tool that facilitates collaborations between composers and
professional orchestras despite constraints of limited rehearsal time and hierarchical
traditions and structures. Rather than dialoguing in proximity, composers capture their
opening offerings in notation – musical scores – which performers read and develop
subsequently in a form of asynchronous collaboration.399
To contrast with the multiphonic nuance intricacies, simplicity within the song-like vibrato
vocal quality of the saxophone’s melodic line was explored. Once I began playing the
opening melody in bar 9, Boyd discovered that her choice of dynamics were too loud to
expose the soft, delicate, subtle tonal quality that she was after. As my dynamic alterations on
Boyd’s score indicate (Fig. 9.10), the majority of dynamics were reduced. Collective
decisions occurred in reference to melodic register placement. As I played the melodic line to
Boyd, we chose the most suitable register to enhance the lower/upper pitch expressive
melodic quality. Similar to the multiphonic pitch focal oscillating effect, I suggested a similar
contrasting pitch registral alternating device within the long phrases to avoid repetition of the
upper melodic register.

9.2 Transposition deliberations between composer and performer
Transposition raised certain issues for Boyd as she composed the saxophone part (Fig. 9.10)
based on my hand-written arrangement for Eb alto saxophone (Fig. 9.4). As the following
email400 extracts illustrate, alto saxophone transposition versus sight transposition and
transposed multiphonic score presentation questions arose:
AB
…Is the version you sent me in concert pitch? Rather hoping that is the case as I’m working
the piano around D fundamental.
I presume you are using Alto?
Do you want me to transpose your own part? The part you sent me looks as though it’s
probably in concert pitch. Do you do your own transpositions?
Lots of questions, of course.
399
400

Love and Barrett, “Learning to Collaborate in Code,” 54.
Email communication between Anne Boyd and Katia Beaugeais – 14 August 2018.
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KB:
My score is in concert pitch except for the multiphonics. I can’t notate mps in concert pitch
because I think in terms of the note colour etc.
In our last reh I played directly off your score as it is (your handwritten one I sent you) as the
pitch quality suited the alto’s register. So it would not have been sounding in D – BUT yes we
should transpose it to keep it in D!
Can easily sight transpose for soprano but need it transposed for alto.
If you have time transpose my part for Alto Eb or we can do it together on Friday so we can
decide what alto tonal register sounds best for a particular phrase etc?
Anyway, choosing the transposition together would add an interesting aspect to my research.
So really don’t mind either way.

Following this, Boyd transposed her saxophone part up a major sixth to maintain her original
modal key of D. Her concerns about her choice of transposition and my willingness to assist
is seen below401:
AB:
The Alto part looks crazily out of register in its transposed version. But not sure what you can
do…Looking forward to experiments!

KB:
Can’t wait!
Don’t worry we’ll work it out! Love this side of the creative process!

As my octave adjustments on page one of Boyd’s score illustrates (Fig. 9.10), certain melodic
phrases were transposed down the octave. However, to increase the registral tonal colour
variation within the phrase, partial fragments of phrases were transposed. At bar 28 and 29,
the slow crotchet figure (E, F#, A, B, F#) was placed down the octave to expose the mellow,
warm tones of the lower alto saxophone register, whilst keeping the singing tonal quality of
the high F# and E triplet motif up the register. As Boyd expressed, “I didn’t know you could
change registers so smoothly like that, otherwise I would have thought of doing that
before.”402 From bar 30, Boyd and I decided on shifting the whole melodic phrase down the
401
402

Email communication between Anne Boyd and Katia Beaugeais – 17 August 2018.
Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 17 August 2018.
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octave to produce a deep sonorous effect for the forte dynamic. As I clarified to Boyd on how
to create a distinct colouristic melodic change within the phrase: “the B and C# pitches in the
middle register of the saxophone produce a resonating tonal quality when played loudly with
a more relaxed open embouchure.”403 This led to Boyd’s idea of replacing the high E of bar
32 with my added soothing multiphonic to recapture the deep echoing quality of the previous
middle register melodic pitches.
The melody from bar 35 is out of the conventional saxophone range. To maintain Boyd’s
similar melodic shape I transposed bars 35, 36, 37 and the first crotchet beat of bar 38 down
the octave. The C#, B, E motivic figure of bar 38 remained untouched to preserve Boyd’s
warm, expressive E pitch for the last note of the phrase. Additionally, I explained to Boyd
about the saxophone playing logistics surrounding the altissimo range and how her use of the
unconventional register was unsuitable for the delicate, subtle and gentle sound she was
trying to achieve:
The saxophone’s highest conventional pitch is a high F# above the treble stave. Any
notes above are part of the saxophone’s altissimo range. This is an unconventional
range of the saxophone, where the pitch quality is very thin and problematic. The
saxophonist might squeak on an altissimo note or the pitch might not sound. This is
due to the altissimo range requiring a forceful airflow to maintain the sustained tonal
control, a tighter embouchure and a nonstandard amount of pressure on the reed from
the bottom lip to produce the actual note. It is not at all suitable to be played in a soft,
delicate way, like in Beside Bamboos. The altissimo register is usually best for loud,
forceful passages that require a loud dramatic effect.404

Page two of Boyd’s transposed saxophone part presents similar transposition issues involving
the altissimo register. Bars 60, 61 and 64 contain altissimo notes outside the normal range.

403
404

Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 17 August 2018.
Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 17 August 2018.
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Figure 9.11: Boyd’s new saxophone part for Beside Bamboos – bar 40 - end.
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Though, as I did not want Boyd to dismiss the altissimo range in future saxophone works,
discussions continued regarding altissimo specifics. For example, how the high G, G#, A of
the altissimo range were possible to attain for a professional saxophonist, but the pitches from
high Bb and above (5 leger lines above the treble clef) present numerous idiomatic issues and
should be avoided. As I insisted to Boyd of the performing complexities the altissimo register
creates for the player:
Anne, you should avoid all altissimo pitches if you are not sure if they will work,
since even the high G that begins the altissimo register can be problematic for the
saxophonist. The altissimo pitches create many dynamic and articulation issues, as
they are not flexible like a conventional note. Plus, here we are talking about altissimo
on alto saxophone which is much easier to play than on soprano saxophone!”405
Despite certain bars consisting of notes within the conventional saxophone range, such as
bars 63 and 65 (Fig. 9.11), I suggested to transpose the whole melody down the octave from
bar 60 to the end to maintain the smooth melodic pitch contour. From a player’s perspective,
alternating between the conventional and unconventional saxophone register whilst
sustaining a delicate melodic tone presented sound production and tonal unevenness
complications.
Boyd’s initial cadenza ideas from bar 42 show the unmeasured, improvisatory style and florid
motivic figures that formed the basis of her cadenza. My sketched markings show my early
involvement relating to idiomatic issues, pitch structural shape and timbral trill suggestions to
develop colouristic pitch variance. In the following third rehearsal analyses, how my
composer-performer contributions assisted the compositional development of Boyd’s
cadenza is explored.
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Rehearsal No. 3 with composer, Anne Boyd, and pianist, Phillip Shovk
Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 23 August 2018
My composer-performer engagement, actions, thoughts and advice alongside my handwritten markings in Boyd’s new version of Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano,
resulted in Boyd’s composition stylistic change, cadenza and piano part addition. To what
extent my suggestions impacted on Boyd’s saxophone and piano structure and dynamic
balance, multiphonic playing aspect within the Balinese piano tonalities and motivic timbral
effectiveness in the cadenza is addressed. My composer-performer influence in reference to
specific score passages highlight my contribution as ‘co-creator’. As Boyd states:
…The opportunity to explore the many angles of the original material in workshops
with Katia has been invaluable: indeed she might be considered the co-creator of the
new work.406
I felt that the piano instrumentation would enhance Boyd’s chordal harmonies and
multiphonic saxophone colours, bringing a unique instrumental blend to the ABC podcast.
Significantly, my suggestion to add a piano part resulted in Boyd’s stylistic shift to gamelan
music. As Boyd excitedly explains in an email the day before the rehearsal:
Cool. See you tomorrow with NEW piece! (It’s turned into a gamelan composition!)
Shifted cultures from China to Bali! Eeeew!!!!407

406
407

Extract from Boyd’s Beside Bamboo program note.
Received in email from Anne Boyd – 16 August 2018.
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Figure 9.12 - Photo 2: Katia Beaugeais, Phillip Shovk and Anne Boyd during rehearsal of
Beside Bamboo. Sydney Conservatorium of Music – 23 August 2018.

This rehearsal signified an important stage in Boyd’s compositional development.
Boyd realised how invaluable the piano part was in defining the gamelan melodic textural
shape and rhythmic impetus, after hearing this new version of Beside Bamboo for the first
time in rehearsal with my pianist, Phillip Shovk:
It was a surprise to find that the addition of another instrument fundamentally
changed the character of the work – even making a transcontinental shift from the
dreamy sound world of traditional China to the more vibrant and dancelike gamelan
idioms of Bali…The piano offers a head motif fashioned from the original melody,
parodies gamelan textures and provides rhythmic animation throughout.408
408

Extract from Boyd’s Beside Bamboo program note.
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Boyd’s Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano with my sketched rehearsal additions is
shown below. The original score title, Beside Bamboos, became a singular Beside Bamboo, as
Boyd “never really liked the plural form, though it has the same meaning”409.

Figure 9.13: Boyd’s Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano – bars 1-11.
409

Received in email from Anne Boyd – 20 August 2018.
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The opening gamelan piano gong-like sustained clusters prepare the soft, static opening of
the first saxophone multiphonic of bar 4. As a compositional blending gestural device, the
preceding low register piano pedal point figure (bar 3) along with the B saxophone pitch of
bar 4 merges with a subtone pp dynamic into the multiphonic. I decided to sustain the
multiphonic for as long as possible without taking a breath, to allow time to merge from the
lowest pitch (F quarter-tone) into the upper pitches. Shovk then waited for my cue to restart
his repeated soft gong-like figure. In rehearsal I experimented with returning to the F quartertone multiphonic pitch to overlap into the piano melody in bar 5. To create a distinct timbral
contrast between the opening multiphonic of bar 4 and the succeeding multiphonic effect in
bar 7, Boyd and I decided on an upper harmonic textural pitch focus for the second
multiphonic of bar 7. I also added vibrato on the B pitch to produce the necessary resonance
and airflow to support the succeeding upper harmonic multiphonic effect. Despite Boyd’s
indicated multiphonic decrescendo notation ending precisely at the end of bar 8, I ended the
decaying multiphonic once I had produced a well-balanced textural dynamic nuance. As
Boyd agreed with my saxophone advice in allowing the player to decide when to end the
multiphonic and use a composition dovetailing device to maximise the multiphonic textural
decaying result:
Rather than ending the multiphonic precisely on the last beat of the bar, I should end
the multiphonic when I feel I have created an effective harmonic textural shape. Since
multiphonics are difficult to predict and there is only so much tonal control that I have
with the harmonics. Sometimes I might need to dovetail my multiphonic into the first
crotchet beat of the flowing piano rhythmic figures of bar 9, to have that extra time to
create the multiphonic textural decay I am after.410
To produce timbral variation and avoid repetitive tonal vibrato phrase endings, I suggested to
include another extended technique: air wind vibrato sounds. As a result, instead of playing a
vibrato decrescendo effect on the E in bar 15, I played the E pitch with an open rounded
saxophone vibrato with a subtle airy tone before transitioning to air alone.

410

Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 23 August 2018.
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Figure 9.14: Score extract of Boyd’s Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano – bars 14-22.

Similar to multiphonics, air wind sounds need time to sound, as the saxophonist
spontaneously adjusts their embouchure to produce the most effective resonating air effect.
My request to continue the air sound through the sustained piano chord of bar 16 resolved
balancing issues and resulted in a soft airy sound to be heard over the motionless, static
piano. Unlike the multiphonic dovetail effect into bar 9, Boyd wanted the air sound to finish
precisely on the first downbeat of the piano entry in bar 17. At bar 20, the multiphonic begins
with “more top”411 harmonics before transitioning to a “less top (lower)”412 harmonic
411

Beaugeais’s hand-written performance instruction in Boyd’s Beside Bamboo alto saxophone and piano
score – bar 20.
412
Beaugeais’s hand-written performance instruction in Boyd’s Beside Bamboo alto saxophone and piano
score – bar 21.
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multiphonic pitch configuration in bar 21. I employed multiphonic harmonic manipulations
in bars 20 and 21 based on the motivic function of the piano part, in contrast to previous
multiphonic pitch nuances that were based on the atmospheric textural quality. The upper
multiphonic harmonics in bar 20 were simultaneously played alongside the lyrical highpitched piano melody, producing a gleaming fusion of colour. The sustained multiphonic
continued into bar 21, as the multiphonic pitch focal point shifted into a lower register to
imitate the middle register tonal quality of the descending melodic piano line on the first two
beats of bar 21. As illustrated below, a joint decision was made to omit the multiphonic
figures of bar 41 and 42, as Boyd and I felt that the featured multiphonic used throughout the
work clashed with the harmonic content in the piano part.

Figure 9.15: Score extract of Boyd’s Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano – bars 41-43.

Despite playing a range of different multiphonics to Boyd, the textural fusion of multiphonic
pitches continued to have a dissonant effect when played simultaneously with the soothing
semiquaver rhythmic piano harmonies. Therefore, as I informed Boyd, substituting the
saxophone multiphonics with rests in bars 41 and 42 would allow the saxophonist more time
to prepare for the opening of the cadenza, bring a new textural instrumental balance to the
work, and provide a much-needed resting point for the player:
Anne, it would be actually really helpful for the saxophonist to have a break at this
point of the piece, just before the start of the cadenza. That way the player can clear
their mouthpiece and suck up their spit to ensure they produce a clear tone on the high
F# which opens the cadenza.
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It’s also the only two bars in the whole piece where the saxophonist does not play. So
this will not only bring a different textural colouristic balance to the piece, but it will
give the saxophonist a quick break. Although the majority of the piece is lyrical and
flowing, the slow pace, long phrases and tonal control required to maintain the
intonation and multiphonic timbral variations make it a physically tiring piece for the
saxophonist.413

9.3 How my composer-performer role aided the improvisatory cadenza style
Based on my idea, Boyd added a cadenza to create a longer and extensive version of Beside
Bamboo, featuring a technically soloistic section. My composer-performer workings,
alterations and saxophone extended technique fingerings show my hands-on role to develop
the idiomatic timbral playability (Fig. 9.15 and Fig. 9.16). Bar 42 (Fig. 9.15) signifies an
important moment of the piece with the cadenza opening with a lingering, molto vibrato high
F# pitch. I added vibrato timbral inflections on specific notes to create subtle colouristic
vibrato nuances to imitate Boyd’s new gamelan-inspired instrument for the work. As she
writes:
…The erhu-like sonority of the original melody transformed into a suling gambuh,
the largest of the end blown bamboo flutes found in the ancient gambuh ensemble.414
To imitate the vibrato tonal sound of a suling gambuh, I began playing the high F# of bar 42
with a conventional vibrato effect before transforming into a wide vibrato fluctuation leading
into the florid semiquaver rhythmic figures of bar 43. To maximise the sustained tonal
intensity, I omitted the interjecting altissimo high A pitch (bar 43) and replaced the mf
dynamic of the rhythmic motifs to f. Boyd decided to move my high F# pitch to bar 43,
directly after Shovk’s ascending arpeggiated piano roll. As a result, I changed my initial mf
accented high F# opening note to a soft, gentle emerging dynamic approach at mp. The softer
dynamic not only blends more effectively within the piano’s textural colouristic chord, but
also intensifies the sustained crescendo on the high F# that introduces the first, loud virtuosic

413
414

Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 23 August 2018.
Extract from Boyd’s Beside Bamboo program note.
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passage of the piece. In consultation with Boyd, I added a breath mark between the sustained
high F# and the fast semiquaver figures. Since the saxophonist loses air during wide vibrato
manipulations, the extra breath ensures the player has enough breath support for the new
timbral trill motivic material from bar 45415 onwards (Fig. 9.16).
The improvisation style and extended technique material of the cadenza involved
spontaneous playing decisions, as “improvising music is, in some sense, a spontaneous kind
of music-making.”416 My sketched markings in the cadenza reveal how improvisatory
performance and product creativity instructed a problem finding and problem solving
approach to decipher Boyd’s compositional material. As Sawyer states:
Product creativity generally involves a long period of creative work leading up to the
creative product. In contrast, in improvisational performance, the creative process is
the product; the audience is watching the creative process as it occurs.417

415

N.B. Bar 43 (Fig. 9.15) goes straight to bar 45 (Fig. 9.16). Boyd’s draft score contains a score bar number
error. Bar 44 does not exist. To avoid confusion, the stated bars discussed match the displayed bar numbers on
the score extracts.
416
Alperson, “On Musical Improvisation,” 17.
417
Sawyer, “Improvisation and the Creative Process,” 149.
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Figure 9.16: Score extract of Boyd’s Beside Bamboo cadenza – bars 45-59.
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Saxophone performance decisions occurred in relation to the tempi, interpolation of fermatas,
articulation, dynamic intensity, pitch tonal vibrato subtleties, speed of timbre trill nuances
and circular breathing. Boyd’s unmeasured cadenza passages along with the lack of playing
instruction allowed me to choose my own tempo with a substantial amount of tempo rubato.
Similarities can be seen in relation to Schoenberg’s instinctive use of tempo rubato when
performing his own music:
For Schoenberg, tempo rubato – the momentary hastening or slowing down of the
music – seems almost to have been used instinctively and, as evidenced in his
recordings, was frequently present despite the absence of specific indications in the
score.418
My choice of tempo, Balinese-inspired volume swell fluctuations and breathing points acted
as composition linking devices in the cadenza to improve the structural flow of Boyd’s scalic
motifs and adjoining extended technique ideas. My tempo rubato varieties were performed
instinctively, due to the level of spontaneity involved when playing the semiquaver runs with
varying tempo fluctuations. Therefore, apart from my occasional wavy line sketchings
indicating a sudden reduction in tempo, no other rubato specifics were noted. To imitate pitch
tonal fluctuations of a suling instrument, I added fermatas on specific pitches, including the
F# pitch of bar 45. This allowed time to produce sudden wide vibrato effects and volume < >
dynamic swells representative of Balinese suling music. The fermata also allows the
saxophonist to take a circular breath and avoid breaking the flow of the phrase. Due to the
vibrating tone, the player’s circular air sound motion is not heard and does not disrupt the
sustained note.
As Merrick stresses the importance of performer interpretation and breathing considerations
for other players regarding Sparke’s Concerto for Clarinet and Concert Band, where in this
case, conventional breathing was involved:
I suggested that it might be advantageous to breathe at two-bar intervals in the slow
opening section to enhance tone quality and projection. I was anxious to clarify the
composer’s preferences in terms of breathing throughout the movement, as it had

418

Jackson, “Schoenberg as Performer of His Own Music,” 52.
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implications for my interpretation and that of other players.419
At bar 45 (Fig. 9.16), my “slow–fast–slow”420 vibrato inflection increases multiphonic
textural variation and allows time for the saxophonist to circular breathe. Due to the pulsating
airflow support required for the vibrato pitch alternations, the player can circular breathe and
extend the duration of the multiphonic without worrying about the extended technique cutting
out. As I instructed Shovk in rehearsal, “I’m going to hold the multiphonic longer, so I’ll cue
you when to come in, when I feel I need to take a normal breath”421.

9.4 Reinforcement of Boyd’s gamelan composition style though circular breathing
In the cadenza, Boyd composed florid improvisatory melodic passages and surrounding
extended technique playing effects to highlight my composer-performer persona. As Boyd
writes:
Beside Bamboo extends and elaborates the original melody with new ornaments,
colours and timbres chosen from with Katia’s range of extended techniques and
command of circular breathing. It offers a cadenza permitting the performer the
freedom to create her own elaborations, or as the Balinese call it, ‘flowers’.422
Based on my suggestion, circular breathing was used to (1) imitate the continuous string-like
sound of Boyd’s original violin version, and (2) allow the saxophonist to sustain virtuosic
melodic figures without taking a conventional breath and avoid breaking the flow of the
phrase. Though as I insisted to Boyd, circular breathing involves complex idiomatic issues,
and not every professional saxophonist can circular breathe:
I can circular breathe for endless amounts of time so it would be great for you to
explore this heaps in the cadenza. This will also recreate the continuous violin sound
effect of your original version. But circular breathing on a sustained note is very
419

Merrick, Collaboration between Composers and Performers, 102.
Beaugeais’s hand-written performance instruction in Boyd’s Beside Bamboo alto saxophone and piano
score – bar 45.
421
Rehearsal communication with pianist, Phillip Shovk – 23 August 2018.
422
Extract from Boyd’s Beside Bamboo program note.
420
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difficult to maintain as it affects the intonation and tonal control. I can do it, but not
every saxophonist is comfortable with it...It’s because when the player takes the
circular breath, a dip in the pitch is created at the time of the circular air in/out
rotation, producing a sudden flatness within the held note.423
Therefore, I suggested alternate composition methods of approach to cater for saxophonists
who are unable or less confident to circular breathe. Saxophone playing considerations led
me to suggest timbre trill quarter-tone nuances at circular breathing points within the phrase.
Since circular breathing is the most difficult contemporary playing technique, I
always provide an instruction in the score like “if unable to circular breathe, play trills
as normal and breathe at appropriate points to minimise breaks within the phrase”424.
A saxophonist might be able to circular breathe at home but will not feel comfortable
to circular breathe in a public performance. So it’s best to avoid any circular breathing
on a held note where the player is most exposed… Any sort of trill hides the circular
breath sounding motion, so in your cadenza, I would use timbral quarter-tone trill
effects. Since the sustained trilled note is constantly alternating between pitches, it
disguises the pitch change effect during the air circulating action.425

Timbre trill variants – compositional structural framework of cadenza
Timbral colouristic pitch manipulation devices formed Boyd’s main compositional structural
idea in her cadenza. From bar 46 (Fig. 9.16), my timbre trill pitch suggestions surrounded by
short melodic fragments allowed me to freely improvise using rhythmic and pitch
permutation saxophone techniques. Following my demonstration of a variety of timbral
effects, Boyd chose the following A, E and B quarter-tone trill effects for their distinct tonal
quality. I invented the following unconventional saxophone trill fingerings based on their
suitability to fit within Boyd’s improvised melodic passages and for the mellow subtone
colours that they created. In deciding which quarter-tone pitches to trill, idiomatic factors

423

Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 23 August 2018.
Instructed to Boyd in rehearsal: my proposed score instruction for an alternate playing method to replace
circular breathing – 23 August 2018.
425
Rehearsal communication with the composer, Anne Boyd – 23 August 2018.
424
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included key weight and resultant key trill speed dexterity, sudden embouchure and throat
adjustment, and circular breathing feasibility. Based on my sketchings in Boyd’s cadenza
(see Fig. 9.16), my quarter-tone trill saxophone fingerings indicating which key to trill in bars
46, 47 and 48 are transcribed below:

Figure 9.17: Timbre trills and suggested saxophone fingering from bars 46, 47 and 48 that
formed Boyd’s Beside Bamboo timbral cadenza structure.

From a performer’s perspective, it is important to provide an accurate realisation of the
intricate quarter-tone timbral trill nuances for Boyd’s published score. This allows other
saxophonists to correctly interpret the complex timbral variants and produce effective trill
sounding effects based on my specified fingering. As Laws explains the importance of
precise score notation to avoid player stylistic interpretation issues:
…the proliferation of styles now means that composers can make no assumptions as
to the way in which their scores will be read by performers. It therefore becomes
necessary to attempt to include every intricate detail in order to cover explicitly the
complexities that arise in any process of musical performance.426
Maximisation of the timbre trill pitch variants in bars 46, 47 and 48 resulted in diverse
intervallic quarter-tone flat discrepancies. The saxophone timbre trill in bar 46 alternates
between an A quarter-tone flat to C quarter-tone flat, with the right-hand keys pressed

426

Catherine Laws, “Performance Issues in Composers’ Approaches to Beckett,” Samuel Beckett
Today/Aujourd’hui, Vol. 8 (1999): 146.
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(4th/5th black-filled holes) and trilling of the B key (boxed black-filled hole). Due to the
blending of quarter-tone timbre trill colours, intonation issues when circular breathing on the
alternating quarter-tone interval of a third was not a concern. At bar 47 (Fig. 9.16), Boyd has
notated semiquaver rhythmic diminution figures to signify the quarter-tone timbre trill’s slow
to fast rhythmic trill speed effect. Since the trills are a gestural composition device involving
a level of spontaneity, I advised Boyd to replace the rhythmically notated trill figure at bar 47
with my timbre trill indications and “slow – fast”427 marking (Fig. 9.16).
My sustained E quarter-tone trill fingering produces an E to A quarter-tone flat pitch
inflection. Due to the alto saxophone’s mellow, husky tonal quality on the low E,
transitioning to the A quarter-tone pitch allows for a clearer tone to be produced. Circular
breathing is also aided with the A quarter-tone flat requiring less air support. The final
timbral trill in the cadenza at bar 48 features a B quarter-tone fluctuation simultaneously
played with a saxophone pitch bend effect. The fusion of timbral pitch oscillation playing
devices that results in an array of intricate quarter-tones, depends on how much the
saxophonist pitch bends the airflow direction through the mouthpiece. I added a fermata to
allow more time to make the physical loosening/tightening embouchure and throat
adjustments required to create the most convincing pitch bend. The soothing multiphonic of
bar 48 concludes the cadenza with a non vibrato to vibrato multiphonic textural pitch
fluctuation. My vibrato harmonic manipulation on the multiphonic in bar 48 reintroduces the
soothing ambiance of Shovk’s softly tender gong-like chordal figures and tranquil main
melody.

9.5 Summary
The final rehearsal with Boyd and Shovk took place at the Sydney Conservatorium of Music
on 16 October 2018. The purpose of this rehearsal was to do a complete run-through of the
whole work in the presence of the composer. Very few adjustments were needed, unlike
previous rehearsals of Beside Bamboo that entailed playing one passage at a time to modify
intricate timbral saxophone issues and pitch score details. From a performer’s perspective,
this rehearsal served as an opportunity for Shovk and I to verify our final stylistic
427

My sketched score indication in Boyd’s Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano – bar 47.
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interpretative performance decisions regarding Boyd’s tempi, structural phrasing, timbral
nuances, dynamics, vibrato expression and ensemble balance, in preparation for the recording
at ABC the next day.
My performing composer role played an important part in Boyd’s Beside Bamboo. My ability
to circular breathe enhanced Boyd’s stylistic sound concept, “as circular breathing is a
playing technique used in Balinese gambuh performance”428. Boyd’s cadenza offers the
performer freedom to create elaborations, or ‘flowers’ as the Balinese call it. Spontaneous
playing decisions and circular breathing allowed me to freely improvise over Boyd’s florid
ornamental passages and create long unrestrictive flowing melodic lines.
As Boyd was unfamiliar with saxophone multiphonics, I had a responsibility to ensure Boyd
considered multiphonics as a gestural composition device or textural colour, rather than
specific chordal pitches. Understanding how saxophone multiphonics function instigated my
initial idea in substituting Boyd’s violin double stops with delicate, soothing multiphonics.
With my alto saxophone, I discovered the most versatile multiphonic to enhance the lyrical
melodic quality and smooth transition between the multiphonic chords and individual
upper/lower multiphonic pitches.
My selected multiphonics with graphically notated fingering, invented saxophone trill
fingerings to fit within Boyd’s improvised virtuosic melodic ideas and avant-garde textural
subtone swell inflections contributed to a co-collaborative composing effort in preparing this
work for the ABC podcast.

428

Extract from Boyd’s Beside Bamboo program note.
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Chapter 10
ABC recording process: Crossman’s, Abbott’s and Boyd’s saxophone works and the
aesthetics surrounding the composer-performer role
Introduction
This chapter examines the co-collaborative decisions and final score changes that evolved
during the recording process of Crossman’s, Abbott’s and Boyd’s saxophone works for an
ABC Classic podcast: Katia Beaugeais: New Australian Sax Music429. The recording
necessitated a hands-on430 composition approach to solve the composers’ instrumental sound
production issues, unlike the rehearsal process where my composer role served to assist them.
The recording of the composers’ works took place in the Eugene Goossens Hall at ABC
studios431 on the 17th of October 2018. The large recording space added a resonating and
reverberating quality to my playing and to the composers’ sounds. The recording
environment – hall, space, acoustics, various microphone setups and sound mixing
possibilities – affected my saxophone playing decisions and final score modifications.
Recording acoustical possibilities together with my performer gestural approach led to
compositional score adjustments regarding instrumental structural balance, idiomatic motivic
construction, interpolation of timbral figures, refinement of extended techniques and circular
breathing application. How my saxophone knowledge assisted certain recording aspects is
evident in my handling of Crossman’s temple bowl ringing bell tone projection, use of
French vowel sounds to shape my embouchure in enhancing air vibrato sound envelopes,
paint brush tongue strokes in Abbott’s piece to produce rapid articulation, and circular
breathing and multiphonic implementation to reflect Boyd’s original violin melody and string
double stop concept of Beside Bamboo.
Similarities and differences between the recording process of each work are discussed in
relation to time, composer’s presence/non-presence, composer attitudes, technical physical

ABC Classic podcast: Katia Beaugeais: New Australian Sax Music – 22 March 2019.
https://www.abc.net.au/classic/programs/new-waves/katia-beaugeais-new-australian-saxmusic/10930530
430 A ‘hands-on’ composition approach refers to the numerous and important composition decisions that I had
to make for the composers.
431 Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Ultimo, Sydney.
429
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demands, aesthetics of spontaneity and composer/performer hierarchy. Identification of the
type of recording issues reveal how composition-focused instrumental solutions resulted in
my composition role to take precedent.

The diverse stylistic character and technical physical demands of Crossman’s, Abbott’s and
Boyd’s works determined various aspects of the recording process. The following paradigm
displays the main recording issues and interlinking composer-performer concepts that
emerged.
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Figure 10.1: Paradigm illustrating the ABC recording process of the composers’
saxophone works.
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10.1 Collaborative and interactive relationship between composer-performer and
composer during the recording process
The collaborative and interactive relationship between composer-performer and composer
was invaluable during the final score deliberations in negotiating the colouristic motivic
improvements in preparing the recording score. I invited Crossman, Abbott and Boyd to the
ABC recording so they could be part of the final creative stage of their works. As Merrick
states how the performer and composer can affect the realisation of a work during recording:
The opportunity for both partners to share ideas on interpretation can also have
important implications as regards the subsequent realisation of the work in
performance and recording.432
All composers were able to attend the recording, apart from Abbott who resides in
Melbourne. From a personal perspective, the composers’ presence brought on some
trepidation in relation to the composers requesting score changes and the ensuing discussions
that could evolve. For a performer, talking during a recording session can be distractive and
disrupt the fluency and pace of the recording. To maintain my timeline schedule, focus and
energy, limiting the amount of score modifications by the composers was paramount.
Therefore, prior to the recording I sent an email to all the composers, informing them of their
‘guiding’ role to achieve the best quality recording of their works and the type of score
alterations I was prepared to do during the recording session. As the following extract from
my email illustrates:
My aim is to get the best no. of takes for all your works.
All composers will be there to guide me if you want me to redo any passages for
phrasing, dynamics, articulation, variations etc.
For me to maintain my concentration and energy for the whole day, no major changes
to the music will be possible on the day.
Can’t wait to record all your music!
It’s going to be a BIG day for Australian sax music!433

432
433

Merrick, Collaboration between Composers and Performers, 113.
Email communication with all composers: Abbott, Boyd, Crossman – 3 October 2018.
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Time was of the essence during the recording as Crossman’s, Abbott’s and Boyd’s works
were recorded in one day. My composer role was prominent in the recording process as
composition decisions had to be made in a short timeframe. I assisted the composers in
finalising timbral motivic embellishments, technical idiomatic adjustments and extended
technique additions. As Merrick reinforces the performer’s insight and ability to provide
informed decisions to the composer’s score:
As the performer engages with the compositional process, it is likely that s/he will
acquire an understanding of the composer’s working methods and approach and be
equipped to make an informed and productive contribution to the partnership.434
I devised the following recording plan outlining the order of works and amount of time that I
felt would be suitable based on the composers’ needs and their piece. Each work was
allocated between one hour and one and a half hours based on the instrumentation, stylistic
complexity, technical playing difficulty, extended techniques and physical demands. As the
recording schedule that I sent to ABC435 is shown below436:

Merrick, Collaboration between Composers and Performers, 113.
Apart from the executive and senior recording producers, all scheduling information for the recording day
was also sent to ABC Classic recording music producer, André Shrimski.
436 It should be pointed out that the final two soprano saxophone works by Beaugeais and Page in the
ABC recording schedule table (Fig. 10.2), are not included in this doctorate.
434
435
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17 October 2018
ABC Classic Recording Schedule by Katia (as of 3/10/18)
Eugene Goossens Hall
Katia Beaugeais – Saxophones
Phillip Shovk – Piano
9am - 1015am

Beaugeais warms up + initial Sound Check

1015am - 1130am

Bruce Crossman – Dying of the Light
Solo soprano sax + Japanese temple bowl.
1 player – Beaugeais also plays temple bowl.

7 min.

1145am - 1pm

Katy Abbott – MultiSonics
Solo alto sax

8 min.

-------------------------------------------- LUNCH --------------------------------------------2pm - 3pm

Rosalind Page – Icelandic Intermezzi Movts I & II
Soprano sax + Piano

10 min.

3pm - 4pm

Anne Boyd – Beside Bamboo
Alto sax + Piano

8 min.

4pm -

Katia Beaugeais – Breath by Breath
Solo soprano sax

13 min.

Figure 10.2 - Table 1: Recording schedule sent to ABC and composers on 3 October 2018.

I chose to record the pieces in one day, rather than doing shorter recording segments over
several days. This was to maintain my energy and focus and avoid disrupting my recording
flow.437 The physically challenging contemporary playing technique works were scheduled
earlier in the day to avoid saxophone-related playing issues, such as embouchure fatigue and
lip soreness due to prolonged periods of playing. To maintain my chops438 for the entirety of
the recording, I began with Crossman’s soprano saxophone piece, which was the most
physically exhaustive, as I had to seamlessly play, chant and hit a Japanese temple bowl.

Personally, I work better in longer recording sessions once the adrenaline and intensity is established.
‘Chops’ refer to the physical nature of a saxophonist’s embouchure, with the soprano and alto saxophone
chops involving different needs. The soprano saxophone’s smaller mouthpiece and narrower reed requires
more embouchure tension and bottom lip compression. Whereas, the alto saxophone’s larger-shaped
mouthpiece involves a looser, relaxed embouchure and open throat position, resulting in less lip pressure on
the thicker, wider reed.
437
438
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Abbott’s alto saxophone piece was scheduled second due to the technically demanding
virtuosic passages and extended technique effects, followed by Boyd’s less taxing alto
saxophone and piano work. Based on the multifarious technical playing requirements in
Crossman’s and Abbott’s scores, a longer recording time was given.

Figure 10.3 - Photo 1: Composer-Saxophonist Katia Beaugeais at ABC Studios,
Eugene Goossens Hall – 17 October 2018.
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10.2 Recording analyses of Crossman’s, Abbott’s and Boyd’s works and
composer/performer hierarchical roles
The next part of this chapter analyses specific recording score modifications to show how
various factors instigated my composer role to surface. In contrast to the rehearsal process439,
the working relationship between composer and performer in the recording was reversed. A
diverse composer/performer hierarchy emerged where the composers had a ‘guiding’440 role
and I took on a leadership role to direct, modify and determine which passages to rerecord.
The stylistic character of Crossman’s Dying of the Light: Pacific Resonance for Peter for
solo soprano saxophone and temple bowl presented a range of recording issues to achieve the
colouristic tonal continuity of the overall structural sound flow. The recording of the temple
bowl brought on a number of issues relating to the microphone sensitivity and my playing
approach in capturing the resonating bell tones and interweaving timbral cells within each
phrase. The ABC soundcheck for Crossman’s work involved finding a suitable recording
balance for the saxophone, vocal and percussive instrumental elements. The ABC sound
engineer441 moved the microphones in various positions to find the most effective recording
spot that would cater for the disparate sound entities. A pair of main hall and close
microphones were positioned in front of me to capture a well-balanced and homogenised
recording of the Japanese temple bowl, soft saxophone playing subtleties and technically
virtuosic loud dynamic sound bursts.
The acoustics of the Eugene Goossens Hall provided ample projection for the temple bowl to
resonate through my saxophone playing. As Shrimski442 explained how there was no need to
record both instruments with separate microphones:
As you were playing the opening during the soundcheck, we could clearly hear the
temple bowl through your air sounds and subtone saxophone effects. The mics in
front of you are picking up the balance of the temple bowl and your saxophone
playing really effectively.
See Chapters 7, 8 and 9 for detailed rehearsal process analyses of Crossman’s, Abbott’s and Boyd’s works.
As it will be explained, the composers’ ‘guiding’ role involved confirming my composition-related
saxophone adjustments rather than instructing me to rerecord and make changes to the music.
441 ABC sound engineer: Andrew Edgson.
442 ABC recording music producer: André Shrimski.
439
440
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Just bear in mind that the dynamic of the temple bowl won’t be able to be adjusted
individually later as the set of mics are recording the whole sound as one unit. What
the recording captures now ‘live’ is what you will have to work with during the
mixing.443
Similar to my rehearsal approach444, the temple bowl was placed on a music stand close to
my right side enabling a manageable reach to avoid disrupting the gestural time flow between
my saxophone and percussion entry. In the recording, close proximity between me and the
temple bowl ensured maximum microphone coverage and limited my footstep noise when
reaching for the bead striker. Whilst recording the air to real pitch passages focus was placed
on my position in front of the microphones. This avoided me overblowing445 the air effects
for projection issues, causing excess saliva to build and potentially producing unclear tones.
For Crossman’s piece, the ABC producer and sound engineer suggested letting the recording
run so I could direct the recording at my own pace. As Shrimski explained how his recording
announcements, “Standby, recording”446, at the beginning of each new take could disrupt my
recording flow and concentration:
Let’s just let the recording run, so you can take your time when you feel you are ready
to record again. This will save you a lot of energy. That way you can just focus on
your playing and not worry about us. If you feel like the take is going well just keep
going. You decide, we’ll follow you.
When you are not happy with something or if you have a lot of spit building up, you
can stop and restart the passage at any time. We know where you are in the score.447
With the microphone’s audibility and Crossman’s extended technique usage I had to stop
several times to clear my mouthpiece. As the recording progressed, several reed changes on
the soprano saxophone were required to assist with the diverse technical demands in each
Personal communication with ABC recording music producer, André Shrimski, during the recording session
at ABC Sydney – 17 October 2018.
444 See Chapter 7 about my rehearsal approach regarding Crossman’s temple bowl.
445 This contrasts with live performances, where I overblow air effects to maximise air sound audibility for the
audience.
446 Recording announcement made by ABC recording music producer, André Shrimski – 17 October 2018.
447 Personal communication with ABC recording music producer, André Shrimski, during the recording session
at ABC Sydney – 17 October 2018.
443
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section. Crossman’s numerous contemporary playing techniques required different soft/hard
reed strengths. Softer, thinner reeds with more tonal flexibility suited the gradual air to real
pitch timbral effects. Harder reeds with a direct, pointy airflow effect assisted in achieving
the fast, clearly articulated intervallic rhythmic motifs. Firmer, thicker reeds delivered a
coarse, dense tonal quality that gave the extra power needed for the fast surge of air through
the flutter-tongue and growl effects.

Figure 10.4 - Photo 2: Composer-Saxophonist Katia Beaugeais recording Crossman’s
Dying of the Light for soprano saxophone and temple bowl.
ABC Studios, Eugene Goossens Hall – 17 October 2018.
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Composer-performer influence and interrelated temple bowl playing aspects
My composer-performer role influenced the way I communicated, expressed and perceived
Crossman’s temple bowl bell tone quality as an additional timbral attribute to my saxophone
sound. Similar gestural mannerisms were evident with my temple bowl and saxophone
playing. My performance expressive actions enabled me to communicate the bell ring tones
as part of the structural saxophone fabric. As Thompson explains how the expressive actions
of performers influence the musical structure:
One of the most prevalent views is that performance expression is an act of
communication in which performers vary timing, loudness, and other expressive
qualities with the intention of clarifying and emphasizing details of the musical
structure to listeners.448
The recording environment brought on a heightened level of awareness regarding the
interconnecting saxophone tones, bell-like buoyancy and superfluous sounds being picked up
by the microphones. My delicate temple bowl approach and my soft, saxophone key finger
movement enhanced the calm, soothing ambiance and prevented key click ‘pop-like’ sounds
and bead striker handling movement being heard in the recording. Gaining an initial quality
recording of the ringing bell entries was a priority since the dynamic balance levels and
microphone hall settings of the saxophone and temple bowl could not be adjusted
independently at a later stage. As a result, I developed a fastidious approach in how I was
holding the bead striker and hitting the temple bowl to achieve maximum sonority within the
evolving saxophone tonal flourishes. The use of the temple bowl is most prominent on page
one of Crossman’s Dying of the Light as it establishes the timbral and colouristic identity of
the work. For this reason, examination of the temple bowl recording technicalities and
composer-performer influence focuses on the first section of page one of the score.

448

Thompson, Music, Thought, and Feeling, 188.
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Temple bowl recording issues & composer-performer influence on
percussive tonal quality
Bar 1

• Maximum duration of temple bowl figure to establish still, meditative quality imitative of
my saxophone effect.
• Light bead strike on bowl to achieve delicate resonance.
• Louder dynamic than indicated pp to allow my air saxophone effect to evolve out of the
decaying bell tone.

Bar 4
•
•
•
•
•
•

Following sax and vocal chant, repositioning of saxophone to prepare for bell entry.
Attention to temple bowl striking position to achieve consecutive soft dynamic contrasts.
Variations in force of bead strike action.
Careful bead striker handling to produce two clearly articulated bell rings.
Technically awkward to produce two consecutive bell effects with p/pp dynamics.
Physically easier to strike the bowl with a reversal of the dynamics: pp/p.

Bar 10
•

•
•
•
•

Rhythmic notion of the bell motif is played instinctively to blend within the melodic shape
and tonal quality of the succeeding intensifying sax passage (b.11).
Rhythmic diminution and additional semiquaver note makes bead striking problematic.
Difficulty in achieving bell resonance and clarity due to compressed rhythmic values.
Reduced rests surrounding the temple bowl figure allows less time to prepare for the
following air sax entry (b.11).
Less time for the saxophonist to clear mouthpiece spit and reposition in front of
microphone for the following sax entry.
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Bar 20
• Performer role influence on delicate singing temple bowl entry of bar 20.
• Slow gestural repositioning movement helped to refocus for still, tranquil bell motif
following demanding saxophone passage.
• First full bars rest (bar 21) pivotal for embouchure adjustment and spit clearance in
preparation for following saxophone air vibrato entry of bar 22.
• Gestural physical playing similarities when communicating soothing temple bowl bell
entry and delicate saxophone key finger motion to express calm atmospheric saxophone
passage and avoid unwanted recording movement sounds.

Bar 25
•
•
•
•
•

Several recording takes needed to produce clear
resonant bell tones and achieve mp/p/pp dynamic
subtleties and rhythmic semiquaver precision.
Meticulous striking bowl precision required.
Difficulties due to complex bead strike handling
affecting the rapid accented semiquaver
rhythmic variants.
Similarities with saxophone: temple bowl
playing issues regarding semiquaver rhythmic
articulation and receding dynamics.
Instinctive placement of temple bowl figure to
enhance rhythmic fluidity and timbral
connection with vocal chant figure.

Figure 10.5 - Table 2: Temple bowl recording issues and composer-performer influence on
Crossman’s percussive quality.

Recording similarities are evident in my spontaneous gestural playing approach and tonal
production of the saxophone and temple bowl entries. Similar to King’s and Ginsborg’s
research on performers’ gestural actions to communicate musical intention and help with
sound technicalities:
The gestures of the pianists in the present study seemed to be primarily expressive
and communicative. The singers, on the other hand, used gestures to reflect or indeed
support the technical production of the sound…449

449 King and Ginsborg, “Gestures and Glances,” 197.
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Due to the large hall’s acoustics and decay variances, the recording dynamic, bead striking
force and rhythmic articulation rapidity of each temple bowl figure was decided in the
moment. Similar saxophone-related communicative aspects applied in relation to the temple
bowl bell-like sonority: crisp accented articulation, dynamic projection, timbre, phrasing,
shape, timing, duration, spaciousness, and clear tonal resonance.
At bar 1, the temple bowl ring tone acted as a preparatory pitch to the opening saxophone air
vibrato entry. The semibreve rest was omitted, and the temple bowl dynamic was increased to
piano to sustain a still ring tone into the similar meditative character of the static airy effect in
bar 2. Crossman’s alternating temple bowl dynamic levels were physically awkward to
achieve due to the different bead striking variances needed to attain the consecutive dynamic
changes. At bar 4, the additional grace note figure and indicated p/pp dynamic required a
gentle hit close to the rim of the temple bowl to create soft bell variation that blended within
the preceding vocal chant whispering and saxophone air effect of bar 5. To achieve a fluid
timbral flow, the two bell pitches (bar 4) were thought of as two softly tongued saxophone
pitches serving as an upbeat into the succeeding air vibrato motif. The minim rest was
omitted, and the timing of the saxophone air vibrato effect was played earlier for the air
sound and ring tone to overlap. Similar to my saxophone playing, dynamic reversal of the
indicated p/pp to pp/p at bar 4 would allow a more effective consecutive two-pitch bell echo
sonority.
At bar 10, the dynamic and rapidity of the temple bowl’s rhythmic motif was played
instinctively to form one flowing interconnecting phrase between the vocal speech and the
intensifying saxophone melodic passage from bar 11. Recording complexities arose due to
the physically challenging aspect of switching between my saxophone playing and
maintaining a rapid bead striking technique for the compressed rhythmic bell figure. A
similar gestural strategy when playing problematic saxophone tonguing arose, where the
semiquaver temple bowl articulation was played at a steadier tempo to maximise the
individual tonal clarity and recording bell reverberation.
I treated the recording like a live broadcast. During each rest, I turned away from the
microphone to clear my mouthpiece to limit the suction sound coming through the
microphone. Until this point of the recording, Crossman’s air vibrato effects – involving a fast
gush of air through the mouthpiece – served as a practical device to blow out any excess spit
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in preparation for the emerging saxophone melodic pitches that followed. However, this
passage had to be rerecorded due to the limited rest time for spit clearance between my
temple bowl and saxophone entry at bar 11, which resulted in an unclear spitty sound to
develop on the F# tonal pitch.
My slow repositioning movement for the delicate, tranquil temple bowl entry at bar 20
allowed me to regain focus and composure following the constantly shifting tonal
fluctuations within the long saxophone melodic lines. Strategically, the indicated “Very
Slow” drawn-out bell figure served as a breather before resuming the final saxophone
passage of the first section. The semibreve rest at bar 21 was pivotal for embouchure
readjustment and spit clearance to guarantee a clear air tone at bar 22. Following the air
flutter-tongue notion of bar 19 causing excess saliva, the rest was particularly useful in the
recording. At bar 25 the temple bowl motif was rerecorded, as the subtle dynamic shifts and
rhythmic diminution interfered with the lingering echo-like bell tones that I was trying to
capture. A hard bead striking motion in the centre of the temple bowl rim was required to
achieve the soft dynamic transitions of mp, p and pp together with rhythmic diminution.
Rapidity in the semiquaver rhythmic variants was difficult whilst sustaining clear tonal
articulation and reverberation for each ring tone.
Similar to my saxophone playing when dealing with fast articulation, I played the semiquaver
bell rhythmic motif at a steadier tempo to enable six consecutive well-defined bell accents to
carry across the whole bar. The bead striking playing subtleties to produce the receding
dynamics of mp, p, pp (of bar 25) was problematic. Like the saxophone, it felt more idiomatic
to play the temple bowl motif whilst increasing in volume, rather than decreasing with mp, p,
pp on consecutive pitches. Instinctive placement of the temple bowl entry soon after the final
“A-p’uji – a-na” vocal chant of bars 23 to 24, enhanced the natural rhythmic fluidity and
served as a compositional linking device connecting the disjunctive components.
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10.3 Invention of new playing method – French vowel acoustical structural fabric of
air sound envelopes
During the recording, vowel nuances were taken a step further to diversify the breadth and
shape of Crossman’s air timbral structural variants. The recording environment increased my
physical and aural awareness in how I was producing the air sound transformations:
embouchure position, mouthpiece quantity, air pressure variance, air speed and direction. The
microphone’s responsiveness magnified the auditory tonal shape of the soft air sound
envelopes. The acoustics and recording silence of the Eugene Goossens Hall allowed me to
hear and feel my miniscule air pitch fluctuations. As Thompson explains in reference to
Ohm’s acoustic law450, how certain listening conditions and room acoustics allow us to
perceive individual partials that make up the note:
…under certain listening conditions we do have a limited ability to hear some of the
individual partials of a complex sound. …and the manner and context in which that
sound is produced (intensity and room acoustics), different harmonics will be more or
less prominent.451
Examination of the interpolated French vowels from bars 1 to 15 shows my extensive air
sound development that produced dissimilar air textural sonorities within each air motif. My
additional sketched vowels in the final recording score below contrasts with my rehearsal
performance score markings (see Ch. 7, Fig. 7.31), where one vowel formed the entire air
figure.

Ohm’s acoustic law is named after German physicist, Georg Simon Ohm (1784-1854), who proposed that
the human auditory system responds to a complex sound by generating sensations of the separate
components of the sound, rather than a sensation of a single integrated sound. From Andrew M. Colman,
A Dictionary of Psychology, 3rd ed. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008).
451 Thompson, Music, Thought, and Feeling, 46-47.
450
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Figure 10.6: Crossman’s Dying of the Light for soprano saxophone and temple bowl
– bars 1-15, page 1. Recording score extract illustrating my French vowel sets that
formed the air sound envelopes and numerous recording playing technique markings.

Integration of French vowels resulted in an idiomatic recording strategy to produce clear,
smooth interconnected air to real pitch tonal transitions. What began in rehearsal as a
compositional device to enhance Crossman’s air effects, quickly developed into a vital
recording tool to refine and individualise the sounding character of each airflow timbral
envelope. My additional use of French vowels in bars 2, 5, 13, 14 and 15, changed the shape
of my oral cavity in the following ways:
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•

Less/more mouthpiece in mouth

•

Buccal mucosa (inner lining of the lips and cheeks)

•

Open/narrow throat

•

Posture and position of tongue regarding the soft/hard palate, front/bottom teeth and
floor of mouth.

As the following table illustrates, each French vowel set involved different embouchure and
throat positions to generate extensive high/low air pitch recording frequencies compared to
the singular vowel technique explored in rehearsal452.

Analysis of the resultant recording air quality is based on my initial French vowel air timbral description
provided in Chapter 7, Fig. 7.32.
452
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French vowel
Recording transitions

Oral cavity shape + Air timbral result

Bar 2 (grace/minim note)

i

i

e

Tight embouchure, stretched Buccal mucosa, narrow
throat, forward stretched flat tongue close to hard palate.
Less mouthpiece in mouth, thinner air direction, translucent
high pitch.

e Firm embouchure, slight lip roundness, slight open throat,

Bar 5 (grace/minim note)

e

u

relaxed flat tongue close to hard palate.
More mouthpiece in mouth, lower pitched, dense
compressed timbre.
e Strong embouchure, slight lip roundness, slight open
throat, high flat tongue & back, close to hard palate.
Slightly more mouthpiece, thick quality, low pitched.

u Tight round pointy Buccal mucosa, narrow throat,

Bar 13 (Air bend)

e

a

tongue pointing forward, close to inside top teeth.
Lips forward on mouthpiece, more direct, fast, profuse
airflow tone.
e Tight embouchure, stretched Buccal mucosa and mouth
lips, narrow throat, forward stretched flat tongue close to
inside bottom teeth. More mouthpiece, dense quality,
medium high pitch.

a Relaxed embouchure, loose Buccal mucosa, wide open

Bar 14 (explosive breath)

o

u

throat, oval-shaped mouth lips over mouthpiece, flat tongue
& back, near floor of mouth.
Lots of mouthpiece, no front teeth contact with mouthpiece,
fast airflow, hollow, medium low tone.
o Loose embouchure, loose Buccal mucosa, round-shaped
mouth lips, round open throat, curved tongue & back, on
floor of mouth. Lots of mouthpiece, hollow quality, low
pitch, fast air gush sound.

u Firm, round Buccal mucosa, tight mouth lips, open throat,
tongue high & back, close to soft palate.
Less mouthpiece, downward air direction, thin tone.

Bar 15 (Air bend)

e

e Strong embouchure, slight lip roundness, slightly

o

contracted throat, flat tongue pointing to bottom teeth.
Normal mouthpiece position, shallow tone, high pitch.

o Loose, relaxed embouchure, loosely stretched Buccal
mucosa, rounded-shaped mouth lips, wide open throat, flat
tongue backness on floor of mouth.
Lots of mouthpiece, wide open throat, low pitch, downward
fast airflow, heavy quality.
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Bar 29

e Firm embouchure, slightly contracted throat, curved tongue

(Demisemiquaver)

e

& close to floor of mouth. Sparse air quality.

a

a Widely stretched Buccal mucosa, round open throat,
hollow timbre, maximum resonating quality.

Figure 10.7 - Table 3: French vowel recording transitions illustrating oral cavity shape and
air timbral result.

The microphone’s audibility had a microscopic effect on the air sounds and adjoining subtone
pitch intricacies, which resulted in selecting specific French vowel transitions for the
following idiomatic reasons. The opening air effect at bar 2 began with the i embouchure
position to produce the most subtle, translucent air tone of the piece. With only the tip of the
mouthpiece in the mouth and a tightly narrow throat, a high-pitched thinner air direction was
produced. With the oral cavity sliding into an e position with more mouthpiece in the mouth,
lower pitched air and slight open throat assisted with the connecting subtone high F# note to
sound. At bar 5, a strong embouchure in an e position with a slightly open throat allowed for
a low, thick, air grace figure to sound. The tightly pointed u Buccal mucosa transition,
forward tongue and narrow throat enabled a fast, profuse airflow for the high F# vibrato
fluctuation control. The u position assisted with the long vibrato dynamic swell leading to the
accentuated low E pitch of bar 6. The e - u vowel transition was most suitable for the
adjoining high F# pitch as it did not consume extra air. This enabled me to conserve my
energy for the circular breathing from bar 6 to create a continual melodic phrase without any
breaks in the sound.
In comparison to the performance rehearsal score (Ch.7, Fig. 7.31), the beginning of the air
bend effect at bar 13 was altered from an a - u embouchure to an e - a shape. The e vowel
position was more suitable based on the previous high F# vibrato pitch that involved a
similarly stretched tight embouchure, narrow throat and mouthpiece insertion. The added a at
the end of the air bend produced the medium low air bend ending, due to the loose Buccal
mucosa with the flat tongue pulled back near the floor of the mouth and wide open throat
allowing a fast airflow hollow effect to sound.
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To produce the indicated “explosive breath” air effect at bar 14, the initial performance
rehearsal score o marking was maintained to produce a more reverberant hollow lower pitch
than the preceding e - a air bend timbre of bar 13. In reference to Crossman’s sffzp dynamic
indication at bar 14, the o vowel quality produced the loudest dynamic possible on the high
F# pitch. A loose embouchure, round open throat, back curved tongue on the floor of the
mouth allowed an unrestricted fast air gush of sound through the mouthpiece. The added u
embouchure transition assisted the downward air direction with less mouthpiece to attain the
octave drop to the connecting low E subtone note. A firm, round Buccal mucosa, open throat
with the tongue high and back close to the soft palate was required.
Similar to the air bend effect in bar 13, the air bend at bar 15 also contained an e
vowel starting position due to the preceding high F# pitch. Though in bar 15, to assist the real
pitch to air transition, a shallower air tone was produced due to the strong embouchure,
slightly narrow throat and flat tongue pointing to the bottom teeth. The timbral
transformation from an e - o vowel shaped embouchure was selected to produce a more
intense high to low pitch air bend effect as it concludes the melodic phrase. The transition to
the o position involved a slightly contracted wide open throat, loosely stretched Buccal
mucosa, flat tongue backness on the floor of the mouth, allowing for a deeper, fast heavy
airflow bend to sound. To create a loud, short, fast air surge effect on the last note of bar 29, I
started the demisemiquaver in a firm e embouchure position with a slightly contracted throat
and curved tongue due to the preceding subtone low G# pitch. I then slid into an a position to
end with a resonating, hollow quality and widely stretched Buccal mucosa, in preparation for
the technically demanding ascending semiquaver grace note figure at bar 30. This flexible
oral cavity position with a relaxed round open throat enabled “extremely wild vibrato”453 to
reverberate on the high F# minim of bar 30. In the recording, the demisemiquaver air effect at
the end of bar 29 was doubled in length. The duration was decided in the moment once I felt I
had attained maximum sonority. To recreate the work’s still, meditative quality in the final,
slow “Moderately Paced” titled section from bar 42, the air sound vowel nuances from the
opening section return, beginning with the first i - e air effect from bar 2. Crossman’s
unifying air gestural structural framework is reinforced by the gradual recapitulation of the
opening air sound vowel ideas.

453

Crossman’s rehearsal instruction for my high F# wide vibrato fluctuation – 4 September 2017.
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Up until this point in the recording, Crossman had a supporting role where he suggested
which recording takes were most successful for the meditative air sound and temple bowl
resonating ambiance. Although I had identified the most successful takes, having the
composer’s approval reassured me that what I was trying to communicate through my
physical and performance expressive actions was coming across in the recording. Crossman’s
assistance and opinion was also important during the recording of the fast virtuosic section
from bar 30, as this stylistic passage represents the late Peter Sculthorpe’s “humouristic,
funny and raucous character”454.
My aim for the ABC recording was to produce a ‘perfect’ representation of the composers’
notated scores. Crossman’s technically demanding section (bars 30 to 41) contained a number
of playing issues: sudden dynamic shifts, vibrato colouristic fluctuations, flutter-tongue/growl
effects, awkward intervallic leaps, clarity of pitches and rapidity of the demisemiquaver
passages.455 The first recording takes resulted in a technically precise and rhythmically
accurate interpretation of Crossman’s piece. However, in pursuit of perfection I was too
focused in achieving the minute score detail456 that resulted in the first recording takes
sounding too literal. With some of the raucous, harsh playing stylistic features lacking,
Crossman advised me of the following:
You don’t have to get every single note. What’s important is the overall fun, wild
sounding character that represented Peter. I don’t want you to get a nice clear soprano
sound either. I really like the spitty, harsh sound that you get when you overblow. I
liked what you did in rehearsal, you moved a lot, as if you were dancing. When you
were doing that it sounded the best.457
Based on Crossman’s suggestion, I adopted an improvisatory playing approach that enabled
me to produce the “exuberant and liberated athletic section”458 from bar 30. According to

Personal communication during rehearsal: Crossman’s description of Peter Sculthorpe’s humoristic
character – 21 September 2017.
455 See Chapter 7: Crossman’s Dying of the Light for a detailed analysis of the various technical playing issues
raised in rehearsal.
456 Though, as the idiomatic issues discussed in Chapter 7: Crossman’s Dying of the Light illustrates, it was
impossible to attain all of Crossman’s intricate notational score detail.
457 Personal communication with Bruce Crossman during the recording session at ABC Sydney –
17 October 2018.
458 Score program note description in Crossman’s Dying of the Light.
454
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Merrick, recording problems may arise when collaborating with other parties. In my case, the
ABC provided me with endless support and performance freedom for my own recordings.
Though, Merrick’s thoughts in regard to how absolute accuracy can become a priority,
resonates with my own recording aim in achieving absolute accuracy in each of the
composers’ works:
Collaborating in the realisation of a recording presents specific problems, as emphasis
is often placed upon creating an authoritative version of the work that can
accommodate repeated hearings. Considerations such as attaining absolute accuracy
and simulating the excitement and energy of a live performance may therefore emerge
as new priorities.459
The following score extracts highlight the collaborative decisions that evolved between
composer and performer during the recording of Crossman’s “Fast Paced” tempo indicated
section from bar 30. My performer and composer role is seen in the playing issues that arose
in relation to phrasing, timing, note duration, dynamic intensity, vibrato fluctuation shape,
intonation, stylistic character and rhythmic fluency. Bar 30 involved an instinctive playing
approach regarding the timing and embouchure flexibility to avoid splitting the high F#
minim with the sudden pitch bend wide vibrato fluctuation.

Figure 10.8: Recording score extract of Crossman’s Dying of the Light for soprano saxophone
– bar 30.

459

Merrick, Collaboration between Composers and Performers, 115.
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A spontaneous quick breath after the F# minim allowed space to reposition the embouchure
and improve the intonation for the louder articulated lower E pitch. The improvisatory
character enabled a sudden burst in volume and intensified the loud, high-spirited character
of the high F#. As Crossman insisted on how he wanted the high F# minim note to have a
wild, out of control sound:
BC:
The high F# is a bit short. I want a wild out of control sound on that note. Maybe play it
longer so we hear the wild vibrato. Just go for it! The lower E note can also be longer leading
into the exciting sudden dynamic changes.
KB:
The problem is I have to be careful not to split the high F# note after the super quick
semiquavers, as I don’t have much time to reposition my embouchure. It’s an awkward note
on the soprano due to the intonation. I’m trying to nail the articulation and the tuning at the
beginning of the pitch, otherwise it will sound flat the whole way through. I’m also trying to
produce the erratic dynamic effects for the F# and E wild vibrato notes.

At bar 30, my composer role was essential in finding an idiomatic dynamic substitution to
replace Crossman’s problematic quick interchanging dynamics. I discovered that wavering
crescendo swells on the grace note semiquavers and high F# minim matched Crossman’s
wild dynamic intention.460 At bar 34, I instinctively played the virtuosic demisemiquaver
motivic figures at a rapid tempo to sustain the free rhythmic flow and fff dynamic for the
entire bar. From a performer’s perspective, the preceding disjunctive intervallic motif at the
end of bar 33 and hasty vibrato timbral effect on the B pitch lent itself into an immediate
flourishing gestural reaction through the septuplet and ninetuplet rhythmic figures of bar 34.

See Chapter 7: Crossman’s Dying of the Light about the problematic dynamic shifts of bar 30 and my
suggested simplification and dynamic replacements.
460
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Figure 10.9: Recording score extract of Crossman’s Dying of the Light for soprano saxophone
– bars 33-34.

As Crossman expressed how he preferred a longer B vibrato pitch at the end of bar 33 and
less speed on the hemidemisemiquaver rhythmic figures at bar 34 to achieve the
“liberamente, very exuberantly free” instructed phrasing of bar 34:
BC:
I really like the free exciting feel you are creating in bar 33. Can you hold the B pitch slightly
longer so the note has more bouncing effect? And can you slow down at bar 34, so there is
more time for you to speed up and slow down within the bar?
KB:
I’m jumping into bar 34 with a speedy intensity to make sure I sustain the fff throughout the
whole bar. I see what you mean… I’m just naturally playing bar 33 really quick because of
the erratic motivic intensity. Also, the speed helps me produce the loudest volume. I don’t
know if I will get the same extreme dynamic if I focus on increasing and decreasing the speed
at bar 34.
BC:
The fff dynamic is not as important. I want a wider slow/fast tempo fluctuation and that way
we’ll be able to hear the vibrato bends that you are doing.
KB:
OK, what I’ll do is add pauses on the wild B vibrato effect in bar 33 and on the high C# and
second B pitch of bar 34. This will physically slow me down and make it easier for me to
speed up and crescendo through the ninetuplet notes.
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As my sketched fermatas, arrow and vibrato wavy line markings illustrate in bar 34, fermata
insertions and vibrato inflections helped shape the phrasing and achieve a more relaxed
tempo to create the ebb and flow gestural rhythmic effect. At bar 37, Crossman wanted a
similar speed fluctuation effect through the virtuosic rhythmic figures. As shown in the
recording score extract below, I added fermatas on specific pitches to create the “liberamente,
extremely exuberantly free” character that Crossman desired.

Figure 10.10: Recording score extract of Crossman’s Dying of the Light for soprano saxophone
– bar 37.

Unlike the fermata handling in bar 34 that assisted the stylistic contour, my hand-written
fermatas at bar 37 served as pivotal structural phrasing points within the frenetic ascending
and descending passage. During the recording, accomplishing the tonal clarity, extreme
increase in volume whilst sustaining enough breath control was challenging. Recording bar
37 at an extreme tempo gave me enough endurance to hold my breath throughout the
condensed tuplet figures. As I explained to Crossman, circular breathing was not
idiomatically suitable due to the tonal fluctuation that could affect the pitch quality across the
oscillating registers:
KB:
I need to play the series of notes as quickly as possible, as I’m running out of breath before I
reach the final rhythmic grouping. To play it all at ffff I’m blowing so hard through my sax.
Since there is no spot to breath and circular breathing will affect the tonal quality, the best
solution is to try and nail the notes at the quickest speed possible.
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BC:
That sounds great. It’s just got to sound like flourishes of colour. The clarity of notes is not
important, as long as the passage is really loud right to the end leading into the flutter-tongue
note.

Following the strenuously loud flutter-tongue/throat effect on the low G# pitch at the
beginning of bar 37, a hasty breath enabled me to reposition my embouchure on the
mouthpiece for the flurry of hemidemisemiquavers. I instinctively accentuated my marked
fermata pitches by blowing surges of air (with no tongue) through the saxophone, resulting in
a freer tempo fluctuation throughout. My pulsating airflow playing technique on the low C#
of bar 37 provided the extra boost of air that was required to sustain the accelerated rush to
the final high E pitch of the hemidemisemiquaver tuplet passage.

Recording process of Katy Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone and my composition
influence and performer gesture within the musical score
My composer role was significant during the recording process of Abbott’s MultiSonics for
alto saxophone. Abbott’s absence at the recording, required me to step into the composer’s
role and make composition decisions on her behalf. Due to the hall’s acoustics and
reverberating quality, alterations affected stylistic structure, rhythmic contour, articulation,
dynamic intensity, motivic shape, idiomatic and extended technique precisions. My
performer gesture and its impact on Abbott’s recording is evident. Similar to the mechanism
of gestural production in my saxophone concerto, Terra Obscura461, gestural movement in
Abbott’s piece helped me communicate the fast, accentuated technical figures, sound
intensity and virtuosic expressive character.
While performing, musicians are in near-constant motion. Some of their movements
are instrumental to the production of sound; some also fulfil expressive and
communicative functions.462

See Chapter 3 Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone about the use of gestural production in a
composition and performance context.
462 Marcelo M. Wanderley, “Quantitative Analysis of Non-obvious Performer Gestures,” (2002), quoted in
Laura Bishop and Werner Goebl, “Beating time: How ensemble musicians’ cueing gestures communicate beat
position and tempo,” Psychology of Music, Vol. 46, No. 1 (2018): 84.
461
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In the controlled recording environment of Abbott’s piece, bodily movement and key click
noise was preventable. This contrasts with Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone
(Chapter 3), where gestural movement served as a main communicative device for the
ensemble and audience. Though, due to its ‘live’463 concert recording context for an
ABC broadcast464, it was not an issue. During the soundcheck of Abbott’s piece, my physical
movement and alto saxophone curved bell sound direction resulted in certain notes drifting to
the side of the microphones. Although gestural action occurred during the recording of
Crossman’s fast, technical section of Dying of the Light (bars 30 to 41), it was not a concern
since the straight-lined soprano saxophone produced a direct sound. The ABC recording
sound engineer465 maneuvered the microphone’s height position and angle directly in front of
my alto saxophone bell to capture a centered recording. Based on Shrimski’s advice, I was
conscious of my marked recording position and physical movement to ensure that my alto
saxophone remained in front of the microphones.
We are hearing through the headphones that your sound is sometimes drifting to the
right-hand side of the microphones when you’re playing the opening. Just be careful
to try and stay on the marked floor spot. And if you can, try and keep your bell in the
centre of the mics.466

In this context, ‘live’ refers to the player’s gestural sounds that one expects to hear in a live broadcast:
instrumental handling, foot movement, page turns are typical of live recordings. Although I was conscious of
the microphones and my gestural movement during my performance of Terra Obscura: Concerto for
Saxophone, my player movement was not a prime concern due to the ‘live’ recording aspect.
464 ABC Classic broadcast of Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone (2014) with Beaugeais as soloist and
composer, recorded live in concert – 4 October 2014.
465 ABC Classic recording sound engineer: Andrew Edgson.
466 Personal communication with ABC recording music producer, André Shrimski, during the recording session
at ABC Sydney – 17 October 2018.
463
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Aesthetics of spontaneity during the recording of MultiSonics
Evidence of my composer role during the recording of MultiSonics is shown in reference to
technically challenging timbral and textural stylistic passages involving improvisatory
methods of playing. Recording score extracts with my markings and my notated score
transcripts of the final recording illustrate the following composition and idiomatic issues that
I had to resolve:
•

Recording articulation clarity enhancement.

•

Paint brush tongue strokes.

•

Recording breathing strategies: circular breathing and associated articulations.

•

Convincing spacing/balancing between contrasting motivic lines.

•

Grace-note precision and rhythmic accuracy.

•

Tonal pitch clarity in florid rhythmic demisemiquaver runs.

•

Climactic dynamics and the realisation of indicated dynamic markings.

•

Vibrato fluctuation bursts.

•

Audible and clear flutter-tongue figures.

•

Recording instrumental sounds: circular breathing inhaling sniff effects, key click
noise, and performer gestural movement.

During the recording of Abbott’s fast opening passage (bars 1 to 12), focus was placed upon
the type of articulation required to maintain breath control and the uninterrupted rhythmic,
perpetuated C motivic figure. With the microphone’s distinctness, my articulation on the alto
saxophone along with the dynamic and breathing method that I had decided to use in
rehearsal was modified. During the soundcheck of Abbott’s piece, I realised that the soft
articulated passages on the alto saxophone was producing a thicker tonal quality than that I
was after.
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Figure 10.11: Abbott’s MultiSonics for solo alto saxophone – bars 1-12.
Page 1 of my recording score.

As I discovered during the rehearsal process of Abbott’s MultiSonics (see Chapter 8), a new
saxophone tonguing articulation enabled the quarter-tone articulated rapidity of bars 9 to 11.
My invented brush tonguing technique – quick ‘paint brush’ tongue strokes on the tip of the
reed – served as an essential recording device in Abbott’s piece to achieve articulation
lightness, speed intensification whilst sustaining my physical energy. As the paint brush
articulation required a relaxed embouchure with less air force, this articulation also enabled
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me to maintain my energy and create light, buoyant, clearly articulated C pitches in the
preceding pulsating quaver-semiquaver passages.467
Similar to Crossman’s recording take method, Abbott’s piece was recorded in whole sections
to sustain the virtuosic character throughout. The recording take included bars 1 to 12, as
there was nowhere to stop. Consequently, the use of circular breathing in bar 6 functioned as
a physical resting point. Circular breathing over the sustained C timbre trill figure allowed me
to relax my Buccal mucosa whilst rebuilding my air pressure for the frenetic brush stroke
tonguing passage from bar 7. My improvisatory quarter-tone compositional technique at bars
9 to 11 was essential in the recording to produce a well-balanced structure between the
repetitive rhythmic figures. Prolongation of the quarter-tone circular breathing passages
enabled me to regain my energy and reposition my embouchure for the loud interjecting Bb-F
semiquaver rhythmic motifs, leading up to the indicated “Crazy MP” at maximum volume of
bar 12.
Despite my recording attentiveness in playing the fast, technical passages with a lighter key
touch, there was some key finger gestural motion being picked up by the microphones in the
quarter-tone circular breathing passage. However, as Shrimski expressed the importance in
producing a natural recording sound containing instrumental sound effects:
That type of key action is part of a natural recording sound and it doesn’t affect the
recording at all. Hearing your fast finger movement through the speakers reminds us
that we are listening to a saxophone and a piece with a lot of notes!468
Bodily gestural movement is an integral part of circular breathing and affects the auditory
expressive intention. The gestural blowing notion assists with the fast airflow circular
transition. Whilst recording Abbott’s circular breathing stylistic passages, internal gestural
sound effects occurred that resulted in nasal ‘sniff’ noises.

Similar to gestural movement, lightness in articulation is a spontaneous playing technique. The
saxophonist’s tonguing action is decided in the moment according to the concert hall acoustics and ambiance,
resulting in an authentic ‘live’ stylistic broadcast feel.
468 Personal communication with ABC recording music producer, André Shrimski, during the recording session
at ABC Sydney – 17 October 2018.
467
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However, as the circular breath action involved circular air motion – in through the nose and
out through the mouth – there was an audible sniff sound occurring each time I took a circular
breath. Although I could not reduce the volume, I was concerned that the airy embouchure
sound effects might spoil the recording. But as Shrimski and Edgson reassured me of the
importance in keeping the ‘natural’ sound effects in the recording, so listeners hear the
unconventional ways I am playing the saxophone:
The circular breathing sounds are all part of the recording. The listener is reminded
that you are not breathing normally. We don’t mind the sniff sounds at all when you
circular breathe – it’s part of the piece.469
In the recording, my composer role was paramount in realising the ethereal improvisational
tremolo motivic material of bars 58 to 67. As Abbott and I had confirmed in rehearsal470, the
crossed-out bars in the recording score extract below indicate the non-idiomatic intervallic
tremolos which prompted a compositional restructure of the playable marked fermata bars.

Figure 10.12: Abbott’s MultiSonics for solo alto saxophone – bars 58-73.
Recording score extract with my sketched composition additions that I played in the recording.
Personal communication with ABC recording music producer, André Shrimski, and ABC sound engineer,
Andrew Edgson, during the recording session at ABC Sydney – 17 October 2018.
470 See Chapter 8: Abbott’s MultiSonics for a detailed analysis of the various technical playing issues raised
in rehearsal.
469
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During the recording process, I instinctively recomposed this improvisatory trill passage.
Colouristic pitch swell dynamic variances were created in the moment to accomplish
Abbott’s floating, collage-like tremolo idea. As follows, my transcribed final recording
outcome displays a literal representation of my improvised creativity that occurred when
recording bars 58 to 68 – where the process was the product471.

Figure 10.13: My transcribed recording score outcome of Abbott’s MultiSonics for solo
alto saxophone based on bars 58 to 68. Transposed version is shown.

471

Sawyer, “Improvisation and the Creative Process,” 149.
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Compositional differences between the recording score (Fig. 10.12) and final recording
outcome (Fig. 10.13)472 include: pitch additions and permutations, timbre trill speed
variances, circular breathing gestural fluctuations, fermata elongations, and subtone dynamic
nuances. The marked idiomatic tremolo bars from the recording score formed the main
timbral structural framework. As seen in the transcribed final recording outcome above, lack
of time signatures, dotted barlines and fermatas on each tremolo figure indicate my free,
endless timings for each tremolo motivic phrase. Based on the hall’s acoustics, the duration
was decided spontaneously as I progressed through each tremolo fluctuating figure to achieve
maximum colouristic and textural exploration. Permutation of certain tremolo pitches enabled
accentuation on the alternative pitch figure. For example, the tremolo figures of bars 58 and
59 in Abbott’s recording score (Fig. 10.12) show both tremolos beginning on the Bb pitch.
As seen in my transcribed recording score outcome, I emphasised the low E pitch instead, as
the main downbeat effect. With focus placed on the low E, a wider array of low register
subtone timbres evolved, delivering more colouristic shape and direction through the softly
emerging, mellow trill passage.
A literal depiction of the dynamic swells that I automatically played in the recording is
displayed. My subtle dynamic fluctuations enhanced the distinct tremolo character based on
the particular pitch interval and registral transition involved. The Db-G tremolo figure
contains an open, sparse tonal quality as the Db note involves open key holes. I inserted an A
to E tremolo figure in between the Db-G tremolo motifs to create a pitch timbral diversion
within the collage-like textural layers. The alternating A to low E pitches in quick succession
resulted in the saxophone’s airy, ghostly quality to emerge, as it involved a relaxed, loose
oral cavity to support the downward airflow direction to the lower subtone register.
Idiomatically, as my circular breaths created subtle gestural tonal surges, my < > dynamic
sound shape assisted in maintaining the continual airflow to accomplish smooth tremolo
changeover effects. I spontaneously added a fast to very slow trill speed variation on the final
Db-G tremolo to create greater timbral pitch variance, as the speed decrease allowed for other
subtone pitches to appear. Stylistically, the tremolo speed manipulation established the
soothing, tranquil ambiance transition leading into the concluding calm and static
multiphonic of the passage.
This transcribed final recording score outcome was notated after the recording for the purpose of this
thesis.
472
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In the recording, I included a bar’s rest to maximise the hall’s reverberating saxophone echo
effect following the decaying tremolo motif. The paused silenced allowed me to gather my
breath, clear my mouthpiece and reset my embouchure in a subtone position for the softly
emerging multiphonic. Focus was placed on the subtone quarter-tone F pitch of the
multiphonic to produce a compositional linking device with the preceding subtone tremolo
tonal quality material. My subtle dynamic inflection of ppp < pp > ppp along with vibrato
nuances also matches the subtone quality of the adjoining Gb pitch that begins the next
section (from bar 69, Fig. 10.12). With the slight quarter-tone pitch difference between the
quarter-tone F and Gb pitch, I was able to manipulate my embouchure to establish accurate
intonation, producing a seamless pitch transition between the quarter-tone multiphonic effect
and the succeeding conventional lyrical melodic passage of bars 69 to 73 (Fig. 10.12).
During the recording process of the “Aggressive” section from bar 130, my compositional
motivic enhancements develop the colouristic tonal quality of Abbott’s initial timbral ideas.
Quarter-tone trills, timbral pitch tremolo variations and dynamic surges were embedded
within the florid, interweaving melodic lines. As follows, the recording score extract shows
my hand-written composition additions that I employed during the recording:

Figure 10.14: Abbott’s MultiSonics for solo alto saxophone – bars 130-139.
Recording score extract with my sketched composition additions that I played in the recording.
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A quarter-tone trill was inserted to replace the strenuous flutter-tongue effect on the high F at
bar 130. I decided to add another quarter-tone trill of shorter value on the succeeding high F
pitch of bar 131. This not only enhanced the timbral variation quality with the accentuated
short burst of quarter-tone inflections, but served as an introductory stylistic tempo tool
leading into the fast, fluctuating semiquaver passage in bars 131 to 132. As my multiphonic
sketched fingering shows, a dense, coarse multiphonic was added at the end of bar 132. This
multiphonic produced a sudden, loud, punctuated forceful effect with a relaxed embouchure
that was suitable for the adjoining rapid, articulated rhythmic figure of bar 133. During the
recording I instinctively added a harmonic multiphonic trill effect on the elongated circular
breathing tremolo figure of bar 134. My multiphonic harmonic was based on a similar F/low
B tremolo pitch concept as Abbott’s original tremolo idea, but with an added F quarter-tone
pitch. My selected alto saxophone fingering produced an array of higher pitch sonorities
within the fluctuating tremolo due to my right-hand key trill variation, indicated by the boxed
shape. As a transcribed notated version of the multiphonic harmonic trill effect that I played
in the recording is as follows:

Figure 10.15: Multiphonic harmonic tremolo (bar 134) that I added during the recording of
Abbott’s MultiSonics for alto saxophone. Transposed version shown.

From bar 130 (Fig. 10.14), I employed similar < > dynamic swell inflections as bars 58 to 68
(Fig. 10.13) when recording the interposed tremolo figures within the rapid scalic melodic
lines. The duration of the tremolo motif of bar 136 was elongated with the repeated second
tremolo figure. This whole passage from bar 130 was recorded in one whole take, since there
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was no option to stop and do separate takes with the ongoing continuing sound flow
throughout the whole section. Therefore, I extended the duration of the tremolo bars to allow
time to build up my air support. The exact duration of each tremolo figure was decided in the
moment, depending on how long I needed to regain my stamina and air pressure whilst
circular breathing for the surrounding technical semiquaver melodic lines.

Recording process of Anne Boyd’s Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano
With Boyd’s presence at the recording, a collaborative relationship between composerperformer and composer continued during the recording process of Beside Bamboo for alto
saxophone and piano. In contrast to the rehearsal process where a co-compositional
relationship occurred473, during the recording I took on a leadership role in enhancing
composition-related motivic playing aspects, whilst Boyd had a supporting role in verifying
my decisions. Time and Boyd’s stylistic material were the main reasons why I adopted a
compositional approach. Based on the recording schedule, decisions had to be made quickly.
The recording acoustical possibilities led to the following score adjustments to maximise
Boyd’s colouristic composition material and contemporary playing effects. Technical
idiomatic factors requiring composition and saxophone performance solutions involved my
dual role as composer-performer:
•

Stylistic vibrato to reflect Boyd’s Balinese bamboo flute influence.

•

Instrumental balance – Foreground/middleground saxophone/piano textures.

•

Elaboration of certain motivic structural shapes.

•

Alteration of tempo and spacing of motivic cells for maximisation of
reverberating hall quality.

•

Multiphonic harmonic enhancement – high/low pitch exploration.

•

Extended tremolo figures and saxophone quarter-tone embellishments.

•

Quarter-tone speed nuance variants.

•

Circular breathing and fermata intricacies.

See Chapter 9 for a detailed discussion of the co-collaborative composing process that evolved during the
rehearsal process of Boyd’s Beside Bamboo.
473
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•

Cadenza improvisatory factors involving additional motivic figures representing the
Balinese ‘flowers’ concept of the work.

•

Recording saxophone position into the piano and subsequent tonal vibrato and
dynamic adjustments for maximum ambiance.

Recording analyses of Boyd’s opening multiphonics and saxophone cadenza reveal my
composition elaborations, intricate saxophone vibrato and colour variants to capture the
composer’s motivic intention. Due to the hall’s acoustics, I made a number of vibrato
adjustments (subtle, molto vibrato, wide expansive) to Boyd’s vibrato score instructions. I
employed various styles of saxophone vibrato to produce colouristic variation, textural
richness and expressive projection of the song-like saxophone melody to blend within the
motivic piano lines. The duration of the opening multiphonic in bar 4 was extended to
establish the emerging tonal character of the opening and allow more time for the low to high
pitch sonorities to sound. Despite Boyd’s “non vibr.” score instruction, I added subtle vibrato
nuances to enhance the upper harmonic and lower multiphonic timbre within the piano’s
soothing low register tones. The multiphonic at bar 7 contained an airy vibrato effect to
increase the timbral harmonic multiphonic resonances. I employed a subtle vibrato to produce
timbral variation alongside the slow, static nature of Shovk’s sustained piano chordal figures.
To establish the Balinese stylistic character of Boyd’s work474, I recorded with an airy vibrato
saxophone tone similar to suling gambuh475 vibrato. At bar 9, the opening saxophone melodic
line begins with a delicate vibrato bend on the high C# to B pitch. With a relaxed and open
oral cavity, my airy vibrato sound continued through the softly emerging saxophone melodic
phrase, blending within Shovk’s soothing motivic piano lines.

See Chapter 9 regarding the stylistic influences of Boyd’s Beside Bamboo – from Chinese to gamelan
idioms of Bali.
475 Suling gambuh is the largest of the end blown bamboo flutes found in the ancient gambuh ensemble.
474
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Figure 10.16: Recording score extract of Boyd’s Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano
– bars 1-9.
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Recording of Boyd's improvisatory cadenza prompting composer-performer solutions
My composer and performer role was crucial during the recording of the cadenza to finalise
Boyd’s compositional motivic structural formation and colouristic saxophone
embellishments. I adopted a spontaneous playing approach to achieve the playful,
improvisatory character of the florid rhythmic material. Based on Boyd’s suggestion: “you
can do anything you like with my notes and rhythm in the cadenza”476, I had a free and
unrestricted recording style regarding the tempo, rhythm and motivic dynamic fragmentation.
My playing approach in Boyd’s cadenza involved a ‘reflecting-in-action’ approach in
enhancing Boyd’s score ideas:
As the musicians feel the direction of the music that is developing out of their
interwoven contributions, they make new sense of it and adjust their performance to
the new sense they have made. They are reflecting-in-action on the music they are
collectively making and on their individual contributions to it, thinking what they are
doing and, in the process, evolving their way of doing it.477
I was conscious of maintaining Boyd’s rhythmic structure and motivic pattern whilst
complementing her ideas with my own embellishments. As Foss states the importance of
performer interpretation, musical projection and the performer’s key role in communicating
the composer’s musical ideas:
Performance also requires the ability to ‘interpret’ while at the same time allowing the
music to ‘speak for itself.’ And the degree of tension in a performance is dependent
on the presence of such a dual effort on the performer’s part. A crescendo to a climax
is dramatic only if the performer is both the racehorse and the horseman holding the
reins.478

Personal communication with Anne Boyd during the recording session of her work, Beside Bamboo, at
ABC Sydney – 17 October 2018.
477 Schön, The Reflective Practitioner, 55-56.
478 Foss, “The Changing Composer-Performer Relationship,” 50.
476
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Following on from my rehearsal suggestions479 to maximise timbral saxophone resonances, I
recorded the cadenza with my alto saxophone bell pointing into the piano. With my
saxophone sound projecting directly onto the piano strings, a reverberating ring tone
sensation sounded. To intensify the saxophone echo-like ringing sonority in the recording, at
bar 43 I inserted longer rests after each fermata within the virtuosic melodic motifs. Sudden
dynamic swells amplified my sound projection in the piano. As follows, my recording score
of the cadenza shows my sketched composition embellishments that I added in the recording:

See Chapter 9 for the final rehearsal discussions with Boyd, about playing inside the piano to maximise the
timbral saxophone sounds in her cadenza.
479
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Figure 10.17: Boyd’s Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano: Cadenza –
bars 43-56. Recording score with my sketched composition additions that I played
in the recording.
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In representation of the suling vibrato quality, I added wider pitch inflections on the held
notes that allowed for greater vibrato string piano frequencies to project. In contrast to
Boyd’s indicated rhythmic score notation, I rhythmically augmented the last demisemiquaver
motif of bar 43 to allow for a smoother stylistic transition to the calm, softly emerging
multiphonic. The final four demisemiquaver pitches (C#, B, E, C#) were played as two
quavers, followed by two crotchets.
At bar 48 of the cadenza, I spontaneously lengthened the A and E timbre trills to regain my
stamina through circular breathing and avoid breaking the sound to take a normal breath.
Colouristic timbral enhancement continued through dynamic swells, manipulation of trill
speed variance and quarter-tone pitch subtleties. My transcribed timbre trill recording
outcome with my invented alto saxophone quarter-tone fingering and associated boxed trilled
keys is displayed below:

Figure 10.18: Transcribed recording score outcome from Boyd’s Beside Bamboo cadenza –
quarter-tone timbre trills of bar 48. Transposed version shown.

The trilled notes along with my manipulated embouchure created an airy, mellow tonal
quality with a fusion of conventional and unconventional quarter-tone flat and sharp pitch
enhancements. My slow/fast tempo variations enabled the individual quarter-tones to project
in the recording. By decreasing the speed of the alternating key motion, wide-ranging
quarter-tone pitch bend effects occurred. My < > dynamic surges also served to alter the tonal
character of the oscillating timbral pitches. With the low E tremolo figure beginning at a slow
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pace, I was able to create airy, dulcet colouristic pitch variances whilst circular breathing to
increase my air support in preparation for the loud, climactic high C# pitch of bar 51. Boyd’s
suling inspired vibrato notion was amplified by the wide vibrato playing technique I applied
to the A timbre trill figure. As indicated by a wavy shaped line, the pitch was manipulated up
and down along with my trilled fingering and embouchure producing quarter-tone and threequarter tone pitches to emerge within the timbral sound envelope.
My recording approach at bar 51 reflected Boyd’s Balinese inspired style. By extending
Boyd’s descending demisemiquaver figure at the end of bar 51, an added depth and intensity
maximised the loud virtuosic, florid cadenza ending. As my sketched recording markings
indicate (Fig. 10.17), I repeated the first demisemiquaver motif in a looped fashion to add
further embellishments to Boyd’s motivic idea. I intuitively chose the demisemiquaver
pitches, C#, B, and G#, as those particular notes on the saxophone were most suitable to be
played in a rapid and climactic manner. At the beginning of bar 54, I played a quarter-tone
flat trill effect on the sustained B pitch to allow higher multiphonic harmonics to sound
alongside the reentry of the low register piano chords. To blend with Shovk’s lingering
chordal figures, I chose lower multiphonic pitches with soothing vibrato inflections as a
concluding compositional gesture to signify the end of the cadenza for the listener.

10.4 Similarities and differences between the recording production stage of Crossman’s,
Abbott’s and Boyd’s saxophone works
My composer role was imperative in the sound production stages of the composers’ works.
The ABC recording team and I made numerous decisions regarding the recording take
method, microphone setup, recording stylistic ambiance and sound mixing production.
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ABC Classic recording production team – Photos courtesy of ABC

Figure 10.19 - Photo 3: ABC Sax podcast recording – 17 October 2018.
Left to right: ABC Executive producer – Stephen Adams, Katia Beaugeais,
ABC sound engineer – Jason Blackwell. Eugene Goossens Hall, ABC Studios.

Figure 10.20 - Photo 4: ABC Sax podcast recording – 17 October 2018.
Left to right: ABC sound engineer – Jason Blackwell, Katia Beaugeais, ABC recording
music producer – André Shrimski. Eugene Goossens Hall, ABC Studios.
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Bruce Crossman
Dying of the Light
Solo soprano sax

Katy Abbott
MultiSonics
Solo alto
saxophone

Anne Boyd
Beside Bamboo
Alto sax & piano

Recording Take
Method

Microphone Setup Sound mixing
Balancing
production
Main/Close mics

- Main sections
recorded in whole
takes.
- Stylistic material
contained no breaks
in sound.
- Recording take was
left running to allow
performer to decide
when to record.

- 2 Main + 2 Close
microphones.
- Mics positioned in
front of saxophonist.
- Main mics above
performer.
- No separate
microphone for
temple bowl.
- Main pair captured
temple bowl sound.
- Close mics
positioned slightly
above soprano sax
bell.
- 2 Main + 2 Close
microphones.
- Microphones
positioned in front of
saxophonist.
- Main mics above
performer.
- Close mics
positioned lower,
directly in front of
alto saxophone bell.
- Different recording
position: Beaugeais
faces piano and
points sax bell inside
the piano.
- 2 Close mics in
front of alto sax.
- Main room mics
positioned high
above for sax and
piano.
- Extra piano mic
inside piano.

- Main sections
recorded in whole
takes to maintain
stylistic quality.
- Recording takes
were announced and
directed by the ABC
team.
- Takes announced
individually.
- Recording takes
captured in long
extensive sections.
- Takes were
attempted in one
continuous take from
beginning to end.
- Easier to sustain
style and ensemble
with pianist.
- Takes restarted
again at points when
needed to stop.

- Mix of main & sax
close microphones.
- More main mics
(for natural large hall
effect) to capture air
vibrato sound
buoyancy.
- Close pair also used
for balance to
maintain natural
soprano sax
closeness effect of
breathing, spit, air
sound vibrato pitch
contour effects.
- Mix of main & sax
close microphones.
- More main room
mics to capture large
hall space & alto sax
resonance.
- Close mics for key
click sounds, fluttertongue, growls,
circular breathing
sniffs.
- Mix of main & sax
close microphones.
- More main room
mics to capture large
hall space and
effective alto sax/
piano balance.
- Room mics produce
alto sax natural
reverb. Enhances the
blending effect with
piano and makes sax
more present in the
sound (less distant).
- Balance tweaked,
sax levels elevated.
- Decreased volume
levels in bottom
piano register, as too
dominant.

Figure 10.21 - Table 4: Similarities/Differences between the recording production stage
of the composers’ works.
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Following the recording of the composers’ works, ABC invited me to be part of the final
production mixing stage. The composers were not part of this process. This led me to make a
number of decisions on the composers’ behalf regarding the overall stylistic recording quality
of their works.

Figure 10.22 - Photo 5: ABC Classic production mixing stage, ABC Studios.
Left to right: ABC recording music producer – André Shrimski, Katia Beaugeais,
ABC sound engineer – Andrew Edgson.

As shown in the recording production stage table, each piece required different microphone
setups and balancing mixes based on the stylistic character and extended techniques.
Shrimski advised me of his preferred audio level settings for each piece, and I then either
confirmed or suggested a balance modification. For Crossman’s Dying of the Light, whole
passages were captured in one take. From a performer’s perspective, it was not practical to
split up the passage in sections. This would have involved recording at non-idiomatic points
within the phrase and interrupting the stylistic intensity. The levels of the main hall
microphones were elevated to create a natural reverb effect for the air sounds and a warm,
bright sound for the temple bowl ring tones. The levels for the close microphones were
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increased to ensure we captured an intimate sounding quality of the air pitch fluctuation
effects contrasting with the florid virtuosic passages, with an array of key click and fluttertongue fluctuations coming through.
For Abbott’s MultiSonics, whole sections were also captured in one take. The microphones
were positioned in a lower position than Crossman’s: directly in front of my alto saxophone
bell to avoid the drifting sound effect caused by my movement and saxophone bell shape.
Due to the diverse stylistic material of each passage, it was more practical to record as much
as I could in one go to sustain the rhythmic flow and interconnecting motivic links. As the
alto saxophone contains a deeper tonal quality and less reverberant projection effect than the
soprano saxophone, the main room hall microphones were boosted to add more ambiance and
a richer tonal resonance. The close saxophone microphone levels were increased to ensure
that my gestural instrumental sounds such as key movement, blowing gestures and circular
breathing sniff sounds could be heard in the recording. As shown below is a screenshot of
Shrimski’s computer screen during the postproduction mixing process of Abbott’s
MultiSonics. The top two audio wave tracks are the left/right main room microphones, and
the bottom two are the left/right saxophone close microphones.
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Figure 10.23 - Photo 6: Post-production mixing stage of Abbott’s MultiSonics.
Computer screen of ABC recording music producer, André Shrimski. Courtesy of ABC.

In Boyd’s Beside Bamboo, Shovk and I attempted to record the whole piece from beginning
to end. The recording take was then restarted at particular points where we had to stop. For
the cadenza, I repositioned myself with my alto saxophone bell pointing towards the inside of
the piano. I recorded it all in one take to maintain the improvisatory character throughout.
Due to the performance spontaneity involved, I recorded a few versions of the cadenza
containing various stylistic and tonal colouristic differences. I then chose the most effective
take to include in the postproduction process. In contrast to the other composers’ works,
Boyd’s piece required the main hall pair to be set at a much higher recording level, and the
close saxophone microphones at a lower level. The addition of the piano produced certain
balancing recording issues. The microphones were picking up more of the piano than me in
both the close piano microphones and the main pair. Consequently, the main hall microphone
levels were boosted, giving the impression that I was playing much closer to the microphone.
To create a rich, warm tonal ambiance, Shrimski tweaked other technical piano issues:
decreasing the volume of the bottom piano register as I felt it was too dominant alongside my
emerging saxophone melody. The raised levels of the main hall microphones in Boyd’s piece
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were essential in enhancing the Balinese stylistic tonal quality. Shrimski also boosted the
reverb mixing levels in the cadenza to allow maximum audibility and reverberation for
Shovk’s softly sustained piano string ringing tones and my quarter-tone resonating timbral
effects within the string piano frequencies inside the piano.

10.5 Summary
The ABC recording process of the composers’ works highlights the importance of cocollaborative composer and performer working relationships, rather than “the traditional
work/performer paradigm, where the performer engages with the composer’s written score at
an interpretative level only”480. During the recording I took on a leadership role, and
Crossman and Boyd had a guiding, supportive role in confirming my idiomatic and extended
technique decisions. I gained insight into Abbott’s compositional stylistic intention through
our online conversations, which gave me the confidence in making composition recording
decisions on her behalf. My composer role was prominent in the final mastering sound
production stage. Since the composers were not part of this process, I made numerous
composition-related decisions regarding the best recording takes, overall stylistic sounding
quality and microphone instrumental mixing balance. Having worked closely with all the
composers and hearing their compositional thoughts and ideas, I was able to make informed
decisions on their works.
My performer role influenced the way I played Crossman’s temple bowl to create a lingering
bell-like sound imitative of my saxophone vibrato tonal approach. Equally, my composition
role affected the way I considered the reverberating bell entries as colouristic timbral
extensions of the saxophone pitch inflections, vocal whispering and air vibrato sound
envelopes to form one structurally interconnected continuous layer of sound. In reference to
Foss’s description of composition as “the making of the music”481, and performance as “the
making of music”482, my composer and performer role was significant in realising
Crossman’s, Abbott’s and Boyd’s compositional motivic ideas and idiomatic effectiveness of
the contemporary playing techniques they chose to employ.
Merrick, Collaboration between Composers and Performers, 113.
Foss, “The Changing Composer-Performer Relationship,” 45.
482 Ibid.
480
481
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Chapter 11

Conclusion

This research study aims to advance our understanding of creative compositional thought and
practice. Analyses of my performing composer influence regarding my compositions and
other composers’ works present different ways of thinking about composer-performer
practice. This doctoral thesis has examined creative collaborative activity that occurred
during the composing, rehearsing and recording stage of Terra Obscura: Concerto for
Saxophone, First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra and didgeridoo with wind
symphony. The collaborative rehearsal strategies and interpersonal relationships that emerged
in my large-scale ensemble works and in preparing Abbott’s, Boyd’s and Crossman’s
saxophone pieces for international premieres and an ABC Classic podcast exemplify the
notion of a group collaborative effort.
When two or more elements coexist and interact the results are often unpredictable.
The product of the collaborative process is always more than the sum of its parts and
there emerges another layer in the work which is indefinable and separate. This is the
magical quality which draws people to the work time and time again.483
It was not until reading recent research on gesture that I discovered the importance of gestural
production in my music from a performance and composition perspective. Non-obvious,
expressive, effective and figurative gesture play an integral role in establishing the avantgarde gestural instrumental language within conventional and graphically notated score
passages. Performer gesture and compositional gestural colouristic motifs showcase the
intricate timbral and textural sounding palettes.
In Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone, experimentation with saxophone quarter-tone
trill speed variances led me to explore similar slow/fast trill effects in other instruments,
including percussion. Glissando pitch bend playing techniques allow the soprano saxophonist
to perform two physical trill and glissando pitch bend features at the same time. Combining
two distinct timbral manipulation playing techniques creates maximum saxophone projection

483

Artmusic: www.artmusic.org.uk, quoted in Hayden and Windsor, “Collaboration and the Composer,” 31.
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and dramatic stylistic intensity. Saxophone-inspired percussive timbral sounding effects are
created through the use of string pizzicato battuto and saxophone slap-tongue effects.
My performing composer role was imperative for the circular breathing section in my
saxophone concerto, where I improvised over a series of individual pitch set notes within
multiphonic trill textural harmonic frameworks. Through saxophone embouchure
manipulation techniques, I was able to isolate individual pitches within the multiphonic
chords by emphasising the top and bottom pitches. Understanding how to apply multiphonic
harmonic trills and which alternating multiphonic fingering to trill, allowed me to create
continuous quarter-tone harmonic inflections within distinct sound mass textural collages.
When I was circular breathing, I was completely immersed within the sounds of my
saxophone. My performing composer role enabled me to overcome the physical strain
associated with circular breathing and create the loud thick multiphonic sound mass to project
over the drums for such a long period of time. Without my saxophone knowledge, this
circular breathing passage would not have been created.
In First Light at Uluru, my composer-performer role gave me the confidence to employ
avant-garde air vibrato playing effects in single and multi-focus unifying wind sound mass
formations. My performing experience on all saxophones (from soprano to bass) enabled me
to maximise the technical sound possibilities, diverse registral colours and lyricism
throughout the whole ensemble. Transforming the original saxophone orchestra version into a
wind symphony work led me to explore a different composition approach in the way I
imagined, conceived and realised the overall conceptualisation of the wind symphony tonal
sound world. Recreating the wind symphony version forced me to rethink and re-evaluate
what I first set out to achieve in the original version. The Royal Australian Navy Band CD
recording of First Light at Uluru with didgeridoo virtuoso, William Barton, allowed me to
enhance the Aboriginal significance of the work and capture the authentic culturally inspired
sound world that I had initially imagined for this work. My composer-performer role led me
to discover new compositional structural methods to create timbral and textural sonic events,
resulting in unified sound mass effects that involve sensory processing to produce a full aural
experience:
Among those processes are ones that help to create a unified perception, so that the
various attributes of sound are not experienced independently of one
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another. …Rather, different dimensions of music seem to be merged into an
integrated and unified experience.484

My goal for the ABC Classic saxophone podcast was to develop an innovative Australian
saxophone program representative of a broader model of collaborative creativity based on
new composition perspectives. I wanted to record a new music program that explored
saxophone contemporary playing techniques in unlimited ways.
My instrument served as a communicative vehicle to advise the composers on useful and
idiomatic ways to produce specific saxophone extended technique playing effects. My
saxophone was used as a tool to discover French vowel embouchure positions in maximising
Crossman’s acoustical structural fabric of air vibrato sound envelopes, simultaneously
playing the soprano saxophone whilst hitting a temple bowl, alto saxophone multiphonics and
circular breathing to imitate Boyd’s original violin double-stops, slap-tongue and fluttertongue saxophone effects in substitution of Abbott’s original non-transferable bassoon
extended techniques, and my invented ‘paint brush’ tongue stroke saxophone articulation to
replace bassoon water-tonguing effects.
My dual role as composer-performer impacted above and beyond what would be expected of
a saxophonist alone when preparing new works for performance. Advantageously, I was able
to advise, assist, refine and validate the composers’ use of contemporary saxophone sounds,
many completely new to them. My dual identity did not change as rehearsal interactions
progressed, since the composers’ questions required advice from a composer’s and
performer’s perspective. Notably, as a composer-saxophonist I was able to encourage and
reassure the composers of the quality and strength of their composition, in which solely a
performer would not be equipped to do.
With the composers’ support, I was given the freedom to be interpreter and contributor
during the recording stage of their works. This gave me the opportunity to share my
knowledge and offer insight into the technical timbral playing intricacies of extended
techniques to further enhance their scores. Their willingness to learn about new sounds,
484

Thompson, Music, Thought and Feeling, 65-66.
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discuss new ideas and embrace contemporary saxophone effects, contributed to the integrated
partnership that evolved. The findings of this creative recording project have shown how the
ABC recording process prompted me to step into the composer’s role to achieve the
composers’ desired tonal intention. This research will be of significance to composers,
performers, musicologists and scholars with an interest in the different roles and
responsibilities of a composer-performer and the creative collaborative practice involved in
generating new innovative music.
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Appendix 1: PhD Composition Recordings
The following list includes the composition recordings in the order as they appear
in this thesis.
N.B. See 2nd Pdf file for the full scores of my PhD compositions.

PART 1
Terra Obscura: Concerto for Saxophone (2014)
Composer/Soloist: Katia Beaugeais
Sydney Conservatorium Modern Music Ensemble, conductor Daryl Pratt
Duration: 35 min.
Audio recording by ABC Classic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3cP6mLHEcOs
First Light at Uluru for saxophone orchestra (2015)
Composer: Katia Beaugeais
Sydney Conservatorium Saxophone Orchestra, conductor Dr Michael Duke
Duration: 8 min.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XTLNtEhf6jI
First Light at Uluru for wind symphony (2016)
Composer: Katia Beaugeais
Sydney Conservatorium Wind Symphony, conductor Dr John Lynch
Duration: 12:30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sI92ZUF_y0U
Interview - First Light at Uluru for wind symphony
Katia Beaugeais with conductor Dr John Lynch
2016 ANBOC Festival, Sydney Conservatorium of Music
Duration: 13:45
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWlyTqKa7HU
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First Light at Uluru for didgeridoo and wind symphony (2018)
Composer: Katia Beaugeais
Didgeridoo: William Barton
Royal Australian Navy Band, conductor Lieutenant Commander Dr Steven Stanke
CD Spirit of Place (2018) Track 2
Duration: 11:30
Trackdown Studios, Sydney
https://www.navy.gov.au/about/our-people/navy-band/spirit-place

PART 2
ABC Classic New Waves podcast (2019)
Katia Beaugeais: New Australian Sax Music
Saxophonist-Composer: Katia Beaugeais
Composers: Katia Beaugeais, Katy Abbott, Anne Boyd, Bruce Crossman, Rosalind Page
Australian Broadcasting Corporation, Sydney
Recorded: Eugene Goossens Hall - 17 October 2018
Released: 22 March 2019
Duration: 1 hr 28 min.
https://www.abc.net.au/classic/programs/new-waves/katia-beaugeais-new-australian-saxmusic/10930530
Bruce Crossman – Dying of the Light: Pacific Resonance for Peter (2017)
Solo soprano saxophone and Japanese Temple Bowl (all 1 player)
Beaugeais Intro + Performance – From 105:15
Katy Abbott – MultiSonics for solo alto saxophone (2018)
Beaugeais/Abbott interview – From 29:18
Performance – 34:43
Anne Boyd – Beside Bamboo for alto saxophone and piano (2018)
With pianist, Phillip Shovk
Beaugeais/Boyd interview – From 44:30
Performance – 55:55
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Appendix 2: Ethics documentation
The following forms shown below include:

- HREC Approval Letter
- Participant Information Statement
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